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Saunders Norvell

& 4 IHEN we have discovered a

continent, or crossed a chain

of mountains, it is only to find

another ocean or another plain

wpom the further side. . . . O toil

ing hands of mortals / O wearied

feet, traveling ye know not

whither! Soon, soon it seems to

gow, you must come forth on some

conspicuous hilltop, and but a little

way further, against the setting

sum, descry the spires of El Dorado.

Little do ye know your own blessed

mess; for to travel hopefully is a

better thing than to arrive, and the

true success is to labour.”

—Robert Louis Stevenson.





By Saunders Norvell

NE day in June I left The Chemists’ Club in

New York committed to a long journey. It

is pleasant to look forward to the thrills and

romance of an adventure amid new scenes,

but this journey to which I found myself pledged was

not forward into the future but far backward into the

past. Like many a man who has started on a journey,

burning his bridges behind him, I have my misgivings.

The first important matter to be decided was what

to name this journey. “Forty Years of Hardware”

was my first thought. Another was “My Hardware

Life.” When I discussed these titles with some literary

friends they said, “There is nothing original about ,

‘Forty Years of Hardware,” nor do we like ‘My Hard

ware Life,’ because the public have been rather fed up

on ‘lives.’” Then I said, “How do you like “The Acci

dent of Hardware?’” “Fine,” they said. “That’s a

good title. It is different. You tell us it was just by

accident that you happened to land in the hardware

business. Therefore it is appropriate.” However,

when I suggested this title to the Editor of HARDWARE

AGE, with his practical wisdom he did not approve

of it. He said that instead of the trade deciding that

hardware was the accident, they would declare I was

the accident. It was with considerable reluctance that

I gave up the accident title. I must confess that I

even thought that there might be some truth in the

conclusion the trade might reach if the title were used

Then I said to the Editor, “Strictly speaking,

I was not in the hardware trade forty years. For

1



2 FORTY YEARS OF HARDWARE

almost three years, from 1881 to 1883, I was a stock

clerk; for nine years, from 1883 to 1892, a traveling

salesman; for the next nine years, from 1892 to 1901,

a sales manager and vice president; from 1901 to 1911

a president of a wholesale hardware house. These

activities cover just thirty years.” “But,” said my

friend the Editor, “afterward you owned and edited

a hardware trade journal and for the last ten years

you have been in very close touch with the hardware

trade. So,” he declared definitely, “it is all right for

you to use the title Forty Years of Hardware.” I

must say I rather object to this title upon the score

that it places me in the Methuselah class. Therefore

pardon me if I record here that I went to work very

young indeed!

The next problem was to decide upon the literary

form of these articles. Should they be in the first per

son or in the third person? The Editor preferred the

first person as being more direct and less formal.

I have decided just to write a hardware story. Will

you put yourself in my place and sympathize with me

in the task I have in hand? It places one in a curious

state of mind to write such a narrative because in a

way one is compelled to write with a double conscious

ness. I must go back and seek the state of mind of the

poor boy as green as a gourd who takes his first job

at $5 per week with his rosy hopes for the future. At

the same time, having seen the end of the forty years'

journey, I write with a consciousness of what actually

happened. It is like reading a book when you already

know the plot. However, my dear hardware friend—

especially my young friend—you do not know the

story and probably it will be wise for me not to say

much more about it in this introduction.

It is only fitting that one should have a rule

in writing a hardware story, even if it is only the

No. 68 variety, and the rule that I have adopted and

that I will endeavor to follow is not to measure men

by their material success. Recently I read a most
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interesting autobiography but, when I laid it down,

it was with a feeling of intense dissatisfaction. It

was evident that the author had but one standard by

which he gaged all men, and that was material suc

cess. He measured everything in dollars. Now if I

depart from this too common American standard,

what standard shall I adopt? It seems to me as I

meditate upon past events that those who have ap

pealed to my imagination in the largest measure have

been men who lived life to the brim. It has seemed

to me as I have studied characters and their reactions

to life that the worst of all characteristics is mean

ness. I have been closely associated with giants

and I have also, I regret to say, in my travels wandered

into forests inhabited by pigmies.

Will you, dear reader, laugh with me most of the

time and weep with me a little now and then 7 As I

review the story I find both comedy and tragedy. In

the forests through which we will pass you will see

great trees that fell in the fullness of time, while

other promising trees died young for want of light.

If you will be on your part a sympathetic reader I

will on my part promise not to attempt to prove any

theories of my own. I will not preach nor attempt to

point a moral. I will do my very best to tell the story

just as I saw and actually lived it, and I will try to

write about events as seen with my eyes at the time

these events transpired. -

I know full well that the younger generation, claim

ing and taking their turn in this good old world, have

little use for books or plays or movies that explain

overmuch. This younger generation are doing their

own thinking for themselves. I can see them taking

their seats and settling down to see the play. I can

hear them impatiently calling for the curtain to rise.

All they want is for the actors to play their parts true

to life. If the actors will just do this, they will do

their own thinking about the performance.

However, I propose to write about some very simple
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and human things. The old need to be reminded of

the feelings of youth and youth needs to be reminded

of the feelings of the old. Have I the ability to achieve

this double task? I will describe the mysterious feel

ing of the first dollar earned and the wonderful thrill

of the first raise in salary. There will be the jumping

heart and the flush at words commending work well

done. There will be the sick feeling of discourage

ment when others are promoted and the boy in the

story is overlooked—the bitter sting of harsh criti

cism and the mad anger at injustice. How little the

young know that these things are but the hard-learned

lessons in the text-book of human experience! Then

comes the day when the boy, grown to mature years,

feels the lonesomeness of place and power. How little

as an employee did he realize the cares and responsi

bilities of the employer . How little did he know then

the disappointments, the chill of ingratitude and the

disillusion that is the lot of those who must lead their

fellow men'

I must not only attempt to describe the people I have

known in the hardware trade, but also in the early

articles to paint pictures of cities and business condi

tions a generation ago. I have accepted this task and

I will attempt to fulfill it by telling the story accu

rately, simply and directly. Now please do not think

that this is to be a history of the hardware trade

covering forty years. Please understand it is only a

personal narrative. As it will be personal, I may

forget to mention many great figures in the hardware

trade with whom I came very little in contact, while

on the other hand I will write at some length of stock

clerks, traveling salesmen and others who loomed large

upon my youthful imagination. Also please do not

hold me responsible for the accuracy of my descrip

tions. I will portray places and events as they ap

peared to me at the time.

There is nothing new under the sun. In “Ecclesi

astes,” Solomon tells us that at the last his only joy
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was in the work of his hands. In the quotation from

Robert Louis Stevenson at the beginning of this,

he tells us that to travel hopefully is a better thing

than to arrive, and the true success is to labor.

So after forty years I can only add my testimony that

the greatest satisfactions I have had in life have come

from my daily work and associations.



CHAPTER I

ST. LOUIS IN THE EARLY EIGHTIES

“There is a tide in the affairs of men,

Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;

Omitted, all the voyage of their life

Is bound in shallows and in miseries.”

Shakespeare.

S this story will revolve around the city of St.

Louis, Mo., it may not be out of place to start

these articles with a sketch of the city and its

life as it appeared to me in 1881, when, as a boy in

my teens, I started my hardware career by getting a

job with The Simmons Hardware Company. As I

said in the introduction, I will attempt to write my

thoughts and impressions as they were at the time

that places, events or persons are described. There

fore, as I draw the picture of St. Louis of that day,

I must remind you to see the city through the eyes of

a youth whose travels had consisted of only one or

two trips by steamboat from St. Louis to New Orleans

and return. After forty years, I realize how crude

was the city of that day. I realize how crude was the

life in all western American cities at that time and,

allow me to add, I also realize how raw and green was

the young man, who did not see any crudeness in his

surroundings!

The St. Louis of the early eighties was typical in

many respects of other western and southwestern

cities, but in some particulars it was original and

different from these other places.

Our story opens just seventeen years after the close

6



ST. LOUIS IN THE EARLY EIGHTIES 7

of the Civil War. I knew a number of negroes work

ing as servants who had been slaves. My own family

and relatives had been slave owners. I speak of this

to impress upon the younger generation the changes

that have taken place in this country in just one

generation.

At this time much of the conversation that I heard

was about the War. There was still bitterness be

tween the North and the South. I remember having

persons pointed out to me as “d-d Yankees,” and,

I remember, I looked at them, expecting to see horns

and a pointed tail concealed about their persons !

2
º | until

.

º

“Transportation consisted of bob-tail cars”

Probably there was more feeling in St. Louis at the

end of the War than in any other city because, while

St. Louis has always been considered a Southern city,

those who managed to control the destinies of the

city had thrown St. Louis into the Northern ranks.

The majority of St. Louis families were divided, some

sons having gone into the Southern armies while others
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had joined the Northern forces. My people were all

Southern sympathizers. Several of our family were

killed in the war, so as a youth in the city of St. Louis

I read with much sentiment the poetry of Father

Ryan and others regarding the “lost cause.” All the

friends of our family at this period were also

Southerners. In our homes were steel engravings—

one of the popular forms of art at this time—of Gen

eral Lee, “Stonewall” Jackson and other Confederate

heroes.

Transportation in the city consisted of bob-tail cars

drawn by one horse or one mule. Later there was

a step forward when the cars were increased in

size and were drawn by two horses. As a result

of this slow transportation, the city was built in very

compact form. There were long solid rows of brick

houses exactly alike. My family lived in one of

these three-story houses. Only the very opulent lived

in double houses and possessed a lawn about their

places. To live in a double house and own a horse and

carriage was the sign manual of great wealth and

social prestige. In the winter these street cars were

not heated. They were, however, filled with hay and

travelers kept their feet warm by burying them in

this hay. The driver of the bob-tail street car

was very polite and attentive to the inhabitants.

He stopped anywhere when signaled. It was a com

mon thing in the afternoon when some prominent

citizen came home “loaded” for the driver of one of

these cars to stop, wrap his reins around the brake

and then escort the prominent citizen up the steps of

his home, pull the front door bell and leave him there

to be taken in by his admiring family This sight

was so common that it attracted hardly any attention.

The barrooms and barber shops in those days were

like fairy palaces. They were decorated with many

mirrors and with frescoed ceilings. Whiskey was ex

ceedingly cheap and to get drunk, as I remember it

in those days, was not only no disgrace but was taken
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as a matter of course. There was hardly a family of

any distinction that did not have its drunken members.

On several occasions I remember visiting young ladies

in one of these houses in long brick rows when the

§º -

Štſ, ºl H

hº

“There were long, solid rows

of brick houses eacactly alike”

mother or one of the servants would come to the draw

ing room door and carefully close it. Then we would

hear the deep breathing and the scraping along the

wall as the head of the house was pushed and pulled

up the narrow staircase to his bedroom on the second

floor. On such occasions the young lady of the house
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would talk fluently and rapidly in order to drown the

sounds from the hall, but no one thought very much

of it, because the same performance was a common

thing in most of the homes. I dwell upon this sub

ject of the great amount of drinking of that day in

order to mark the change which had taken place even

before the enactment of the Eighteenth Amendment.

Now the palatial saloon has passed away, and,

with the advent of the safety razor and self

shaving, the palatial barber shops of those days have

also become a memory.

At this period the great steamboat traffic on the

Mississippi River was waning. In my boyhood in

St. Louis I have seen great Mississippi River steam

boats lined up four abreast for a mile along the river

front, but the railroads had paralleled the rivers and

in their competition with lower rates and shorter time

had driven this picturesque steamboat traffic from the

face of the waters.

For the ten years following the close of the Civil

War, silk hats, beards, boots and tobacco chewing were

the fashion, but about the time of which I am writing

the silk hat was passing away as a daily habit and

was used only on formal occasions. Beards were being

trimmed and the goatee was usually in evidence.

Goatees hung on for a long time. The colonels from

the South parted with them with great reluctance.

Boots also were very slow in disappearing. In St.

Louis at that time there were famous bootmakers, and

it was a common thing for citizens to pay from $20

to $25 for a pair of boots. The well-to-do city merchant

did not stuff his trousers in his boots, but wore his

trousers over them. In every bedroom of the period,

both in hotels and in private houses, the iron boot

jack was a necessary article of furniture, and an as

sortment of boot-jacks at that period was a part of

every wholesale and retail stock of hardware. I re

member that in our house we had several boot-jacks

made to resemble an enormous beetle. There were
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two great eyes, and the antennae served as a part

of the jack to take the heel of the boot. Later I found

that this particular style of boot-jack was a very

popular seller.

I also observed that in those days it was a common

thing for middle-aged gentlemen to have their hair

and mustaches dyed. Often on Sundays at church I

Beetle boot-jack of the period—a big seller in

hardware circles in the eighties

observed that some of the deacons had much darker

mustaches and goatees than on Saturdays l

It seemed to me that everybody in those days was

“affiliated” with some church. Our family were strong

Presbyterians, and we children regularly attended

Sunday School and other Sunday and weekly church

functions. In fact, as I look back, the church of

those days was a major part of the lives of most

of the people in the city. The head of the family might

get drunk and play poker during the week, but on

Sunday morning he marshalled his family into the

family pew, took the outside seat himself and, if he did

not pass the plate, deposited a dollar bill in it with

the pride of one who is grasping the opportunity

to lend to the Lord. As a boy I checked off the

contributions, and I always thought it was rather
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tight of some of the members of the congregation

when they passed in their contributions in sealed en

velopes | Every now and then there was a church

conference and the members of the congregation

took ministers to live with them during this con

ference. Conference week was rather a hard one for

the children of the family, because we had many

prayers and we would kneel down and rest our

elbows on the seats of our chairs while we prayed.

While the minister was praying our parents would

surreptitiously shake their fingers at us if our conduct

was not seemly

I can not help digressing here to say that recently

at a dinner in New York I met a celebrated surgeon

by the name of Dr. Cave. I remarked to him—“I

never met any one else of your name except a minister

from Paducah, Kentucky, who years ago stopped at

our house at the time he was moderator' of a Pres

byterian conference of ministers.” He smiled and

remarked, “It just happens that my father was the

moderator at that conference.”

Our streets were made of what was known as maca

dam. This meant that a wagon drawn by two mules

would arrive at a hole in the street, the flooring of the

wagon would be opened by moving some of the planks,

and a lot of limestone rock would fall through and fill

the hole. There were no steam rollers. The hill made

by this rock would in time be worn down by the pass

ing traffic. In wet weather these macadam streets

were a sea of limestone mud, while in hot, dry weather

the wind blew white limestone dust up and down the

streets and into the long rows of brick houses.

In those days there were no country clubs, no tennis,

no golf, no electric lights, no telephones, no stenog

raphers, no typewriters, no card index systems, no

loose-leaf ledgers, no electric cars, no automobiles, no

moving pictures, no radio outfits and only very crude

elevators in the business houses. Hotels and shops

had no elevators for passengers and used them only
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for carrying freight. As a result, business houses

and hotels were seldom more than four stories in

height.

One of the younger generation, reading the above,

is very likely to inquire, “If you had none of these

things in those days, for goodness' sake, what did

people do to amuse themselves?” As I look back, it

seems to me that the two great indoor sports were eat

ing and drinking. In our family we were always

giving dinners. On these occasions the children would

have to eat at a second table. Therefore, during the

dinner we would sit in the kitchen and check off the

good things as they were carried in and check off

the remnants of the good things that were brought

back. Sometimes when some delectable dish was

cleaned up by the grown people, we children out in

the kitchen would be filled with righteous indignation.

These dinners were served in courses and there was a

separate wine served with every course.

The amount of eating—not to mention drinking—

that people did in those days was something almost

beyond belief. For breakfast we always had a steak

or some other meat, eggs in some form, beaten biscuit,

fried fish and vegetables, usually topped off with cakes

and molasses. So much food may be bad for people,

but food at that time was very cheap. The wages of

servants were also exceedingly low, and, speaking for

our family, I can say that we were never sick. Prob

ably in that period, before the appearance of auto

mobiles and elevators, we all did a great deal more

walking than we do now and, by taking more exercise,

we assimilated food more easily.

Next to eating and drinking, I would say that the

great interest in the lives of the women, young people

and children was going to church and Sunday School.

The church was the meeting place. It was at church

that young men and young women were thrown to

gether and where their love-making started.

Then, of course, there were the theaters and there
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were dancing parties. It was a question when

one had joined the church and was active in church

work, librarian of the Sunday School, etc., whether

it was proper to go to the theater and to dance. I

myself was very much worried with this problem,

so I took it up with our minister. His answer was

that it was entirely a matter of conscience—that if

I could go to the theater and also dance without feel

ing that I was doing wrong, he did not believe it was

a sin, but of course if my conscience pricked me for

theater-going and dancing, I should not indulge in

such worldly pastimes. I put the matter to a thorough

test and I found that my conscience did not worry me.

Another form of amusement was to go out buggy

driving. Nothing was considered more fashionable

than a fine-trotting pair, hitched to a Timpkin side

bar buggy. Some of the rich citizens were very proud

of their speedy trotters, and it was great sport for

them to have their horses throw dust in the eyes of

some of their rivals. I will never forget on one

occasion when I drove up to take a young lady

driving, I found the entire family sitting on the steps

of their double house. I was very much embarrassed,

but I had to face a battery and, as I knew, the

criticisms of all the brothers and sisters as I ascended

the steps. Finally I helped the young lady into my

Timpkin side-bar, stepped in myself, lifted the reins

and thought I would depart in a blaze of glory. Some

thing, however, seemed to be wrong. The horses .

heaved forward but did not go. Finally the father of

the young lady, amid a burst of laughter from the

entire family on the front steps, suggested that I

unhitch the pair. I never lived down that experience

—but I married the girl!

It is a curious fact that, with all of its crudeness,

St. Louis and its vicinity have given to this nation

some of its greatest characters. Dr. Robinson in

his recent article in The American Magazine on the

subject of the seven greatest Americans, picks out
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as the greatest American of all, Abraham Lincoln.

As we all know, Abraham Lincoln spent his entire

youth and a large part of his manhood in the im

“Mark Twain hailed

from Hannibal—just

above St. Louis”

mediate vicinity of St. Louis. He lies buried now in

Springfield, Illinois—just a short distance from St.

Louis.

Another one selected by Dr. Robinson as one of the

seven greatest Americans was Mark Twain. Mark

Twain hailed from Hannibal, a small town on the

Mississippi River just above St. Louis.

General Grant lived in St. Louis for years and

married a St. Louis girl.

General Sherman spent many years of his life

in St. Louis. At the time of which I write he was

frequently seen on our streets, and as a young man I

often talked with him.
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It is also an interesting fact that General Pershing

came from another small town in Missouri just a few

miles west of St. Louis.

These remarks lead up to an experience I had recent

ly when we were entertaining a distinguished French

gentleman and his wife in New York. After dinner

we took them to see Drinkwater's play, “Abraham

Lincolm.” Between the acts, I called her attention to

the fact that Abraham Lincoln, General Grant, General

Sherman, General Pershing and Champ Clark were

all from St. Louis or from that neighborhood. She

looked at me, lifted her eyebrows and then remarked

in French, “Ah, oui, oui, and you too—you are from

St. Louis.” “Yes,” I replied in my best French, “that

is the point of the story !”

Speaking of Mark Twain reminds me that in his

Life on the Mississippi he also gave a description of

St. Louis, so I looked up the volume and with your

kind permission I will add his description of St. Louis

to mine. You will notice he pays his respect to the

St. Louis water, but it is only fair to say that in

1903 St. Louis put in a filtering plant and now the

water of that city is just as clear as crystal. In

Chapter XXII of Life on the Mississippi Mark Twain

describes his return to the river after an absence of

twenty-one years. Here are some extracts from his

journal:

“We left New York per Pennsylvania Railroad

at 8 a. m., April 18.

“Evening.—Speaking of dress. Grace and pic

turesqueness drop gradually out of it as one

travels away from New York.

“April 19.—This morning struck into the region

of full goatees—sometimes accompanied by a

mustache, but only occasionally. The goatee ex

tends over a wide extent of country, and is ac

companied by an iron-clad belief in Adam and the

biblical history of creation, which has not suffered

from the assaults of the scientists.
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“Afternoon.—At the railway stations the loafers

carry both hands in their breeches pockets; it

was observable, heretofore, that one hand was

sometimes out-of-doors—here, never. This is an

important fact in geography.

“Heretofore, all along, the station loafer has

been often observed to scratch one shin with the

other foot; here these remains of activity are

wanting. This has an ominous look.

“By and by we entered the tobacco-chewing

region. “Fifty years ago the tobacco-chewing

region covered the Union. It is greatly restricted

InOW.

“Next, boots began to appear. Not in strong

force, however. Later—away down the Missis

sippi—they became the rule. They disappeared

from other sections of the Union with the mud;

no doubt they will disappear from the river vil

ages, also, when proper pavements come in.”

After arriving in St. Louis, Mark Twain writes:

“The Southern was a good hotel, and we could

have had a comfortable time there. It is large

and well conducted, and its decorations do not

make one cry, as do those of the vast Palmer

House, in Chicago. True, the billiard-tables were

of the Old Silurian Period, and the cues and balls

of the Post-Pliocene; but there was refreshment

in this, not discomfort; for there are rest and

healing in the contemplation of antiquities.

“The most notable absence observable in the

billiard-room was the absence of the river-man.

If he was there, he had taken in his sign; he was

in disguise. I saw there none of the swell airs and

graces, and ostentatious displays of money, and

pompous squanderings of it, which used to dis

tinguish the steamboat crowd from the dry-land

crowd in the bygone days in the thronged billiard

rooms of St. Louis. But I suspected that the

ranks were thin now, and the steamboatmen no
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longer an aristocracy. Why, in my time they used

to call the ‘barkeep’ Bill, or Joe, or Tom, and slap

him on the shoulder; I watched for that. But

none of these people did it. Manifestly, a glory

that once was had dissolved and vanished away

in these twenty-one years.

“When I went up to my room I found there the

young man called Rogers, crying. He said, “What

is a person to do here when he wants a drink of

water? drink this slush?’ ‘Can't you drink it?’ ‘I

could if I had some other water to wash it with.”

Here was a thing which had not changed; a score

Henry Ward Beecher

of years had not affected this water's mulatto

complexion in the least; a score of centuries would

Succeed no better, perhaps. (Mark Twain was

Wrong here.) It comes out of the turbulent, bank

caving Missouri, and every tumblerful of it holds

nearly an acre of land in solution. I got this

fact from the bishop of the diocese. If you will
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let your glass stand half an hour, you can separate

the land from the water as easy as Genesis; and

then you will find them both good; the one good

to eat, the other good to drink. The land is very

nourishing, the water is thoroughly wholesome.

The one appeases hunger, the other thirst.

But the natives do not take them separately, but

together, as nature mixed them.

“The place had just about doubled its size since

I was a resident of it, and was now become a city

of four hundred thousand inhabitants; still, in

the solid business parts, it looked about as it had

looked formerly. Yet I am sure there is not as

much smoke in St. Louis now as there used to be.

The smoke used to bank itself in a dense billowy

black canopy over the town, and hide the sky from

view. This shelter is very much thinner now;

still, there is sufficiency of smoke there, I think.

I heard no complaint.

“However, on the outskirts changes were ap

parent enough, notably in dwelling-house architec

ture. The fine new homes are noble and beautiful

and modern. They stand by themselves, too, with

green lawns around them, whereas the dwellings

of a former day are packed together in blocks,

and are all of one pattern, with windows all alike,

set in an arched framework of twisted stone.

“The first time 1 ever saw St. Louis I could

have bought it for six million dollars, and it was

the mistake of my life that I did not do it. It

was bitter now to look abroad over this domed and

steepled metropolis, this solid expanse of bricks

and mortar stretching away on every hand into

dim, measure-defying distances, and remember

that I had allowed that opportunity to go by. Why

I should have allowed it to go by seems, of course,

foolish and inexplicable today, at a first glance;

yet there were reasons at the time to justify this

course.”
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If you have not read Mark Twain's Life on the

Mississippi and his later books entitled Roughing It,

you certainly owe it to yourself to do so simply to give

yourself a clearer idea of western life in the United

States some forty or fifty years ago. I do not know

of any other author who enters into the broad western

spirit better than Mark Twain.

In those days another form of interest and educa

tion were the frequent lecturers who visited the city.

One night my father took me to the old Mercantile

Library Hall to hear Henry Ward Beecher. My im

pressions are of a short, thick-set man with long hair

brushed back over his collar. His neck was very short,

and he wore a broad, turned-down collar. I noticed

particularly that his forehead was not high and that

the lower part of his face was very heavy. I have no

recollection whatever of his words, but I do remember

that after this my father received his sermons regu

larly in pamphlet form. Afterward these pamphlets

were bound, and on Sunday afternoons my father

would assemble the family and read aloud to us from

Beecher’s sermons. On one occasion when my father

was reading in this manner with all the family lined

up—as willing or unwilling listeners—a colored ser

vant girl opened the door and called my mother. My

father was a man of energy. He immediately threw

the volume of Beecher’s sermons at the girl’s head,

and if she had not slammed the door quickly they no

doubt would have made a serious impression upon her

mind. As it was, the book hit the door with a great

slam, and my mother was so indignant that the further

reading of Beecher's sermons was postponed

My father was in the cotton business and, like most

other Southern business men, he constantly speculated

in cotton. For years I heard the cotton market dis

cussed at the dinner table. My father was a good man

and devoted to his family. He was, however, an op

timist and, like Colonel Sellers, he was always just on

the eve of making a great fortune, but somehow the
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fortune never materialized. However, when he hap

pened to strike it right on the market we lived in great

affluence. At one time we even owned a horse and

carriage and lived in a brownstone house. There were,

however, other periods when his prognostications of

the cotton market did not seem to be accurate and then

there was forced retrenchment and economy in our

household. All this was very hard upon my mother,

but, notwithstanding her troubles, she was always

cheerful and always willing to give a sympathetic ear

to the children. In those days we either ate off gold

plates or tin pans. There never seemed to be any

happy medium. Our family were either rolling in

wealth or wondering where we could raise the money

to pay the next grocer’s bill. Nevertheless, what

stands out in my memory is the fact that we were a

very joyous, cheerful and happy family, and I also

remember that notwithstanding the fact that oc

casionally the pay of our servants was in arrears, they

never left us for some other position, mainly, I think,

on account of the happy, cheerful atmosphere of our

family circle,

I had a natural talent for drawing. It was, there

fore, decided that I should be an artist. I took lessons

in painting in the studio of a local artist and I had

dreams of continuing my studies in the Latin Quarter

of Paris. Nothing in the world seemed farther away

from me than a business career. With the exception

of a certain love of system and order, I do not think

I had ever shown any other quality desirable in a

business man.

I must admit that I detested common, ordinary

people. At school I would not allow myself to be bored

with them. I selected a few friends because they had

certain qualities that appealed to me and as a result

of this fastidiousness I was soon dubbed among my

school comrades as being “stuck-up” and “exclusive.”

Outside of school hours I devoted a great deal of my

time to drawing, painting and reading. I never took
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any interest in sports and never played nor cared for

baseball, football or outdoor sports of that kind.

Matters were in this state when my father met with

unusually severe reverses. This time he was unable

to recover his losses and, seeing that my mother was

more than ever burdened with financial worries, I de

cided that the thing for me to do was to quit school,

find a job of some kind and try to help support the

family. I fully realized that this meant an end to all

of my artistic dreams, but I felt it was the only thing

to be done. Therefore I started out after school hours

and on Saturdays hunting for a job.



CHAPTER II

I GET A JOB

There is a divinity that

shapes our ends,

Rough-hew them how we

will.

—Shakespeare.

E. C. Simmons as he was in
the mimeties

N this account of my start in the hardware busi

ness, as my state of mind had so much to do with

my reactions to the great change that suddenly

took place in my environment, it seems to me neces

sary to confess that I was very religious and my

thoughts and actions were influenced in a very large

measure by my religious emotions. I was active

in church work and considered it one of my duties

23
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to daily read a chapter in the Bible. You may

smile when I still further confess that the three

years I was a stock clerk and even afterward when I

became a salesman, for a number of years I carried

my Bible with me and read my daily chapter. My

religion was a very personal emotion and I lived in a

curious double existence—one of the practical, every

day life, the other of intimate religious manifesta

tions—and these two lives most of the time were in

volved in such a manner that there was hardly any

thing I did or anything I thought that was not colored

by my religious state of mind.

I dwell upon this, as the early years of my life were

much influenced by this emotional condition. Let

me illustrate this by stating that I had an intense de

sire to continue my studies in drawing and painting.

I felt that all my natural leanings were in that direc

tion; I knew, however, that as an artist it would be

years before I would be able to help the family—if

ever—and so my religion of self-sacrifice led to my

hunting a job which would bring immediate financial

returns. I believe this was a mistake and all my

life I have regretted that I did not follow my natural

bent. Therefore, in seeking a job I made my first

mistake, and as these chapters may serve as warnings

to the young, let me strongly urge and advise young

men who have any talents to seek occupations that

will give them the greatest opportunity to develop

those talents. In selecting your work, as nearly as

possible do the thing you enjoy doing regardless of

money or any other considerations. In the majority

of cases I am convinced in the long that this rule will

work to the best interest of all concerned.

Job hunting is not the most pleasant of occupa

tions. That must have been a bad year in business

or my appearance must have been unprepossessing, be

cause I made many calls and received many turn

downs. My Sunday school teacher, Thomas McPhee

ters, did all he could to help me and I thought
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one Saturday that I had landed a job with Mr.

Birge of Semple, Birge & Co., hardware dealers, but

it did not go through. Mr. Birge afterward developed

the St. Louis Shovel Co. and we became warm friends.

I reminded him, in after years. He did not even re

member that he just missed having me as a partner!

Another prospect was with Ripley & Bronson, heavy

hardware merchants. John Ripley, who rang the

chimes of the Congregational Church, was my friend

and the son of the head of the house, but after several

calls I was told there was no opening. I remember on

one of my calls watching Jasper Sheldon pricing an

invoice, and it seemed to me nothing short of a miracle

that he could remember so many prices right out of

his head. Sheldon afterward became a partner and

a leading man in the Samuel Cupples Woodenware Co.

I was not discouraged by my lack of success in

landing a job. Remember all this time—it was in

April—I was still going to high school. I felt all

things would work out for the best—temporary re

buffs or setbacks counted for nothing. Being a Pres

byterian, I naturally believed in pre-destination—the

fatalism of a Mohammedan. Therefore, everything

was as it had been planned at the beginning of the

world and everything was right. As I look back now,

such faith was nothing short of being sublime.

One day—as it had been fore-ordained—I went

downtown after school and, walking home alone on

Washington Avenue—I did not have carfare to ride—

I was stopped at Ninth Street by trucks unloading

goods over the sidewalk into a new, pillared, iron front

building. The scene was a very busy one. I saw

from the signs it was the Simmons Hardware Co.

moving from Main Street into their new building. I

decided in a flash to ask for a job, so I walked in the

corner door. I was shown back through a crowded,

busy office to a private office in the rear. This office

had an open glass window in front. Back of this was

a desk and at the desk sat a thin, nervous man with a
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dark mustache and goatee. You could not enter the

office without passing in front of this window.

As I paused at the window the gentleman at the

desk said quickly but pleasantly, “What is it you

want?” I said I was hunting work. He motioned me

to come in through the door into the office and I took

a seat at the end of his desk. “What’s your name?

What can you do?” “Been going to school. Never

worked.” “You look strong. Come with me.” He

jumped up quickly and I almost had to run to keep up

with him, he walked so fast. He took me into the

next building and asked a gentleman I later learned

was J. E. Smith, who had been a salesman in Ne

braska but who now had charge of the housefurnish

ing goods department, if he needed a boy. Mr. Smith

looked at me and shook his head. My heart dropped

down into my shoes. Back to his office we rushed.

The hurry gentleman took down my name and ad

dress on a pad. I noticed a number of other names on

this pad and I was told if he could find any work for

me he would let me know. The next thing I knew I

was out on the sidewalk again, still jobless, walking

homeward. I do not remember just how gracefully

, I made my “getaway !”

This gentleman was E. C. Simmons, destined to be

come my employer for twenty years. He was in the

prime of life. My outstanding first impression of

him was the rapidity of his movements and a curious

personal attraction. I think this attraction or dis

tinction was in his intensity of manner. He was

different from anyone I had ever met, and as I trudged

homeward I thought of my little adventure but my

thoughts constantly went back to Mr. Simmons. His

appearance, every word, and movements are just as

clear in my memory as if our first meeting had

been yesterday instead of more than forty years

ago. I remember every detail of his office and of the

larger outside room. On the wall in his office was a

glass sign with gold letters reading “THIS IS MY
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BUSY DAY.” If I had seen that sign first, I think I

would have backed out but I was already in. It was

too late. Years afterward he gave me that sign as a

souvenir of my first call.

I went back to school, and I found myself writing

the name “Simmons Hardware Co.” over and over.

You see, it was all pre-destined 1

One day I received a postal written in the wonder

ful handwriting of Frank Wyman, reading: “Mr.

Simmons wishes to see”—that was all. Again I

called, and Mr. Simmons without any preliminaries

told me if I would come down the following Monday

morning at 7:30 I could go to work in stock and that

my “compensation” would be $20 per month. Even in

the excitement of the moment I could not but think

of the large size of the word “compensation” and the

small size of the salary ! He told me to report to Mr.

Niccolls. As I rose and thanked him he glanced me

over quickly and remarked, nodding at me: “Yes, and

bring some old working clothes with you. You would

ruin those.” It was done—a long journey into a new

world had started.

I did not know it, but I had been leading a very

pleasant and privileged life. School was from 9 a. m.

until 2:30 p. m. We had every Saturday and a lot

of other holidays. After school hours the young peo

ple in our neighborhood managed to have a very good

time. It was a life of delightful leisure.

Suddenly all this ended. I ate breakfast alone at

6:45. I carried my lunch in a collapsible tin box. We

worked from 7:30 until 6 o'clock and, as it was the

busy spring season, on Mondays, Wednesdays and

Fridays we worked until 11 o'clock at night. On

Saturdays we closed at 5. Vacations were unknown.

There was no overtime, but when we worked at night

we were taken down like a company of soldiers to have

supper at Milford’s Restaurant. At first there was

no limit. We ate what we pleased, and what appe

tites we had ' After a while, however, the house grew
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wise and instead of allowing us to order a la carte

they gave us 50 cents each, and then the boys tried

to save out a dime of the 50 cents for a cigar !

Not having done any work and never having

cared for athletic games, I was soft physically.

As a result I went home so tired that I actually

could not eat. I just crawled miserably into bed.

Then on the nights we worked I went home aching

in every bone and muscle. In those days it was not

fashionable for stock clerks to wear gloves, and my

hands were soon covered with callouses and bruises.

My finger nails were a sight. I had no time and no

heart to see my old friends. I didn’t see much of my

own immediate family. On Sundays I went to church

as usual, and some of the sentences in the Bible be

came more illuminating. Remember, I was only a

boy of seventeen. I repeated over and over again to

myself, “Come unto Me all ye who labor and are heavy

laden.” I realized fully that I had suddenly dropped

out of the leisure class into what seemed to me to be

a form of industrial slavery. It came upon me with

full force that I was one of the unfortunates of the

world. I thought of Jean Valjean in “Les Miserables.”

However, there was my religion. It taught me to

“render unto Caesar the things that were Caesar's,”

and, after all, what difference did it make whether I

was happy or not? The great scheme of things, as

I had been taught, was not happiness in this world,

but to so live that one could walk with God while here

and look forward to heaven hereafter.

So this boy suffered and labored and his soul reached

out for spiritual comfort and consolation. As I look

back I am impressed by the fact that no one seemed

to take the slightest interest in the terrible change

that had taken nlace in my life. Everything was

taken for granted. It was the usual and regular thing

for boys to quit school and go to work. When your

son leaves school and goes to work, I pray you be very

close to him—talk to him—draw him out. Do this
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especially if he is the imaginative type. It is a great

change in his lifel

In six months physically I was as hard as nails. I

was not tired even after working nine and one-half

hours and then four hours of night work on top of it—

thirteen and one-half hours of hard, active work at a

stretch. In that game a man either became a hard

ened athlete or he resigned his job. It was a case of

the survival of the fittest. Then I became interested

in my fellow “slaves” and made some good friends.

At first I worked under Mr. Niccolls, filling up the

shelves from the duplicate stock. I only remember him

as wearing linen pants with suspenders and always

when in doubt scratching his chin under his beard.

I can see him now, standing like a buck-kneed horse,

scratching his beard. He may have had a soul but I

never got near enough to him to find out about it and

he certainly never made any enquiries about mine !

There were no iron planes in those days but a great

assortment of wooden planes, made in Sandusky, Ohio,

hollows, rounds, etc., that came tied up in pairs and

were always getting untied and causing a world of

trouble. Planes did not come in nice pasteboard boxes

as they do now but were wrapped only in flimsy paper.

Working in stock with me was Harvey Brady. He

stands out as being a very conscientious fellow. He

would never loaf-even in dull times—but would hunt

for work and be busy every minute. He is now the

proprietor of a large retail hardware store in Jackson

ville, Ill.

I must tell this story about Brady. In our depart

ment we organized a society called the “Sons of Rest.”

When business was dull we put a lot of old clothes up

on top of a stack of boxes and would climb up there

during the warm afternoons and sleep an hour or two.

One man was appointed guard and when he whistled a

certain tune we know there was trouble abroad. Brady

would never join the “Sons of Rest,” and I am led to

tell this story just to show employers who today “cuss”
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out their employees and tell them about the old times

when everybody worked all the time, that it has been

my experience that human nature has not changed

very much as the years have passed.

Brady was taken out of stock and made an order

clerk with a raise in salary while I was left behind.

I felt this keenly, but he deserved the promotion.

Lawrie Whittimore was another one of these con

scientious fellows. He never stopped working even

when the dull season came in mid-summer. Every now

and then we would get an afternoon off. In the dull

seasons Lawrie's conscience troubled him. He used to

take the Stubb's English files that came six dozen in a

greasy package, undo the package and wrap up the files

neatly, one dozen in a little package. Then he would

mark them in ink and tie up the package so when the

busy times came the work would all be done. Lawrie

persuaded me to help him in this work and one day

when E. C. Simmons came along and saw what we were

doing it made a great hit with him. Each of us got a

raise of $5 per month ! Lawrie Whittimore is now a

partner and one of the leading men in the Emerson

Electric Mfg. Co. of St. Louis.

As I look back upon my days as a stock clerk, I

am inclined to believe that when I had as a pal

a conscientious clerk I was conscientious, while on

the other hand when I happened to have as a desk

mate one of the intermittent workers I also backslid

into this class—notwithstanding my religious convic

tions. Thus are we creatures of environment and

association 1

There was Gus Baehler. He was a physical

giant. In busy times he could get out more bills in a

shorter time than any other stock clerk, but on dull

afternoons he would say, “Sank, keep a lookout while

I retire into the paper bin,” and Gus would crawl in

between the double desks under the wrapping counter

where we stored wrapping paper. I kept my eye on

Lew Perret, the head of the order-filling depart
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ment, as he moved around the floor. Many a time I

was afraid that Gus' gentle snoring would be heard

by Lew Perret. Now we see the effects of a bad ex

ample. Instead of being conscientious, as I was with

Lawrie, I now followed the example of Gus and when

things were dull I also reposed peacefully in the paper

bin

Often when we worked at night Mr. Simmons would

come down and work with us, or at least walk around

so we knew he was there. This always made us work

harder.

One day I was in the cellar getting a case of screws.

I pushed the truck up to the elevator, pulled the rope

as a signal and then, as my part was done, I lay down

full length on the case of screws to wait. As I re

posed in this restful position, I was horrified to sud

denly see Mr. Simmons standing over me. “You look

very independent,” he remarked. In desperation I

answered, “Oh, I can afford to be independent.”

“Why?” he inquired. “Oh, anyone can afford to be

independent on $20 per month.” His gray eyes

twinkled and he walked on. A few days afterward he

sent for me and again referred to my independence.

“Well, you see,” I said, “if you lose your job, Mr.

Simmons, you can’t get another one like it, while if I

lose mine I can.” He laughed and told me he had

raised my salary to $35 per month—“mot for what I

had done, but for what he eacpected me to do in the

future.”

After that I became an order clerk and began to

learn the business as I handled the salesmen's original

orders. In those days the orders were handled

by the stock clerks on the third floor in “deals.” In

starting to work a “deal” the first thing we did was

to copy all the goods of other departments in small

books provided for the purpose. These books were

sent to the various departments and were returned

with the goods in trucks. With this system the stock

clerk on the third floor handled the goods of practically
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every department, got them together, laid them out on

tables and when the bill was finished and every item

was complete, he called for a “hear-back” to check up

the bill. This gave us the opportunity to learn all

the various departments of the business.

Naturally, we looked up to these “hear-backs” as

men of wonderful knowledge and information. One of

them was Billy Osborne, who afterward traveled in

Ohio. Another was Joe Brooke, who later traveled

in Missouri. When these “hear-backs” caught errors

they were charged up to us and at the end of the week

the number of pages of orders each clerk got out and

the number of errors he made were posted on a black

board. In time our salaries were adjusted according

to our records. I was never a very swift stock clerk,

but I was quite an accurate one. I never stood at the

top in the number of pages got out, but I fre

quently headed the list on account of my lack of errors.

It was not long before I was receiving what seemed

to me the princely salary of $60 per month.

Another “hear-back” was a big fellow by the name

of Chown. I remember on account of some event in

his life we took up a collection and made him a present

of a scarfpin. We insisted on a speech expressing

his appreciation. We placed a board over the top

of a very deep box truck. He was helped up onto the

board, and his speech was loudly applauded. Then

when the entertainment committee decided the speech

had gone far enough we simply turned the board,

dropped Chown into the truck and gave him a rough

ride around the department!

Another busy little brat around the department was

Jimmie Carroll, who is still with the Simmons Hard

ware Company of St. Louis and is in charge of all

their printing. Jimmie has got out all the cata

logs of the Simmons Hardware Company for a

number of years and he is a perfect encyclopedia of

hardware knowledge. It is hard for me to under
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stand how Jimmie sleeps with his head so full of hard

ware information 1

Not long ago I had a letter from Jimmie and he

sent me a “book” he had written on salesmanship.

On the outside was the title and the inside was all

blank except this sentence: “Get the other fellow to

like you.” -

Warren Harrow, another clerk, afterward became a

manufacturer in Moscow, Russia. I have not heard of

him since the revolution. I suppose his factory is now

being run by the Bolsheviki. I am inclined to believe

that Harrow has become a leader among them | The

last time I saw him we met on the Strand in London.

I will never forget how aristocratic he looked in a

top-hat, cutaway coat, spats and a stick. His ap

pearance was quite different from that of the days

when he rushed around as a stock clerk in ragged

trousers that barely covered his knees l

Norvell Johnson, another stock clerk, after traveling

as a salesman in Texas, went to Seattle and died out

there. He was a most entertaining and amusing com

panion. I will never forget with what gusto he told

me of when he was broke—down and out—in San

Francisco. He sat at a table in a saloon wondering

what he would do. A man came in peddling a patent

lamp burner. He carried a full-sized glass lamp and

would light it and then upset the lamp. The burner

would put out the light. He sold several of them in

the saloon. Johnson followed him out and talked him

into crediting him with a dozen burners and giving

him a territory. Johnson said this was the turning

point, for he was soon on his feet again with a good

job.

About fifty stock clerks and packers worked on our

floor and there were four wash basins. Next to each

basin was one roller towel. When the clock struck

six the fastest sprinter got to the basin first and had

the first use of the towel. The tail-enders usually

preferred to dry off by the process of evaporation 1
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Lew Perret was in general charge of the entire

third floor. This included all the clerks filling orders,

packers, checkers, and also the stock clerks under Mr.

Niccolls. Mr. Perret was a very thick-set man with

an exceedingly heavy jaw. He was very seldom in

good humor. His one amusement was shooting with

a pistol. He had the reputation of being a “dead

shot.” Mr. Perret had no favorites. He did not stand

for any foolishness. He wanted results. When he

gave a clerk a “boat bill” to catch a certain river

steamer, that bill had to be completed and catch that

steamer whether the clerk got any sleep or any meals

or not. If a boat bill missed, it meant a delay of a

week or more until the next boat went down or up

the river. Whenever one of these bills did miss, woe

to the poor stock clerk who had it! When Lew Perret

broke loose, an eruption of Vesuvius was as a small

side show in comparison.

It is frequently a question just how clerks should

be handled in order to get the best results. I have

heard how wonderfully clerks respond to generous,

kind, gentle, low-voiced treatment. My experience is

that the average young clerk has about as much appre

ciation of generous treatment as a Comanche Indian.

Mr. Niccolls was very gentle and all of us imposed

upon him constantly. We liked him in a sort of

sympathetic way, but we did not take him very serious

ly. With Lew Perret it was a different proposition.

He did not care what he said, how loud he said it

or who was listening. It wasn’t much fun to have

Lew Perret break loose on you and have the entire

floor stop and listen to the show. Lew did not believe

in nice, gentle, personal talks with his employees in

a private office. However, it must be said that he

was fair. He had but one idea and that was the

proper handling of the business on his floor. He was

always on the job himself and whenever the copy

clerks, for instance, would get behind in writing up

mail orders he would pitch in and help them. He was
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not afraid of working himself and if any weakling

was unloaded on him he lasted but a few days. By

this process of elimination, only the strong and the

quick survived on this floor. Mollycoddles quickly

threw up the sponge.

The story of Lew Perret and his methods would not

be complete without recalling the fact that one night

a discharged stock clerk lay in wait for him and gave

him a terrible whipping. Lew was not on deck for a

week and naturally there was great rejoicing among

the clerks in his department.

After many years’ experience and observation, I am

convinced that to get results Lew Perret's system is

the best. He spoke in a language that the stock

clerks all understood. It has been my experience that

all this “teach-them-to-love-you,” kid-glove manner

of handling the working force is pure bunk. What

kind of sergeants got the best results out of the sol

diers over in France? I have taken the trouble to

inquire. A lot of time and trouble and side-stepping

is saved when a force of stock clerks understands that

the men over them know the game from A to Z and

will not stand for any foolishness.

In my opinion a lot of industrial unrest is caused

by foremen trying to be personally popular with the

employees under them. Employees take this for weak

ness—as it usually is—and soon a stronger-minded

employee is the real head of the department and all

discipline is at an end. The way to cut out politics

in business is to have foremen who will see that their

men work.

While our building was six stories high, there was

no heat of any kind above the third floor. The young

gentlemen who worked in the upper stock departments

in the freezing cold winter weather were supposed to

circulate freely in order to keep warm. I wonder

what an employee would say today if we invited him

to serve as a stock clerk in an unheated wareroom

when the thermometer was frequently from 10 deg. to
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20 deg. below zero. However, nobody complained in

those days. Nobody knew any better. Very few of

the business houses wasted good coal and steam for

the comfort of stock clerks. Sometimes when the

stock clerks came down from these upper floors they

were so tied up in gunny sacks and straw that they

resembled Peary discovering the North Pole !

Whenever a new stock clerk appeared on the scene

we had to put him over the hot sands. There was no

electricity in those days, but there were tubes that

whistled by lung power. This clerk would be called

to the tube and invited to send down one-half dozen

4-ft. yardsticks or one-quarter dozen Parker's No. 50

left-handed coffee mills. Then after being laughed at

time after time for hunting all over the floor for such

articles, when he did receive a bona fide order for one

quarter gross No. 212 ox balls, he would whistle down

profanely to the clerk on the first floor and tell him

to come upstairs and find these ox balls for himself |

Many a night we would dance till almost morning

and then go to work without any sleep. I can remem

ber on such occasions on the following day that drowsy

feeling always hit one the hardest about 3 o'clock in

the afternoon.

Even when it was not entirely necessary, I used to

love to sneak down to the cutlery department under

George Clegg on the second floor to get a package of

cutlery for in this department were frequently assem

bled some of our heroes and demigods—the traveling

salesmen who sent in the orders on which we slaves

labored. On such trips I could hear the roar of the

laughter and the stentorian voice of Tom Dymond of

Wisconsin. Tom was one of our greatest salesmen.

He showed me his leather pocket memorandum book

in which he kept a careful record of all of the special

ties he sold. With all of his laughter and fun, Tom

was a very careful, hard-working, systematic sales

man, and afterward he became the president of the

Dymond-Simmons Hardware Co. of St. Paul. Years
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afterward I remember hearing the story of when a

mild-mannered special salesman was sent to Mil

waukee to join Tom and help him sell sporting goods.

He was informed at the register when he inquired for

Tom that Mr. Dymond could be found in the base

ment. This salesman wandered downstairs. Finally,

seeing a light under the door of a room, he tapped

on this door. It was opened. The room was full of

smoke and crowded with traveling salesmen. They

were all exceedingly interested in a game of faro and

Tom, in his shirt sleeves, was dealer. However, this

was Saturday night, and you can rest assured that

Tom never allowed his ability to deal from the top and

bottom of the deck at the same time to interfere with

his hardware sales. Of course Tom since those days

has got religion, and I hear that today he is a deacon

in one of the leading churches of St. Paul.

Another demigod of those days was J. M. Thomp

son, who traveled in Minnesota. I remember a num

ber of times helping him get out his line of samples.

He always traveled with a trunk full of padlock sam

ples. It was one of J. M. T.’s principles that no sales

man could sell the right kind of goods or many of

them unless he carried samples. I learned this lesson

from J. M. T. and I used it very profitably, not only

in my own experience in after years, but also when I

became a sales manager in charge of a large force of

salesmen. J. M. T. taught me to show samples.

He said you could always hold a customer’s attention

if you could get him to handle your samples. After

ward Mr. Thompson became the proprietor of a whole

sale hardware house in Owatonna, Minn., and last

year I had the pleasure of meeting him on a visit to

Minneapolis.

Occasionally I would see F. J. Semple of Texas.

Mr. Semple was a very handsome man of aristocratic

bearing. Somehow it always seemed to me that he

was out of place as a salesman. He wrote a beautiful
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hand and it was a joy as stock clerk to get out his

orders.

Then there was H. M. Finch, the veteran salesman

of the Simmons Hardware Co., who lived and still

lives in Austin, Texas. Mr. Finch is one of the

greatest salesmen I have ever known. No salesman

ever held his trade the way he did. He also wrote

a beautiful hand and his orders were a joy and a de

light to the stock clerk to fill. I remember that Mr.

Finch made one of the most illuminating sales talks

I ever heard given at a salesmen’s convention. When

called upon, he rose in his place and said: “Like a

F. J. Semple

formerly Vice-Pres

ident, The Simmons

Hardware Co., in

charge of Philadel

phia branch; now

S a l e S Manager,

Henry Disston &

Sons, Inc., Philadel

phia, Pa.

preacher, I will speak from a text. You can find my

text in Exekiel, xiii-6, and the text is, ‘It’s fine to fly

but it's h-l to light!’” Then Mr. Finch proceeded

to give the young men present some golden advice. I

wish this talk had been taken down in shorthand. It

was an epic that the world will always miss. I met

Finch again this year and his Rabelaisian stories have

lost none of their piquancy.
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Then, of course, there was that courtly gentleman,

William Enders from Dallas, Texas. I am not going

to write about him here. I am going to save him for

a special chapter later in the story.

I have before me as I write a list of seventy-six

salesmen traveling for the Simmons Hardware Co.

in the early eighties. I regret to say that of this list

thirty-seven have passed to that bourne from which

no traveler returns. Just one less than one-half of the

entire list have died in the last forty years.

Later in this story I will refer to other salesmen—

for instance, repeating the oft-told tale of when Frank

M. Baldwin, later the president of the Baldwin Tool

Works, Parkersburg, W. Va., and the writer went to

Havana and cleaned up with phenomenal sales of cop

per bull rings at less than cost. That story must be

embalmed in this history. Since I told it years ago I

frequently meet hardware men—strangers—who will

say to me, “Oh, you are the man who sold the bull

rings in Havana,” and I am compelled to admit that

with the help of Frank Baldwin we did sell a few

thousand dozen at less than cost; but I see right here

that I must be careful in keeping all the incidents of

this story in their chronological order.

Back to the stock clerk days—at Christmas time the

salesmen would come in, and they were sent upstairs

to help us take inventory. Now, as I remember—and

strange as it may appear—these salesmen actually did

get down on time in the morning and they actually

did do a lot of dirty work in cleaning out shelves,

counting and entering goods. In after years I tried

on my own account to use salesmen on inventory and

the heads of the various departments reported to me

they were more of a nuisance than a help-would not

get down on time, made a lot of mistakes and laughed,

joked and told so many stories that none of the regu

lar employees could work. Has the character of

salesmen changed?

Mr. Simmons’ sons, who were then schoolboys, also
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turned up during the holidays to work in stock. Now

they were active youngsters and worked hard, but I

have often wondered whether it ever occurred to them

that it was somewhat unusual for so many boxes to

unexpectedly fall on their heads by accident. I am

afraid the society of the “Sons of Rest” was overly

active at times |

It was our custom to go down in the cellar in the

annex and bring up duplicate stock to the third

floor, when we would open the cases and put the goods

in stock. We used a hand truck to move the goods

back from the cellar to the elevator in the rear. Down

through the center of this cellar was a straight aisle

on which extra boards had been nailed to make the

trucking smooth. One day they brought us a new

clerk by the name of Burns. We informed him that

as he was a new man we would not ask him to pile

the goods. All he would have to do would be to truck

them from the elevator back to us and then return

with the empty truck for more goods. Of course, it

only took us a minute to stack the cases, and then we

sat down and waited for Burns to bring us more

boxes, and for fear he would think that we were loafing

we swore at him because he was too slow ! We named

this alleyway “Burns' Race-Track.”

One day will always be fixed in my mind, and that

is the date of the assassination of President Garfield.

I remember I was working in a warehouse next to

our main building. A reel of barbed wire had just

fallen off a pile and side-swiped me on the leg as it

passed. I was sitting on a box—the hero of the occa

sion—having my bleeding leg bound up when one of

the boys came in and called out, “It is reported that

President Garfield has just been assassinated.”

We carried sponges in stock. These sponges were

thrown loose in a large wooden case immediately under

the sidewalk. We' boys filled the case full of dry

sponges and even pressed them down so we could get

more in. One Sunday it rained, and the rain leaked
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through the sidewalk over the sponge case. When we

went to work on Monday morning we found the sponges

had swollen and burst the case and were all over the

front cellar. Mr. Niccolls when he saw this sight was

very angry and made some pointed remarks about the

dubs who did not know that sponges would swell.

In those days I cultivated the gentle art of opening

a case with a nail puller. I remember Ed Scheer could

play a beautiful tune by whistling into the hole in

the handle of a nail puller and working the rest of

Col. William Enders,

Vice-President, The

Simmons Hardware

Co.

the instrument like a trombone. I also remember how

I intelligently left a nail puller on the top of the

ladder, then forgot it and moved the ladder, with the

result that I was knocked unconscious by the falling

nail puller | When I came to I had a lump on my head,

and Mr. Niccolls wanted to know if I didn’t have more

sense than to leave such a thing on top of a ladder!
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Conserving energy in those days was just as much

of an art as it is now. The great snap was to take

a box on a truck, remove the lid with the aforesaid

nail puller, then push the box next to a bin, sit on the

box, put the goods in the bin, and make the sitting job

last as long as possible!

One day Mr. Niccolls introduced a very powerful

looking man named Reyburn to us. Reyburn was

one of the fastest workers I ever saw. When he took

his box to the shelf, instead of sitting on the box, he

stood up, leaned down and would take four or five

packages at a time between his hands and put them on

the shelf. This was contrary to all precedent. We de

cided that Mr. Reyburn was taking an undue advan

tage of the rest of the gang. It seems he took a posi

tion with the house with the intention of learning the

hardware business. He only worked in our depart

ment a short time, and we were glad when he and his

speed left. It wasn’t natural The last I heard of Mr.

Reyburn he was with the Mercantile Trust Co. in

St. Louis.

Ben O'Brien was then a small boy who used to come

around and make additions to our orders. He became

a sales manager in after years for the Norvell-Shap

leigh Hardware Company and was very much beloved

by all who knew him. He died suddenly of pneumonia

a few years ago.

In those days the lunch hour was between 12 and

2. One of the boys asked me, if I could put it over,

to have my lunch hour from 12:30 to 1:30 because

if I happened to be late or if I happened to leave early

they would not know it, but if my time was from 12

to 1 or 1 to 2 and if I happened to be a few minutes

late, the boss would be “next” immediately. That was

before the days of time clocks.

Mike Fleming was in charge of one of the upper

floors and also worked under the buying department

in watching stocks, especially those of seasonable

goods. Mike was a very good man. He was never
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excited or ruffled. He studied the weather, and when

he saw a lot of ice in sight he prodded the buying

department to fill up on skates, sleds and other winter

goods. Mike was not a statistician, but he certainly

watched that stock of goods and was a great help to

the buying department. The curious thing was that

Mike apparently was not doing anything. He would

walk around in the various departments and study

the shelves and bins with a dreamy expression, but

Mike was figuring out all the time that if it rained

there would be a great demand for scythes and grain

cradles while if it was dry the call would be for

tire bolts, as we all know that in dry weather tires

shrink and the old bolts fall out. So Mike studied

the flights of geese and of ducks. He consulted the

ground hog, and from the depth of his wisdom and

information he saw that the white-collared cuff shoot

ers in the buying department did not go wrong in

their purchases |

When I was in Mr. Niccolls’ department, all of us

took part at the close of the day’s work in sweeping

up. When I was handed the watering can I was told

with much profanity not to be a blankety blank fool

and pour water all over the goods in the lower tier of

shelves. Once or twice I carelessly forgot my instruc

tions and I was reminded of them by a very swift

kick from behind | Up to the time of my entry into the

hardware business I was somewhat fastidious about

my friends and exclusive in my tastes. The training

I was now receiving was probably the best possible

thing for me, although I did not fully appreciate this

fact at the time ! On one occasion a young man, the

Scion of one of our leading St. Louis families, appeared

in Mr. Niccolls’ department. He objected to the menial

task of sweeping up. One evening at sweeping time

he disappeared. A search party was organized and

sent out for him. He was found hiding in the base

ment. The young gentleman of ancient lineage was

bodily hustled to the elevator, hoisted to the third floor
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and was compelled to sweep while a husky clerk stood

back of him with a nice, large, flat board. . Whenever

he lost energy in sweeping, the board was used where

it was most effective | This young gentleman did not

return to work the following day.

Poor Mr. Niccolls I remember on one occasion he

must have changed his linen pants, because saunter

ing down through the department I happened to see

the rear end of a man sticking out of a deep strap

hinge bin. The trousers were drawn nice and tight.

It was an opportunity that could not be overlooked.

This was before the days of golf, but with the top of

a box lid I made a wonderful drive. Imagine my

horror when the man finally gathered himself to

gether, crawled back out of the bin and I found it was

Mr. Niccolls, my boss. He was a good man, but he

almost swore at me. I was profuse in my apologies,

and I remember remarking that I thought he always

wore linen pants'

When I look back at these years spent in stock I

wonder what I contributed to the welfare of the busi

ness. I cannot think of anything—absolutely nothing

—except one idea that was adopted, and it may not

be a bad idea for other houses to follow the same plan.

Certain errors in filling orders happened time after

time. For instance, all cartridges came 50 in a box,

except 22 shorts and they were 100 in a box. It was

a very common thing for the stock clerk to send double

the desired quantity of 22 shorts because he would

forget this difference. Then, again, extra heavy tee

hinges were so light that they were often sent out for

heavy tees—but to make a long story short, I suggested

that wherever these common errors occurred in filling

orders, a sign of warning be written in large letters

and placed near the bins holding the goods. Then I

also suggested that certain other warnings be posted

around the stock department covering the possibility

of errors and mistakes. I was careful to see that one

of these signs read “Do not leave nail pullers or other
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heavy objects on top of the ladders!” I never forgot

that accident.

In our block one of our buildings had not been

erected for the hardware business. We overloaded it

with goods. Finally, as we trucked goods through

this building it began to sag. It looked to me like

a very dangerous proposition. The matter was called

to the attention of the higher authorities and we were

ordered to reduce the size of the stock in this building

by carrying it into adjoining buildings. I was one of

the slaves assigned to the job, and it was interesting

while doing the trucking to feel the floor swaying

under you and to expect every moment that the crash

would come. A few years later this same building

did collapse, but fortunately it fell in the evening, just

after the employees had gone out. If it had gone

down in the daytime it might have cost a number of

lives. At the time this accident happened I was on

the road, and I remember receiving a telegram from

the house stating that one building had collapsed but

to go on selling goods as the accident would not inter

fere with the filling of our orders. When I read the

letter I thought of the nights I worked moving goods

out of that building, and in after years many times

I have warned stock managers against overloading.

While I was in “slavery,” the play “Hazel Kirke”

came to town. Mr. Simmons bought out the entire

gallery of the theater and all of the employees were

given a free treat. It was a great event. I looked out

over the edge of my gallery seat and my enjoyment

was somewhat modified by the fact that my sweetheart

was sitting down in the parquet with one of my hated

rivals, who was the son of a rich banker. Some people

criticize the well-to-do for holding on to their money

with an iron grip. I never have. When one thinks of

the very thin line that separates the privileged classes

from the others, one has to admit that a comfort

able amount of money has its advantages in more

ways than, one !



CHAPTER III

I GO ON THE ROAD

UR salesmen were well-dressed and cheerful. All

() of them seemed to be running over with pros

perity.

Our credit man was George R. Barclay. George was

a keen observer and did not mind expressing his con

clusions sometimes in lurid language. On a busy day

when the morning's mail was being opened, our credit

department was no place for a lady.

One salesman came with us and he was quite seedy

in appearance. A year later he returned, dressed like

Beau Brummell. George gave him one all-embracing

look and then called out, “Look at the blankety blank

blank after just one year with his foot in the trough.”

I was now a “hear-back” and drawing the monu

mental salary of $75 per month. Next to becoming the

head of a department, I had reached the top. One

night at home, just as a “feeler,” I threw out the

suggestion that I thought of going on the road. You

should have heard the burst of laughter from my as

sembled family. The idea of their fastidious, religious

brother being a salesman seemed to excite their ris

ibilities.

Then, deep down inside, as this is a truthful narra

tive, I must admit that there was another cause that

made me long for new scenes. At the time I went to

work I was very much in love with a charming young

girl in our neighborhood. At this time she must have

been about sixteen. We had the future arranged to our

entire satisfaction. When my ship came in I was to

carry her away to the enchanted islands wherever these

46
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islands are I called on her regularly. We read Byron

and Poe, Shelley and Swinburne. We were both very

strong for poetry. The companionship of this sweet,

charming girl was the one compensation in the hope

lessly drab environment in which I found myself.

We were living in this delectable paradise of love

and poetry when one day the mother of the young

lady asked me to take a walk with her. Then this

lady for whom I had the highest respect, in a diplo

matic but most practical manner, informed me that

my financial prospects would not put me in a respect

able rating in Dun's and Bradstreet's; that as I was

growing up and as her daughter was also quite a

good-sized girl we could no longer be looked upon as

children; that our devotion to each other was

causing comment among the neighbors and that, much

as the family liked me personally, after talking the

matter over they had decided, everything considered,

that it would be much better if I discontinued my

visits. This was a knock-out.

Of course my pride was very much hurt but I

decided to do the right thing and stay away. After

a few days I received a very affectionate note from the

young lady asking why I had not called. I felt it was

not right for me to answer under the circumstances,

so I ignored the note. Shortly after this I met the

young lady at a friend's house and then there were

explanations. Well, it did my soul good to see how

she exploded. She proposed to have something to say

on the subject herself. She was wonderful on this

occasion, but a few days later I received a letter from

her, which I am quite sure was carefully censored

by her mother. In this letter she told me that she

and her mother had had a long talk—that she had

promised her mother not to see me for a few years,

but she would “never, never forget me.” Now this little

romance is quite personal but I believe that if it had

not been for this experience I never would have be

come a traveling salesman.
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At that time there was in St. Louis a wholesale cut

lery house by the name of Hubbell & Randall. Both of

these gentlemen frequently visited our home. As I

was now determined to break away and see the world,

I called on Mr. Hubbell and applied for a job as a

cutlery salesman. He agreed to send me out with a

line of samples, paying my expenses and giving me a

commission on sales. I was now nineteen years of

age.

After closing this deal during my lunch hour, I

went back to the Simmons Hardware Co. and, happen

ing to meet Frank N. Johnson who was then traveling

in Arkansas, I told him with quite a little self-impor

tance that the following week I was going on the

road for Hubbell & Randall. “Why don’t you go out

for us?” said Mr. Johnson, in his direct manner.

“Have you asked Mr. Simmons?” “No,” I answered.

“I had not thought of that.” Mr. Johnson evidently

spoke to Mr. Simmons, for Mr. Simmons sent for me

and told me if I wanted to go on the road he would

send me down to help George Search, who at that

time was ill at Cape Girardeau, Mo. Of course, I knew

that if I traveled for the Simmons Hardware Co. I

would draw a straight salary as well as my expenses,

and I also knew that it would be much easier

to sell goods for a house of their standing than a

special cutlery house like Hubbell & Randall. So I

went back to Mr. Hubbell and asked him to release me

from my agreement. He laughed and did not seem to

be at all worried at losing my services. I remember,

however, that he told me one thing I have never for

gotten. Said he: “Sank, I am glad you came and

asked to be released from your agreement. A good

many other young men under such conditions would

come back and tell me that they had decided not to

accept my proposition.” Since then, many, many times

when I have made agreements with salesmen and other

employees I have had them write just as Mr. Hubbell

said—that after giving the matter mature considera
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tion, they had decided not to accept my proposition

It was arranged that the following Sunday night I

would leave for Cape Girardeau to work under Mr.

Search. The news was a great surprise to my family.

My brothers and sisters just laughed, but my father

said that “no matter what happened” a little travel

would do me no harm.

I must repeat here in passing that when I was

drawing $35 per month and working in stock, Ben

Edwards, then the cashier of the Bank of Commerce

of St. Louis, offered me a job in the bank at $75 per

month. He told me the hours were from 8.30 until

5 with two weeks’ vacation every summer. I imme

diately accepted the position. That night I informed

my father that I had decided to give up hardware and

was really sorry I had learned the business as I had

decided to become a banker. My father immediately

sat down hard on the whole scheme. He told me that

the under employees in a bank learned nothing except

to count money and add up figures. That is about all

the employees did, while on the other hand in the

hardware business I was in a way to learn a real busi

ness. He made me go to Mr. Edwards and decline the

offer. I was very much disgusted

At this time, R. H. Stockton, who had been a suc

cessful traveling salesman in Missouri, was the officer

of the company in charge of sales. Mr. Stockton took

me to the cutlery department and gave me my first

lessons in cutlery. You could tell by the manner in

which he handled pocket knives that he loved them.

He especially advised me to always carry my samples

to the customer's store, to open up the samples and

show them, whether the customer needed any goods

or not. “Always start your orders with cutlery,” said

Mr. Stockton. “Get that habit; and when I see your

orders coming in starting with cutlery, I will know

that you remember my instructions and that you are

not too lazy to open and show your samples.” I was

told to take Mr. Search's catalog and samples.
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Mr. Stockton later became the president of the

Majestic Range Co., of St. Louis and his recent death

was a source of great sorrow.

So, thanks to Frank N. Johnson, the great adven

ture opened before me. I bought a very large grip, a

mackintosh coat, a large umbrella and other things I

thought I would need on my journey. In passing, allow

me to say, like Caesar, I soon shed this “impedimenta”

and traveled light ever afterwards. I took the Iron

Mountain to Cape Girardeau. When I considered the

proposition of investing $2 in a berth or sitting up all

night, I decided that a berth was not worth $2, so I

took a seat near one of the old-fashioned, cast-iron,

cannon stoves they had at the end of the car and at

tempted to sleep. However, I was so afraid that I

would be carried by my station that I constantly woke

up. Besides that, the local train stopped almost every

where and every time they stopped they opened the

door and I would get a cold blast. Therefore I have

always remembered that night as being one of tropical

heat and arctic cold.

Permit me here to write a few words in apprecia

tion of Frank N. Johnson. He was a very strong char

acter. Notwithstanding the fact that he expressed his

opinions in the most forceful and direct manner, he

had a host of friends. As a salesman traveling in

Arkansas he was very successful. Afterward he be

came an officer of the company and general manager

of the house. He employed and handled all the house

force. He was a strict disciplinarian but he was so

fair, so just and so sympathetic that he won the love

of all of the house people. He took a great interest in

the personal affairs of the employees and he did every

thing in his power to help young men along. He gave

them good advice in his straight-from-the-shoulder

manner. In many cases, I happen to know, when they

needed financial assistance he loaned them money out

of his own pocket. He had a very tender heart and he
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was loved not only by the employees of the house but

by all of his associates.

Mr. Johnson made a distinguished record when he

went into the Southern Army while he was little more

than a boy. He was in the Southern Cavalry Service,

and I remember how I used to delight when I drew

him out about his war experiences.

During one of the serious strikes in St. Louis he

became a member of the posse comitatus and distin

guished himself on several occasions by his great brav

ery. In one instance when the posse was in a build

ing on Washington Avenue he left the building and

single-handed and unarmed went up to a group of

strikers, disarmed one who was flourishing a revolver

and brought this striker into the building as his pris

oner. Mr. Johnson would have made a great general.

He had all the characteristics of a military man. His

untimely death was a source of great grief to his many

devoted friends.

I arrived in Cape Girardeau very early in the morn

ing, before breakfast. It was too early to call on Mr.

Search, so I went out and tried to sell some hardware

to a man with a broom in the first hardware store I

reached. This store was that of B. Bahn & Brother

and, after I had put up my best selling talk, the man

with the broom informed me that he was the porter

and suggested I come in and see Mr. Bahn after

breakfast.

I found Mr. Search in bed, but he did not strike me

as being very sick. He told me that he had not

posted his catalog for about three months. He sug

gested before I started out to become the world’s

greatest salesman that I take a stack of change sheets

about 2 in. thick and post his catalog to date. I was

stopping at Block's Hotel in Cape Girardeau, and I

was filled with disgust when I found my first job was

to devote three days to posting a catalog. It was very

dry, tedious work. I wanted to go out and sell goods.

U. L.; Ill. L.
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I felt I was being imposed upon to be given clerical

work of this nature.

However, I did afterward call on Mr. Bahn. I did

not consult Mr. Search about this. I took the catalog

and told Mr. Bahn that I had come out to help Mr.

Search. Mr. Bahn needed some goods. He gave me

my first order. The first item on this first order was

% doz. No. 1 bull trocars at $5 per doz. I remember

this item because it is a curious fact that I never

sold it again for more than ten years. One day Mr.

Weed of Drury, Weed & Company, of Alton, Ill.,

dropped into the house. He called off from his want

list, “One doz. bull trocars.” My expression must have

indicated surprise. He asked me what was the mat

ter. Then I told him that that was the first item I had

ever sold some ten years ago. He adjusted his glasses,

looked at his want list again and said, “Change

that order from one dozen to 1/12 doz. I made a mis

take.” I said to him, “Like the parrot, I talk too

much l’”

I showed Mr. Search this order for B. Bahn &

Brother and I persuaded him to write to all of his cus

tomers, saying that I would call and to give me the

business, as he would receive full credit for it. He did

send out a lot of postal cards. Then I took out my

notebook and he told me how to work the territory—

the time of the trains and the list of the customers.

I traveled on Mr. Search’s territory for about three

months and every event—names and items—stands out

in my memory, notwithstanding the fact that I have

forgotten many of my traveling experiences that have

happened since. However, on this first trip I was ac

tually living in a new world and it made a tremendous

impression upon my mind. Will you be interested in

some of the stories of that trip?

Driving in Perry County, Mo., wheat and oats were

growing in adjoining fields. I did not know wheat

from oats. I had a negro driver named Bill. I told

him that I knew absolutely nothing about farming.
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He stopped the buggy and we got out. He showed me

wheat and oats. We dissected the heads and he ex

plained the difference to me. He told me when corn

was planted and potatoes and when all the various

crops matured. Bill had worked on a farm and to me

was a mine of information. It was a wonderful thing

to drive over the country in the beautiful sunshine

with the white clouds piling up overhead—to listen to

the birds sing—to ford the numerous creeks and to

stop and think that my house was paying all expenses

and I was getting a salary besides. “No more stock

clerking for me,” I told Bill. “This is the real life.”

Then I proceeded to work southeastern Missouri.

That was before the country had been drained, and a

large part of our beloved customers in southeastern

Missouri lived in the swamps and spent most of their

time shimmying with the ague. Almost everybody

had malaria. The common conversation I heard every

day when a customer would enter a store would be

like this:

Merchant: “Mornin’. How's the family?”

Mr. Brown: “Tol'able. Just tol'able. How's yo' fam

ily?” º -

Merchant: “Oh, they're all tol'able, thank you, just

tol'able.”

At Neeleyville we took a branch road for Doniphan.

I had become terribly interested in selling. After a

hectic night at the little frame hotel at Neeleyville the

proprietor at breakfast looked at me and remarked,

“Young man, that was a mighty big bill you sold in

your sleep last night. Wife and I were afraid you

might miss the order after all. You sure did talk

some.”

I arrived at Doniphan on Saturday, and as all the

farmers came to town that day it was a busy sight.

Mr. Barrett, of Borth, Barrett & Co., said to me, “We

can’t buy any goods today but when we are closed up

tomorrow morning (Sunday) come in and we will go

through the stock.” I told Mr. Barrett that it was
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against my principles to sell goods on Sunday. He

Stared at me and said, “Young man, how long have

gow been traveling 2 But,” he continued, “if that’s

the way you feel about it, come in on Monday and we

will fix you up.”

Saturday night I went with some other salesmen to

a dance out in the country. On that evening during

the dance a gentleman was invited out of the building,

stepped into the ring of light at the front door, there

was the crack of a revolver and he fell shot through

the lungs. I was one of the party that brought the

wounded man to town in a wagon. That was my first

impression seeing firearms in action and I could hardly

believe it was true. The wounded man was the pro

prietor of the hotel at Doniphan. I think he after

ward recovered.

Sunday morning I stood and listened to a street

hawker selling his wares to the crowd near the hotel.

I remember his offering a razor. He held it up to

the light and declared, “This is a genuine Wade &

Butcher. It is a butcher in its place but not a butcher

on the face,” etc.

That morning and that night I went to church. In

the evening, when I started out for church the hotel

clerk handed me a lantern and said, “Light this be

cause the road is very dark.” I had never before gone

to church with a lantern. As I started out in the dark

I could see the lanterns like fireflies converging in all

directions upon the church where the evening bell was

ringing. Around the walls of the church were pegs.

As each man or woman came in they blew out their

lantern and hung it on a peg. When the services were

over, each man or woman again lighted their lantern

and wandered forth into the night and again they

looked like fireflies as they followed the various paths

to the homes of the worshippers. When I got back

with my lantern to the hotel I found I was the ob

served of all observers. No one before in the hotel

had ever known a traveling salesman to go to church
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twice in the same day, and the story that I would not

sell goods on Sunday when the order was offered to

me had also gone abroad. So I was a marked char

acter |

Another experience that I will tell for the benefit

of the new generation was going down the Mississ

ippi River in a skiff from New Madrid, Mo., to

Memphis, Tenn., and selling goods in the towns on

both sides of the river—towns that could only be

approached by water. At Gold Dust, Tenn., I left

my skiff and my boatman who did the rowing. I

walked uptown. The main street was deserted. There

was not a soul in sight. As I passed by a saloon an

enormous negro with a drawn revolver stepped out

and remarked, “Say, white man, I want you to come

and take a drink with me.” Now, I had never taken

a drink with either a white man or a black man at

a bar up to that time, but I decided right then and

there that I did not care anything about the quality

of the whiskey nor was I particular about drawing

the color line. I stepped up to the bar with my colored

friend and brother. He reached for a bottle of

whiskey, poured me out a drink and took one himself,

while his loaded Colt lay beside the glass on the bar.

After a while he tired of me and walked down the

street. Then heads, followed by bodies, appeared from

their hiding places and I was informed that I had

just escaped almost certain death. At that time the

Government was doing some work on the river at

Gold Dust and this negro was one of the Government

employees. The sheriff finally took him in hand.

On this trip down the river customers paid me

their accounts in greenbacks. I did not know what to

do with the money, so I took safety pins and pinned the

bills inside my vest. As I progressed down the stream

my wealth increased, and the size of my chest ex

panded. I knew it was good business not to refuse the

money, but I did not know what to do with the money

when I got it, so I took the cash and signed receipts.
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Finally I arrived at Hickman, Ky., and here I called

on one of our very good customers. E. W. Avey. Mr.

Avey had the very bad habit of taking his want list

and asking all of a salesman's prices before he bought

any goods. He would ask me a price and then he

would look at me over his glasses. I never saw rain

come down the way it did that day. Finally Mr. Avey

remarked, “Young man, how long have you been travel

ing’” It seemed to me a good many merchants asked

me this leading question. Then he said to me, “You

seem to be pretty well posted on the goods, but I want

you to send my order to the house without a single

price on it. I want you to write to Mr. Stockton to

price this order.” Now, I was all right on net prices,

but when it came to discounts my idea was if my sell

ing price was 60 per cent off and if I wished to make

20 per cent, the proper thing to do was to quote 40 per

cent. This method of expert accounting did not seem

to appeal to Mr. Avey. In those days we had practi

cally no selling prices. Salesmen were supplied with a

catalog cost and were expected to make their own

prices. When I left Mr. Search the only instructions he

gave me in the way of selling were to average about 20

per cent profit above the cost, “and if they don't kick,

'you will know it is all right.”

Mr. Avey was so friendly that I decided to ask him

what I would do with all the money I had, so I un

buttoned my vest and showed him that I was literally

lined with bills. I never heard a man laugh the way

he did when he found out I did not know how to remit

to my house; but he kindly took me through the rain

to the express office. There we counted the money,

put it in a package, had the package sewed through,

sealed with red sealing wax and expressed to my

house. What a relief it was to part with that money!

At New Madrid, Mo., at that time the leading hard

ware merchant was L. A. Lewis. Mr. Lewis

was noted as a close buyer. It happened at New

Madrid I received a letter advising me of a sudden
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and unexpected drop of $1 a keg in powder. When I

started to take his order, Mr. Lewis asked me the

invariable question, “How long have you been on the

road 7” When I told him he smiled, and finally he

asked me the price of powder. I gave him the new

price I had just received and I saw that this price

made a hit with Mr. Lewis. He evidently thought I

had made a mistake. He pulled his beard and re

marked, “I will look up our stock of powder. This

is quite a good hunting district around here and we

use quite a considerable lot of powder in season.” That

afternoon he gave me an order for 100 kegs of powder

of the Hazard brand. When I wrote out the order

he made me give him a signed copy of it. He was

making sure that he would get that powder at the

price I had quoted. He got the powder all right, and

on my next visit he looked at me with a fishy eye and

said, “You d kid, why didn’t you tell me powder

had just gone down $1 a keg 2 I have bought enough

to last me two years because I thought you made a

mistake.”

Then at Charleston, Mo., there was Sam Black, who

ran a general store. I remember his telling me he

needed some hardware but he did not know what he

needed. I asked him to allow me to stay in the store

that evening and sort out his stock. I worked all night

and when he came down to open up in the morning

I was still at work. I cleaned out his shelves, re

arranged his hardware, dusted it all up and made up

a want list. I showed him the order as I had written

it. He looked at me as if I had just escaped from an

asylum and said, “Never knew a salesman to do any

thing like this before. Send along the goods.” It

was a $1,000 order and there was plenty of cutlery

in it, too !

I remember I went to Potosi in the lead mine dis

trict and to Bonneterre where I sold the mining stores.

At the company’s store there I decided to make a hit

by making the buyer a present of a fine pearl-handled
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Rogers knife. He thanked me for the knife, handed it

back to me and remarked, “What is that knife worth 7”

I said, “$48 per dozen.” “All right,” said he, “credit

me $4 on the bill.” He taught me a lesson | I re

member the number of that knife today. It was

a 5008.

Some very large buyers frightened me stiff. One

of these was Mr. Dietzel of Union City, Tenn. I

remember selling him and I was so frightened by

the size of his store and his manner that I quoted him

goods at about my cost. I received a pretty straight

letter from Mr. Stockton about the prices on these

orders!

Another large account was Dalton’s at Poplar Bluff,

Mo. Mr. Dalton is now the head of the Dalton Add

ing Machine Company.

The best hotel in that part of the world was the

Holliday House at Cairo. I used to cross over the

Mississippi River at Bird's Point to Cairo to get a

bath, a hair cut and a square meal.

As I have stated, Mr. Stockton was in charge of

our salesmen. He was bred on a farm and had been

trained from boyhood to be a very early riser. His

seat was just inside of a railing near the front door

at Ninth and Washington Avenues. A new salesman

came in one morning at 8 o’clock and found Mr. Stock

ton at work at his desk. The next morning the sales

man thought to himself, “I will beat Mr. Stockton

down this morning,” so he arrived at 7:30. There sat

Mr. Stockton reading his papers. The next morning

our salesman arrived at 7. “How do you do!” said Mr.

Stockton. “What do you do with yourself all morn

ing?”

I remember after driving two or three weeks in

Perry County between the snake fences, often hub

deep in mud, that I returned to Cape Girardeau and

found my first mail. The first letter was from Mr.

Stockton in his own handwriting. I still preserve it.

Those were the days before stenographers and type
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writers. Letters were decidedly short. The first sen

tence in my first letter as a salesman read: “You start

out full of errors.”

Mr. Search having recovered and taken back his

territory, I returned to the house and was told by Mr.

Simmons to get ready to go to Georgia with head

quarters in Atlanta. At this time Mr. Simmons was a

slim, active man of about forty-five. He wrote a beauti

ful hand, and all of his early letters to me as a sales

man were written out in long hand. I have preserved

many of them. Every month each salesman received

his monthly sales report in pencil on a sheet from

a block of paper. Ike Forbes in those days made out

these reports. On every report Mr. Simmons made

pencil notations about the sales. I have collections of

these reports still, and the memoranda in Mr. Simmons’

handwriting are very interesting. Mr. Simmons was

a great believer in encouragement. Whenever it was

possible, he wrote something encouraging on my re

ports and even when he thought it necessary to jack

me up a bit about my small sales he usually said some

thing friendly to take the sting out of his criticism.

Another habit Mr. Simmons had after a salesman

had been in the house posting up was to have a fare

well talk with the salesman the afternoon of the night

he would leave the city. Mr. Simmon's talk was the

last impression the salesman received before leaving

the house. These talks were always very inspiring.

Of course, all of us knew Mr. Simmons as “No. 8”

because the letter “S” that he used in signing a letter

looked like a figure 8. In these farewell talks he

almost always praised the salesman. He stimulated

his self-respect. He made the salesman feel that he was

invincible. I know he used to tell me, and please remem

ber at this time I was only nineteen years old and a

very raw and green proposition, that I was a good bit

of raw material. “Why,” said “No. 8,” “if you would

just work hard, use your head and study, there is

no limit to what you can accomplish.” Then he would
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also tell me that of all the young men in the house

he had his eye particularly on me and if I did not

win out and make a success he would feel terribly

disappointed. When I would go out to catch the

train after one of these interviews I was usually

walking on airl I did not want to call on any trade

that was easy to sell. What I wanted was a tough

proposition 1

I remember on one occasion he gave me a very

handsome push-button pocket knife. I understood

him to say there were only a few in the country and

I gathered the idea (although he did not say so) that

I was the only salesman on the entire list that had

been favored with a present of this knife. That

night on the train I happened to meet another sales

man from our house, also going to his territory. We

sat in the smoking room of the Pullman, and each of

us took out a cigar and at the same time reached for

our pocket knives to cut the cigar. Each of us had

that same spring button knife. Each looked at the

other and said, “Where did you get that knife?” and

each answered simultaneously, “Why, ‘No. 8" gave it

to me and I thought it was the only one in the world !”

In those days we used to give our customers little

gold “Keen Kutter” axes as a badge. I remember

that “No. 8” in one of these farewell talks handed

me a dozen of these gold axes wrapped up in tissue

paper and then said to me, “Now show me how you

would present one of these axes to a customer.” I

took the package of axes out of my pocket, unwrapped

the tissue paper and then, holding the package in my

left hand, I held out the gold axe in my right. “No. 8”

shook his head with a disgusted expression and re

marked, “Wrong, wrong, all wrong. Why let the

customer know that you have a dozen axes to dis

tribute? He will want one for every clerk in the store.

He will not attach any value to it. Pin one axe on

your own lapel and when you call, take it off and pin

it on your customer's coat. You don’t have to tell him
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that you have any more, and he will certainly appre

ciate the gift and wear the axe longer if you do it

this way.” So when I landed in my territory I tried

both plans and I found out that “No. 8” was right.

People appreciate things in this world often not on

account of their value, but simply because they are

scarce. It also taught me at that early stage the

great lesson that the simplest thing in the world can

be done in many different ways and there is always

a best way to do it. In salesmanship particularly

we should study out the best way and then always

do things that way.

But to get back to my story. I was in a sample

room posting up for the Georgia territory when “No.

8” sent for me and said that Captain Simms, a sales

man well known in that territory, had applied for that

route and he had therefore decided to turn that terri

tory over to him. Instead, I could get ready to go to

Kansas, so probably the whole drift of my future life

was changed by this one incident. I went to Kansas,

made my headquarters in Salina and traveled in that

State for several years. In those days the western

half of the State was just being developed. There

was a great flood of immigration coming into the State

and new towns were starting everywhere. As I look

back upon those days I realize that the main element

in good salesmanship was simply endurance. The man

who could travel the hardest, sell goods the longest

number of hours every day and write the fastest, was

the best salesman.

In those days I used to travel with Frank King of

the Abernathy Furniture Co., and I once heard him

sell a line of coffin plates to a furniture man. It was

the funniest selling I ever heard. Later in life I had

the honor of meeting Mark Twain at a dinner, and

he asked the gentlemen present to tell the funniest

thing that had ever occurred in their lives. When

my turn came I told the story of Frank King selling

coffin plates. Mark Twain told me afterward that it
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was one of the funniest stories he had ever heard

and that he would like to use it himself if it were not

just a little gruesome and somewhat sacrilegious.

I remember driving into the town of Leota, in the

southern part of the State of Kansas, on one occasion

just after this village had had a county seat fight

with Coronado. Several of the prominent citizens of

Leota were laid out dead on the floor of the only hotel.

They had been killed that day in a scrimmage. County

seat fights in those days were a regular form of out

door sport. Quite frequently when one town won and

the records of the county were installed in this town,

the other town that had been a competitor would just

move over with all their houses and belongings and

join the town that made the successful fight for the

county seat. On several occasions in driving in west

ern Kansas I met towns moving from one location to

another.

Of course, in those days a great many opening

stocks were sold. I remember driving from Wakeeny

down to a town on the Missouri Pacific twenty-five

miles south. When I arrived in this town, as there

were no fences, I drove up to a new store building.

Without getting out of my buggy I inquired of the

gentleman who was shingling the roof where I could

find Mr. Smith, who was going into the hardware

business. “I’m Smith,” answered he. Then he sat

on the edge of the roof and looked at me good and

hard. “How long have you been traveling in this ter

ritory?” he inquired. I told him three years. “Well,”

said he, “I want a $5,000 stock of hardware. Drive

right back to Wakeeny, inquire about me at the bank,

and send me the goods as quickly as possible, but

don’t get out of the buggy.” I thought this was a

peculiar way to order the goods, but I immediately

returned without lunch to Wakeeny and found at the

bank that Mr. Smith had plenty of money on hand for

the stock. I wrote up the order and sent it in. Sixty

days later I called on Mr. Smith and he was doing a
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wonderful hardware business in the new town. When

we became better acquainted I inquired why he in

structed me on my first trip not to get out of the

buggy, but to immediately drive back to Wakeeny.

. He looked at me quizzically and remarked: “I sup

pose you thought I was a d. f. for buying goods that

way, but I knew if ever you got out of that buggy

you would sell hardware to everybody in town, and I

thought it was worth a lot to me to be the first man to

have a stock. Say, son, there were three other men

waiting for some hardware man to place their hard

ware orders. Your hardware got here first and I sold

most of it before any other hardware arrived.”

I have the fondest recollections of Kansas. At first

the way the wind blew all the time day and night

rather got on my nerves, but after I became accus

tomed to it Kansas was all right. I slept many nights

very comfortably in sod houses.

I must tell the story of how I acquired a farm on

Paradise Flats north of Hays City, in the neighbor

hood of Plainville. A customer of ours in Plainville

was about to fail and he owed us $800. When I called

to collect the account he told me he had a beautiful

farm of 160 acres near the town, and if I would take

his farm for the account he would give it to me. It

was Hobson’s choice, so I took a deed to the farm.

Shortly afterward I returned to St. Louis and I

told the treasurer of the company, A. E. Dann, what

a good collection I had made. Mr. Dann said, “How

much is this farm worth 2’’ I told him what a beauti

ful place Paradise Flats was. “Well,” said Mr. Dann,

“what is that farm worth?” “At least $1,000,” I

answered. “All right,” said he, “you have some money

to your credit here in the house. Will you buy it

from me for $500?” I was stuck, so I bought the

farm but I never saw it. A customer of ours at

Plainville paid the taxes for me regularly year after

year, and I allowed some farmer to cut hay on my

farm for the taxes. Finally, years afterward, I sold
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this farm for $1,500, and I understand today it is

worth $100 an acre, or $16,000! Papers in Plainville,

Kan., please copy! I have often thought since that

it was too bad that I never saw the only farm I ever

owned.

Then at Wakeeny, Kan., I made a homestead entry.

I had a friend in a real estate office who showed me

how to do it. I drove out near Wakeeny and took a

look at these 160 acres. That is all I ever did. After

ward 'my real estate friend sold my claim. I have

forgotten how much it was, but I remember at the

time it was very easy money. -

In those days it was a common thing to see antelopes

and coyotes in driving on the Western prairies. Every

now and then in our travels we would run into a dance.

I remember arriving at Leonora, Kan., one night when

a dance was in full blast at the hotel. No one could

sleep on account of the noise, so the only thing to do

was to dance. The modus operandi of running a dance

in those days was to step up to the hotel register,

enter your name and plank down $1. At this time

there were about twenty girls and sixty men. For

every dance twenty numbers would be called out.

Then you stepped into the room, picked out your girl

and had your dance. Everything was very well sys

tematized and you could dance once out of three times.

In the meantime the men not dancing stood around

the windows of the hotel, most of them working their

hip pockets. The gentlemen jingled as they walked,

as they wore chaps and spurs and many of them

carried a belt full of cartridges with a Colt hanging

conveniently.

I remember on this occasion there was a very pretty

girl who wore a red jersey. Jerseys were then

in style. After I danced with her three times in

succession, I stepped out to join my cowboy friends on

the outside and one of them who had not attended

the Disarmament Conference walked up to me and

remarked, “Look here, stranger, I didn’t say nothin'
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when you danced with my girl twice, but I just think

that three times is enough, and if you dance with her

again you and I are goin’ to disagree.” I decided I

had danced enough. The next morning at breakfast

I felt a little tired, and when I heard a sweet voice

inquiring whether I would have beefsteak or liver I

looked up and there was the same girl in the same

red jersey—happy days

Now of course I could write a whole lot about sell

ing hardware in Kansas. I remember very well that

as my catalog was too heavy and as there were a

large number of items in the catalog I could not sell

(as they were not used in my territory)—real bronze

hardware, machine tools, lathe dogs, etc.—I went to a

binder, had all these pages taken out of my catalog

and bound in a separate book to be left at home. The

binder asked me if I did not wish the edges of the

catalog trimmed. I thought it would add to the ap

pearance of the book so I said, “All right, trim her

down.” When the book was finished it looked very

beautiful with a nice, fresh, red edge, but I was dum

founded with horror on opening the catalog to find

that in trimming the edge of the pages he had cut off

all my selling prices ! I was afraid to call on the

house for another catalog for fear I would be fired,

so I had to sell my goods from memory and post my

catalog from change sheets as they came along. It is

interesting to note that my percentage of profit was

very much better as long as I was without costs | This

made an impression on me that I did not forget in

after years.

I remember meeting Senator Ingalls on one of my

trips and I will never forget that the Senator told

me that he never smoked a cigar until after luncheon.

He advised me to adopt the same plan, as he said that

all morning he looked forward to that cigar after

lunch and he was sure he enjoyed it much more be

cause he deprived himself of it in the morning. I

also remember the Senator remarked that he was
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not in favor of a navy for the United States. He

said that almost all the foreign difficulties we had got

into came as a result of our having a navy. “Owning

a navy,” he remarked, “is just like a man toting a gun.

Sooner or later he will just feel that he has to

use it.”

In those days several Kansas salesmen stand out in

my memory. I must refer with affectionate regard

to Albert Latham. He was a good man, and whenever

he heard that I was in the vicinity of Topeka he

would telegraph me to come and have Sunday dinner

with him. Mr. Latham was very much beloved by

his customers. Another salesman I have lost track

of entirely was Johnny Ross—but no story about

Kansas will be complete without referring to two

institutions that traveled in the State. One owned the

Santa Fe Railroad, while the warpath of the other

was along the Central Branch. I refer first to

R. J. Haus, commonly known throughout the terri

tory as “Cyclone Dick,” and the other was Jack Ed

mund I. Both were veteran salesmen. Jack Edmund II

came along later. He afterward represented the Sim

mons Hardware Co. in Europe and I met him over

there a number of years ago. I have often wondered

at the cause of his tragic end.

So ends a rough account of my first experiences as a

salesman traveling in southeast Missouri and Kansas.

There was no advertising, no nationally advertised

lines, no show window dressing, no “cut-outs,” no

show-cards of any kind, no dealer selling assistance.

Merchandising was all very crude, both wholesale and

retail. Merchandise stocks were poorly kept by re

tail merchants. I think whatever my success in sell

ing, it was due to the fact that in most stores I took

the trouble to peel off my coat, vest, collar and tie,

clean up the customer's stock, make an inventory and,

as a matter of fact, write up my own orders. I put in

a great many nights doing this work and in this way

landed some handsome orders.
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The only samples I carried were a trunk full of

cutlery. I not only carried “Keen Kutter” pockets

and shears, but a large and complete line of Rogers

and George Wostenholme pockets. These goods in

those days seemed to be in stock everywhere—even

in small general stores. I had a very large line of

knives and forks and, in addition to the staple iron

handle and wood handle (999 and 1878), I sold a

great variety of these goods. This was before that

monstrosity, the plated K & F, drove out most of the

fancy wood and bone patterns just because the plated

article was hot water proof. The West was surely

at that time the home of the three-prong fork.

I also enjoyed a very nice business on “Pennsylvania”

and “Turkey Wing” grain cradles and the “Dutch

pattern” scythe of foreign makes seemed to be very

popular. -

What were my early conclusions about a salesman’s

life? They were about as follows:

The job of a stock clerk meant long hours, hard

work and little pay under the constant hourly super

vision of a boss. When the monthly board was paid

there was very little left out of the salary. There

was a chance as a salesman to increase one’s income

by making large sales and anyhow, as one’s expenses

were all paid, the salary was almost all NET profit.

At the end of a few months as a salesman I had saved

some money. -

Then the life of a traveling salesman was full of

variety. One met a lot of different people and there

was time on trains and in the hotels to read. I always

carried a good book or magazine in my pocket and I

was never bored as long as I could read.

I decided definitely that nothing could ever make me

go back into stock and I also believed that the quickest

way to make and to save money was as a salesman, I

decided to grasp this means to accumulate some money

—to work to my limit to do it quickly—as I saw from

my own experience how necessary it was in almost
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every way under the present system of life to have

money.

At the time I also made note of one fact that im

pressed me. In the cities the men worked very hard,

while the women had an easy time of it. However,

in the small towns the women worked early and late,

while the men did a lot of loafing and gossiping in

the village stores.

I compared the life of the hard driven clerks in

the large wholesale houses with the delightful leisure

of the small town shop-keeper, and I decided that I had

had all of inside work I wanted. The road was good

enough for me, and here came another peculiar and

interesting phase. I found that as a stock clerk my

Social standing was better than as a salesman. Some

of my friends seemed to think I was in the same class

as a peddler, while several times I was asked how

I liked being a “drummer.” I thought then, and I

have often thought since, that the general public needs

quite a little education as to just what a traveling

salesman does do and what his standing should be in

the estimation of the business and social world.

Last year I took a slow train on the Union Pacific

from Denver to Kansas City. I wanted to take a

good look at my old territory. In the country there

was little change—the same broad expanse of plain,

the same barbed wire fences with stone posts—but in

the towns many moving picture places were in evi

dence, and in the place of the old-time farm wagon

were many automobiles. In a number of the small

places I stepped off the train and asked the hotel bus

man about the hardware firms I had sold in the 80's.

In not a single case was one of them in business and in

not a single case was any one of these firms even re

membered. I felt like Rip Van Winkle returning

after his long sleep.

I married in St. Louis in 1886 and took my bride

to Salina, Kan. This was my headquarters. I bought

a piece of property in Salina and built a six-room
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cottage. It was a great thing to stand on a piece

of the earth that belonged to me. The building of

that cottage was a stupendous event in life. After

ward I raised a lawn by pumping water from a bored

well. Anyone who raises a lawn by that process

appreciates what a real lawn means.

“Thousands of families came from Eastern States in

prairie schooners”

In those days people used to laugh at Kansas, but

I have only the kindest and most tender recollections

of our Kansas friends, customers and neighbors. They

were very helpful to a young and inexperienced

couple just getting started in their little domestic

world. Times have changed since then. The State

of Kansas has grown rich, but my wife and I will
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never forget the good people who were so kind to us

when we made our first start in housekeeping.

With our short human foresight we never know

the things that will influence our lives for good or

evil. Sometimes what appear to be great calami

ties turn out to be blessings in disguise. A very

severe drought in Kansas was the cause of my being

given a very much better territory in Colorado.

I was very much attached to my territory in central

and western Kansas. We were very happy in our

little home in Salina. The entire community had

small incomes and lived simple lives. This leads to

the reflection, which was emphasized in some of my

experiences in later life, that it is not so bad to be

poor when everybody around you lives about as you

live. We become unhappy and discontented when we

are forced by circumstances to associate with people

who live on a more luxurious scale than we can afford

—in other words—when in the same community there

are great differences in the style of living, and where

the poor man is constantly reminded of his poverty

by not being able to give his family the things that

his neighbors are enjoying.

Kansas at that time, during the middle and late

eighties, was enjoying a very artificial boom. This

boom was on a fictitious basis because the incomes

of the people, instead of coming out of the products

of the soil, were largely speculative. Homesteaders

took up claims. Thousands of families came from

Eastern States in prairie schooners. They had sold

out their land in the East and bought up this cheap

Kansas land. Land speculators crowded every hotel.

Loan companies from far back East were loaning

money on this new land. In those days there was a lot

of money in circulation. Houses were being built;

land was being fenced; farming implements were

being bought. New towns were being started on the

new railroads every fifteen or twenty miles. In every

mushroom town at least two new stocks of hardware
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were bought. Selling hardware was simply a matter

of endurance and selling night and day as long as a

salesman could stand the physical strain.

However, even as a young salesman it was clear to

me that this boom was like a soap bubble and I knew

some fine day it would pop. I advised my customers

when they had a good opportunity to sell out at a

fancy price to do it. Very few took my advice. Al

most everybody expected the boom to last indefinitely.

Instead of being satisfied with cheap wooden build

ings, many of them erected handsome stone struc

tures. Of course they were plastered with mortgages.

There was only one of my customers who worked the

boom, as I thought, in a proper way This customer

was named Schaeffer. He would buy an opening stock

of hardware from me for one of the new towns, work

up a business, then sell his stock and building at a

good profit and move on to another new town. I sold

Mr. Schaeffer six complete new stocks of hardware

and he sold out every time at a good profit.

Of course the hardware business during these boom

days was good all over western Kansas. I remember

selling picket pins in gross lots. There were two

varieties, the straight fluted, 15 and 21 in. long, and

the corkscrew type. Another staple article of those

days was wagon bows and canvas wagon covers. We

sold them in great quantities. Then there was a

splendid business on Winchester rifles, Colt and

Smith & Wesson revolvers and ammunition. The

cowboy days were passing away but the new arrivals

from the East liked to dress up like cowboys and

tote around big revolvers and ammunition in their

belts. They looked picturesque, it made them feel

happy, it did no one any harm and helped the business

on rifles, revolvers and ammunition. Of all this busi

ness I got my share, and I may add in passing that

while I traveled for many years in many parts of the

West, I never found it necessary to carry a pistol and

I was only shot at a very few times |
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The only dangerous encounter I ever had was at

Pittsburg, Kan. One day I entered the station with

a grip in each hand and as I walked in I saw a lot

of people hastily leaving by another door. A man

turned on me with a long knife in his hand. Before

I knew it, he was trying to perforate my diaphragm.

I caught his hand and held the knife, but in trying to

take the knife away from him my left hand and arm

were badly cut. I bear the scars to this day. As we

struggled for the knife the blood from my hand was

spattered over my face and clothing and I must have

presented a rather gory appearance. While we were

struggling some men rushed into the station and

overpowered the man with the knife. It developed

that he was a lunatic and of course I felt I had had

a very narrow escape.

In Leadville, Colo., I had a fist fight with the ticket

agent. I do not think either one of us was very

scientific in our boxing. We were separated before

much blood was drawn.

I speak of these two incidents as they were the

only two cases where I had any personal difficulties in

all this western country. Of course I saw several

drunken brawls, but taking it large and by, it is sur

prising how peaceful and gentlemanly everybody was.

I am glad, however, when I go to the movies these

days, to enjoy the wild western fighting which was

so conspicuous by its absence when I was traveling

on the plains and in the mountains. Most of the

bad man stuff we read about is all bunk. Bad men

were few and far between and when they got drunk

and showed an irritable disposition, they were soon

lodged in the cooler by the local sheriffs.

Western Kansas was booming along in this manner

when one year there was a terrible drought. The

hot winds blew up across the shimmering plains from

the panhandle. The corn withered on the stalk, the

corn stalks rattled dryly in the hot winds and the

corn fields looked - like December. Thousands of the
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homesteaders loaded up their wagons and trekked

back to visit their wives and families in the Eastern

States from whence they had come. The roads were

lined with these caravans of covered wagons slowly

moving eastward.

This drought put a crimp in immigration and in

land speculation. Business was as dead as a door

nail. Only the voice of the collector was heard in the

land. Many of my customers who had put up sub

stantial stone and business blocks were sorry. It was

a discouraging and lonesome business to travel from

town to town seeking to sell hardware at a time like
this. r -

I went to St. Louis and told Mr. Simmons about the

situation. I remember distinctly that he told me to

return to the territory, continue to call on my cus

tomers and if I could not sell them goods, at least to

cheer them up by telling them funny stories. He

impressed upon me that the retail dealer would feel

badly enough under such conditions without having

a salesman calling on him with a long face and a tale

of woe. I also remember that Mr. Simmons said that

in those cases where customers were good merchants

and had been prompt-paying in the past, if they did

need goods we were willing to supply their wants

for their necessities even if they could not pay their

bills promptly. Mr. Simmons knew what a drought

meant. He also knew about grasshoppers. He did

not instruct me, as some modern sales managers

would, to go out under these circumstances and per

form miracles. He knew that I was not named Moses

and he was also aware of the fact that if I struck the

Kansas rocks with my staff, water would not gush

forth. So I returned to Kansas and that fall called on

my best trade. I managed to do a fair amount of

business because while the country was burned up by

the drought, still there was quite a good deal of money

left and some people bought goods and paid their
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bills. Salesmen were now scarce and there was little

competition. -

However, as I stated, calamities are sometimes

blessings in disguise. In the latter part of that year Mr.

Simmons called me to St. Louis and informed me that

it had been decided to transfer me to Colorado with

headquarters in Denver. Mr. Simmons also took occa

sion at the same time to tell me that among the officers

of the company there had been a discussion as to the

desirability of placing me on this important territory

and there was quite a difference of opinion. He stated

that some of the other officers had said I was too nice a

young man for a wild mountain territory like Col

orado. He said he had heard that I was very studious

and devoted most of my spare time to reading and

he was just a little afraid that I would not suit the

Colorado mining trade. Nevertheless, Mr. Simmons

assured me, he believed I had the material in me to

make a success if I would put forth my best efforts.

He told me he had insisted upon my having the terri

tory against the protests of these other men and he

expressed the hope that I would not humiliate him

and be a reflection upon his good judgment by making

a failure as a salesman on the Denver route.

I promised that I would do my very best to succeed

and I left his presence overcome with a tremendous

responsibility resting upon my shoulders. I felt that

Mr. Simmons was my personal friend. He had stood

by me against the criticisms of these other men and I

made a solemn vow that I would work night and day

to prove to these other men that Mr. Simmons was

not mistaken in his estimate of my abilities It is

only worth while to add that in after years in start

ing out other young salesmen I used Mr. Simmons'

method of making them feel that if they failed it

would be nothing less than a calamity to me personallyl

Mr. Simmons had the ability to make every head

of a department, salesman and employee feel that he,

Mr. Simmons, was his personal friend and devoted
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most of his time to thinking about his personal in

terests. During the past year I met an old employee

of the Simmons Hardware Company. He had never

held a very high position in the business. He was

just one of the ordinary plodders but in talking about

the old days, he said to me—“Of course you know

I was very close indeed to E. C. Simmons. Pos

sibly there were few men in the business who enjoyed

his confidence and were closer to him than I was.”

I naturally did not argue the proposition and I simply

tell this little human story to illustrate how Mr. Sim

mons had the peculiar ability of making all the people

in the business, both in high positions and in low

positions, feel that they were very close to him. Nat

urally this led to great loyalty to the interests of the

business. No one in the organization ever for one

moment questioned Mr. Simmons' judgment or his

ability. We all felt that he was the greatest hard

ware merchant in the country and we followed his

leadership without question. The head men in the

business might scrap among themselves and criticize

each other but if anybody had said a word reflecting

upon Mr. Simmons, he would have had a scrap on his

hands with the entire outfit. Such are the great qual

ities of leadership, whether it be on the field of battle,

in statesmanship or in business!

Samuel Pepys in his diary gives us some very

minute facts about his everyday life in London in

regard to what he paid for things, etc. This diary

probably gives us a more accurate picture of life in

those days in London than many of the more preten

tious histories of the times. Therefore, following

Pepys' example, I am going to throw a sidelight on

living in Kansas in the late eighties by stating that

eggs were 12 cents per dozen; a good fat chicken cost

25 cents each and meats, vegetables and other food

in proportion; our hired Swedish girl, who did all

the cooking, washing and housework, received $12

per month. I was working on a flat salary and a
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share of my profits. My sales were about $60,000

per annum. The profits on actual cost were from 25

per cent to 30 per cent. My drawing salary was

$1,800. My traveling expenses were $1,200. My share

of the profits was 33% per cent. If, to illustrate, my

gross profits for the year on my sales were $12,000,

my share was $4,000. As the house had paid me

throughout the year $1,800 in salary and $1,200 in

expenses, total $3,000, this would be deducted from

my $4,000 profit and at the end of the year I would

be paid the $1,000 difference. With the very low cost

of living in Salina at that time and with this profit

sharing arrangement, I saved money every year. I

deposited this money with the house at 6 per cent

interest and at this time I had about $5,000 to my

credit with the house.

The Simmons Hardware Company at that time had

only one kind of stock. It was paying dividends

regularly of 20 per cent. Mr. Simmons sold me

$5,000 worth of this stock at $200 per share. He

offered to sell me more and take my notes for the

balance but I was afraid to go in debt. This is another

serious mistake I made 1 This was the first lot of

stock that I bought. From year to year I invested

all my surplus earnings in stock in the house.

It is a curious fact that I have noticed in later

years that it is the tendency of many merchants, be

ing very close to all the troubles and details of their

own business, to lose confidence in the business in

which they are engaged. The amusing story was told

during the trust period when so many houses were

selling out to combinations, that it was a common

thing for an intelligent merchant to sell out his busi

ness, about which he knew everything, and then im

mediately take the cash thus received and invest it in

some other business about which he knew nothing

whatever!

... I remember—I think it was in 1898 or 1899—that

one night I. W. Morton, the vice-president of the
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Simmons Hardware Company, gathered all the heads

of the departments into a meeting. He told us all

the difficulties of the business. He referred to the

fact that manufacturers were more and more inclined

I. W. Morton

Simmons Hardware

Company

to sell direct to the retail trade. He talked about our

declining profits. He made us all feel that we were

in the worst kind of a business and that not one of

us was sure of his job. We all left that meeting fully

impressed with the fact that in order to make the

business a success there must be the strictest economy
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in every department, and naturally we also felt that

for any one of us to ask for an increase in salary

would be a very dangerous thing. The year following

this talk, strange to relate, largely on account of ad

vancing prices the business earned a net profit of

$1,000,000, the largest profit ever earned up to that

time in one year. Just before this the company in

creased its capitalization and every holder of one

share of common stock was given a share of preferred

stock and an extra share of common.

By this time, by paying cash and also by giving

my notes, I had accumulated quite a little stock. I

remember the treasurer of the company, A. E. Dann,

came to me and proposed that I trade my preferred

stock to him for his common. I have forgotten the

basis of the trade but I know I got more shares of

common than I gave up in preferred. Now you see

Mr. Dann was the treasurer of the company. He

knew all about its affairs. He knew all the difficulties

of the business. On the other hand, I was just a

salesman, I did not know any of these details but I

was accustomed to traveling out in the fresh air and

in the sunshine. Therefore I was something of an

optimist. This trade with Mr. Dann turned out to

be a very good thing because notwithstanding all the

predictions of hard times on the part of I. W. Morton

and others, the business continued to be very profit

able, and, while the actual book value of the common

stock that I traded for with Mr. Dann was not worth

much at the time, on account of the earning power

of the company, it soon became very valuable.

I tell this story because for forty years I have con

stantly heard about the elimination of the jobber in

business. I have heard about the manufacturer going

direct to the retail trade and still today after all this

time, I find that the jobber still exists and is still

doing business at the old stand 1

I also wish to emphasize the fact that a well-man

aged jobbing business is a franchise and while it
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may have its bad years, taken upon the average, if

well and properly managed, a hardware jobbing busi

ness should always be a very good investment. Re

cently a New York banker called me on the telephone

and asked if I thought it would be safe for them to

buy the paper of a certain Western hardware jobbing

house. My answer was—“Did you ever know a hard

ware jobbing house to fail?” In the forty years I

have been in touch with the hardware business I have

only known of two or three jobbing failures. This

speaks for the stability of the business.



CHAPTER IV

COLORADO

T was in January, in the year 1888, that I landed

in Denver. This city was in future to be my head

quarters. Denver at that time was building up

rapidly. Silver and gold mining was booming and all

the mining camps were running full-blast. Prospec

tors were outfitting everywhere and combing the hills

in search of the precious metals. There was a flame of

speculation, and everywhere mining claims were being

bought and sold. On all hands one heard stories of

great wealth suddenly acquired in mining or in mining

stocks.

To the young salesman just arrived from Kansas,

Denver appeared to be a very great city. Instead of

the farm wagon and the one-horse car with which he

was familiar, there was the wonderful improvement

of the cable line. It was great just to stand on the

street corner and see the long trains of cars go up and

down the streets without any direct evidence of a pro

pelling power!

I promised you in the introduction to these articles

that I would tell you about some of my thrills. I re

member in the previous November I went out with my

wife to find a home in Denver. I will never forget

when the train on the Union Pacific stopped at “First

View” and we stepped off the train and saw the blue,

jagged line of the Rocky Mountains many miles away.

When Balboa saw the Pacific Ocean he was not any

more thrilled than I was. I had never seen a mountain

before. Arriving in Denver, we looked around for a

house, but none was to be had. Finally, in the office

80
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of a real estate concern, they showed me a blue print

of a house that was being built. I went out to Lincoln

Avenue and saw the foundation excavation. From this

I rented the house, and we moved out the following

January.

At about this time gas had given place to electric

lights. Typewriters were appearing in the offices, and

one felt that he was living in a world of wonderful

progress. Denver, you know, is just a mile high. They

have a club there they call “The Mile High Club.” The

size of the city, the bustle and the excitement and

possibly the higher altitude, made one’s heart beat

faster. Anyhow, as I look back upon those days I

can still feel the thrill that I felt at being located in

such a remarkable place where they bought goods in

such enormous quantities as compared with the orders

I had been taking in my old territory in Kansas.

I will also never forget when I first took an order

from the Roberts Hardware Company in Denver from

their buyer, L. Howard-Smith, how thrilled I was

when they bought goods in full-case lots—transom lifts

100 to a size, and the rest of the order all down the

line in full cases. The word “beautiful” is not too

strong an adjective to describe my feelings when I

glanced over this first order. I figured it up in dollars

and cents and the amount took my breath away. I had

sold as much in one order in total volume as I usually

sold in an entire week in Kansas | L. Howard-Smith,

who now lives in Seattle and has charge of the buying

of the Seattle Hardware Company, was a very sys

tematic buyer. He kept up to the last minute a won

derful price book. When I first sat down with him in

his little office to quote him prices, he fixed me with

his eagle eye and asked price after price. He evi

dently thought that he would pick me up, but I was

prepared. Before leaving St. Louis I had carefully

taken out of the files all the orders of the customers

in my new territory. I made up a little price book on

each customer. This book was alphabetically ar
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ranged, and before calling on Mr. Howard-Smith

I had carefully studied these prices so when he glared

at me through his glasses and asked my quotations, I

quoted him with the assurance of one who knows his

business.

—J.T >

-E-i-sa->

“Prospectors were combing the hills in search of the precious

metals”

In passing, let me say that I found my little price

books invaluable in selling this new trade. Some of

the buyers attempted to give me the impression that

my prices were not quite as low as my predecessor’s,

but they soon learned, from my calm bearing and from
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my certainty, that I knew the prices they had been

paying. At first these little price books were simply

vest-pocket memorandum books, but afterward I de

veloped them into a good-sized book for each good ac

count. In this book afterward I not only entered the

prices at which goods were bought but also the quan

tities of goods bought by each customer. As these

books filled up, they became a mine of information. I

could, for instance, tell a customer the quantities of

goods he had bought the previous year in wire cloth,

ice cream freezers, refrigerators and other seasonable

goods. It saved his looking up this information through

his invoices. Naturally, it took time for me to post

these books from my orders, but somehow I found the

time and I happen to remember that in those days I

concentrated my attention almost entirely upon my

business because I do not believe I read a daily paper

except on Sundays. It is surprising how much time

a salesman can find if he will only utilize his spare

moments.

These customers’ books of mine, I believe, were of

great assistance to me in building up my business.

Other salesmen did not carry the information I did.

They trusted to their memories. They did not re

member on one trip the prices they had quoted on

their former trips. If, for instance, a customer would

say to me: “I think possibly later I can give you an

order for striking hammers or handles,” down this

promise went in my book. When I called on him the

next time I referred to the book and reminded him

of his promise. I even wrote in the front of these

books the names of the clerks and their personal

peculiarities so I could connect the name and the clerk

—for example: “Joe (cross-eyed, with red hair).”

Then when I called on my next trip, after studying my

book, I would say, “Hello, Joe,” in the most offhand

manner. I made it a rule to get down the names not

only of the clerks but of the bookkeepers and of the

porters and of the tinners who worked in the back
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shop. I also made it a point whenever I called to

saunter around through the store, upstairs and down

stairs, and say “hello” to everybody and call them by

their names. Of course, this is just a little thing,

and you may laugh when you read it, but I think little

things like this lead the boys to get together and say

that you are a regular fellow, also to see that when

you call the want book is well filled and is not “lost,”

as happens in the case of some salesmen who are too

superior to pay any attention to anybody except the

boss or the buyer.

After selling the Roberts Hardware Company, one

of our largest accounts in Denver, I gained confidence

and felt I could take care of some of the smaller mer

chants. In fact, about this time I was gaining con

fidence all the time. My first experience in big selling

was in Colorado.

We were living in the small house on Lincoln Ave

nue. Most of the front of that Small house was one

large glass window. Long years afterward, when I

visited Denver to address the Chamber of Commerce,

I took my oldest daughter with me. We stopped at the

Brown Palace Hotel. I asked her if she would like to

see the house in which she had been born. She said

she would, so we motored out there one afternoon. We

stopped in front of the little house, so full to me of

poignant memories. “There is the house,” I whispered

to her. She leaned forward, took one look and re

marked: “I don’t think it is so much, do you?” Then

we drove back silently to the hotel. She, of course,

could not appreciate all the emotions that came to me

at the sight of that little house—but back to my story:

I found that I would have to have some place down

town to store my samples and keep my catalog, papers,

etc., so Ralph Brown, one of our other salesmen, and

myself, rented an office in the Londoner Building. It

was a small inside office for which we paid $15 per

month. Then we put up a beautifully polished brass

sign down at the street entrance with our names. I
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tell you, gentlemen, when you first hang out your sign

to the world you get another thrill. Ralph and myself .

walked up and down the street several times, passing

by casually to see how that sign would impress us!

As business improved, we added a telephone and

after a while we actually had the nerve to hire an

office boy. The last I heard of Ralph he was in busi

ness for himself in San Francisco. I saw him just

after the great earthquake and fire. Ralph was a

very good salesman. He had a way of ingratiating

himself into the good graces of his customers that

was unusual. All of his customers swore by him. I

remember Ralph gave me a sage piece of advice on

salesmanship. He said the best way to hold a cus

tomer’s account was to borrow money from him. He

said you could be sure of an order every trip until

you paid up!

About this time, on account of the death of a sales

manager, Henry M. Meier, one of the vice-presidents

of the Simmons Hardware Company, was placed in

charge of the salesmen. Mr. Meier had been a suc

cessful salesman himself, traveling for many years in

Missouri. He was a very systematic, methodical per

son. I remember he always had one of our large cat

alogs on the pull-out flap of his desk, and whenever any

question came up about goods or prices he invariably

referred to the catalog. Mr. Meier was also very

accurate, and he had an excellent memory. Now, it

happened that the sales manager who died was very

good-natured but not very methodical. He would write

and inquire why we made certain prices, but if the

salesman did not care to answer, that was the end of

the matter. So Ralph and myself both fell into the

habit of being somewhat careless about answering

letters. I remember one-day Ralph dropped into our

office and I handed him a telegram. I had been holding

for him. Ralph took a seat, put his heels up on his

desk, puffed his cigar and then, with great delibera

tion, tore open the telegram. Then, with still greater
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deliberation, he laid his cigar on the edge of the

desk, brought his feet down to the floor and proceeded

with a long-drawn whistle. “Say,” said Ralph, “what

do you think of this? Here’s a telegram from Henry

Meier saying that unless I answer his letter of such

and such a date I had better ship my trunk of samples

and catalog back to the house.” Then Ralph deliv

ered himself of the following definite and decided con

clusion: “Say, I think that things that used to go

won’t go any more.” He sat down and proceeded to

indite an epistle to Mr. Meier, giving his alibi for not

answering his letter!

My predecessor on the Colorado territory was

Harry Stringfellow. He was a big-hearted, big-bodied,

splendid fellow with a host of friends all over the State.

Everybody liked Harry. All of his customers saved

orders for him even when he joined “the Disappear

ing Club” and failed to call on them according to the

date fixed in his postal cards. How wonderful it is

what customers will stand from a salesman for whom

they have a personal liking ! Our house put up with

Harry’s disappearances as long as they could but finally

their patience gave out. As a result, I was moved to

the territory. I had known Stringfellow personally

for a long time, and greatly admired his many good

qualities. After losing the territory, he arranged to

take on a few manufacturers’ lines but he did not do

very well. He made our office his headquarters, and

finally he went out scouting for business for me.

Whenever he landed any business that I could not get

or business that I did not know about I paid him a

commission. I could do this because I was working on

a profit-sharing arrangement with the house. I had a

few hundred dollars saved up and in the bank, and so

I was able to do this on my own account. -

I will never forget several opening stocks that

Harry helped me sell. Of course, having traveled for

a number of years in the mining camps, he was very

familiar with everything a hardware store needed for
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these camps. I was new in the territory and naturally

in the beginning I was not so well posted, but when

Harry would find a man, for instance, who wished a

new stock of hardware, he would bring him to our little

office. I can see him now sitting with the hardware

catalog in his lap while the customer smoked and was

very little more than an observer of the sale of an

opening stock of hardware to himself. Harry would

call off the items while I wrote them down. I am quite

sure from the standpoint of speed that we made a

record in selling goods that has never been equalled !

We not only saved the customer time, but we saved

him trouble. As we progressed, the selling would

sound something like this: “Well, how about a line

of enameled ware?” “All right.” “Put down one line

of enameled ware.” “Yes, you need a nice line of cut

lery. We know just what you want. Haven’t I traveled

in these camps for years? I will pick out this cutlery

for you myself. Say, Sank, put down one line of

cutlery, about $500.” So it was nothing for us to

sell in the most satisfactory manner to all concerned

a $5,000 stock of hardware in about two hours. Nat

urally later we did have to pick out the line and write

up the order properly, but Harry and I would sit up

most of the night doing this. I will say in justice to

Harry—if not to myself—that we did our best to give

the customer the right kind of assortment for the

town in which he opened. Poor Harry Stringfellow

has gone to his last rest but I am glad to remember

that notwithstanding the fact that the house sent me

to take his job, we were always good friends. He was

a fine fellow—absolutely straight and square—and but

for his one weakness, he would have made a name for

himself in the hardware world.

Colorado was running wide open. Saloons were

everywhere and in the mining camps gambling houses

flourished in every block, on the first floor with wide

open front doors. In Denver in those days the only re

striction on gambling was that it had to be up one
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flight of stairs! Almost everybody drank and nearly

everybody did more or less gambling. Strangers from

the East, new salesmen, etc., usually played roulette.

This was commonly known as the “sucker's game.”

After a while when you became somewhat hardened,

you played nothing but faro. All the veterans played

faro.

I well remember that I had a friend “George” who

traveled for a competing hardware house in St. Louis

who never touched a drop of liquor and had no other

vices, except that he was a roulette fiend. He lost all

of his money on roulette. He was almost always

Colorado at that time was rumming wide open

broke. One night when I was working he dropped

into my office and said—“Let’s go around and play

a little roulette.” I went with him to one of the up

stairs clubs. He proceeded to buy $10 worth of low

priced chips and became absorbed in his little white

chip bets. In roulette the percentage is strongly

against the player and naturally the longer he plays,

the more this banker’s percentage works against him.

I stood back of my friend watching the game until he

was cleaned out. Then he turned to me and asked

if I had any spare cash in my clothes. I remarked

that I had but I proposed to gamble my own money.

Now it happened that night I had a $50 bill in my
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pocket. I crumpled it up into a ball and having ob

served that the black had come four times in succes

sion, I tossed this ball of money on the red. It came

red. The dealer started to pass me chips. “No,

thank you,” I said. “I will take cash.” Then I

said to George—“We have had enough. Let’s go.”

Outside I divided with him.

Now to show what memories people have for our

shortcomings, even when they forget all the good

things about us, I wish to tell the story that years

afterward I was standing in the grandstand at a

great horse race. One of our party said—“Haven’t

you any money up on this race?” “No,” I replied.

“I am not betting.” Then a friend present remarked

—“No ; he never bets.” But lo and behold ! George,

who happened to be in the crowd, said—“No, he

never bets, but I have seen him bet $50 on the red

at roulette.” He did not tell them that this was the

only time I ever did such a foolish thing in my entire

life, so my reputation as a plunger was established

Once in Leadville I went out with a number of rail

road men to see the sights. They also were playing

roulette. I looked on until they urged me to try my

luck. This time I placed a $5 gold piece on the num

ber 25. You can imagine my surprise when the

dealer called out—“25 on the red l’” As the odds were

35 to 1, I picked up $175 on this one bet but I did

not have much of it left when our evening of sight

seeing was over. However, from that day to this I

have always considered 25 my lucky number. I do

not know whether it is simply because I watch that

date, but many unusual things have happened to me

on the 25th of the month. Whenever that day rolls

around I always expect something to happen. I be

lieve that most men are more or less superstitious,

and this is one of my pet superstitions.

In after years I found myself one bright night at

Monte Carlo. Said I to myself—“I will try my luck

and if things come my way, maybe I can break the
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bank.” So I sauntered into one of the brilliantly

lighted gambling salons and purchased $50 worth

of silver 5-franc pieces, at that time worth $1 each

Now, dear reader, I must tell the painful, but true

story that I bet 200 5-franc pieces in succession

on 25 on the red and it never came once! My

only consolation was in the fact that my lucky 25.

was not working that night. I spent some time at

Monte Carlo but I was so discouraged by this ex

perience that I never tried my luck again.

Once I went to Vichy. I had to wait here for some

friends motoring up from Spain. One evening I

went to the Casino, and taking a seat at “Rouge et

Noir,” I began to kill time playing with a few small

silver pieces. Suddenly to my surprise all the people

at our table and in the room gazed straight at me

I was never so embarrassed in my life. I wondered

what I had done. I was just thinking of getting up

from my seat and beating a hasty retreat when my

cheek was brushed by a white sleeve and I saw a

black hand with carefully manicured finger nails place

a gold piece equal in value to $20 on a number. I

looked at the hand, turned around and followed the

sleeve and behind me, standing dressed all in white,

but wearing a green turban, was His Majesty the

Sultan of Morocco. I then realized that the crowd

was not worrying about me. His Majesty played

with $20 gold pieces for a few minutes and then took

his departure with his suite. So it seems that human

nature is about the same from the gambling tables

of the old days in Colorado to the gambling of colored

sultans in the hills of Southern France. It is all

about the same thing except in the one case we may

gamble in the flannel shirt while in the other we wear

a white tie and a white vest with our dress suit.

My instructions before going to Colorado were first

to call on all of our old customers in the various

towns assigned to me and after making this first trip

and getting acquainted with our regular trade, to
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look out for new accounts. So after visiting all of

our customers in Denver, I started on my trip to

Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Leadville, Aspen, Durango,

Silverton, Mancos, etc. I made this first trip in the

dead of winter and I was away from Denver six

weeks. -

Upon my return I wrote Mr. Simmons that I had

entirely too much territory for one man to cover. I

wrote him I never saw such easy selling in my entire

experience, (which was not much at that time!). I

wrote him the surprising information that there were

not enough traveling salesmen in Colorado to properly

take care of the trade and that only a few houses

actually worked the Colorado business. This of course

was a most surprising condition. In Kansas where

orders were given in a fraction of a dozen, there was

exceedingly keen competition not only from the large

national jobbers but also from all of the Missouri

River local jobbing houses. However, out here in

Colorado with this tremendous business under way

there were actually only five or six hardware salesmen

working the State. These men were with the

Simmons Hardware Company and Hibbard, Spencer,

Bartlett & Company of Chicago. At that time the

Missouri River houses had not discovered Colorado

and its possibilities. They have sincel

While I had been away from Denver our customers

had either bought goods by mail or had given busi

ness to our competitors. As a result of this letter,

all of the southern part of Colorado, consisting of

Durango, Silvérton, Pueblo, etc., was cut off my ter

ritory and it was assigned to Harry Hall. Mr. Hen

drickson was also later employed to work some of

the smaller towns that were not covered by Harry

Hall and myself. As the Simmons Hardware Company

had a very large business in Salt Lake City and Ogden

and as I by this time had shown my ability to handle

large accounts, mainly by reason of the systematic

manner in which I kept track of these accounts with
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my price books, etc., I was given, in addition to my

Colorado towns, Salt Lake City and Ogden. In the

beginning of this article about Colorado I am out

lining these changes in advance so the reader will

have a clearer understanding of the various events

that I will outline in the order in which they hap

pened.

A year or two after my arrival in Colorado, we had

doubled our force of salesmen in the State and I

had been given an assistant salesman to help me with

my work. The volume of our sales had increased

fully five times and profits in those days, I will say

incidentally, were quite satisfactory—quite Having

a profit-sharing arrangement, as stated before, at the

end of the year when I settled up with the house there

was a sum of money passed to my credit that to me

appeared surprisingly large, but I never touched this

money. J. It was all paid on what I owed for stock of

the Simmons Hardware Company that I bought from

E. C. Simmons and I. W. Morton.

At this time I was about twenty-five years of age,

and I was earning then $10,000 per annum. Never

theless, my salary was comparatively small and, as

I was living on my salary, we were hard up all the

time. I never had any money on which to plunge.

The entire, time I was in Colorado I never bought a

single share of mining stock nor became interested in

a mining claim nor did I speculate in any other way.

While I have referred to one or two instances where

I gambled, as a matter of fact I was too busy to waste

my time gambling. I was playing a surer game, it

seemed to me, than roulette or faro, and a game that

interested me a whole lot more.

I soon found that I lost time and became tired out

/carrying my forty-pound hardware catalog around

/ to the various stores in Denver. Besides that, I could

not always get customers to come to our sample room

when I wished to show them samples of new goods,

so after carefully weighing the matter I invested in
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a horse and a buggy with space back of the seat large

enough to carry a sample case. I procured a hitching

weight and after that I made my visits to the trade

in this contrivance, anchoring my Rosinante out in

front of the various stores with the hitching weight.

Through connections in St. Louis we met some very

nice people in Denver. In fact, some of our friends

were quite aristocratic and resided on exclusive

Capitol Hill. I remember on one occasion I met one

of these aristocratic friends when I was just anchor

ing Rosinante. My Sample case in the back of my

little wagon was in full view. I could see that my

friend was quite shocked. Afterward he twitted

me about carrying samples around to the trade in this

very plebeian manner. As he did this at a dinner

party, I was just a little miffed at the laughter so

I came back at him this way—“Now, Jim, you work

in a bank and you are very dignified all day long. I

drive Rosinante around and have become an expert

with the hitching weight. Jim, if you will tell the

amount of money you earned last year, I will tell the

amount that I have earned, and we will decide which

one is putting in his time to the best advantage.” As

a matter of fact, my aristocratic friend was drawing

a salary of $3,000 per annum. My earnings were

more than three times his and we were both about

the same age. He worked under a boss while in my

work I was practically as free as air. Under the

circumstances I felt that I could afford at least for a

few years to practise with the hitching weight!

The McPhee & McGinnity Company was at that

time and still is a very large wholesale dealer in

lumber in Denver. Mr. McGinnity was the buyer

for the house. One day I received word from him

that he wished me to call. I will never forget this

visit. I was ushered into a large private office and

he had his flat-topped desk right in the middle of the

office. Beside this desk there was a single chair.

He motioned me to sit in this chair and then he fixed
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me with his keen gray eyes. I admit I was frightened

stiff. He sat there and looked at me and did not say

a word. Neither did I. All the salesmanship in my

composition was congealed. Then Mr. McGinnity said

to me—“I understand that you sell a great deal of

hardware. We have decided to put in a stock of

builders’ hardware. We do not know what we need

nor do we know anything about the prices.” Then

he paused and looked at me and I shriveled under his

penetrating gaze. “Now,” said he, “if we decide to

give you this order and leave the assortment to you,

will you make us the lowest possible prices?” I’lowed

I would. So I got out my catalog and we turned

through its pages in the builders' hardware section.

I told him the goods I was selling in the greatest

quantities. All Mr. McGinnity wanted to know was

just what sold and in what proportions one kind of

lock, for instance, would sell to another. He gave me

the quantities on this order and the quantities were

so large that I almost fell out of my chair.

That order stands out in my mind because for the

length of the order, it amounted to more in dollars

and cents than any hardware order I ever sold. To

illustrate: The first item was No. 505 rim door

locks, with porcelain knobs. He called for ten cases

of 100 dozen. The next item was No. 410 mortise

locks with No. 313 knobs. He bought five cases of

fifty dozen. You see while this thing happened more

than thirty years ago, I still remember the numbers

of the locks and I could give every item on that order,

every number and every price, as I dictate this article

today. I merely mention this to indicate how my

mind was concentrated on my work in those days and

how well one remembers when the mind excludes

everything else. The McPhee & McGinnity Company

continued in the hardware business for many years.

They were very satisfactory and desirable customers

in every respect. Afterward I learned to know Mr.

McGinnity very well and I developed a great affection
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for him. He was a very strange character—a man

of fixed convictions and very few words. He always

fascinated me.

Mr. McPhee of this same house devoted most of

his time to the selling end of the business and I had

very little to do with him. I remember him as a very
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“I occupied one side of the store”

tall man, always moving around. If ever he sat in a

chair I never saw him under such conditions ! He

attended to the outside part of the business while

Mr. McGinnity looked after the office and the buying.

These two partners were just as different as they

could be. They were exceedingly successful and built
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up a very large business. How often I have noticed

that partners that are entirely different in every way

get along splendidly while partners who do the same

kind of work or think along the same lines are al

most always in trouble with each other! This leads

to the sage conclusion that in selecting our partners

we should pick out people just as different from our

selves as possible. I have referred to this before in

writing about E. C. Simmons and I. W. Morton. Here

we had two men working together like David and

Jonathan, but their characteristics and temperaments

were entirely different from each other.

The C. B. & Q. or “Burlington” Railroad gave us

excellent service to Denver. I could place orders in

the mail on Saturday, they would arrive in St. Louis

Monday morning, they would usually be shipped on

Tuesday or Wednesday and in the majority of cases

our customers would have the goods in their stores

by the following Saturday or within one week from

the day the goods were sold. As Denver was a thou

sand miles from St. Louis, this service was remark

able. I often wonder at the splendid service given by

the railroads generally in those days before they were

so thoroughly systematized and regulated as they are

at present. I wonder today if the trade in Denver

is receiving the same quick service from the railroads

that it did thirty years ago. A whole chapter could

be written about the railroads and the railroad men

at that time. -

I soon discovered that the basis of our business was

quick service. I talked our service to our customers

and I insisted on the house getting my orders out

promptly. I wrote up these orders carefully so there

would be no hitches or guessing when they were being

filled in stock. I practically never sold a broken box

or a fraction of a dozen, so my orders were easy to fill

and easy to pack. Being sold in this manner, they

had a good appearance when the customer opened the

boxes. -
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I was soon selling large quantities of Chisholm and

other makes of shovels. At first each hardware mer

chant in the mining camps bought his own shovels and

they were shipped direct to him. A great seller in

those days was No. 195, half-spring and full-spring

mining shovels. Then of course we sold a lot of ore

shovels and scoops.

One day it occurred to me that it might be a good

plan to concentrate all these orders, ship from the

factory in a carload lot to Denver and then redis

tribute from Denver to the various mining camps.

By this method it seemed to me the customer could

save the difference between the carload freight and

the local freight from the factory to Denver. I took

up the matter with my house. C. W. Gause, now liv

ing in San Francisco, was the buyer of shovels at that

time and we tried the experiment. We prepaid the

freight on the entire car and sent each customer a net

cash bill for his share of the prepaid freight at the

carload rate. I had little difficulty in making up the

necessary quantity with all of our customers, the car

was shipped promptly, was distributed from Denver

and there was not a hitch of any kind. The plan

worked so well that I not only continued to sell shovels

in carload lots, but I applied the same plan to other

lines. Soon I had a string of cars coming of wire

cloth, refrigerators, screen doors, and I even made up

cars of Palmer's axle pulleys. I remember at one time

when there was a cut freight rate I took orders for

four carloads of these axle pulleys, all to be shipped

under this system. *

Probably the strangest order that I ever made up

was a straight carload of 30,000 lbs. of Silver Lake

sash cord. This cord was shipped by water from Boston

to a port in Texas and then up by rail to Denver. We

had a very low rate at the time and naturally when I

quoted my price, delivered in Denver, no one else could

compete with me. I absolutely had the sash cord

market all to myself. The delivered price in Denver at
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that time I remember was 26 cents. Not only was a

great quantity of sash cord used at that time in build

ing, but the mines used sash cords in reels of 1000 feet

for bell cords and it was a staple article in every stock

of mining supplies.

In those days freight rates seemed to be very ir

regular. Sometimes my railroad friends would drop

into our office and give me a special and confidential

rate, for instance, on nails from Pittsburgh to Denver.

I would then wire my house to see if they could do

any better at that end of the line. If they could not,

they would give me their cost on nails at Pittsburgh.

I would add the rate to Denver and 10 cents per keg

for profit, and then I would proceed to sell nails. I

remember on one cut on freight rates I gathered up

orders for forty carloads of nails. I did this just for

fun because my house did not give the salesmen any

credit for the sale of nails. They were non-profit

goods, but I felt it was a shame when it was so easy

not to gather in the business.

From this account of my selling activities you can

see that things were coming my way pretty strong

and that I was rather busy. By this time we had

moved from the little office up in the Londoner Build

ing to a first floor store room in the Charles Block on

Curtis Street. I occupied one side of this room with

show cases, samples and office, while Mr. Woodworth,

the representative of a stove house, the Cribben &

Sexton Company of Chicago, occupied the other half.

We divided expenses. We now had our name not only

on the brass sign at the front door, but also in gold

letters on the plate glass windows. -

About this time we made a very valuable addition

to our force. A lady who had been the private secre

tary of a very prominent business man in the East

was compelled to come to Denver on account of her

health. She was an expert stenographer and secre

tary. She was not only that, but she was an excellent

business woman and of course had been splendidly
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trained. She needed a job, so I hired her and put

her in charge of the office, which consisted of myself,

my salesman assistant and one office boy. Now, this

woman not only wrote letters for me, but she helped

me in every way in writing up orders, looking after

customers, quoting prices and building up a mail order

business. You see, having these prices delivered in

Denver in carload lots put me in a position to send

quotations, delivered in Denver, to all of the territory

tributary to Denver. From these quotations I re

ceived orders not only from my own personal cus

tomers, but from the customers of our other salesmen

and also from dealers not assigned to anybody. I gath

ered up these unassigned or maverick dealers and

towns and put them in the hands of this lady to handle

by mail. We sent them catalogs, we quoted them prices

and she built up a very nice business, which, of course,

all went to the house in my name. I paid her her sal

ary, bonus, etc., out of my share of the profits. This

woman taught me the lesson, which I have never for

gotten, that a bright woman as secretary or assistant

can be of tremendous help to every active business

man. After all these years I make grateful acknowl

edgment of the help given me by Miss Allison.

About this time I happened one day to pick up a

freight classification book and I noticed that “Iron”

and “Articles of Iron” could be shipped at a very low

carload commodity rate. I said to myself—“Now,

what is a cast iron rim lock but an article of iron 2 I

wonder if we could ship a general line of hardware

under that classification?” So I hiked down to one

of my friends, the general freight agent of a certain

railroad, and asked his advice. He adjusted his

glasses, looked at the classification, and then said to

me—“I do not see why you could not ship hardware

under that classification. It is certainly very general.

Anyhow,” said he, “let’s try it. You make up your

carload lots and ship the goods over my road. We

will go ahead until somebody stops us and if any one
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does I will protect you.” So now I began to make up

collective carloads of general hardware. We sold,

shipped and distributed car after car. All of our

salesmen in Colorado were now working with me. In

the meantime I had hired two or three more salesmen

on my own account. I was sitting in the Curtis Street

office attending to the correspondence, reshipping the

goods, quoting prices and handling the selling cam

paign.

Everything was lovely until one fine day our trans

fer man telephoned me to come down to the freight

station. I went. A car of our assorted hardware

had just been unloaded out on the platform, our boxes

had been opened and our hardware was spread around

promiscuously. It seems that some of our envious

competitors in Denver had grown tired of our assorted

carload lots of general hardware and had complained

to somebody in authority. So our car was opened. I

regret to say that this car was reclassified. We had

to pay a higher rate. However, we sent the bills to

our customers at the lower rate and my friend, the

general freight agent, gave me his check for the dif

ferenceſ

Along about this time our friends, the railroad men,

began to offer us special rebates on freight. Nobody

seemed to think there was anything wrong about it.

Frankly, such a thought never occurred to me. I was

now having a steady flow of carload lots from the East

to Denver and naturally if others were getting rebates

in order to compete I had to have them, too. There

fore, at regular intervals I would receive checks from

the railroad companies for quite a considerable sum

of money for rebates. These rebates I sent to the

house and they were credited to my profit account.

Naturally it all helped in the settlement at the end of

the year!

It also is an interesting fact that notwithstanding

special freight rates and rebates, the railroads in

sisted upon our traveling upon passes. I would have
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felt very much hurt if I had found it necessary in

going to or returning from St. Louis or in traveling

over my territory if I had not been supplied with a

pass. Was I not working up business just as much

for the railroad company as I was for my house? If

my house paid my hotel bills, why shouldn’t the rail

road pay my transportation? That was the logic in

the situation, and as a result my traveling expenses

were very small.

I remember on one occasion returning from St.

Louis to Denver on the Missouri Pacific Railroad.

About a dozen of us were sitting in the smoking room

of the Pullman swapping stories. As we were running

up from Pueblo to Denver the conductor came in to

collect our tickets. One man remarked in a loud voice

—“I will bet every man in the smoking room has a

pass.” It turned out that every man had. There was

a general laugh on the part of everybody except one

gentleman. He introduced himself to us as the gem

eral passenger agent of the line—but, of course, he

also had a pass! Now, some of my readers may think

these conditions are exaggerated, but it is an exact,

faithful picture of how business was done in Colorado

in those years. A man not only had to be a salesman

who was willing to write fast and work night and day

taking orders, but he also had to be a general traffic

Imanager.

Far be it from me to boast, but the fact stands out

that my personal sales alone in those days, not count

ing the sales of other salesmen or assistants, were

frequently $25,000 per month. Now, these sales did

not consist of staple goods, such as nails, tin plate,

etc. All such goods with the Simmons Hardware

Company at that time were on the non-profit list and

even if a salesman sold them he did not receive any

credit.

Those were palmy days for selling hardware. The

main thing to derive the greatest benefit from the con

ditions was to have the strength to work hard—to
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stick to it night and day—and to look after all the

details of the business so our customers would be

satisfied. Those were long before the days of national .

advertising or super-salesmanship or any of that sort

of thing. It has often seemed strange to me that

under such conditions the railroads in those days

seemed to make money and declare dividends, while

in the days since, when it has become a crime to quote

an inside price on freight rates or to give a pass, they

seem to find it so difficult to make any profits. Of

course, I know about the high increase in labor costs

and state regulation and all that, but still it does seem

to me that when one considers the conditions, the rail

road management in those days must have been pretty

good. They certainly did give us prompt and satis

factory service.

One day “No. 8” unexpectedly came to Denver on

some mining business. He inquired for me at the

Roberts Hardware Company and was informed that I

was at the Simmons office. “Why,” he answered, “I

did not know we had any office out here.” When he

walked into “our” office I was very much rattled, and

when he took a seat beside “our” desk the postman

came in and threw a lot of mail on the desk. “What’s

this?” said “No. 8.” Then I explained to him “our”

mail order system. I showed him “our” maps all

marked with tacks where we had mail order customers,

I showed him form letters I was sending out soliciting

mail orders, letter No. 1, No. 2, No. 3, No. 4, etc. He

was very much interested. Then I called up some of

“our” salesmen and introduced them. He looked at

me with a curious expression on his face. “Why,” he

said, “I didn't know we had such an organization out

here in Colorado.”

I invited Mr. Simmons to dinner that night.

Then I called by at the hotel for Mr. Simmons

in my little wagon to drive him out to my home.

He was an expert horseman and I will never for

get how he stopped and sized up my nag and the
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express wagon in which I was to convey him out to

dinner, but he never let on that everything was not all

right. Even in our little home he made us feel that

he thought our dinner was everything it should be,

and he entertained all of us with his stories. It was

a great event for me to entertain the head of our

house in my home, but I must admit I was very much

embarrassed and he showed his rare tact and adapt

ability by putting all of us at our ease.

This reminds me of another occasion when I be

came sales manager in St. Louis. Mr. Simmons in

vited my wife and myself to attend the opera with

him in his private box. It was a great occasion and

the house was crowded with all the notables of St.

Louis. I naturally felt very much honored at the

invitation and felt that I should dress with great care,

so when I put on my full dress suit was very particular

to carefully screw a carat and a half diamond I owned

in the middle of my shirt front. How that diamond

glittered It was wonderful. I had flashed it on the

trade all over Colorado as a sign of prosperity. When

we arrived at the box I will never forget how Mr.

Simmons’ eye fastened on that headlight and how he

later remarked to me in the back of the box—“That’s

a very nice diamond you have, isn’t it?” I have never

worn that diamond since. I knew there was some

thing wrong with that diamond that night. The next

day I gave it to my wife and she had it made into a ring.

Somehow solitaire diamonds in shirt fronts in boxes at

the Grand Opera with the creme de la creme of the

city did not seem to harmonize! How Mr. Simmons

must have laughed at his young salesman with that

glittering jewel in his expansive shirt bosom!

Our office boy in the Charles Block was Logan

Oswald, who disappeared one day and finally turned

up in jail. Without my knowledge it seems at night,

that he was serving as a Praetorian Guard in Pain’s

Fireworks Exhibition at one of the parks. Now, the

guards, of course, wore Roman armor and carried
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spears and swords. They were not satisfied with

their pay and just as the performance started the

Praetorian Guards struck for higher wages. A row

started and they were all arrested and carried to jail

dressed as Roman soldiers. That is where I found

Oswald the next day and he begged me to get his

everyday clothes, as he was almost frozen to death

in a cold cell with his tin armor on 1 Oswald, where

are you now?

Let us remember that all life is an evolution, and

when Forty Years of Hardware is finished, it is my

hope that it will show how very interesting business

activities on a national scale gradually evolved from

very small beginnings and how the lessons learned

from day-by-day contact with small things and what

are considered small people were later of great service

in a larger field. In other words, when one reviews

life, small things and great things, small people and

great people are so involved that one cannot say what is

small and what is great or who is small or who is great.

As has been well said, our todays are simply the

results or heirs of our yesterdays. Some dramatic

event in business or in the world that happens today—

an event that makes millions gasp with surprise—

things that deeply stir the imagination—had very

Small and obscure beginnings. In fact, these begin

nings are so hidden that frequently, in studying the

drift of even world events, it is exceedingly difficult to

trace them. So we come to the conclusion that nothing

is small. Everything has its meaning. Details have

tremendous importance. The man in business, in poli

tics or in war who ignores details comes to a time when

this neglect is the cause of his ruin. When Napoleon

was at his best as a general no detail in connection

with his campaigns or his soldiers was too small for

his personal attention. It was only when he became

weary from living too well—when he delegated the

attention to details to others—that the tide of failure

turned against him. As I progress in this story
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and discuss how some of the really great men in the

hardware business looked after their affairs, it will

be seen how carefully they watched every detail and

tendency of their business. In fact, this close atten

tion not only to details but to the drift of events and

all those factors that had a bearing on the business

was one of the significant marks of their greatness.

But let us return to Colorado, pick up our catalog

case, catch the D. & R. G. narrow-gaged train and

start out on one of our adventures in selling goods.

One snowy night on the D. & R. G., bound for Lead

ville, there were only two passengers in the smoking

room of the little Pullman. One was “Soapy” Smith

and the other was a young hardware salesman.

“Soapy” was a gambler and a gunman and had the

reputation of being a very dangerous man. There

were many stories about his accuracy and quickness

with his gun. “Soapy” was one of that class of men

living in the West at that time who always took a

seat with their back to the wall and who never cared

to sit in a room in a lonely place with the windows

open and lamps lighted. I do not know just how many

men “Soapy” had killed, but I understood there were a

good many notches on the butt of his revolver. I had

met “Soapy” several times before in hardware stores

and in gambling palaces, so our greeting was friendly.

It was quite warm in the compartment so “Soapy”

undid the buttons of his vest. I was interested to

observe that instead of carrying his two guns on his

hips, strapped around his waist, as we usually see

them these days in the movies, “Soapy” had a sort of

harness around his shoulders. The holsters of his

two large Colt revolvers (this was long before the

days of automatics) hung under his arms and the butt

of each revolver pointed forward, just concealed by the

top of his vest. With this contrivance the bad man

of the West never reached for his hip, in theatrical

fashion, thus advertising to his adversary what was

to be expected. Not at all ! When “Soapy” started in
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action all he had to do was to gently put his hand in

side of the upper part of his vest and with one swing

the other fellow was “covered.” As I sat in the

smoker and observed this display of artillery, I thought

that every man must attend carefully to the details

of his trade.

Now in my coat I had two large pockets, one on

either side, and in each of these pockets I had a

specially prepared leather case that held six of the

old-fashioned type of razors. In those days a razor

that cost about $7 per dozen sold for $12—a neat profit

of $5 per dozen. The extra fancy razors, full hollow

ground, gold etched with pearl and ivory handles, sold

all the way from $24 to $36 per dozen, and the profit

on them was the Dutchman’s 1 per cent (100 per

cent). As my arrangement was based not on volume

of sales but on profits, I was very partial to the sale

of razors. I paid my traveling expenses by my razor

sales alone. Therefore I had these two leather cases

made and every dealer, before he started buying such

staple items as machine bolts, had to listen to my tale

on razors first

On this evening my friend “Soapy” seemed very

depressed. He gave me a very interesting account of

his life. He had never intended to be regarded as a

bad man. He killed his first man in self defense. He

just could not help it. It had to be done. He was

terribly sorry and the next man also made it necessary

for him to snuff out his candle. “Then,” said “Soapy,”

“I got the reputation of being a gunman, and of course

after that whenever there was any little difficulty it

was simply a question of the man who could draw the

quickest and shoot the straightest. So here I am now,

marked as a bad man when as a matter of fact I have

a very gentle disposition and an affectionate nature.

No one hates trouble more than I do. I would walk

a block at any time to keep out of trouble. Sometimes

when I see trouble starting I am sorry, but just be
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cause I am labeled and pigeon-holed as a bad man other

men seem to pick on me.” Of course, I expressed my

understanding and sympathy. I told him that every

man suffered more or less from undeserved reputations.

All of us suffered that way, but all we could do was to

try to live it down.

Then, with tears in his eyes, “Soapy” said that he

knew very well that he could not always be on his

guard—that some day somebody would get him. He

referred to the James boys of Missouri, also to

the Younger brothers. “You see,” said “Soapy,”

“somebody always gets them in the end. Now,” said

he, “some day, notwithstanding my gentle and affec

tionate nature, you will pick up a newspaper and you

will read of my being killed with my boots on, because

you know a feller can’t always get his finger on the

trigger first. It's sure to come.” Of course, I was

awfully sorry for “Soapy” and tried to cheer him up.

I asked him to let me see his guns, and I noticed that

they were Colt 38-calibre with the heavy stock of the

45. He said he liked the heavy stock because it was

steadier in the hand. Then I took out my razor cases

and showed him my razors. He admired them very

much and I was sorry I could not sell him a line. I

made him a present of one.

One day, a few years later, just as “Soapy” had pre

dicted, I took up a newspaper and there was an account

of his death in Alaska. He died just as he prophesied

—with his boots on. The other fellow drew first. I

remember all that day I was pensive and sorrowful

on account of the premature and untimely end of my

friend “Soapy.” In an Alaskan town on the board side

walk there is a cross of brass nails marking the spot

where “Soapy” fell.

Alva Adams owned several hardware stores in Col

orado. His main store was in Pueblo, but he had other

stores at Silverton and Durango. Billy Bayly was the

manager of the Durango store. He struck it rich in

the Tom Boy mine in Telluride, Colorado, and I under
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stand he is now living in Southern California and is a

multi-millionaire. Alva Adams afterward became the

Governor of the State of Colorado, and later in this

story I will tell how he acted as toastmaster when I re

turned to Colorado after many years' absence and gave

a dinner to the entire hardware trade of the State—

jobbers, competitors, retail merchants and traveling

salesmen.

Governor Adams had a very strong personality. No

one would ever forget him. He was very courteous to

traveling salesmen. The first time I sold him I was

frightened stiff. He stood out as one of the great

men of Colorado, and when he picked up the want book

in Pueblo and asked me the price on shovels I think

I must have stuttered when I answered. You may

rest assured it was the lowest price I had. The

Governor did not hesitate a moment. He did not ask

for a lower price. He gave me the order very rapidly.

I had to write some of it in shorthand on my order

book in order to keep up with him. Afterward Gov

ernor Adams sold out his Pueblo store to Mr. Holmes,

who came from Missouri. Mr. Holmes is still there

in business—the Holmes Hardware Company—and he

became one of my very good customers. When I gave

up Pueblo to Harry Hall, the Holmes Hardware Com

pany was one of Harry’s best accounts.

Even at the risk of giving offense to another good

friend of mine, I must tell an interesting story about

John M. Killin, another prominent hardware man of

Pueblo in those days. When I took the territory,

Harry Stringfellow told me to pass up Killin. “He is

one of the hardest men in the State to sell,” said

Stringfellow. “Then, when you have sold him, he

won't stay sold. He makes all kinds of claims and de

ductions.” On my first trip to Pueblo I decided to -

take a look at Mr. Killin, so, depositing my hardware

catalog case in a nearby drug store, I walked into

Mr. Killin's store barehanded. I stood at the cutlery

showcase near the front door. Mr. Killin had been
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described to me so I knew him when he came forward

back of the counter. He asked me what I wanted. I

looked at him hard, right in the eye, and remarked,

“I do not know whether I want anything. I just

came in to look you over.” He returned my direct

gaze, and there was silence for a moment or two.

Then he remarked with a smile, “Well, I hope you

like my looks. Who are you, anyway?” I told him

that I was the Simmons Hardware Company’s new

man on the territory and that I had been advised

not to call on him. “Why?” asked Killin. Then I told

him flat-footed. He did not know exactly whether to

get angry or to laugh, but as I put on my most cheer

ful smile and as it seemed to be contagious, he said,

“Well, what have you decided to do about it?” “I

have decided to sell you,” I remarked. “The h–

you have l’’ was his answer. “Yes,” I said, “we are

going to be very good friends and you are going to

buy a great many goods from me.” The humor of

my approach seemed to appeal to him and he asked

me to come in that night at nine o'clock, at the time

the store closed.

Therefore I was on deck with my catalog, and when

I had opened my book on his little desk in the rear

of the store I said, “Now, Mr. Killin, let us have a

little understanding before we start. I propose to

quote you the lowest price I have. If you wish the

goods, buy them. If the price is not low enough pass

the item. I will never change a price after I have

quoted it. Then I will leave you a copy of the order

and if the goods come according to the copy, if ever

you make a claim on the prices at which you have

bought the goods I will never call on you again.” Well,

after he had cussed me out a little bit just to get even,

he started buying. Every now and then when I would

quote a price he would stop and hesitate and I would

remark, “Now, remember, if you don’t like the price,

pass. You and I are not going to have any argument.”

So it turned out that I sold Mr. Killin goods for
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many years. We became warm personal friends. A

lot of salesmen for other manufacturers and jobbers

would not call on him, and for this reason I probably

sold him more goods than I would have sold a more

popular man. The moral of this little story for travel

ing salesmen is not to be too much influenced by the

reports of others. Size up a situation for yourself.

At the time I called we were not selling any goods

to Mr. Killin, so we had nothing to lose. If I could

sell him it was all gain. E. C. Simmons used to have

a saying that it is well for all salesmen to remember:

“There is no profit in walking by the front door of

a hardware store.” Another saying of Mr. Simmons

that occurs to me as I dictate is: “You certainly

can’t make any profit out of the man you do not

sell. Sell a man first. Get his name on your books

and then try to make a profit out of him afterward.”

These sayings and many others I remembered in my

travels, and I opened a good many new accounts in

Colorado. Some accounts also, I regret to say, I

closed.

There was one dealer in Colorado Springs who

was a very slow, mean buyer. He would ask twenty

five or thirty prices and then buy one item. He

would suck the end of his pencil and ponder as to

whether he should buy one-quarter or one-third of

a dozen. In those days the limit of my sales was

simply my physical ability to take down orders and

go without sleep. I could sell goods all of the

time. I finally decided that it was a great mistake

for me to waste time on this particular dealer be

cause his orders were very small and he took up a

lot of my time. He bought most of his goods from

Mr. Pinkney, the veteran salesman at that time for

Hibbard, Spencer, Bartlett & Company of Chicago.

I suspected he used me mainly to get prices to use

for the benefit of Mr. Pinkney!

One day—this was at a time when the Columbia

bicycle, the old “ordinary,” was a popular thing—
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this particular dealer persuaded me to give him an

extra confidential 5 per cent on Columbia bicycles.

In a moment of weakness I did it. I cut the price.

I did it by a credit memorandum so the price would

not appear on the invoice. A few weeks afterward I

received a very warm letter from my house on the

subject of this price. The price had been promptly

reported to Messrs. H., S., B. & Company. They had

taken it up with the manufacturers and now we

were on the carpet to explain. I wrote up the usual

traveling salesman’s alibi. I have forgotten now

what it was, but I was smart enough to take all the

responsibility on my own shoulders and send a letter

that my house could send to the Columbia people.

I was, however, very much put out with my friend

in Colorado Springs, who had given me away. The

next time I called I did not have my catalog. I put on

my most urbane and pleasant manner. I even reached

in my vest pocket and passed him one of the Punch

cigars, so popular at that time. Then I chatted with

him about the weather but said nothing about goods.

Finally he asked—“Where is your catalog case?” I

gave him the shock of his young life. I told him

while I desired to remain on perfectly friendly terms

with him, I did not wish any more of his business.

He wanted to know why. Then I smilingly inquired

how Messrs. H., S., B. & Company had heard of the

extra 5 per cent on the Columbia bicycles. Of course,

he did not know. No doubt Mr. Pinkney had called,

seen the wheels and come to the conclusion that I

must have cut the price. “Well,” said I, “we will

let that pass, but I just want to tell you, my dear

friend, that you buy too slowly and the quantities of

your items are too small to suit me. While I am put

ting in the time with you I am losing twice as much

business that I might get from other dealers.” Well,

of course, he got angry and I walked out.

After that on every visit I made it a point to drop

in to see him, say “hello” and smile pleasantly, but
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I never asked for any business. Finally one day I

received a letter from E. C. Simmons stating that

this merchant had written that he wished to buy

goods from us but that he did not like me and would

they send another salesman? I wrote the story to

Mr. Simmons, and in his characteristic fashion he

wrote back and said I was “just right.” Then this

merchant told every salesman who called on him

what I had said to him. It was one of the best ad

vertisements I ever had. When I would call on other

customers they would remark—“Well, I guess we had

better hurry up and buy in large quantities or you

will pass us up the way you did “X” in Colorado

Springs!”

W. C. Starke had been a tinner. Then he bought a

little hardware stock and finally built up a very

large business. Mr. Starke was one of the best retail

merchants I have ever known because he could see

straightest to where the greatest profit lay. He did

not waste his time with a lot of price books or ac

countants. He waited on the trade himself in the

front of the store and he knew what sold. He was

not afraid to buy the good sellers. At that time

Colorado Springs was a bone-dry town, which meant

you could only get liquor at the drug stores! This

was in the days when corks were used in the beer

bottles. As a result there was a tremendous demand

in Colorado Springs for corkscrews. As I remember,

the great seller was Williamson’s No. 19.

Now while the other dealers in Colorado Springs

would buy these corkscrews in lots of two or three

dozen and were almost always out of them, Mr. Starke

bought them from me regularly twelve dozen at a

time. He always had the popular corkscrew and he

always had the stock of the other popular hardware

items. On the other hand, he was just as careful not

to buy slow sellers except in moderate quantities.

Mr. Starke had one peculiarity. He paid all of his

bills right from the invoice. He discounted every bill
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but when he made a deduction his explanations were

very brief and unsatisfactory. When I took the terri

tory there were a lot of old claims of Mr. Starke that

were unsettled. I arranged with Mr. Starke to hold

all of his claims until I called. I settled these claims

myself. When I allowed a claim I sent a duplicate

credit memorandum to the house and gave Mr. Starke

a copy. By this means his books and the books of the

house always agreed. As a result of this system, we

got along beautifully and he never had any trouble

with us as he did with other houses who naturally

objected to what appeared to them to be his high

handed deductions and then his absolute silence when

they wrote him letters in regard to them.

There was another hardware house in Colorado

Springs where they believed in accountants. They

kept a hardware price book. They did their best to

extract the last 1 per cent from manufacturers and

jobbers in buying. I remember very well they tried to

buy these Williamson corkscrews from me at just

about the manufacturer's price to jobbers. Naturally

I passed the item. They showed me the manufacturer’s

catalog with the manufacturer's price list. This hard

ware dealer had “jobber” printed all over his letter

head. They had a buyer who would write to all the

manufacturers for their jobbing prices. Then they

would try to use these jobbing prices when they bought

from a jobber in lots of one half dozen. It was cer

tainly an education in manufacturers’ prices to sell

this house—but what happened? They would pass the

jobber’s salesman because he would not make a price,

they would send an order for a small quantity of these

goods to some manufacturer in Connecticut and then

they would be out of the goods for a month or two

when all the time they might have been selling them

at 100 per cent profit at retail. Mr. Starke made a

fortune in the hardware business by having the goods

in stock when they were needed, even if he did pay

the jobber a little extra profit, while this other house
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never made much money and finally went into liquida

tion.

I speak of these two cases because they are rather

typical. Then this story bears out a slogan I used to

use sometimes. In fact, I had this slogan written out

in fancy colored letters and inserted in the front of

my catalog where every dealer could see it as I turned

the pages. This was my slogan—“A merchant’s first

duty is to have the goods when they are needed.”

I had another splendid account in Colorado Springs

and that was C. E. Durkee. Mr. Durkee came of a

St. Louis family and went out to Colorado Springs for

his health. His father was a very rich man. He built

for him a splendid store building in Colorado Springs.

Mr. Durkee gave me a very large part of his business

and it was always a great pleasure to sell him. He

bought everything in our entire line. He took goods

in every carload that I made up. He was always very

prompt pay and this is an account that after many

years I look back upon with great satisfaction.

Mr. Durkee was a Spiritualist. He used to take me

with him to seances and we sat around and held hands

in the dark. I used to see lights and dim figures but I

was never very much impressed. You could not sell

hardware to ghosts, and I am afraid I was already as

a salesman becoming somewhat hard boiled. It is

interesting to note, however, that Charlie. Durkee once

said to me—“You know, I will not last much longer.

I have consumption. Now I want to tell you that

when I die, I am going to appear to you in the spirit

form on the Christmas night at twelve o’clock follow

ing the date of my death.” I agreed with Charlie that

I would be up and waiting for him when he arrived.

Soon after I became a sales manager I received

word of Charlie's death. Naturally I remembered his

promise to appear to me on the following Christmas

night. I decided to sit up for him and be alone,

awaiting his appearance, but time passed, and it hap

pened that on Christmas Eve I received a telegram
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from Kentucky that one of our salesmen had died.

. They wished me to be a pallbearer, and so I had to

leave St. Louis Christmas night. It therefore happened

that at twelve o’clock that night I was on a Pullman

car going at the rate of forty miles per hour. I

waited for Charlie to appear, all right, but nothing

happened. Now, this story may appear to be treat

ing a serious subject rather lightly, but Charlie

Durkee himself frequently joked about his approaching

end, and I am sure he would have no objection to my

telling this story. We were close personal friends,

and sometime, somewhere, I hope to see him again,

when we will laugh just as we laughed together and

told each other stories in the old days in Colorado.

George Heath was the buyer for the George Tritch

Hardware Company in Denver. They were jobbers,

and the largest hardware dealers in Colorado. George

used to wear a plug hat, with a short coat, and he was

very impressive. Naturally, being jobbers, they did

not have much love for me and my collective carloads.

One day, however, I received a letter from the house

in which they stated that the George Tritch Hard

ware Company had written for a quotation on Keen

Kutter sheep shears. It may be interesting to state

that in the southern part of Colorado and in New

Mexico in those days there was a very large business

on sheep shears. Sheep were sheared by hand by

the Mexicans. These Mexicans traveled around in

gangs from one sheep ranch to another, doing the

shearing. Most of that now has passed away, as

shearing is now being done by electric clippers. How

ever, in the early days the Simmons Hardware Com

pany bought sheep shears from Burgon & Ball in

England and they had etched on one blade of these

shears a picture of a man shearing a sheep and

on the other blade, in large letters, they had the

brand, “Keen Kutter.” Now, these Mexicans could

neither read nor write. They, however, knew the

picture on these shears and they would not buy any
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other kind. Of course, merchants attempted to tell

them that the shears were made by Burgon & Ball

and that this was just a special brand of the Sim

mons Hardware Company. This was “no savvy”

to the Mexican. You had to have that picture on

the blade or there was nothing doing.

Of course, I knew these facts, so when I called on

Mr. George Heath I smiled just a little to myself.

George leaned back in his chair and said: “Now

make me the right price and I will give you an order

for twelve dozen Keen Kutter shears.” “Well,” I

remarked, “that would be a nice order and, of course,

George, I will have to sharpen my pencil and figure

it down very fine, because I certainly do need that

order.” So I took a block of paper on his desk and

I figured all over it. When I had covered one side

with figures I turned over the sheet and started to

figure on the other side. “What's the great idea?”

said George; “Don’t you know what price to give

me?” “Just wait a minute,” I said; “I will soon

arrive at the price.” Then I looked up with a bril

liant smile and quoted him the regular price.

“Golly,” said George, “why that’s just the regular

price. What was all the figuring about?” “Well,”

I answered, “all that figuring was just how many

goods the George Tritch Hardware Company would

buy from the Simmons Hardware Company if there

was any possible way for them to get the goods any

where else. Now, George, if you want those shears

you must pay the regular price, and you are lucky

that we will sell you the shears at all, because you

will just be taking that much business away from

one of our regular K. K. customers.” George cussed

me out, but gave me the order.

George Tritch, founder of the George Tritch Hard

ware Company, was a fine type of merchant of the

old school. He used to call me “Sonny.” I remember

on one occasion there was a bad failure of a retail

store in a mining camp. The George Tritch Hard
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ware Company had the first attachment. That was

before the days of bankruptcy laws. In those days

the rule was to “attach” and get the facts after

ward. Now, there was a meeting of creditors in

Denver. Another jobbing house was the Denver

Hardware Company. The head man of that house

was a very handsome, prominent citizen. He was

also something of an orator. All the creditors, in

cluding George Tritch, sat around in a circle at this

creditors’ meeting. The head man of the Denver

Hardware Company rose up and made a beautiful

speech. He was sure that all the creditors would be

glad to pool their claims, put a good man in charge

of the stock, then sell off the goods and pay every cred

itor pro rata from the proceeds. All the creditors ex

cept Mr. Tritch around the circle nodded their heads

in approval of this lovely speech. When the speaker

sat down there was a dead silence. Then some one

suggested that they would all like to hear from Mr.

Tritch. I will never forget how the old gentleman

rose up to his full six feet in height and then in

formed us that he had listened to the previous orator

with a great deal of interest. He thought his plan

was an excellent one. He really believed it would be

a good idea to have all of the claims pooled and then

have the stock sold out to the best advantage. In

fact, he said, he agreed fully with the previous

speaker. “Now,” he said, “gentlemen, there is only

one small detail necessary in order to carry out this

plan, and that is to lift our attachment by paying

our account in full with interest.” There was no

applause, but afterward there was nothing to do but

to carry out Mr. Tritch's suggestion. Mr. Tritch

did not seem to be moved in the slightest by oratorv |

One of my first experiences upon my arrival in

Colorado was with a bad account. When I left the

house for my first trip I was handed a statement

of this account and was told to collect it. I called

to collect but I was put off with a lot of promises.
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I did not like the looks of the situation. I wired the

house and they referred me to a very prominent firm

of lawyers. I called on the head of this firm, a very

pompous, stout gentleman, in a very handsome office.

He told me to go out and gather up certain facts for

him. When. I gathered these facts and called again he

sent me out on another errand.

Now, I was anxious to sell goods and not put in my

time chasing around for a fat old lawyer. I knew

they would charge our house a big fee and it seemed

to me I was doing all the work. I had met a young

lawyer through one of my salesman friends, so I called

on him and told him all about the case. This young

lawyer had very little practice, but he rubbed his chin

and remarked, “According to the law of Colorado, it

is only necessary to give bond and ‘attach.’ I believe

from what you tell me that our attachment

in this case would stick.” Then he remarked,

“It is my idea that if you fool around with this ac

count much longer you will lose every dollar of it.”

Therefore, on my own responsibility I called on the

prominent fat lawyer and took the case out of his

hands. I put it in the hands of the unknown young

lawyer and he “attached.” We collected our account

100 cents on the dollar. It developed that the concern

was in, exceedingly bad condition and the other

creditors after expenses were paid collected next to

nothing.

I had a curious experience in connection with this

account. This same dealer owed a large amount of

money to another hardware house in St. Louis. I

hated to see this other house lose the money just be

cause it was a St. Louis house. Therefore, before

we “attached” I wired them, asking them to send me

their account and I would try to save it for them.

Now this telegram was sent just out of the goodness

of my heart. I thought I would “attach” for both

St. Louis houses at the same time. This house never

sent me the account, and in the wind-up they lost
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a large amount. I have never known why they paid

no attention to my telegram. -

While we are discussing collections, I must tell

another story of a failure in Denver. A very large

retail concern went to the wall. The business was

placed in the hands of a receiver. One day this re

ceiver called on me and said he had tried to sell out

the stock but he could not get a single offer. “Now,”

said this gentleman, “I have other business to attend

to and I am tired of being a receiver. I want to get

rid of this stock.” Then he proceeded to show me how

the inventory had been taken. It is only necessary

to say that in taking the inventory this receiver had

certainly protected himself. The inventory repre

sented about 60 per cent. of the actual value of the

stock. “Now,” said this receiver, “if you should make

an offer of 50 cents on the dollar for this stock, as in

ventoried, upon my recommendation I believe the Court

would accept it.”

So I sent a telegram to E. C. Simmons and asked

him to wire me credit through one of the Denver banks

to put in a bid on this stock. I did not go into any

details. I simply wired the stock could be bought at

a very low price and I was sure that I could make

money selling it. Mr. Simmons promptly wired me the

necessary credit, I put in my bid and the Court sold

me the stock.

When I took possession I went around to all the

other hardware stores in Denver. I told them. I pro

posed to sell this stock out to the other dealers and

the plan was to have all the dealers who wished to buy

register in a book. Opposite each name was entered

a number. Almost every hardware dealer in Denver

registered. They wanted the stock wiped out without

demoralizing the retail trade. When they were all

registered we put slips of paper in a hat with the num

bers, and as these numbers were drawn out they were

renumbered on the register. Then No. 1 had the first
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chance to buy all he wanted out of that stock. No. 2

followed, etc. .

There was only one rule we adopted in selling the

stock and that was that a dealer had to buy all of a

line. For instance, when it came to files he had to

buy all of the files—all of the enameled ware—all of

the axes, etc. As a result, as the stock was sold every

line was cleaned up. When we finished with one dealer

we closed the front doors, packed up his purchases and

sent them to him. Then we opened the doors and

took on the next dealer. In a week's time we closed

out that entire stock. It amounted to about $25,000.

We sold the goods at an average reduction of about

25 per cent and we made a profit of 25 per cent. It

helped the trade in Denver because a bankrupt stock

was not thrown on the market. -

This story illustrates what chances E. C. Simmons

would take when he happened to have confidence—

even in a young salesman. In those days he certainly

got quick action and, as Napoleon Bonaparte used to

say to his generals, “Celerity in action is everything.”

About this time the Maynard one-piece socket

shovel was placed on the market by the Simmons

Hardware Company. It was an entirely new depart

ure in a shovel. The house sent me samples and I

remember carrying a round point “D” handle Maynard

shovel over the territory with me. Of course, for a

salesman to carry a “life size” shovel from store to

store caused a good deal of ridicule on the part of his

fellow salesmen. They wanted to know when I

got a job on the railroad section. However, I stuck

it out from town to town and I persuaded all of my

customers to at least give me orders for a few of these

shovels of the various kinds. Then I asked them to

place these shovels at the front door of their stores

with a tag on them reading “$2 each.” My price on

the shovels was $10.50 per dozen. In some cases I had

to tell these dealers if the shovels did not sell that I

would take them back and credit their accounts.
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Slowly these shovels began to sell, and it was not long

before a very good business was worked up on them.

Very much to the surprise of my customers, consumers

would buy these shovels, even at $2 each. This shovel

experience was a striking illustration of how some

goods would sell if the consumer is given a chance to

see them. It was almost the universal judgment of

the retail trade in Colorado in the beginning that

these shovels would not sell.

In Colorado there is a very large business on shovels

in the valleys for irrigating purposes. One day when

I called on a customer he showed me a Maynard shovel

that the local blacksmith had straightened out. He

believed if this shovel was made without so much bend,

like this sample, and especially if the shovel was made

lighter, that it would sell like hot cakes as an irri

gating shovel. C. W. Gause, now in business in San

Francisco, was at that time the buyer of shovels for

the Simmons Hardware Company. I sent him this

Sample shovel by express and asked him if he could

get the Maynard people to make up the goods very

light in weight—if possible, not over 50 lbs. to the

dozen. The original Maynard shovels weighed 65 lbs.

to the dozen. After a good many experiments we

finally got the irrigating shovel just right—very little

bend in the gooseneck, almost straight, and about 55

lbs. to the dozen. We then sold these shovels for

irrigating purposes and there was an immediate and

tremendous demand. It was no trick at all after a

year or two to sell Maynard shovels to retail dealers

in lots of ten dozen and to some of the larger dealers

in Denver in lots of fifty dozen.

In St. Louis we had a line of handles made of

second growth hickory under the brand “Nonpareil.”

These handles were of most excellent quality. They

were beautiful goods—very strong, straight grained

and heavy. I found that several of our customers in

the mining camps did a very large business in these

“Nonpareil” handles, so I proceeded to carry samples
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to all of my trade, not only of striking hammer han

dles but also of axe handles, hatchet and hammer han

dles. I built up an immediate and very large business

on these goods. They were very high priced and paid

us an excellent profit. You must remember that the

freight rates to these mining camps were very high—

3 and 4 cents per pound—and therefore it did not

pay them to pay such high freight rates on cheap and

inferior goods. They only wanted the best, and when

any line was shown them to be the best, there was no

difficulty whatever about the sales.

It was at this time we developed the idea, in

stead of selling axes and handles separately, to sell the

axes handled. Up to this time only axes and handles

of inferior quality were sold in that way, but Mr.

Gause made arrangements by which we could sell any

axe we had in the house with even the highest grade

handles. This idea made a hit and so, instead of

simply selling axes, we also sold handles, and naturally

this increased our trade.

Then about this time someone invented the Grellner

Patent Axe Wedge. These wedges were so con

structed that they held the handle in an axe even in

a dry climate such as Colorado. These wedges were

used in our handled axes without any extra charge

and they helped us very much in our sales.

By introducing these specialties and working up a

trade on them, even to the extent of occasionally see

ing mining superintendents and persuading them to

use our shovels, handles, axes, etc., it can easily be

seen that a business was established on these goods

that made our sales safe and sure. As a matter of

fact, many of our lines became so popular in Colorado

that dealers had to buy from us, whether or not they

admired the house or its representativel

We brought out a new horse rasp called the “Ax

tell.” This was a very good rasp, but the Heller

rasp, made in Newark, N. J., had the call. All the

trade wanted the Heller rasps. Our young hardware
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salesman, however, had the house send him fifty dozen

Axtell rasps, 14 in. in size. Then he had all the good

points of the Axtell rasp printed on a card and in

Denver and on his trips to his various towns he called

on the blacksmiths, made each blacksmith a present

of an Axtell rasp and mailed up this card in the black

smith’s shop. Now remember this work was done

many years ago when it was not the custom in the best

families to do these things, but as a result there was

a trade developed on Axtell rasps that I know lasted

for many years.

On my first trip to Leadville before settling down to

sell either one of them, I called on both of the large

hardware houses. One was the Tompkins Hardware

Company, John Foutz, brother of the baseball player,

manager and buyer, and the other was the Cary Hard

ware Company. Then I sold John Foutz first. After

selling him, I proceeded down the street to sell Bob

Cary. Now both of these accounts were very large

ones for my house and, naturally, I was very anxious

to make a good impression. Imagine my surprise

when Mr. Cary said to me, “I suppose you sold Tomp

kins some goods?” “Yes,” I answered, “Mr. Foutz

gave me a nice order.” “Well,” said Bob Cary, “be

fore I buy my goods I would like to look over their

order. Possibly they bought some goods that I will

need.” My heart jumped up into my throat. I knew

instinctively that it was not right to show one cus

tomer another customer's order, but Mr. Cary asked

me to do it in such a matter-of-fact way that one

would almost have supposed that this was customary.

I suppose I turned very red. “I did not know

what to do. I hemmed and hawed and finally said,

“But, Mr. Cary, I have never yet shown one cus

tomer another customer’s order. I do not think it

is good business.” Bob Cary appeared to be very

angry. He told me if I would not show that order then

he guessed they did not need any goods. Then he

walked away and left me. Sadly I took my catalog
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and put it back in my catalog case. Sadly I snapped

the locks and started for the front door. This was a

fine beginning with one of the largest accounts the

house had As I put my hand on the door latch, Bob

Cary called me back. “So,” said he, “rather than show

Tompkins’ order you would pass up our business? You

are certainly a blankety blank blank.” Then he got

out his want list and proceeded to give me a very

handsome order. Later Bob Cary, John Foutz and I

became very good friends and Bob Cary intimated to

me that his request to see the Tompkins order was

simply to test me out. “If you had shown me their

order,” said he, “I would have known that you were

not made of the right kind of stuff to sell us goods.”

For many years I sold both Bob Cary and John Foutz,

but neither one of them ever again asked me about

the other’s account. I have always, however, had an

idea that there was a pretty strong inside combina

tion between the two rival hardware stores in Lead

ville!

In Aspen, Colo., I also had two splendid accounts.

One was the Tomkins Hardware Company, Arthur

Morrell, buyer and manager, and the other was

Messrs. Jones & King. Arthur Morrell was a very

hard-working, conscientious manager. For years he

bought a great many goods from us. Afterward he

went into business on his own account as the Morrell

Hardware Company in Cripple Creek. For some rea

son I lost the friendship of Arthur Morrell. I have

never known why. For him I have always had the

greatest respect and admiration. He always treated

me very well indeed, and as I look back over the years

I have wondered who it was or what it was that led

to the change in his attitude toward me.

A. E. Jones, the other hardware dealer in Aspen,

afterward went into the real estate business in Den

ver. On a visit to Denver last year I had the pleasure

of meeting him, and we enjoyed chatting about the

good old times.
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A salesman is frequently put in a very embarrassing

position when he has two good accounts in one town.

Sometimes one of the dealers is led to believe by a

competitor that the salesman prefers the other dealer.

I remember one case where I sold two dealers in a town

and I liked both of them equally well. They were

both good friends. I happened to be in this town on

Sunday and one of these dealers asked me out to his

house for Sunday dinner. Afterward we were sitting

on his front porch smoking when the other dealer

walked by. This other dealer did not greet us and,

strange to relate, I was never able to sell him again.

I called on him and, of course, I did not dare sug

gest that he quit me simply because I accepted the hos

pitality of his competitor. This experience simply

illustrates how a poor salesman sometimes loses an

account when he, as a matter of fact, would much

prefer the account to a Sunday dinner and a cigar

afterward | All of us in this world should learn to be

tolerant and to make allowance for the other fellow.

In this connection I must tell of a mix-up I had with

the manufacturers of a well known line of builders’

hardware. Their salesman was a very handsome man

and he also always wore a plug hat. For obvious

reasons I will not use names. This gentleman came

regularly to Colorado and called on the large buyers

in Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo. I thought

this was all right, as some of these buyers bought in

large enough quantities in the builders’ hardware line

to buy direct. However, one day on the train to Aspen

I met my builders’ hardware friend with the plug hat.

I took a seat with him and inquired how it happened

that he was going to a small town like Aspen. He

was evasive in his reply. I made up my mind that

while he had a right to sell goods in the large jobbing

cities, it was not a square deal for him to go to my

smaller towns. I determined that some action was

necessary. In my catalog I had the costs on his

line of builders’ hardware, especially a new line of
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locks they were just bringing out. We arrived in

Aspen in the evening. I called on the trade and told

them that I had some especially low prices on these

particular locks. Then I wrote out a list of the num

bers and quoted the goods at our actual jobbing costs.

The next day they gave me their orders for these

locks and, I noticed, in pretty fair quantities.

A few weeks afterward I received a long letter from

Mr. Simmons asking why I had sold this line of

builders' hardware at cost in Aspen. It was evident

that my prices had been reported to the manufac

turers and they wished an explanation. I wrote Mr.

"Simmons a letter explaining the situation fully and

requesting him very politely to request this manu

facturer to keep their salesman with the plug hat out

of my small towns unless they wished the prices on

their goods demoralized all the way down the line.

I also informed Mr. Simmons that if any more manu

facturers thought they could sell goods in the small

towns in Colorado, to send them on and that our

“gang” were out there ready to give them a run for

their white alleys. Mr. Simmons wrote back to me

that he thought I was “quite right.” My letter was

forwarded to these manufacturers in the East, and I

noticed later that the gentleman with the silk hat never

again visited my small towns!

I have observed that the great artist seems to

accomplish things without any effort. One might

almost say where effort is apparent, there is no

art. Caruso sang without effort. He always seemed

to have a tremendous reserve in store. Kreisler per

forms on his violin as if it were play. Recently at the

Lotos Club I heard Lloyd George speak—he spoke with

the greatest ease. It was a simple matter for Raphael

and Michael Angelo to paint. To my mind there is

art in every form of life. The expert stenographer

taking rapid dictation without any apparent effort is

an artist. The great salesman accomplishing unusual

results without any straining or creaking in the sales
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machinery is also an artist. Where effort is apparent

in music, in literature or in business, put it down as a

maxim that something is lacking as the highest artis

tic expression must be spontaneous. The writer must

write not as if writing were an effort but just as if it

were simply an expression of joy—an expression of

joy in his work.

Of course we all know that this unusual facility

in any of the arts comes not only as a result of natural

talent and ability in the first place but as the further

result of constant practice. Paderewski tells us how

he practises hours at the piano every day. Caruso was

not only a great artist but he was a great worker. No

man could have had his repertoire without a tremen

dous amount of labor. I do not know exactly what the

word “technique” means but we constantly hear artists

refer to the study of technique. I may be wrong but

the idea I have of technique is the “know how” of

doing things. In Venice I studied the original draw

ings of Michael Angelo. There they lay—dozens of

them—under the glass cases and one could study every

stroke of the artist's pencil. What drawing it is It

is the despair of the amateur. What hours and weeks

and months and years the great master must have de

voted to gaining this technique ! When once gained

no doubt he sketched these wonderful drawings with

perfect ease.

Now in these reflections I am wandering from my

subject. What has this got to do with hardware? In

my opinion it has a great deal to do with Forty Years

of Hardware. There is a technique of salesmanship

and this technique comes only as a result not alone of

practice but very careful thinking. Sometimes this

thinking on the part of salesmen may be unconscious.

A salesman may unconsciously discard bad selling

methods and adopt successful methods. I have known

great salesmen who could not for the life of them tell

how they sold goods, but I have always believed that

while they did not have the power of expression, in
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some subconscious way these men had developed and

used certain selling principles in their everyday work.

On one occasion my friend Woodworth, who repre

sented the Cribben & Sexton Company, and myself,

went to Aspen, Colo., together. When we met at the

hotel at the end of the day’s work he was somewhat

depressed. He remarked that he had tried his very

best to sell a carload of stoves but he had been

“skunked.” “Well,” said I, “I have not only had a

pretty good day’s selling but I have arranged with

A. E. Jones of Jones & King to go on a fishing trip

up in the White River country.” I begged “Woody”

to come along. He argued that it was his very best

selling season and that he could not afford the three

days necessary to go fishing. “But,” said I, “why

not sell a carload of stoves to Mr. Jones on the fishing

trip” “Why,” answered “Woody,” “he turned me

down cold. He does not want our line. He carries

another line.” I told him I believed if he would go

on the fishing trip that between the two of us we could

land this order for a carload of stoves and finally,

rather reluctantly, “Woody” consented to join our

party. -

Having gathered together fishing paraphernalia we

took the D. & R. G. to the town of Rifle, Colo., and

then drove fifty miles up to the White River. We were

in an open spring wagon. It was in September,

and as we drove over the mountains it rained and we

were all soaked to the skin. Now there is nothing

that can lead to greater good will between men than

common suffering. As the day progressed I could see

that “Woody” and my friend A. E. Jones were becom

ing more and more friendly as they sat and swapped

stories while the cold rain trickled down their spinal

columns. When we reached Steel's ranch that night

and thawed out in his log cabin before a blazing fire,

we realized that in order to enjoy real comfort to the

utmost one must have the contrast of discomfort. We

all know that there is no pleasure in lying on the
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floor reading a good book in an attic room on a fine

day but on a cold, rainy, blustering day, when the rain

is beating down on the roof, can one remember any

greater joy than lying in the attic reading a good

story?

The next day it cleared up and we were all out

bright and early catching trout. We fished with flies

and there is no thrill in the world quite equal to fly

fishing when the trout are striking. That night on

the red covered dining room table under the hanging

oil lamp I noticed my friend “Woody,” who was a

master salesman, taking down my friend Jones’ order

for a carload of stoves | How easily “Woody” could

sell stoves | He knew not only his line but the lines of

all of his competitors. He talked to Mr. Jones in such

a modest, unassuming manner about stoves, wood,

coal, cooking, heating and ranges that it was evident

that as a stove salesman he was one of the great

artists of the world!

The sport was so good that we decided to stay

over another day. Now at this ranch house there

was a consumptive who had come out to Colorado

in the hope of regaining his health. I happened to

have a very fine pair of Mackintosh waders. He

had none and he was afraid to go into the icy cold

water without waders on account of his health. On

the impulse of the moment I offered to loan him my

waders and I assured him I enjoyed wading in the icy

cold water as it had no effect upon me. So he tramped

down to the stream looking like a deep sea diver with

my waders strapped almost around his neck. After

they had all gone fishing, I rather hesitated about put

ting on my hob-nailed shoes and tackling the cold

water in an old pair of trousers. I asked Mr. Steel,

the ranchman, if I would feel it very much and he

shook his head and warned me against rheumatism.

“But,” said Mr. Steel, “why not go fishing on the

old mare?” “What do you mean?” I inquired. “Why,”

replied Mr. Steel, “I fish every day on horseback.
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Just get on the mare, wade out into the stream, catch

your fish, pull it up to the side of the mare, take it in

with your net, put the fish in your basket and that’s

all there is to it.” So he saddled the old gray mare for

me and I had the novel experience of fishing on horse

back. This mare was so well trained that through

force of habit she waded down the stream and stopped

just at the right place for me to cast into the most

alluring pools of still water just back of the big rocks.

When I would pull a big trout up alongside of my

stirrups, she would turn around and move her ears

with the most interested expression. I actually believe

that mare enjoyed fishing. In a word, she also was an

artist in her line!

My love of fishing led to my developing a number of

new hardware accounts. Every year in Colorado I

would combine a fishing and hunting trip with busi

ness visits by stage to such towns as Meeker and

Steamboat Springs. I remember in Meeker there was

an old established, very rich general merchandise con

cern by the name of J. W. Hugus & Company. The

manager was named Moulton. For years this concern

had practically controlled the business within a

twenty-five mile radius of Meeker, but about this time

a smaller concern had started in town. Messrs. J. W.

Hugus & Company bought goods from our house regu

larly. They had been buying more or less by mail

before I called on one of my fishing trips. The new

concern, however, had never bought from us. Meeker

was then a very small town and just to get acquainted

I dropped into the new store. This merchant told me

he needed hardware. Of course I was not averse to

accommodating him and so I started in to take his

order.

Now that evening when I dropped in to see J. W.

Hugus & Company, the frost in that neighborhood was

about an inch thick! Finally Mr. Moulton told me

that there was a price war in progress between them

and this new dealer and that if I intended to sell him,
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they would, with regret, find it necessary to put in

another line of goods. Well, of course, I did not care

to lose their account and at the same time I did not

enjoy the idea of going to this new dealer and telling

him I would have to cancel his order. I therefore told

Mr. Moulton that I would stay over the next day and

think over the situation.

I wish to say in this connection that after my first

two or three years’ experience as a traveling salesman

I was always a very slow traveler. Please understand

when I sold goods I tried to sell them fast, but some

how I always found it necessary to stay longer in town

than most other hardware salesmen. For that reason

also I almost always found it necessary to ask my

house to cut down my territory because, on account of

my peculiar methods of working, I almost invariably

found that the territory when first given to me was

entirely too large. This was my experience in every

territory I ever covered.

The following day I had a long heart-to-heart talk

with Mr. Moulton. He told me this new dealer was

cutting prices and completely demoralizing the trade.

He said that their only hope of getting a profit on

goods was to carry different lines. He stated that

while they enjoyed the lion’s share of the business

because they had been in the territory so long, this

new dealer was forcing them by his cut prices to come

to his terms and that in the greater number of in

stances, while he did not sell the goods himself, he was

making the prices for them. This naturally was a

very uncomfortable situation.

After getting the lay of the land I called on this

new dealer, took a seat on the counter, lighted a “five

center” and drew him out on the situation. His story

was that J. W. Hugus & Company thought they owned

that part of the State of Colorado and were trying to

run him out of business. “Now,” said he, “I do not

propose to be run out. I am giving them a fight for

their money.” I then found that his capital was some
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what limited and after several cigars he admitted he

was not making any money. I then asked him if he

was not willing to fix up matters with Mr. Moulton.

He finally admitted that he was, but he stated the

advances should come from the other house. I im

pressed upon him the fact that Messrs. J. W. Hugus

& Company had a whole lot of money and that he

would have quite a considerable task to break them in

business. I also talked about the foolishness of work

ing night and day without making any profit.

Then I called on Mr. Moulton again and had a long

session with him. I told him I thought he was foolish

to attempt to drive the other man out of business.

While of course they had more capital, at the same

time they must remember that this other man owned

his own building, had his stock of goods paid for and

was living upstairs over his store. “Now,” said I,

“it is a pretty hard job to run a man out of business

when his wife does all of the housework and they live

over their shop.”

To make a long story short, by arguing pro and con,

I was the means of a better understanding between

these competitors. The price war was stopped and in

cidentally I sold both of them goods as long as I

traveled in that territory.

I tell this simple story at some length because I

believe that traveling salesmen have unusual oppor

tunities of either building up a feeling of good will

between competitors or, on the other hand, they also

have the opportunity of sowing discord and breeding

ill will, hatred and cut prices. Entirely too many

salesmen seem to think they increase their personal

popularity with the customer by carrying disagreeable

gossip about his competitor. There was never such a

short-sighted policy. No good ever came of such a

course. Every sales manager should warn his sales

men against this pernicious habit. As a matter of

fact, in some lines of trade, the brokers and traveling

salesmen in that trade are a constant source of strife,
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jealousy, envy, cut prices and demoralization. Some

salesmen have such a serpent’s tongue that they are

an actual curse to the trade in which they are engaged.

It would be to the interest of everybody if such sales

men could be eliminated. When these salesmen spread

this gossip, they should be sharply reprimanded by the

merchants with whom they are trying to curry favor.

Every man has two natures—a good nature and a

bad nature. Every salesman in calling on his cus

tomers has the choice of developing his friendship

with his customers along the higher side of their

natures or the lower side of their natures. Almost

every salesman—if you will study him—works along

one line or the other. He very seldom works both.

The salesman who works on the higher side tries his

best to help his customer become a better merchant.

He tries to help him sell his goods at a fair and rea

sonable profit. He warns him against bad tendencies.

The other class of salesman appeals in every way to

what is worst in human nature. When I look back

over the results of these two methods of selling goods

—when I study what has ultimately happened to each

class of salesman—there is no question whatever but

that the policy of appealing to the weakness of a cus

tomer in an effort to gain his friendship and good will

is very short-sighted. Permanently satisfactory re

sults in business never follow that line of work.

I am reminded of one trip I made to Meeker when

I was informed that Mr. Davis, one of the partners

of J. W. Hugus & Co., was sick with a fever. It

seemed that he had been ill for some time. I was

invited to call on him, and when I arrived in the sick

room I was told that Mr. Davis was temporarily bored

with life and wanted to hear some funny stories. I

was left sitting in a chair beside his bed. All I could

see of him was the outline of his figure under the

blankets as they were trying to sweat out his fever.

I started telling some of my latest and best stories.
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The figure on the bed lay perfectly still. There was

no response. I was determined to get action, so I

remembered a particularly funny story and I told it

the best I knew how. The bed began to shake and

finally there was an explosion of laughter from under

neath the blankets. I was afterward told by Mr.

Davis that my stories did him more good than all the

quinine he had taken

Poor Mr. Davis! How strange are the twists and

turns of fate In the early days of Meeker he was

with a company of soldiers that were surrounded by

the Indians on the banks of the White River. The

Indians lay on the bluffs over the river and fired their

rifles into the camp, killing the horses and occasionally

killing or wounding a man. The situation became

desperate. They were so outnumbered by the Indians

that to attempt to escape up or down the river meant

complete annihilation. The White River ran right

through the camp of the detachment. The commander

called for a volunteer to go to Fort Laramie—some

fifty miles away—for help. Mr. Davis, who was then

a young man, volunteered. It happened that night

that there was a driving rain. He got into the icy

cold water up to his neck and worked his way down

below the Indians. Then, crawling out of the water,

he crept up on the Indian ponies that were tethered

near the stream. Just as he swung himself bareback

on one of these ponies, the Indian dogs started a

tremendous barking. He dug his heels into the pony

and rode for his life. The Indians were soon after

him, but in the rain and darkness he managed to

escape them, made his way to Fort Laramie, gave the

alarm and returned with a regiment that scattered

the Indians and saved his comrades.

Now think of this curious twist of fate: One night

Mr. Davis left Denver in a Pullman car. As he

happened to have a friend in the day Smoker, he

went forward to chat with him. The train struck a

broken rail, the smoker went over an embankment
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and the only man injured on the train was Mr. Davis.

He was instantly killed. Mr. Davis' son, Roblin H.

Davis, is today the head of a large wholesale drug

house in Denver and I have often had the pleasure

of talking to him about the old days when I knew his

father.

On my first trip in the White River country the

stage followed the course of the river. Occasionally

we would pass a fine bunch of cattle. I happened to

ask the driver who owned all these cattle. “A man

by the name of “Norvell,’” he answered, “who lives

in Steamboat Springs.” Naturally this interested me.

This man Norvell, judging by the stage driver, seemed

to own all the best land in the valley and practically

all of the cattle. When we arrived at Steamboat

Springs that night I inquired of the driver where I

could find this prominent citizen with the rather un

usual name. “Well,” he said, “I guess you can find

him over there in that bar-room.” So I crossed the

street to the saloon with a view of getting acquainted

with my relative. Entering the bar, I inquired of

the bar-keeper where I could find Mr. Norvell. At

the time the bar-keeper was engaged in mixing a gin

fizz. “Well, stranger,” he answered, “I happen to be

the party.” Then I told him we both happened to

have the same name and I wondered where he came

from. He 'lowed that he was not up very much

on family history but his family came from Tennessee.

Now, one branch of my family went to Tennessee in

the early days, and so we compared notes on our

family trees as closely as we could, it must be admitted

without any very great success, but in celebrating our

meeting he did mix a gin fizz without any apparent

effort, which indicated that my long lost relative was

also an artist in his line!

You will not be surprised at this story when I pause

to state that my one claim to distinction that cannot

be questioned is in the fact that my name is the only

one of its kind in the greater New York City directory
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or in the greater New York City telephone book. In

other words, there is no one else of the same name in

a gathering of some 5,000,000 people!

May I also presume to digress at this point by tell

ing the story of my oldest daughter's being in Frank

fort, Germany, a few days after the World War was

declared. She was walking on the street with a friend,

watching the Germans tearing down English and

French signs or painting over them, when a crowd

came rushing down the street following a young girl

who was frantically trying to escape them. My

daughter remarked to her escort, who spoke German

fluently, “She looks like an American. Can't you stop

this mob?” The gentleman stepped forward between

the young lady and the crowd and in German asked the

cause of the trouble. They cried out that she was

a spy. Just then a policeman appeared on the scene

and on the suggestion of this gentleman, the young

American girl, the policeman, my daughter and himself

stepped into a taxicab and were driven to the police

station. -

When the strange young lady had caught her breath,

my daughter asked her name. “My name is “Norvell,’”

she replied. “What is your name?” “My name is

also “Norvell,’” my daughter answered. To make a

long story short, the young lady was a cousin of my

daughter, living in Beaumont, Tex., whom she had

never met. She was traveling in Europe with her

mother when the war caught them in Germany. She

was sauntering around Frankfort dressed in an auto

mobile suit with a long veil on her hat, speaking

English in the shops in the most casual manner when

the highly excited people, full of the war fever, de

cided she must be an English spy; otherwise, why

should she speak English 2 If this story of these

cousins meeting for the first time under such circum

stances should be written in a novel, it would be sup

posed that the author was drawing upon his imagina

tion, when, as a matter of fact, the incident happened
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just as described on the eighth day of August, 1914.

Steamboat Springs is in Routt County, Colo. It is

a beautiful country with majestic mountains and lovely

valleys. These valleys are watered by crystal streams

of melted snow, all of them abounding with trout.

Edward H. Simmons,

Vice-President, The

Simmons Hardware

Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Steamboat Springs derives its name from a hot spring

that formerly at regular intervals puffed out steam

and whistled like a steamboat. Almost every year

for a number of years I went fishing and selling hard

ware through this country, and now after many years
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I look back with fond regret to those golden days.

I used to wonder why people would live in the swamps

along the Mississippi River or crowded in tenements

in our large cities when there are such beautiful spots

as these healthy valleys in the Far West. After

leaving Colorado, for a number of years I would

regularly go out there on hunting trips.

On one of these trips E. H. Simmons, the second

son of E. C. Simmons, went with me. We had a guide

by the name of Allison. We traveled with pack horses

and either slept under the stars or in small tents. I

will never forget the picture of our camp fires in the

still, clear mountain air. Allison was a remarkable

cook and he showed us what could be done in de

liciously cooking venison and grouse without the use of

a steel range. I remember, in preparing grouse for

our evening meal he would dig a hole in the ground

about two feet square and a foot deep. Then he would

burn branches in this hole until he had a thick layer

of red hot ashes. In the meantime he would wrap the

grouse in leaves and after that inclose it completely

in a ball of clay. When finished, this ball would be

placed in the red hot ashes, and oh, boy! when that

ball was broken open and the grouse was removed

from the leaves, it was a dish fit for a king. Imagine

a supper just up on the edge of the timber line con

sisting of brook trout, grouse, vénison, plenty of bread

and gravy, and topped off with canned peaches—all

this with the appetite of hours; on horseback in that

clear mountain air! I have been in a good many parts

of this old world. I have met all kinds of people. I

have enjoyed all kinds of delights and pleasures, but

when I look back over forty years I do not think I

remember any meals more delightful than these at a

camp fire under the stars with the white trunks of the

aspen trees flashing out of the darkness as the camp

fire would suddenly burst upward while the flames con

sumed some dry branch.

Allison told us many amusing and interesting stories
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about the Indians. When the cowboys and Indians

lived in this part of Colorado side by side, one of the

great sports was horse racing. Allison at great length,

with many details and much shifting of his tobacco

quid from one cheek to the other, told us of how the

Indians and the cowboys raced ponies in a certain

valley and the cowboys came off victorious. They

were very much set up. Then the Indians proposed

another race. The cowboys were so full of pride and

assurance that they bet everything on this second race

—their ponies, their saddles, their hats, their lariats,

their spurs. Then he said the Indians at the last mo

ment brought up a “calico” pony which the cowboys

had never seen before. It was ridden by a naked In

dian boy. The “calico” won hands down. The cow

boys were cleaned out. Allison 'lowed that there never

was such a clean-up and so much profanity before nor

since in the State of Colorado. When it was all over

an old Indian chief, as he mounted his pony to ride

away, remarked: “Cowboy think Indian heap d

f !” -

I asked Allison if it was true that the Indians had

very much keener eyesight than the white men. You

will remember in some of the boys' stories of Indians

what marvelous eyesight, hearing and smell the Sav

ages are supposed to enjoy. “No,” said Allison, “I do

not believe that the average Indian can see as well as

the average white man. He gets his reputation for

remarkable eyesight simply because he knows what to

look for and how it looks in the woods, while many

white men do not. Just as soon as the white man is

trained to know how things look in the wilds, he can

see just as well or better than the Indian.”

For instance, Allison helped me shoot my first deer.

We had left our horses behind and were crawling

through a thick underbrush and fallen trees when

Allison, who was in front of me, suddenly stopped and

raised his hand. When my chin was over his shoulder,

he whispered, “Look at that big buck.” I looked in
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the brown woods, but I could not see any buck. I was

trembling all over. I had the traditional buck fever.

Allison reached back, took my rifle out of my hand

and quietly pointed it. I glanced through the sights

and suddenly I could not see anything else except the

head and shoulders of a magnificent deer. Now the

trouble in the first place was that I did not know what

to look for. This was late in the fall, and I expected

to see a brown deer, such as I had seen in parks, while

the animal before me was in his gray winter coat and

against the background of the gray dead tree trunks

he was almost indistinguishable. Afterward, knowing

how deer looked, it was easy for me to see them.

. This simply illustrates the point that Allison made—

that white men, unaccustomed to the wilds, seem to

have very poor eyesight just because they do not

know what, to look for and, as Allison expressed it

when discussing this phenomenon over the camp fire

with Ed Simmons and myself, “When I come to St.

Louis to visit you, Ed, I guess when you take me

around town to show me the sights, I will be just as

green and blind about city sights as you are out here

in the woods.” Ed, with a twinkle of his eye, re

marked to Allison that he was quite sure that he

would be wiser in the city than we were out in the

mountains. Allison drew meditatively on his pipe,

stretched his feet out toward the fire, and remarked,

“That’s all right, Ed, but some of these fine days I

will drop in on you in St. Louis, and you sure will have

a job on your hands showing me all the best saloons

in the place.” Allison's only idea of a real, enjoyable

life in a great city was confined to a very limited num

ber of attractions!

Naturally, in discussing the wild and woolly West,

you expect me to tell some hairbreadth adventures,

and I feel, if you have followed my memoirs up to this

point, that you are entitled to one of these stories. On

a certain fateful day Ed and I happened to be riding

in single file along one of the ancient Indian trails in
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the mountains. Ahead of us trotted along, pausing

now and then to bite a mouthful of the succulent long

grass, our four pack horses. In the lead was a long

legged animal loaded down with the pots and pans of

our kitchen outfit. Suddenly, for some unknown rea

son, this animal started to buck all over the trail. We

never knew the cause. It may have been hornets or

bees. Anyhow, he would run awhile and then stop

and buck awhile, then run and then stop and buck.

Then he began to shed kitchen furniture, and the more

he bucked the louder the noise made by the banging

pots and frying pans. As he moved, he scattered a

regular hardware store along that trail.

For some reason Allison was not with us, and we

certainly had a real job to catch that animal and then

retrace our steps and pick up the hardware inventory.

After we had gathered everything together in one

spot and had quieted down Rosinante, the problem was

how to tie all that hardware on her back so it would

stay. How we wished for Allison! The job had to be

done. We first tried one way and then another, but the

pack would hang on one side or hang on the other side,

or just as soon as the horse started the hardware

would begin leaking out again. When we had seen

Allison tie on that pack with a diamond hitch it looked

very easy, but when we tried to do it ourselves it just

could not be done. I put my foot against the belly of

Rosinante and pulled until the ropes would cut an

inch deep into her hide. Then we would tie the

ropes, and Rosinante would friskily shake the entire

thing off without any effort whatever. Finally some

how we got most of the stuff on her back again and

managed to reach camp. You should have heard Alli

son’s remarks when he saw how we had tied on that

pack! His profanity was eloquent. I wish it could

have been preserved on a victrola. The next day he

gave us lessons in packing tinware on a horse.

Good old days long ago and almost forgotten l Alli

son did not know it, but in his line he was an artist
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too ! What would I give today to ride over those

mountains free from care, bubbling over with fun and

youth ! Alas, alas, time is the great tragicaster!

As my mind wanders back to those hunting and

fishing days, I am reminded of my old friend and

customer, Harry M. Bostwick, who ran the largest

and best sporting goods store in Denver. All the

hunters and fishermen of Denver gathered around

the stove in the back of Harry’s store. There we met

and compared notes on fishing and hunting. There

we swapped our fishermen’s tales and when we were

ready to stock up for a trip Harry always told us

where the game was to be found in the greatest quan

tity and where the fish were biting best. It was at

Bostwick’s that we studied trout flies, compared one

fly with another, filled our fly books and even traded

flies with each other.

I remember on one of my early trips when Harry

gave me a lesson in salesmanship. “Now,” said Harry,

“you are going to a certain station on the railroad.

This is a night’s ride. The railroad fare and the

sleeper cost you about $15 each way. Then you hire

a wagon and you drive fifty miles. Of this your

share is about $25. Your board bills, incidentals and

losses at ‘penny ante' would easily be $50 more, so,

Migured going and coming, your little fishing trip is

going to cost you over $100 and this entire financial

budget is with the object of catching trout. -

“When you catch a trout it is with a hook and

fly on the end of a leader. If your leader happens to

break and you do not land the trout, just figure out

how much you have lost, taking all of your expenses

and overhead into consideration. Such being the

case,” said Harry, “I have imported some special

leaders direct from Scotland and they are so valuable

that I keep them in a moist leather book in one of

the compartments of my safe.” Then Harry turned

the combination, opened his safe and as a special

favor allowed me to look at one of these leaders, taken
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out of this special leather pocketbook. They certainly

were wonderful leaders, but the price was $2 each,

while the ordinary kind could be bought for 50 cents.

“But,” said Harry, “stop and think of all the ex

penses you are willing to pay to catch fish and remem

ber that your success depends entirely on the quality

of your leader.” So of course Harry would sell each

of us at least five of these leaders at $2 each and as

he wrapped them up carefully and told us to be sure

to keep them moist, I always noticed a peculiar smile

as he closed his safe and turned the combination

Later in this story I am going to tell about Harry

Bostwick and a young special sporting goods sales

man who came out to help me sell sporting goods in

Colorado. This young salesman at that time was un

known to the hardware world, but today he is one of

the best known hardware buyers in this country. He

is a millionaire and an officer in one of the greatest

hardware houses in the country.

I think it would not be a bad idea for us first to

take you, dear reader, with us on a trip out to Utah

to visit our good friends the Mormons and after that,

to tell of our experiences with special sporting goods,

builders’ hardware, cutlery and lamp salesmen who

came out from time to time to show us how to sell

their lines.

John E. Pilcher who was vice-president of the Sim

mons Hardware Company, in charge of their cutlery

department, had traveled ahead of me in Utah. There

had been several salesmen in between, but Mr. Pilcher

had left such an impression upon the trade by the

strength of his personality that these other salesmen

were forgotten while the trade would ask me con

stantly about Mr. Pilcher. They would tell me in

teresting stories about his selling methods.

Mr. Pilcher first sold the Zion's Co-operative Mer

cantile Institution of Salt Lake City, Utah. This was

the great Mormon mercantile house. It was a very

large account and when in the course of time I in
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herited this business and used to go to Salt Lake City

to sell these people, they constantly referred to the

early days and spoke of Mr. Pilcher in terms of strong

affection. In passing let me say that I sold the Mor

mons for several years. Some of them became warm

personal friends. I found them at all times ex

ceedingly honest and straight in their business deal

ings and very careful indeed in the fulfillment of their

promises. I have nothing but pleasant memories of

those days when I visited Salt Lake City.

It may not be out of line in this connection to tell a

little poker story that is rather amusing. In Salt

Lake City I had a customer—not a Mormon—who was

very fond of the game. One day he invited me to

play at a certain club which had rooms on the top

floor of the Hotel Templeton. The first evening I

lost $50 and paid up in cash. I was invited to play

again the following evening. This time I won about

$200 and at the end of the game in the early morning

hours, each of the gentlemen playing handed me a

slip of paper with his I. O. U. for the amount he owed.

I collected these slips, put them in my vest-pocket

and the next morning I called on my customer. I

asked him what I should do with them. He referred

me to the secretary of the club in the hotel. When

I inquired of the secretary he told me that the club

members only played for “supplies” and therefore

I was entitled to $200 worth of supplies which I could

take in liquors, cigars, meals, etc. “But,” I answered,

“I have only a guest card good for two weeks and I

leave town tonight.” He expressed his regret, but

did not know what could be done. I thought a moment,

went downstairs to my sample room, emptied a sample

trunk and had the porter put this trunk on a truck

and take it to the club. Then I said to the secretary,

“I understand these slips are good for supplies.”

“Yes,” he answered. I remarked, “Hand me your wine

and cigar card.” So, much to his astonishment I

proceeded to fill my sample trunk with wines and cigars
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to the amount of $200. I carried these supplies back

to Denver. When I returned to Salt Lake City thirty

days later the whole town had heard the story and I

was met everywhere with smiles and congratulations

because I was the first stranger who ever got back

at this club

Mr. Pilcher was one of the giants of those days.

He was a great salesman — always full of practical

jokes. Afterward he returned to the house, became

vice-president and was in charge of the cutlery de

partment until he retired from business. I am happy

to say that he is still living and I am told he can tell

just as good a story as he did in the old days!

Another quite different story from this poker story

is one about the time that Moses was leading the

Hebrews through the Wilderness. Earlier in these

articles I told about going to Sunday school. I not

only went to Sunday school but I was in Dr. James

H. Brooks’ Bible class. Dr. Brooks was one of the

greatest Biblical scholars of the time. He studied

the New Testament in the original Greek and the

Old Testament in Hebrew. During one part of our

Bible studies Dr. Brooks had a complete model of a

Jewish Tabernacle on a table in the classroom. There

were the various curtains between the posts, in the

colors exactly according to the Biblical story. Dr.

Brooks explained to us the symbolical meaning of

these colors. There was the Holy of Holies and in its

proper place was the candlestick with the seven

candles and the sea of brass. There was the altar on

which burnt offerings were made. There were even

little figures representing the Hebrew priests, dressed

in their appropriate costume with their headdresses

and breastplates. Dr. Brooks explained to his class

the meaning of all these symbols in the greatest

detail. Naturally with such a teacher as Dr. Brooks

and with the model of the Tabernacle and all these

things before us, the lessons were very deeply im

pressed upon our youthful memories.
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One day it happened (are all such things fore

ordained?) that I was sitting in the office of the hard

ware buyer of the Zion's Co-operative Mercantile In

stitution of Salt Lake City, Utah, when some question

came up between the Mormons in regard to the Jewish

Tabernacle. The discussion became quite heated.

Naturally I listened with keen interest as they were

discussing a subject on which I happened to be fully

posted. Finally one of the Mormons turned to me

and remarked—“Well, here is a traveling salesman.

No doubt he can settle this point.” Then there was

a general laugh. Of course he said this in satire. I

rose up and said if they would give me a sheet of

paper, a ruler and a pencil, I thought I could elucidate

the point in question. I then drew on this wrapping

paper a diagram of the Tabernacle as it was laid out

by the Jews in their forty years’ pilgrimage in the

wilderness. I proceeded forthwith to give Dr. Brooks’

lecture on the Tabernacle. Soon I was surrounded by

the Mormons and you may rest assured that my

knowledge was something of a surprise. The old elder

of the church who had called on me in scorn to explain

the Tabernacle put his hand on my shoulder and

said—“This is a direct reproof to me from God

for making fun of a man just because he happens to

be a drummer. I accept the reproof and I realize

the wisdom of the saying that we shall be taught by

the mouths of children.” Now it also happened that

my knowledge of the Scriptures made a great hit with

T. V. Williams, the hardware buyer, and I have an

idea that as a result of Dr. Brooks’ lectures on the

Tabernacle, I received a very much larger hardware

order from Mr. Williams than I otherwise could have

expected

At this time the Mormon Temple in Salt Lake City

was being erected and I had the pleasure of going

through that temple from top to bottom, even up on

the steeple, just below the point where the gilded
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statue of the Angel Moroni now stands, like Gabriel

blowing his horn.

The Zion's Co-operative Mercantile Institution at

that time was my largest account in the West. They

had branches all over Utah, but the buying was done

in Salt Lake City and the size of some of the orders

that I took from Mr. Williams would astonish some

more modern hardware salesmen.

Another great house in Salt Lake City who also

bought largely from the Simmons Hardware Company

through me at that time was Clark, Eldridge & Com

pany.

A sporting goods house of Salt Lake City was Wood

mansee & Company. They were also Mormons, and

this sporting goods store was conducted mainly by

the son, but the elder Woodmansee, who was a very

devout Mormon, would often meet me in the store and

I used to draw him out in regard to the faith of the

Mormons. I was so much interested that he thought

no doubt that I was good material for a convert, so

I remember that on my visits after the day’s work

was done, I would sit with this Mormon elder in the

back of the sporting goods store by a little Cannon

stove while he would expound to me the doctrines of

Mormonism. While religious beliefs of the various

nations of the world had always been intensely in

teresting to me and as I had read quite a good deal

on the subject, I was naturally also interested in

Mormonism. As this elder of the church would tell

me about the tenets of his religion, I would sit and

in my mind compare what they believed with the be

liefs of other nations, ancient and modern. I was in

terested and asked many questions. I suppose I must

have shown some little intelligence on the subject

because the old gentleman always seemed to be will

ing to talk to me, sometimes until very late. I remem

ber during his conversation the little Cannon stove

would occasionally blow up. The door would fly open.

He would stop gravely, put more coal on the fire, close
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the door and then continue the story of Mormonism.

Finally on one trip I met the old gentleman in the

store but he had said nothing about my meeting him

after dinner. So I asked him if he would not again

talk to me about Mormonism. “No, my son”—he an

swered. “I have had a revelation from God about

you. I thought there might be some possibility of

converting you to the faith, but I have had a vision

and in this vision I have seen that your heart is too

much set upon the flesh pots of this world.” So he

never talked to me again and I was never converted'

Young Woodmansee afterward went on a mission.

You know it is a custom among the Mormons, at least

it was in that day, for certain men to be called by the

church to go on missions. They leave “without money

and without scrip” and go into all parts of the world

to make converts. In those days converts were being

brought to Utah from many parts of Europe in car

load lots. It was a common thing on the Union Pacific

Railroad for a trainman to remark—“Well, I’ve got

a carload of Mormon converts hooked on to my train.”

These converts when they arrived were scattered over

the fertile valleys of Utah and soon made these valleys

bloom like the rose.

I also made trips to other towns in Utah and sold

Mormon stores. I remember gathering in some very

nice orders from the Ogden branch. Mr. Watson was

the manager and the buyer was named Sam Helverson.

“Sam” was always very nice to me and if he is still

living, I hope he will take these lines as a grateful ac

knowledgment for the many nice orders he gave me in

those days. As T. V. Williams was an elderly man

when he bought from me, the chances are he has now

passed away. Mr. Weber in those days was the head

of the Zion's Co-operative Mercantile Institution and

he was always very pleasant on the few occasions I

met him.

In Ogden in those days, and I understand they are

still there, was a sporting goods house by the name of
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Browning Brothers. They bought goods from my

house and every trip I sold them. Back of their store

was a little shop and in this shop one of the several

brothers who ran the business would be filing away

at a piece of steel held firmly in a wise. Often I went

back and chatted with him while he filed and fitted.

This man was John M. Browning, who invented the

modern automatic rifle. He is also the man who con

ceived the idea of throwing a shell out of the chamber

of a rifle or pistol by the force of its own explosion.

Of course like other radical ideas, it seemed a very

foolish one in the beginning but he worked it out and

so became the father of the modern United States

army machine gun. John M. Browning has made a

fortune of many millions from his patents. I have

not seen him for years and I remember him as a

simple mechanic, working in his shirt sleeves back of

their little store in Ogden, filing and filing and filing.

Another brother, I believe by the name of Matt

Browning, in those days was quite a boxer. He was

as strong as an ox. One day a vaudeville perform

ance came to town and gave a boxing exhibition. After

the exhibition one of these boxers stepped forth and

offered to knock out any citizen of Ogden. The crowd

rose up and called for Matt. Matt removed his coat

and vest, collar and cravat, climbed up on the stage

and knocked that performer all over the place |

I could write at considerable length about the var

ious hardware dealers, both Mormon and Gentile,

whom I sold in Utah, but time and space forbid.

I must, however, tell about an incident that has its

pathetic as well as amusing side. One day while tak

ing an order from Mr. Bauer of the Bauer Hardware

Company, an old man with a long white beard, look

ing like a patriarch, came into the store and begged

Some money for a night’s lodging. He told us that he

had walked twenty-five miles to Salt Lake City and

he showed us papers authorizing his consignment to

the poor house on the following day. As there was
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quite a gathering of traveling salesmen at the Hotel

Templeton, I asked this old man to come with me to

the hotel. He was clean and respectable-looking.

When I arrived with him in the hotel office, I

gathered the salesmen together and told the story.

“Now, boys,” said I, “it is up to us to give him a fare

well party before he goes to the poor house.” We

obtained special rates from the hotel for the bridal

suite. We arranged for a dinner there, to be served

in style. It is a shame to write it but as this is a

truthful tale, I must admit that we even supplied our

old friend with alcoholic liquor. He was not averse

and at the end of the banquet and much speech-mak

ing on the part of the assembled traveling salesmen,

also appropriate responses by our guests, we took him

to his bridal couch, undressed him and put him to bed

in a condition in which he did not worry about the

unfortunate ending of his long life! The next morn

ing, a special committee, of which I happened to be

one, hired a hack and took the old man out to the poor

house where we bade him an affectionate farewell.

Now the curious finish to this story is that more

than a quarter of a century afterward, I was rid

ing in the subway in New York City when a middle

aged gentleman addressed me as follows: “I beg your

pardon but were you not a member of a party of

traveling salesmen who gave an old man a party the

might before he went to the poor house in Salt Lake

City twenty-five years ago?” I had to plead guilty!

The Simmons Hardware Company was always

stirring up its salesmen with a sharp stick for cut

lery sales. It carried a very large and complete

assortment, both of domestic and foreign cutlery. It

kept a careful record of our sales and every month

we were sent a large sheet in which they were

listed. Every salesman could see how his sales com

pared with those of every other salesman in every part

of the country. Of course it is much simpler and easier

to sell goods out of a catalog than it is to open up a
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line of cutlery in some stuffy sample room and then

have all the trouble of persuading a customer to visit

your sample room. Even if a salesman was willing to

work, selling cutlery took a good deal of time and most

salesmen argued that they could sell more goods in

volume and really make more profit selling out of the

catalog and not devoting so much attention to cutlery.

My cutlery sales, I must confess, were not in propor

tion to my other business. One Christmas when I

made my annual visit to St. Louis, Mr. Simmons com

plimented me on my general business but he was very

critical about my cutlery sales. Of course I had to

have an alibi and I told Mr. Simmons that while I had

prices on the general line to sell the largest and best

trade in the West, I did not have the right prices on

cutlery. I told him how manufacturers’ salesmen were

visiting all the best trade and that I was not in a posi

tion to compete with these salesmen.

Mr. Simmons listened to me very attentively—almost

sympathetically. Finally he said—“Then it is, your

idea if you had the actual cost on our cutlery that you

could largely increase your sales? Now how much

could you increase your sales?” I assured him there

was no doubt that if I had the right prices I could

double them. In his quick manner he took me by the

arm and rushed me up the stairs to the cutlery depart

ment. J. E. Pilcher, the vice-president of the com

pany, at that time was in charge of this department.

Mr. Simmons told him that I visited the very best trade

in Colorado and Utah, and that I thought I needed

actual costs on cutlery in order to sell this trade. Mr.

Pilcher was a gentleman who did not mince words. He

objected to having one of the clerks go to all the

trouble of making me up a special price book with the

actual costs on cutlery. He told Mr. Simmons right

before me that the trouble was I was too lazy to show

my samples and that was the only reason I had not

sold cutlery. “Now,” said he, “Mr. Simmons, he comes

here to St. Louis and tries to impose upon you with
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this story of needing the actual costs.” Mr. Pilcher

appeared to be very angry but Mr. Simmons argued my

side of the case. He told Mr. Pilcher that I had prom

ised to double my sales on cutlery and he was sure if

I were given the cost book that I would do it. There

was a very heated discussion between them. I was

afraid that I had started trouble that would lead to a

disruption of the cordial relations existing between

the management of the business. Mr. Simmons finally

said to Mr. Pilcher—“Well, Mr. Pilcher, I give you

positive instructions, without any further controversy,

to give Norvell these actual costs and I want the book

prepared for him before he leaves for his trip West.”

Then Mr. Simmons returned to his office and Mr. Pil

cher in the most sarcastic manner bawled me out for

putting up such an idiotic talk as I had to Mr. Sim

mons. However, before I left I was handed a nice

little red leather-covered book in which all of the

numbers of the pocket knives and other items in the

cutlery line were entered in ink, and opposite each

number was the cost in hieroglyphics. Realizing I was

up against a very strong game in cutlery, I had my

entire line of samples revamped—silk plush rolls in

beautiful colors, etc.

As I sat in the Pullman car on my way out to

Denver and looked at that neat little red leather price

book with the actual costs, I realized that I had com

mitted myself to an increased cutlery business and I

knew that something had to be done. When I arrived

On my happy hunting ground I did try that cost book

on several customers, but I discovered when I would

take out a pocket knife, for instance, and look at the

number etched on the plate that it was exceedingly dif

ficult and tiresome to hunt up the number of that par

ticular pocket knife in the cost book. I soon found any

how that the profits on the various lines averaged

about a certain percentage.

So it was not long before I found myself talking a

great deal about my red cost book. I used it for ad
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vertising purposes. I told my customers the story

about having the actual costs and the bargains I could

give them on cutlery. I did cut some prices on staple

goods just to show what I could do. However, as a

matter of fact, if the plain truth must be told, my cut

lery sales did double, not on account of the red price

book but simply because I took my sample cases either

to the sample room in the hotel or to my customers'

stores and devoted a good deal of time to cutlery sales.

Several years afterward when I returned to the

house as a sales manager myself, J. E. Pilcher con

fided to me the fact that the little scene between him

self and Mr. Simmons about that actual cost book had

been carefully rehearsed beforehand. “I suppose,”

said he, “you felt very fine at having the president of

the company overrule me and decide to give you a price

book... What you did not see, you long-eared produc

tion of Missouri, was the fact that you were commit

ting yourself to double your sales on cutlery!” This

little story had its moral and many times afterward

when I became the president of a hardware house, I

had fierce controversies with heads of departments

and other officials about giving our salesmen the right

prices and full and complete information. I wonder

if these salesmen ever suspected that some of these

scenes were all stage play ! It is a shame now to be

tray the secret!

I remember, on one occasion I was selling cutlery to

Mr. Kent of the firm of Messrs. Kent & Stuchfield of

Denver, and a very seedy individual came in selling

an atlas. Mr. Kent was a very gentle man and had a

keen sense of humor. I remember he drew out the

old fellow and finally bought one of his books. When

the sale was made, the antiquated book agent warmed

up and confided to us that at one time in his life he

had been one of the greatest book agents in the world.

“You would hardly believe it,” he said, “but I have

earned $100,000 a year selling books.” Mr. Kent studied

him for a moment with his quiet manner and then re
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marked—“What a good time you must have had!”

However, there were some customers to whom I

could never sell cutlery. Not even my red leather price

book beguiled them. They were factory buyers. They

stuck to one line and they told me that I got enough

of their business anyhow without taking over the

cutlery line also. I therefore made up my mind that

it was impossible to sell cutlery to some of these

buyers. So, having made up my mind, I quit trying.

I paid no attention to their cutlery showcases.

Now I wish to tell the following story because many

salesmen are handicapped in making a success by such

preconceived ideas. I would have sworn that no man—

no matter how well posted on cutlery he was—could

have sold cutlery from my house to these merchants.

It was therefore with something of a feeling of pity

that I agreed by correspondence with Mr. Pilcher to

allow a certain special cutlery salesman by the name of

Morris to cover my territory with me. I was actually

sorry for the poor devil because I knew what these

factory buyers would say to him when he attempted to

sell our line. One fine day Morris arrived on the scene.

He was equipped with a full-sized cutlery case without

the glass. This case was manufactured with hinges

so it could be folded up and packed in a trunk. Then

he had velvet covered boards that fitted inside of the

case in a series of steps. On these boards were elastic

bands. When a line of pocket knives or other cutlery

was displayed on these boards with the blades all

open it was a beautiful sight.

Morris was a little fellow with very dark eyes.

He had a very snappy manner. He first opened up his

adjustable showcase with the velvet trays in my office.

Then he said to me--‘‘Now we will rehearse the sale

of a line of cutlery to a customer. Of course the first

thing to do is to sell him the idea of my new showcase

with these movable shelves. When he is sold on this

we will tell him we make him a present of these

shelves to fit his showcase free, gratis, for nothing,
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if he will buy a certain quantity of cutlery.” If I re

member correctly, it took a minimum $500 assorted

order of cutlery to get these shelves. They were made

to measure to fit any showcase.

So we called the office boy, Logan Oswald, and he

served as the customer. Morris told me just where to

stand at one side of the showcase. He stood just a

little in front of the showcase and the “customer” was

led to stand just exactly in a certain spot where his

view of the velvet trays and the cutlery would be the

best. Whenever Logan Oswald would move off his spot,

Morris would gently take him by the arm and put him

back. When I moved away from my spot, Morris

would shriek at me to get back where he told me to

stand. Then Morris started his talk. He had it

learned word for word. At a certain point he would

take a certain knife out of the case. He would ask the

customer certain questions and when he reached a cer

tain part of the dialog, I was supposed to ask a cer

tain question. If I did not ask the question exactly ac

cording to instructions, Morris would fly into a terrible

rage and tell me if I could not do better I would spoil

the whole act.

Well, I made up my mind that my trade would never

stand for this sort of business. It was all too absurd

and ridiculous but I promised Morris I would play my

part just as he instructed me. So the next day I went

out and brought to our sample room a regular hard

shell, factory-buying cutlery dealer. On the way to

the office I could not help warning him not to laugh

but to keep his face straight when Morris started his

sales talk because I assured him it would be terribly

funny. Then I also admitted to him that Morris had

instructed me what to say and that I would have to

say it. “Now,” I said, “keep your face straight and

do not give me away.”

When we arrived at the office I introduced this cus

tomer to Morris and immediately this cutlery salesman

got into action. The customer was placed on exactly
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the right spot. Morris took his stand. I took mine

and Morris started his talk. I winked at the customer

and at the right time asked the right question. Then

Morris went ahead and answered my question. I, of

course, eacpected the customer to enjoy the whole scene

but imagine my surprise when he seemed to be tre

mendously interested in Morris, his talk, the cutlery

display and the movable plush trays. He seemed to

forget all about the fun of the situation. He even for

got all about me. He asked Morris a lot of questions

and asked him to come down to his store, look over his

line of cutlery and his showcases and figure out just

what arrangements could be made. I hardly expected

this. Our customer told me that he had never seen

such an attractive display of cutlery and he believed

these trays would largely increase their sales, so Mor

ris went with him. The upshot was a $1000 order for

cutlery from this factory buyer. I do not wish to ex

tend this painful story any longer but the fact remains

that Morris covered my entire territory with me and

placed his showcase and sold cutlery to factory buyers

in all of my towns. On that one trip he sold $25,000

worth of cutlery and I learned a lesson that I have

never forgotten. For the first time in my life I real

ized that just because I thought a thing in a certain

way was no reason whatever why other people should

think in the same way!

Bob Cary in Leadville also gave us a beautiful order

for cutlery and took the showcase. On my next trip

he led me aside in a very serious manner and re

marked—“Now it is all right to come here to Leadville

with a special cutlery circus. I liked the showcase and

I wanted the goods. I picked out the line of cutlery

and while I may look like an ass and an ignoramus, I

want you to understand that I counted the number of

kinds of pocket knives I laid out. Now this friend

Morris of yours has sent me just about double the

quantity of cutlery that I ordered.” I was, of course,

very sorry. I told Mr. Cary that he could ship it all
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back. I told him we certainly did not wish him to accept

the cutlery if he had not ordered it. Bob looked at me

without the twitch of an eyelash and said—“I would

not have minded having my order stuffed in this way

except for the fact that this fellow Morris, the special

cutlery man of yours, comes to Leadville, stays here

two days, does not know anything about the Leadville

trade but sends me a better assortment of cutlery than

I have ever had before. Now what I object to is not

so much the quantity of cutlery as I do this blankety

blank blank special man coming here, jollying me into

buying all these goods and then sending me an assort

ment exactly according to his ideas and entirely re

gardless of mine—and a better assortment than I my

self could ever have picked out.”

G. S. Barnes & Son of Colorado Springs, Colo., were

great factory buyers. Jim Barnes was the last man

in the world that I thought would be carried away

and go loco on account of a few strips of wood covered

with silk plush. “If you can sell Jim Barnes,” I said

to Morris, “I will buy you the best hat in town.” We

arranged our little scene in the sample room of the

Hotel Antlers. Mr. Barnes arrived, we put him on the

sacred spot and then exactly the same talk was started

that I have heard time after time. At the right mo

ment I asked the proper question. Well, Morris sold

Jim Barnes and after that I admitted that the age of

miracles was not past and that anything in the world

might happen. I bought Morris his hat. Where are

you now, old Morris? What are you selling? I have

not seen nor heard of you for years but I am sure if

you have gone to Heaven that it would be the easiest

thing in the world for you to sell St. Peter a gold

brick || || ||

The business of the Simmons Hardware Company

was divided into departments and at the head of

each department there was an unusually strong man

ager. All of these department managers, under the

personal leadership of E. C. Simmons, were trained
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especially in the selling end of the business. They were

no doubt good buyers. They undoubtedly made good

deals with the manufacturers but these managers

were successful in making money for their depart

*ments in the direct ratio of their genius in salesman

ship. It was to their interest to sell themselves and

their departments to each salesman and as a result,

when a salesman visited St. Louis, all of these heads of

departments were keen not only to gain his attention

for their lines of goods but also to form, if possible,

a close personal tie of friendship with the salesman.

There was in a sense a certain rivalry between the

heads of the departments to secure the time and the

work of the salesman in just as great a measure as

possible for their particular line of goods.

Their attentions to the salesmen did not cease at six

o'clock. They would take a salesman to their homes

to dinner or they would take him to the club and after

ward to the theater. The two weeks a salesman would

spend in St. Louis were a regular gala occasion. He

was not only being trained on the goods during the day

but of evenings he was being fêted like an ambassador

visiting a foreign court. At the time this did not

strike me as being unusual. “Us salesmen” took all

this as a matter of course. We supposed we were dined

and entertained in this delightful manner simply on

account of our beautiful blue eyes! In the early years

E. C. Simmons would sometimes invite forty or fifty

salesmen at a time to dine and spend the evening with

him at his residence. I have written before about the

occasion when he took me to the opera and when I

flashed my beautiful diamond stud.

As a result of this devotion to selling and the per

sonal attention paid the salesmen, very close friend

ships grew up between the salesmen and the heads of

departments. The salesmen became very loyal indeed

to the house. They believed absolutely and without any

shadow of doubt that there was no other house in the

world that could even approach the Simmons Hardware
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Company. They felt that they were invincible and

they also felt and knew every hour of the day that not

only E. C. Simmons but all these managers of depart

ments stood behind them in a body to help them suc

ceed on their territories.

Of course some of these heads of departments for

one reason or another were very much stronger than

C. W. Gause, The C. W.

Gause Company, San

Francisco, Cal.

others. Some had more attractive personalities. Some

knew better how to handle the salesmen. Others were

better posted on their lines and without desiring to go

too far in making comparisons, it is only fair to say

that those heads of departments who had had a num

ber of years’ experience as traveling salesmen had an

advantage over certain others whose salesmanship was

more or less on a theoretical basis.

Among these department managers was C. W. Gause,
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now of the C. W. Gause Company, western sales agents

of San Francisco, Cal. “Charlie” Gause was a very

well posted, all-round hardware man. He had a knack

of getting the good will and attention of the salesmen

and in his line we had many good things to offer the

trade. In a recent article I referred to selling Keen

Kutter sheep shears. For many years the Simmons

Hardware Company bought only English goods, par

ticularly the Ward & Payne shears. In the late eighties

Samuel Disston of saw fame in Philadelphia became

associated with the J. Barton Smith Company of that

city and for many years they made the Keen Kutter

sheep shear.

How distinctly I remember when Mr. Gause had Mr.

Disston make for us a red painted buck saw with a

special brace frame fitted with a blued bladel We sold

this wood saw under the special brand, “Cut-I-Cur-U.”

This saw made an immediate and big hit with the

trade and at one time Mr. Gause placed an order for a

straight carload of this buck saw with Mr. Disston.

Mr. Gause was a regular crank about quality and he

not only believed in quality of goods but he also be

lieved in attractive finishes, believing that the appear

ance of an item, in addition to its quality, had a great

deal to do with its selling value.

One time Mr. Gause rather wandered out of the

hardware business and bought a two-wheeled cart. I

will never forget when, on one of my visits to St. Louis,

he took me up to the sample room, showed me this

full-sized cart and told me I was expected to sell them.

I had sold almost everything else under the sun but I

thought when the house went into the cart business

that they were crowding the mourners just a little too

hard. You may be interested in this cart story:

Mr. Gause met Dan Perry in 1876 in Cincinnati

when Mr. Gause was with the old Perrin & Gaff Manu

facturing Company. This concern was the first maker

of builders’ hardware west of the Alleghany Moun

tains and they sold Mr. Perry hardware at Rushville,
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Ind. In the late eighties Mr. Perry came to St. Louis

to sell his road cart and like all good super-salesmen

he knew how to talk this cart. Of course this was long

before the days of automobiles and Mr. Gause realized

the advantage of a two-wheeled cart to the farmer or

his wife or for the farmer’s boy to make a hurried trip

to town to pick up a part for one of their agricultural

machines. The cart was also a nice, close-fitting con

trivance for the farmer boy to take out his girl for a

moonlight spin behind his thoroughbred colt.

I. W. Morton was at this time at the head of the

buying department of the Simmons Hardware Com

pany and when Mr. Gause put up to him the question

of buying carts, Mr. Morton threw up his hands and

cried out: “Nay! may !” Mr. Gause, however, would

not be turned down, so he asked Mr. Morton to allow

him to put up the proposition to E. C. Simmons. Mr.

Simmons was always very fond of horses and he im

mediately grasped the possibilities of this light cart as

a useful and economical means of transportation for

the farmer.

When Mr. Gause talked to Mr. Simmons about plac

ing an order for 1,000 carts or forty carloads, even

Mr. Simmons gasped. However, the carts were bought.

They were named “Nutwood” because a horse of this

name had just established a record.

These carts paid the house a profit of from $3 to $5

per cart and there was also a side profit to the sales

man of til per cart. The first year 1,750 of these carts

were sold. Later other carts were added to the line

and at one time a cheap buggy with a rubber top was

added.

Now, while I was rather skeptical about selling these

carts and buggies in the beginning, I did not have a

closed mind and was willing to take a chance once. I

sold several carloads in Colorado. In fact, it was my

custom when I had half a car sold to order the entire

car shipped, so I always had some of these carts on

hand in a warehouse in Denver to give the trade quick
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delivery. I drove one of these buggies myself and my

brother, who was working with me at the time and who

was quite a wit, remarked that he could always tell

when I was coming with that cart because he could

hear it rattling three blocks away! The dry climate

of Colorado was rather hard on even the best of

vehicles.

Mr. Perry later built up the largest carriage factory

in this country and became the Governor of the State

H. R. Towne,

Yale & Towne Mfg. Co.,

Stamford, Comm.

of Indiana. Possibly my selling the “Nutwood” cart

to my friends in Colorado had something to do with his

success, both in business and politics. Who knows?

Another very popular buyer with the Simmons

Hardware Company was Archer W. Douglas. He

bought builders’ hardware and through him I had the

pleasure of meeting in his home some of the leading

figures in the builders’ hardware business—such men,

for instance, as Henry R. Towne of the Yale & Towne

Manufacturing Company. When I was a stock clerk

at the Simmons Hardware Company, I used to fill or

ders with the little neat blue boxes that at that time

were used for Yale & Towne goods. How little 1

thought in those days when I was sitting in the win
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dow during my lunch hour and eating out of a tin

collapsible lunch box, when I was wondering how I

could stretch out my meager salary until the end of

the month, that some day I would actually be sitting at

the dinner table chatting on friendly terms with such

a national figure as Henry R. Towne!

I must digress here to tell the story about Mr.

Towne that I may forget if I wait until it fits into its

proper place. Years after the time about which I am

writing, Mr. Towne came out to my house in St. Louis

to dine with my family. Mrs. Norvell did her very

level best to prepare a dinner that would please Mr.

Towne. We knew that he was a great traveler—that

he had been to all parts of the world. We also knew

that he was very fastidious in his tastes and therefore

quite a good deal of thought was given to our menu

for this particular dinner. In the morning before go

ing down to the office, I happened to ask if we had any

cheese, and as we had none I hurried around to the

corner grocery and ordered some “Fromages de Roque

fort.” That evening I brought Mr. Towne home. The

dinner passed off very pleasantly. No serious acci

dents happened. After dinner Mr. Towne in his

courtly manner remarked—“Mrs. Norvell, I wish espe

cially to compliment you on that Roquefort cheese. It

was delicious.” He did not say another word about the

rest of the dinner and while Mr. Towne no doubt has

forgotten all about the incident, this has been for

years a standing joke in our family. Whenever I am

hard pressed to defend myself against any of Mrs.

Norvell's accusations, I am in the habit of saying—

“Well, what's the matter with the Roquefort cheese I

got for Mr. Towne?”

Later in this story, if I do not forget, I will tell of a

little deal between Mr. Towne and myself on padlocks

that is more or less interesting.

Colorado was a very pleasant place to visit in the

summer time. Archie Douglas came out to help me

sell builders' hardware. We cleaned up a very nice
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business. I remember we went out after several large

buildings that were being erected in Denver at that

time. Of course the goods were sold by us to come

through a retail merchant as we never sold anything

direct to consumers. One of these buildings was owned

by Senator Thomas of Colorado. We submitted bids

through our retail customer. Archie Douglas and my

self sweated blood and perspiration over the blueprints.

We succeeded in landing the business but imagine my

horror a few months afterward when the builders’

hardware was delivered to the contractor, to find that

there was not a single butt in the whole outfit! I had

saved the papers on which we had figured. I looked

them up and you may imagine my consternation when

I found that Mr. Douglas and myself had forgotten

all about the butts. As this was a very large building

and as there were a great number of butts, I saw a

heavy loss staring us in the face. After thinking over

the matter, I went around and called on Senator

Thomas. I made a clean breast of the whole affair. I

told him of course he could hold us for the bid to

supply the hardware complete according to sample sub

mitted. The Senator listened to my story, smiled and

laying his hand on my arm, said—“Young man, I have

made mistakes myself. Just send along those butts

as quickly as you can and charge for them. I will O.K.

the addition to the bill. As a matter of fact”—added

the Senator—“when your bid was submitted, I was

just a little suspicious of the quality of your goods be

cause your figure was so much lower than the other

bids we had.” I take pleasure in telling this story of his

generosity to a young salesman when he could have

trimmed him up if he had wanted to. I am glad to

say that Senator Thomas is still living. At a recent

Convention in Colorado Springs, I had the pleasure of

hearing him make a very interesting address.

While I am writing about department men and

special salesmen, I must write about J. E. Smith.

Mr. Smith was first trained in the hardware busi
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ness by the Wyeth Hardware & Manufacturing Com

pany of St. Joseph, Mo. It is surprising how many

good men in the hardware line were trained by this

house. I do not know whether it was because they

were good teachers or whether the salesmen had to

teach themselves and therefore “learned” better be

cause the job was so difficult. Then St. Joseph is a

small town and I have always noticed that men who

come from the small towns have the agricultural habit

of rising early in the morning. I have always been

very partial to young men trained in small places and

I have always thought it was a great handicap for a

young man to be trained in a large city. Some day I

am going to give a good deal of thought to the reasons

why young men from small places are usually so much

better business men than young men from big cities.

There are reasons for all things. Some day I propose

to write an essay on this subject. I have really not

given the matter very much thought but I am inclined

to think that early rising, simple living and learning

the value of a dollar and how hard it is to get one,

early in life has a good deal to do with the problem.

As I look back upon those days, it strikes me that

all of these heads of departments of the Simmons

Hardware Company were very hard workers. They

seemed to do the work themselves. It was not the

fashion then, as it is now, to delegate all the detail

work to some subordinate. Possibly it was this close

attention to the details of their work that led to these

managers being exceedingly well posted on everything

that had any connection with the lines of goods they

bought and the selling of these goods.

All of these buyers had regular salesmen’s classes,

but I believe that J. E. Smith was one of the best

teachers of all these managers. His lectures on the

selling points of his goods were always very clear and

practical. He told us why our goods were better than

other lines and his point of view was always that of
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selling and profit-making on the part of the retail

merchant.

Mr. Smith also bought baby carriages or perambu

lators, as they are sometimes called. He had a

wonderful line in a separate catalog, all in colors. It

was a simple matter to drop into a furniture dealer's

and sell him from six to fifty baby carriages. There

was a very good profit in the goods and a nice line

of orders for baby carriages from one's territory

helped the settlement at the end of the year consider

ably.

In those days almost every furniture dealer in the

smaller towns carried baby carriages and he was also

usually the local undertaker. It was a very common

experience to interrupt your customer and try to sell

him a line of baby carriages while he was busily en

gaged in the back part of his furniture palace trimming

the upper part of a coffin. The lower part on the inside

was usually efficiently and economically left bare!

Then, of course, we did not forget to sell him coffin

handles and coffin plates, not to mention wire brads,

tacks, bed casters, picture nails and a whole line of

goods used by furniture dealers and undertakers. This

business was in a sense a sort of side line, but it all

helped in the general returns.

On one occasion I had rather a gruesome experience

at Lindsburg, Kan. This is a Swede settlement. I

called on my customer, Mr. Anderson, with my baby

carriage catalog. As usual, I found him at work upon

a coffin supported by two wooden horses. He needed

some carriages and as there was no other good place

handy to take down the order, I placed my order book

on the top of the coffin and he turned the pages of my

catalog, ordering the goods. He gave me a very nice

order, but when he had finished, with a chuckle, he

pulled down the lid of the coffin and I found I had

been selling baby carriages just over the face of a

very charming young lady. It seems she had had an

unfortunate love affair and had taken a dose of car
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bolic acid the day before—but it's all in the day's work,

whether it be baby carriages or caskets

J. E. Smith had been for many years a successful

salesman himself. He had traveled in Missouri and

Nebraska. His friends called him “Woody.” He had

very pleasant manners and was exceedingly pop

ular with our salesmen. He bought not only lamps, but

refrigerators, ice cream freezers and other house

furnishing goods. Mr. Smith was a great believer in

Special catalogs for each particular line of goods. He

was a very hard worker and at that time when the

art of producing catalogs had not developed to its

present stage, he worked early and late on these cata

logs. He had them profusely illustrated in colors.

Mr. Smith attended personally to the production of

these books and as a young salesman I often wondered

at the unusual care and attention he devoted to de

tails. It was a great pleasure to sell goods from one of

his catalogs for the simple reason that almost every

question the buyer might ask seemed to be anticipated

in the reading matter in these catalogs.

Anyhow, J. E. Smith, C. N. Markle, “Billy” Osborn

and a long string of other good hardware salesmen

came to us from the Wyeth Hardware & Manufactur

ing Company. Now Mr. Smith at this time was in

charge of our housefurnishing goods department. This

was before the days of the electric light. Oil lamps

were in common use where there was no gas. This

means in all the small cities and towns. The Simmons

Hardware Company started in the lamp business with

the Rochester lamp. This was the lamp that had a

circular wick and a round hole up through the center

of the lamp. This was the best lamp for lighting up

to that time. The Rochester lamp was especially good

for store and factory use. The Simmons Hardware

Company had the agency for this lamp, I believe, for

the entire United States.

We were trained as lamp salesmen and with enthus

iasm I carried samples of the Rochester lamp all over
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my territory and sold a great many. From the Roches

ter lamp we drifted into other lamps. We had a

magnificent assortment. Solomon in all his glory

did not exceed the Oriental splendor of this line of

lamps. We had lamp shades of every form and design. ,

They were of every color and of every decoration.

Around the edges of the lamp hung lace and beads

and all kinds of fringes. We had prisms, but the

pièce de resistance was our line of piano lamps.

They were made of gilded brass and hammered iron

and onyx and marble. The things that composed them

were gathered from the far ends of the earth. My,

my, my, how it makes one laugh to think of the parlor

of a successful man in the West of those days when

he filled it up with these lamps! One lamp would hang

with all of its glittering prisms from the center of

the ceiling. Other lamps would repose near windows

on tables, but as stated above, the work of art in the

line of lamps was always the monumental affair that

loomed up like a Christmas tree next to the piano.

Sometimes in my travels there were no hotels, but

some private citizen would take in an occasional com

mercial tourist. In some of these houses I have gone

to bed in rooms decorated with the lurid taste of that

day. As I climbed into the bed and just before I blew

out the lamp, I would gaze at my surroundings. In

the midst of all the glory of shining furniture and

flowered paper and figured carpets were these gor

geous lamps. I have since that time made studies

of the artistic manifestations of the Victorian Era,

but that era was nothing if you compare it with the

Americana, say from 1880 to 1890. In the midst of

all this grandeur over the door, worked in worsted,

would be mottos such as “God Bless Our Home!”

Well, we might call it the “Lamp Era” and it was

just in this era that J. E. Smith sent us a magnificent

lamp catalog, like Joseph’s coat, lithographed in many

colors. This catalog was wonderful. It had lamps of

every kind, arranged in every combination. There
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were assortments enough to make one’s head swim.

Among the other special salesmen who came West

to help show me how to sell goods was also a special

lamp salesman. I must admit I have forgotten his

name. He was a stout young gentleman whose vest

and trousers never seemed to be able to connect over

his circular front. I was constantly requesting him

to pull down his vest or pull up his trousers, but not

withstanding the expanse of smooth shirt front always

in evidence around his equator, he sold lamps. He

brought a line of samples with him and my sample

room took on all the colors of a flower garden. To

gether we sold a straight carload of lamps and then we

finished by taking a trip in the cog train up Pike's

Peak. We carried a Keen Kutter handled axe with us

and I have a photograph somewhere among my belong

ings, of the fat lamp salesman with his wide open vest

waving this axe, like Jove with his thunderbolts, on

the highest point of Pike's Peak. It was curious,

but there seemed to be no limit to the capacity of my

territory in Colorado to absorb all kinds of goods !

However, later on I will tell the story of the prince

of special salesmen. These others I have written

about were all very good in their way, but the sales

man I will write about in my next chapter to my

mind is the best special salesman I have ever known

and that, I believe, is saying a good deal.



CHAPTER V

SELLING SPORTING GOODS

sporting goods department of the Simmons

Hardware Company. Mr. Markle had traveled

for a number of years very successfully in eastern

Texas. He was also trained in the hardware business

by the Wyeth Hardware & Manufacturing Company of

St. Joseph, Mo. Mr. Markle was one of the best sales

managers I have known. He was the first sales man

ager with modern ideas of instructing salesmen with

whom I came in contact. In the early days of the Sim

mons Hardware Company, salesmen were supposed

just to pick up their own information. Some did, but

naturally a good many others did not take the trouble.

A visit to the house in those early days was usually

one grand holiday. We celebrated so much at night

that we were not in a fit condition to take on an

overstock of information in regard to goods and prices

the following day.

Mr. Markle was the first department manager that

took me into a quiet corner, sat down with his sport

ing goods price-book, turned through his line page by

page, talked to me about each line of goods and asked

me questions about my competition—what I needed to

sell the goods, etc. I learned a good deal from Mr.

Markle in that talk. He was the first department

manager to insist upon my having a note-book to

make memoranda of the various points brought out.

Incidentally Mr. Markle in this talk with me and with

other salesmen had an opportunity to carefully size

us up as to our knowledge on sporting goods.

I'ſ U

66Cº.; MARKLE was the manager of the
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Now I must confess that while I had just about the

average knowledge of the other salesmen on sporting

goods and while I had no difficulty in selling the

average retail hardware store sporting goods, fishing

tackle, baseball goods, etc., I did not as a matter of

fact sell a complete line to the very large, exclusive

sporting goods buyers on my territory. Again I

thought, as in the case of cutlery, that these were fac

tory buyers. I made up my mind they were over my

head. Except for an occasional order of rifles and

ammunition or revolvers that they wished in a hurry,

I did not sell them any goods. My special brands of

baseballs and bats might be all right for the smaller

class of buyers, but I made up my mind that it was

entirely out of the regular order of things to think

for one moment that these large sporting goods buy

ers would even consider buying any of my special

brands. Therefore I cheerfully passed up the busi

ness, accepted the orders for staple goods from these

large buyers and felt that I was doing all that could

be expected of me.

Of course I did not tell Mr. Markle just how I

felt about it, but I did tell him it was simply impossible

for me to compete with the manufacturers’ salesmen

who called on the large sporting goods trade in Col

orado. Mr. Markle gently inquired how I knew I

could not compete. Naturally I could not give him

any facts as I had not devoted enough attention to

trying to sell them to know where I was wrong. All

I knew positively was that it was impossible to com

pete with these manufacturers’ salesmen. I was con

vinced I could not and I did not have any facts to

bear me out except the logical situation. How could

we be eaſpected to compete with some of the very man

wfacturers from whom we bought goods?

However, I told Mr. Markle that my prices were not

right for this large trade. I gave him exactly the

same story I told Mr. Simmons and Mr. Pilcher about

cutlery. Mr. Markle listened to me patiently and
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then remarked that he thought it would be a good

idea to send “Will” Yantis out to my territory on a

special sporting goods trip. W. G. Yantis had been

traveling for the house for several years as a special

cutlery and sporting goods salesman. He traveled in

the Northern States—Wisconsin, Minnesota, etc. He

had been very successful. He also had a very large

business in Chicago. I had met Mr. Yantis a number

of times in St. Louis on my annual visits but we had

never been very intimate.

When C. N. Markle was given charge of the sport

ing goods department of the house, Mr. Yantis was

made his assistant, and at this time he not only worked

a good share of his time in the house but he took oc

casional trips visiting the larger and better class of

trade.

So it happened one day that Mr. Yantis landed in

Denver with several trunks of sporting goods samples.

They were carted up to my office. I can see him now

as he carefully opened these trunks and laid out his

samples. These samples covered about every table

and showcase in the office. It was an enormous line.

There were shot-guns, fishing tackle, baseball goods

and a complete line of sporting goods sundries. Mr.

Yantis was very careful and fastidious about arrang

ing his samples. He wanted the light to fall on the

goods just right. Then he arranged his advertising

and show-cards as a background. These were placed

against the walls. I remember how bright and fresh

these samples were. The various rolls were arranged

with very harmonious colors.

Mr. Yantis did not talk very much. He asked me

very few questions. His mind seemed to be dreamy

and far away. As I had heard stories that he was a

crack sporting goods salesman, I sized him up care

fully. I did not see any signs of super-salesmanship

about him. I remember when he was arranging his

samples of baseballs, he took them out of their boxes

and out of their tissue paper wrappings, folded up the
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tissue paper in a rather artistic manner and then

was exceedingly careful to balance the ball just right

on the tissue paper so the label would show to the

best advantage. He balanced these balls very care

fully. You would have thought that instead of being

a salesman he was an artist arranging his paints and

his palette to paint a masterpiece. Sometimes he

stepped back a few feet and looked at his line of

samples to get the full effect. All the time he rolled

a cigar around and around in the corner of his mouth.

The event I am describing happened thirty-two years

ago. A few months ago I saw Mr. Yantis and I was

interested to notice that he still smoked his cigar in

the corner of his mouth and he was still giving the

cigar the same rotary motion as he smoked |

Finally when his samples had been all laid out

very deliberately to suit his fastidious taste, he turned

to me and inquired where we should go first. Now,

as I have said before in this history, Harry Bost

wick had the largest and best sporting goods store in

Denver. I thought I would shunt Mr. Yantis up

against Mr. Bostwick first and see what would hap

pen. Of course, I had informed Mr. Bostwick that

Mr. Yantis was coming and he smiled indulgently.

Mr. Bostwick was not only a factory buyer but he

was an importer. A large part of his lines of fishing

tackle he imported from England, Scotland and Ire

land. Mr. Bostwick in those days was very fond of

milk punches. Shortly after I had introduced Mr.

Yantis to him, as the conversation did not seem to

be especially exciting, I suggested we step out and

get a punch. Then we returned to Mr. Bostwick's

store and Mr. Bostwick walked behind the showcase

in front while Mr. Yantis stood outside. They both

stood with their elbows resting on the showcase.

I do not know exactly how the conversation started

but soon they were both completely immersed in sport

ing goods shop talk. I stood by and listened but most

of the talk was Greek to me. They had a lot to say
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about trout flies tied in Scotland and about fish hooks

made in Ireland. They talked very quietly. After

a while Mr. Bostwick got out some of his flies and

showed them to Mr. Yantis. They unwrapped trout

flies, actually taking them to pieces, showing how

they were made. “Well, this may be salesmanship”

—I said to myself—“but it strikes me these two are

wasting very valuable time.”

Mr. Yantis was in appearance the most indifferent

Special salesman I ever saw. He was not in a hurry

and he did not seem to care whether he sold any goods

or not. He and Mr. Bostwick wandered up and down

all over the store. They took out fishing rods, studied

them, counted the number of ferrules and just seemed

to be having a wonderful time in a very quiet way.

Finally I got tired waiting and I suggested to Mr.

Yantis that I go out and sell some hardware. I told

him I would meet him later at the office. When I

arrived at the office he was there, still revolving that

cigar. “Well”—said I, in my cheeriest manner—“did

you land a nice order from Mr. Bostwick?” “No”—he

answered. “I have not started to sell him yet. I have

an engagement for him to look over my line tomorrow

morning.”

Well, to get to the point, the following morning

Harry Bostwick was in our sample room and then

he and Mr. Yantis started at one end of the samples.

Again they talked to each other about flies and fly

books and lines and trout rods and baseballs and bats

and all the other paraphernalia. Mr. Yantis had.

There was not a sign of an order book—just talk, talk,

talk about all the goods. “Well,” I thought to myself,

“this may be super-salesmanship but I guess after

a while I will have to break in and try to get an order

for something from Harry to mail in to the house to

day, just to show that Mr. Yantis is in town.”

That afternoon Mr. Yantis went down to see Mr.

Bostwick again and there was more talk, but I had

gotten sick of the whole performance and was now
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devoting my time to selling hardware to my regular

trade. Mr. Yantis called on Mr. Bostwick more or

less all that week, and more or less all that week Mr.

Bostwick came to our sample room. Mr. Bostwick

brought some of his goods with him to the sample

room and they made comparisons. Mr. Bostwick

had a pocket full of flies and lines and you should have

seen those two untying these flies, unraveling these

lines and counting the strands. It was the funniest

selling that you ever saw. Neither one of them ever

laughed and Mr. Yantis never told a single funny

story. Then during this week Mr. Yantis also called

on other sporting goods dealers and the same per

formance went on—not a sign of an order but just

talk, talk, talk. Of course he showed samples and he

went on destroying flies and unraveling lines.

It was all getting on my nerves, so the latter part

of the week I inquired if he had any orders he would

like to send in to the house. I intimated to him that

I was sending in quite a little bunch of business every

day, but so far his contributions had not been enough

to excite any unusual remarks. “Oh, I will have some

orders after awhile”—he remarked. “Don’t you

worry. My orders will come along all right”—and

then the second week he was in Denver he began to

write down orders. Harry Bostwick led off with

a $10,000 order. A large part of it was for import—

some of those Scotch flies and a line of those Irish

hooks, as well as a lot of fishing rods. -

Now I could not understand just how it was done

and I never have understood it. I want to say right

here that I was never able to duplicate it. I could

take orders for Winchester Rifles and Cartridges and

Colt and Smith and Wesson Revolvers. I knew all this

part of the line but when it came to counting the

strands in a silk line and tearing trout flies to pieces,

I never did get on to that game. I tried to find out

from Mr. Yantis just what he was talking about all

the time and he said— “Oh, we were just comparing
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Mr. Bostwick's line of trout flies and fishing lines and

rods with our line. After we got through with the

comparison”—Mr. Yantis said—“I convinced him I

had the better values and he bought his line from me.

That was all there was to it.”

Afterward I asked Mr. Bostwick why he bought

from Mr. Yantis when he did not buy from me. He

looked at me with a pitying expression and remarked

—“Well, sonny, what you don’t know about sporting

goods will fill several volumes, but Mr. Yantis, I find,

is one of the best sporting goods men who ever called

on me. He not only knows his own line but he knows

all of the other lines. He is a sporting goods buyer

and he knows why he buys his lines, instead of buy

ing the other lines. Now of course as he knows ex

actly what he is doing, it was a comparatively simple

matter for him to explain to me why he bought his

lines from the people he bought from in this country

and in Europe. As a matter of fact, all I did was

to give him my import and other orders to be placed

with his orders when he buys for the house in St.

Louis.” “Oh,” I said, “Mr. Yantis is just buying for

gow as well as for the Simmons Hardware Company.

Is that the great idea?” “Well,” Mr. Bostwick an

swered, “it is something like that, but you see it is

an unusual opportunity to have a talk with a sporting

goods buyer who knows all of the different lines. You

see these manufacturers’ salesmen who come out here

only know the one line—their own line. Most of

them have just a cut-and-dried talk about their own

goods, but I find Mr. Yantis knows all of the lines,

he can talk about all of them and he not only knows

all the salesmen’s cut-and-dried talk, because these

same salesmen have worked off this same talk on him,

but with his knowledge he is in a position to compare

the values of all the different lines with each other.

To tell the truth, Norvell,” said Mr. Bostwick, “to

buy goods from Mr. Yantis in the sporting goods line

is a liberal education. Never in my experience have
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I had a salesman come out here who knew as much

about the sporting goods business as Mr. Yantis.”

Then Mr. Yantis began to collect the orders from

the other sporting goods dealers and hardware houses

in Denver with whom he had been “conferring” for

the past week or ten days. Now I want to tell you

that there was absolutely no salesmanship in the whole

thing. He was not a salesman. There was no sacred

spot on which the customer had to stand as in the

case of Mr. Morris. There was no showcase proposi

tion—no free goods. If there were any special re

bates, Mr. Yantis did not tell me about them. The

whole campaign of selling seemed to be just to show

samples and talk about the line of goods—no excite

ment—no noise—just quiet conversation, so after

cleaning up Denver we went to Colorado Springs,

Pueblo, Leadville, Aspen, and everywhere Mr. Yantis

cleaned up in the same conversational manner. It

was a shame not to use any salesmanship whatever

with any of these people!

Finally we arrived in Salt Lake City. It was the

same thing over and over again—just gentle conver

sation, a careful study of the entire line, comparisons

of goods and finally after a few days, the detail work

of writing down the order.

Nevertheless, we did have a little excitement. A

poker game was arranged in the Hotel Templeton in our

rooms. Some of those Templeton Club sports came in

and tried their hand. At twelve o'clock the barkeeper

informed us that if we wished any more lubricant, it

had to be ordered immediately, so he brought up a

bottle of cocktails in a quart bottle. I had a very

nice toilet case on the bureau and he placed this bot

tle right next to this case. Then the game proceeded.

Mr. Yantis played poker just the way he sold fishing

tackle—in that same quiet manner, with the same

cigar rotating in the same deliberate manner. We

were so much interested in the game that we paid

little attention to the bottle of cocktails and finally we
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were shocked by a loud report. Our cocktails had

blown up. My toilet case was soaked in Martinis.

For years afterward the odor of those cocktails clung

to that case.

However, I did see Mr. Yantis rattled once. I must

tell about it. From Salt Lake City we went up to

Ogden and called on Messrs. Browning Brothers. We

had just received photos of the new Safety Bicycle.

Neither Mr. Yantis nor myself had ever seen one of

these Safetys. It was an entirely new item on our

list. On the back of the photograph was pasted a

description of the equipment of the wheel. Now the

Brownings were very much interested in the bicycles

and they studied the photographs with great care. Mr.

Yantis in his quiet way was making a very impressive

talk about our line. Finally Mr. Browning inquired—

“What kind of tires do you use on these bicycles?”

I looked at Mr. Yantis and for the first time on our

trip I saw he was stumped by a buyer's question. He

did not know, but his poker face remained immovable.

“What kind of tires?” he repeated with a rising in

flection. He gracefully turned the card over and

I saw his eye grasp, like a drowning man at a straw,

for the description on the back. The cigar revolved

more rapidly than usual. Then his eye caught the

description and, rolling his eyes at Mr. Browning, he

replied—“Oh, yes, of course, Goodrich tires.” We

were saved and we sold Messrs. Browning Brothers

their first lot of Safety Bicycles.

Mr. Yantis returned to St. Louis. To my mind he

was the best special salesman I have ever known and

his entire strength as a salesman depended mainly

upon two things—first, he knew his line down to a

hair. He seemed to know every other line as well

as his own. Next, he was one of the keenest observers,

without showing it, that I ever knew. Nothing es

caped his eye. The curious part, allow me to repeat,

is in the fact that all the time he appeared to be in a

sort of dream, but woe to the man who ever thought
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that he was dreaming ! After we would visit a cus

tomer, as we sat on the train and we chatted over our

experiences in the town, the things that he told me

that he observed were startling. Nothing escaped

him. He saw so much more than I did that I realized

what powers of observation could be when fully de

veloped. After visiting one of the stores and chat

ting with the partners, he seemed to know all the

relations in the store. He knew how one partner

stood with another. He sized up the clerks. It was

interesting for me to draw him out about my different

customers and it was a curious fact that on this one

trip, having seen them just once, he could tell me

things about my customers and their stores that I

myself had never noticed in the years that I had

been calling on them l

This was the beginning of a relationship between

Mr. Yantis and myself that lasted for many years.

Later in the story I will tell how it developed and

some of the interesting things that happened.



CHAPTER VI

FAREWELL TO COLORADO

Y ten years as a traveling salesman are draw

ing to a close. They were very happy years.

They were years of freedom. I had tried my

wings and found I could fly.

Mr. Roberts of the Roberts Hardware Company in

Denver, a very successful business at that time, offered

to take me in as a junior partner. I loved Colorado

and I loved Denver. The idea of being in business

for myself in Denver was very attractive. On the

other hand, E. C. Simmons had always been my friend.

Had he not jacked me up every month on my monthly

sales statement? Hadn’t he patted me on the back

and encouraged me until I was swollen up like a

poisoned pup? Had he not, through my profit-sharing

arrangement, put me in a position to make money, and

had he not sold me stock in the company, not only for

cash but also on credit? It was only fair before con

sidering Mr. Roberts’ proposition for me to write to

Mr. Simmons and tell him all about it.

In reply to my letter Mr. Simmons wrote me a very

nice letter in his own handwriting. Somewhere among

my papers I still have this letter. He said that in

such a matter as this he could not presume to advise

me just what to do. If I thought my best future lay

with the Roberts Hardware Company, he would not

lift a hand to interfere with my going with them; but,

on the other hand, he wrote that he had been studying

me for a number of years and he would be very sorry

for me to leave the Simmons Hardware Company, as

he had intended in the very near future to invite me

180
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to take a position in the house—in fact, to make me

a sales manager. Therefore he would be very much

disappointed if I should resign my position with the

house. In conclusion, he again reminded me that the

final decision in such a momentous matter to me should

rest with me only and that I myself must take the

responsibility of a decision. Then he said some quite

complimentary things about me. It was a very well

written letter, and in after years under similar cir

cumstances I must confess that on a number of occa

sions I have used this letter as a model !

After giving the situation very careful thought and

discussing it with my wife, I decided to decline Mr.

Roberts’ offer. When I did this I expressed to Mr.

Roberts my very high appreciation of the compliment

he had paid me. I wrote Mr. Simmons I had decided

to remain and then he wrote me a letter by hand, in

pencil, outlining in very great detail his plans for my

future. I also have preserved this letter.

When I look back to those days, I am impressed

with how careless Mr. Simmons was about working

hard himself. How many presidents of large corpora

tions today would take the time and trouble to write

such long letters in their own hand to a salesman?

I afterward learned that many of these letters were

written by Mr. Simmons at home at night after his

regular day’s work was supposed to be done.

I was constantly surprised in my contact with Mr.

Simmons in later years to see how he had the gift of

putting himself in the place of the other person and

writing a letter or talking to him from the stand

point of the other fellow’s interests. In many in

terviews I had with Mr. Simmons, after asking

me questions and listening to my side of the story

he could sum up my case and my views and my

interests better than I could do it myself. How rare

this quality is How many of us are so full of our

selves and our own ideas that we have neither the

time nor the inclination to think very much about
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the other fellow's thoughts or interests I sometimes

think if I ever put up a card in any sales or advertis

ing office that this card would carry the homely

axiom: “NOT ME BUT YOU.” If salesmen and sales

managers could early in life get the full significance

of what I am trying to write about now, I am sure

it would add greatly to their own success and would

also lead to their understanding the men around them

much better.

Let me say here that I remember another man in

the Simmons organization who never got this slant

of Mr. Simmons on his work. When you would go to

this man he never asked you a question. He never

knew what you thought about the proposition. Just

as soon as you would take a seat at his desk, he would

open up and tell you just what he thought about it

from every angle, and when he finished telling you at

great length the interview was over. Even if you

had felt like replying you would have been too ex

hausted by listening to his flow of language to offer

even a suggestion. What was the result? This par

ticular man knew only the outside shell of the people

around him. He knew absolutely nothing whatever

about what was going on inside of their minds. He

figured out things in the world according to the little

world in which he himself lived and, as a matter of

fact, he never got the slightest inkling or insight into

the real world that surrounded him. If somebody who

had the authority had taken this man and told him

what he was doing it might have made a great change

in his life; but no one ever did, and years afterward

at a meeting at a New York club he again held forth

with all of his ideas on the subject in hand. No one

else had a chance to get in a word edgewise. The

evening was a monologue, and when it was all over

this gentleman, who had called the meeting ostensibly.

with the idea of being advised on a certain subject,

had as a matter of fact not given a single other person

present an opportunity to advance a single idea on the
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subject. Blessed is the man who has learned the art of

asking questions ! What a lot of errors this habit pre

vents! As the author-teamster Mike Kinney used to

say in later years, “You can be put in jail for making

statements, but there is absolutely no law in any land

against asking questions.”

It was arranged finally that Harry Hall, who made

his headquarters in Pueblo, was to take my territory

in Denver, and Mr. Hall’s territory in turn was to be

covered by Mr. Hendrickson. In the meantime, Ralph

Brown had been transferred to San Francisco and his

territory had been taken by Mr. Hudson. My leaving

the Denver territory caused a general shake-up in

all of our Colorado and Utah arrangements. Mr.

Simmons wrote to me about all of these changes and

we were very busy for several months getting them

under way.

Mr. Hendrickson, after traveling successfully for

many years for the Simmons Hardware Company in

Colorado, has retired from business. I met him in

Denver last year and time seems to have dealt very

gently with him.

Mr. Hudson, who took the territory of Ralph Brown

with a few changes, was an excessively hard worker.

He had been a general merchant in Texas, and when

he came to Colorado “us salesmen” sized him up and

decided that he would not last very long. This just

goes to show how little “us salesmen” knew. It was

evident that E. C. Simmons was a better picker of

salesmen than we were !

Mr. Simmons wrote me to post Mr. Hudson

carefully on the peculiarities of the Colorado trade.

Therefore upon his arrival I sat down with him, took

our catalog, turned through it page by page and called

his attention to all the dangers and pitfalls on the

various goods. I also gave him a lecture on prices

and how pricing should be done. Mr. Hudson listened

very attentively. He took the whole matter very

seriously. “Us salesmen” gave him about ninety days
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to “blow up.” Instead, he made a decided success.

Mr. Hudson's success was due to his intense industry,

He never quit. He was always at it. Afterward in

St. Louis it fell to my lot to check up and O.K. the

expense accounts of our salesmen. I had an assistant

who did the detail work for me. He called my atten

tion to any peculiar or unusual things that developed

in a salesman's expense account. I remember one

day he brought me several of Mr. Hudson's weekly

expense books. He remarked, “That man Hudson is

certainly a terrible worker. According to these ex

pense books, he arrives home on Sunday morning and

leaves every Sunday evening. Here are books cover

ing five weeks and, according to these books, within

this period he has never slept at home once!” The

last report I had from Mr. Hudson, he was still travel

ing on the Colorado territory. In fact, the last time

I saw his handwriting was when a letter was for

warded to me in which he reported that it was rumored

in Colorado that I intended to open a wholesale hard

ware house in Denver. As Mark Twain wrote when

his death was prematurely reported, I replied that the

story of my returning to Denver was “very much

exaggerated l’’

Speaking of Mark Twain reminds me that one time

I had the pleasure and honor of dining with him and

a very small party of gentlemen were present. Mr.

Clemens suggested that each one of us tell the story

of the funniest thing that ever happened in our own

personal experience. Now just imagine, if you please,

the embarrassment of trying to tell a funny story to

Mark Twain'

However, on this occasion we were in a very happy

mood and most of the stories told were exceedingly

funny. I remember Mark Twain himself told some

stories that made us laugh so hard our sides hurt.

I told the story of the time when I was traveling

in Kansas with Frank C. King another salesman, who

was representing the Abernathy Furniture Company.
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Frank and myself arrived in a little town about fifty

miles from a railroad at sun-down. It developed we

both sold the same customer. This dealer carried

hardware and furniture. At supper Frank and I

matched to see who would sell him first. Frank won,

So when we went over to see this merchant Frank

had the privilege of leading off first. It happened

that he needed both furniture and hardware, so he

informed us he would first buy from Frank and then

he would give me my turn. They took a seat at

a small table with a high lamp on the table, sur

mounted by a round green shade. As they sat

there their faces were in shadow while their hands,

with Frank King’s furniture catalog, were in the circle

of light. Everything else was darkness. I took a

seat in one of the furniture dealer’s easy chairs, and

as we had been driving all day in the fresh Kansas

air I quickly fell asleep. When I awakened Frank had

taken the dealer’s order for furniture, for baby

carriages, for all the furniture hardware such as

casters, etc., that he could steal away from me, and

had arrived at coffin plates. It seems that Frank’s

concern had brought out a new line of coffin

plates put up in air-tight sealed boxes. He ex

plained all this very carefully to the dealer. He told

him the tremendous loss to merchants by reason of

the oxidation of coffin plates when the boxes were not

air-tight. Then in the most serious manner Mr. King

went on to extol the artistic qualities of their line

of coffin-plates. He passed on from one coffin plate

to another, quoting the list and the discount in the

most deliberate and cheerful manner. After all these

years I wish to say that I think Frank must have made

a very handsome profit on these coffin plates because

he certainly did load up all the dealers on this trip.

Western Kansas is a very healthy country and I am

quite convinced that, unless they had some kind of

scourge or epidemic out in that country, some of those

dealers are still carrying in stock coffin plates that
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were sold to them in those air-tight boxes by Frank

King on that trip he made with me !

It was funny to sit there and listen to Frank seri

ously sell those coffin plates. “Our Baby,” $6 per

dozen list, 40 per cent and 10 per cent off, put up one

dozen in an air-tight box; “Father” and “Mother,”

$10 per dozen list, etc. After a little while Frank

became actually eloquent as he got into the fancy

designs beautifully etched with captions taken from

well-known Biblical quotations and from the leading

words in the hymns. Then Frank talked about the

hot summers in Kansas. He reminded this dealer of

the terrible mortality among infants every summer.

It was awful to think what might happen if there

should be an epidemic and this dealer was caught

without enough coffin plates on hand. When I listened

to Frank's talk I actually shivered at such a possi

bility, but after a while it all struck me as being so

funny that I burst into a loud laugh, and the queer

part of it was that at first neither Frank nor the

dealer could see anything funny in the situation. Of

course, it was not amusing. The only thing funny

about it was that Frank and this dealer were so

serious and matter-of-fact about it.

Well, I told this story to Mark Twain in full detail,

and he told me if it were not on such a gruesome

subject and if my descriptions of the inscriptions on

the high-priced coffin plates were not so sacrilegious

that he could take the idea and work out a splendid

story on the subject. “But,” said Mark Twain; “do you

know, the American public is very peculiar? There are

certain things it will not stand for. Why, my wife

reads everything I write and she erases things that

she is sure will be disapproved of by the good taste of

the American people.” I remember that Mark Twain

told me that he considered his wife the best critic

that he knew of what the American public would or

would not accept. “Why,” he said, “she stands to me

as the American public, and sometimes it is just a
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shame the things that she makes me cut out of my

stories. Sometimes I feel when she has been my censor

that the best thing in every story that I write is

eliminated.”

All this simply leads up to Frank King. I traveled

with him time after time in Kansas and after

ward in Colorado. Frank was one of the best sales

men, both as a successful order-getter and also from

the standpoint of personal character, that I ever knew.

When Frank was traveling he went to church reg

ularly. He never gambled. He never drank, but

nevertheless he was one of the most popular sales

men in that territory. If a fellow salesman was sick,

Frank would sit up with him. If he happened to have

an extra large room, he would go to bed while the

other salesmen would play cards and smoke in his

room until an early hour. Frank would tell us what

he thought of us but he never took a hand. He was

tremendously popular with his trade. He was one of

the kind of salesmen that the country merchant always

asked out to his house for dinner. Frank knew all

the families of his customers. It is surprising to me

how he managed to remain a bachelor for so many

years. He had a very keen sense of humor and told

a good story.

Finally his house, the Abernathy Furniture Com

pany, called him home and he became an officer in the

company. Afterward he married a very charming

girl and they had a delightful home in Kansas City.

He has now retired from business, and I am sure his

eye twinkles and he chuckles just as much as ever

over a good story.

I write especially about Frank King because to my

mind he stands out among all the men I have ever

known as a man who can absolutely be true to his own

principles and at the same time not be a hypocrite or

make himself a general nuisance to all of his asso

ciates. He was the best illustration I ever saw that a

man could be in the world and still not of the world.



CHAPTER VII

I BECOME SALES MANAGER

N Dec. 1, 1892, I turned over my territory in

O Colorado to Harry Hall and went to St. Louis to

take up my work as a sales manager with the

Simmons Hardware Company. I turned over my

collection of notes. memoranda and especially my

books about customers to Mr. Hall. It was with a

feeling of deep regret that I left the beautiful State

of Colorado and the attractive city of Denver to

return to St. Louis. I remember before leaving

Colorado I had a long talk with my old friend Frank

C. King in regard to my future. I knew by working

hard that I could sell goods. I knew I enjoyed the

life in Colorado and I wondered what would happen

to me when I became simply one of the cog wheels

in a great business organization.

Now I wish to dictate in my usual simple manner

the plain facts about my first year as a sales man

ager. It was one of the most unhappy years in my

entire life. I had been accustomed to almost abso

lute freedom. I had worked exactly according to

my own ideas. Nothing had been asked of me ex

cept results. I had led a life of perfect individu

alism. A salesman who calls on his customers now

and then seldom remains long enough to get on their

nerves nor do they get on his. The contact is usu

ally a very pleasant one.

I soon found when I had settled at my desk as a

sales manager that I was in an entirely different

environment. There were other people. I had to

be very tactful. I was reminded of what Gladstone

188
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said—“I would hate to be a clark because they have

to be so demned civil.” It seems to me that first

year I rubbed up against everybody in the place.

Upon my arrival I was very warmly received by

E. C. Simmons and all the officers and heads of de

partments of the company. A very charming dinner

was given in my honor at the Mercantile Club. The

start-off was delightfully pleasant but very shortly

afterward I realized that all of these gentlemen were

too busy with their own affairs, with their own de

partments and with their own particular work to

waste very much time on me. I soon found that

working as one of the cogs in the house was a very

different thing from being an occasional visitor to the

house ! - -

Then I had to get down at a rather early hour in

the morning. The confinement and the long hours

of steady desk work were very irksome after my free

and independent travels. Many times throughout

that first year in my self-communions I said to my

self that I was a perfect ass for ever having given

up my territory for a house job with the high-sound

ing title of sales manager.

There was another very disagreeable slant to the

situation from a financial standpoint. While traveling

in Colorado, on account of my profit-sharing arrange

ment, I had been receiving a rather large income.

When I came into the house this arrangement

of course was canceled and I was placed on a fixed

salary which was very much less than the com

pensation I had enjoyed on the road with my extra

profits. I was coolly informed that the pleasure of

being at home all the time and the opportunities in

the future should be a recompense to me for the

difference in the actual cash I was to receive for my

services ! Through the passing years my family had

increased and it was necessary for me to rent a

fairly large house that cost me a good deal more

than the house I had owned in Denver. Then I
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found that almost all my relatives and friends in

St. Louis lived on a good deal better scale than I

could really afford. I had bought quite a lot of stock

in the house for which I had given my notes and l

was paying off these notes with a fixed amount out of

my salary every month. This first year with the high

sounding title of sales manager, I found myself con

stantly but not always successfully, trying to adjust

myself to my environment in the house while at the

same time I was always hard up. I had a very hard

time making both ends meet and bills for doctors and

nurses and other unusual expenses were petty and

irritating problems. However, in order to drown my

sorrows, as it were, I threw myself whole-heartedly

into my work.

At this time the Simmons Hardware Company had

about 200 salesmen traveling in almost every part

of the United States. I took my new job, as stated

above, on Dec. 1. Shortly afterward these salesmen

began coming in on their annual visit. It was my

turn not to be entertained, but to do the entertain

ing myself. Mr. Simmons and Mr. Morton impressed

upon me the importance of grasping my opportuni

ties to study each and every salesman at close quar

ters—to spend as much time with these salesmen as

possible and to try to gain their good will. It was

considered good business for me to join several

clubs but I noticed that I joined these clubs at my

own expense ! From about Dec. 15 until Jan. 15, I

took salesmen to luncheon with me almost every day.

I entertained them at the club. I took them to the

theater and in many cases I invited those of domestic

tastes to dine with me “in my own home. I found

the work was very strenuous. It did not make any

difference how late I would stay out entertaining

the evening before, I was expected to be down on

time at the regular hour in the morning.

I was in constant touch with E. C. Simmons and

through him I learned all the problems confronting
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the salesmen in each of the widely scattered terri

tories. He told me the peculiarities of each of the

men. Again I started memorandum books to refresh

my memory, but now these books were accounts of

salesmen and their peculiarities instead of books on

customers. Some of our salesmen of that time may

be surprised to learn now that I regularly kept a

memorandum book on each individual salesman and

in this book I made notes of my correspondence with

them, of my thoughts about them and of things it

was necessary for me to talk to them about. I kept

these books carefully hidden in my desk, but before

chatting with the salesman I would take out my book

and refresh my memory. As time passed I developed

quite a reputation for having a remarkable memory,

because after every talk with the salesman I would

make notes in my book. Some of these notes were

very sketchy, but when this salesman would appear

on the scene a year afterward, he would be surprised

that I could remember just exactly what we talked

about the year before, and that I also remembered

all the enthusiastic promises each salesman made

me! I checked him back on the fulfillment of these

promises.

I have always been profoundly thankful for a

certain peculiar sense of humor. Some very funny

things happened and I used to enjoy them. We

had a certain salesman named Duncan who traveled

for us in southern Illinois. One of the price clerks

happened to tell E. C. Simmons that Mr. Duncan

sold all of his customers at exactly the same price.

It did not make any difference whether the customer

discounted his bills or was slow pay, whether he

was a large dealer or a small dealer, Mr. Duncan

gave each of them exactly the same price. I remem

ber in one interview with Mr. Duncan when I hap

pened to be present in Mr. Simmons’ private office,

he said to Mr. Duncan, “It is reported to me that

you sell everybody at the same price. Now this is
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not right. From some dealers who are slow pay

you should get higher prices than from other deal

ers who discount all their bills.” Mr. Duncan looked

at Mr. Simmons and remarked: “No, Mr. Simmons,

I believe it is only proper for me to charge all of

my customers the same price.” Mr. Simmons fixed

Mr. Duncan with his keen gray eyes and remarked—

“Well, what price do you charge them?” “Oh,” re

plied Mr. Duncan, “I charge all of them the highest

price!” When I got out his orders and checked them

back I found out this was actually true. While we

gave the salesmen a certain latitude in regard to

prices, allowing them to meet competition when

necessary (or when they thought it was necessary),

it seems that Mr. Duncan was able to do quite a

large volume of business without ever varying from

the highest price entered in his catalog |

I wish here to again make grateful acknowledg

ment of all the help I received from I. W. Morton.

He was in general charge of all the buying of the

house. He was a very exact, fair-minded and just

man. I think when it comes to a question of char

acter and high principles that he was probably the

best hardware man I ever knew. Mr. Morton was

exact to a penny. On one occasion I bought a lot

of stock from Mr. Morton. The transaction amount

ed to something over $30,000. He did all the figur

ing. After I had made the settlement, principally

in my personal notes, he came to me and said, “I

have figured over that transaction and find I owe

you one cent,” and he laid a penny on my desk! Now

that was not a pose on Mr. Morton’s part. He was

one of the most accurate men in all of his business

dealings I ever met. He was very careful in every

statement that he made. Whenever you could get

Mr. Morton to tell you anything you could just bet

your last dollar that the thing was just the way

he told it—no better and no worse—without any

exaggerations or trimmings of the imagination.
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Mr. Morton constantly impressed upon me the

necessity in business of getting one's facts straight.

He said this was of the greatest importance. He

told me of case after case where men in houses had

gone all wrong in their business policies because

they did not first investigate all the facts and con

ditions and study these facts and conditions judicial

ly before deciding upon their policies.

Mr. Morton constantly warned me against the

dangers of preconceived ideas and of personal prej

udices. He often said that one of the most valuable

things in business was to have a fair and open mind.

Mr. Morton in discussing any question would al

ways take a very high stand. Sometimes I often

thought he shot entirely over the heads of some of

our salesmen and even our department managers.

I remember on one occasion a certain salesman of

rather the roughneck variety visited the house and

after a long talk with Mr. Morton, he took a seat at

my desk, mopped his perspiring brow with his hand

kerchief and remarked emphatically—“By George,

I believe Mr. Morton actually believes the things he

says himself!”

In 1881, Mr. Morton got out the first large and

complete catalog in the hardware business. He

bought goods during the day and worked on this

catalog nights and Sundays. He was a ceaseless

worker. He accomplished a superhuman amount of

labor. While Mr. Simmons looked after the selling

end of the business Mr. Morton was the buyer. Though

he was a close buyer and purchased goods at the

lowest figures, he understood the art of buying so

that he always preserved the friendship and good

will of those who sold the house. This was because

he was at all times fair and just and conducted the

buying of the business upon the principle that no

trade is a good trade unless the buyer and the seller

profit. I have even heard of cases where Mr. Morton

warned young manufacturers that they had better
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study their costs and be careful about their selling

prices, or there was danger of their running their

new factories on the rocks. In those early days

many manufacturers did not know their costs and

many of them became bankrupt before they realized

that they were selling goods without any profit.

Mr. Morton was a man of almost unerring busi

ness judgment. As he came in contact only with

the manufacturers from whom the house bought

goods and had very little to do with the selling end

of the business, I do not think that the public at

large fully appreciate the tremendous factor Mr.

Morton was in the success of the company.

Frank Wyman handled Eastern bills payable. Mr.

Wyman was especially noted among the traveling

salesmen for his wonderful handwriting. He was

the best writer I ever knew. I remember that

we had envelopes that we would leave with cus

tomers in which to send orders to the house and

these envelopes were addressed from a plate, being

an exact duplicate of Frank Wyman’s handwriting.

Mr. Wyman was of a very jolly and friendly disposi

tion. He made many friends, especially among the

children in the community, because it was his regular

rule Christmas after Christmas to act as Santa Claus

at the various Christmas celebrations. I have seen

him on Christmas morning dressed up in a full Santa

Claus costume riding his bicycle from one Christmas

tree to another in the residence portion of the city.

Mr. Simmons was always a great believer in having

the closest personal contact with the customers of the

house. Every customer of importance and many cus

tomers of little importance had no difficulty in being

admitted to his office. Every day he talked to many

of our customers. He understood the retail merchant

better than any man I ever knew. He knew how to

interest and please him. In many years’ contact I

never knew him to make a bad impression upon a

single customer. Often I would take the customer
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into his office and I would listen to these talks. I

always noticed that Mr. Simmons would lead off the

conversation by asking the customer a few questions.

He got the customer to talk first. He found out the

things that interested him. Sometimes it was his

business. Other times it was his family, his children.

Other times it might be horses or dogs. Then Mr.

Simmons would swing the conversation to our busi

ness relations and he always gave the impression that

he was personally interested more than anything else

in the prosperity and welfare of this particular cus

tomer. Afterward he coined and frequently used the

expression—“A jobber's first duty is to help his cus

tomer to prosper.”

Mr. Simmons was a very busy man. It was sur

prising how many things he could attend to in a day.

He was an exceedingly rapid worker. Now and then

some of us would take a customer into his office, then

go to work and forget all about the customer. These

customers as a rule never left his office without being

led out. They were so immensely entertained by Mr.

Simmons that they did not realize the passing of time.

I remember on a number of occasions Mr. Simmons

would rush out and beg us to come in with some excuse

and drag the customer out of his office!

Of course in writing this account of my experiences

with the Simmons Hardware Company, throughout the

article I will devote a very large part of the story

to E. C. Simmons. This is natural because he was

the outstanding personality in this part of my life.

I am also quite sure that the hardware trade, for

whom these articles are being written, are curious to

know as much as possible of the characteristics and

the methods of work of this great merchant.

Mr. Simmons was always direct. A salesman wrote

he intended to buy an interest in a customer’s store.

Mr. Simmons wrote at once—“Then resign as sales

man and devote all your time to the store. No man can

serve two masters.” Then he gave a list of salesmen
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who had lost all their money in retail ventures. The

salesman decided to remain a salesman. He finally

invested his money in the house and became a rich

IIla,Il.

Mr. Simmons constantly said—“I prefer a man of

average ability if he will work to a brilliant man who

will not work.” -

He would say—“If you have several jobs, tackle the

hardest first. If you have an almost impossible job,

divide it into its natural parts and then tackle the

parts one at a time.”

I. W. Morton and E. C. Simmons together made

an effective working team. Mr. Morton was the

straightest-thinking man I ever knew. He could see

into a business proposition further than any man I

ever met. Mr. Simmons had all the characteristics

of a great salesman. He was full of fire and enthusi

asm. He always wanted quick action. Mr. Morton,

on the other hand, was colder and more deliberate. He

thought things over very carefully. Mr. Simmons saw

the best side of a proposition. Mr. Morton studied

out all of its weak points. It was a liberal education

to hear these two men discuss business questions. Mr.

Morton would often say—“Well, this looks good but

let me think it over until tomorrow”—and when he

came back at the problem you would find that he had

thought it out from every possible angle. Mr. Sim

mons and Mr. Morton made a remarkably strong

combination as partners just because of the difference

in their temperaments. Two men of like temperaments

should never go into business together. One partner

should always be a check on the other. In all the

years I was so closely associated with them I never

heard a sharp or an unkind word passed between them.

Their relations were like those of David and Jonathan.

At this time most of us got to the office about 8

o'clock in the morning. Mr. Simmons would arrive

about 8.30. He worked steadily until 12 o'clock when

he would go down to the bank to attend a directors'
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meeting. After that he would have luncheon at the

club and was usually back on the job by 2 o’clock. Then

he would work until 4 when in pleasant weather his

coachman would drive up with one of those beautiful

Timpkin side-bar buggies with a pair of thoroughbred

trotters. Mr. Simmons would immediately take the

reins and for the next two hours would drive in the

parks or the western part of the city. He was devoted

to horses and I have been told he was a very good

judge of horse flesh. In later years when the auto

mobiles arrived on the scene in the latter part of the

afternoon he would go to the St. Louis Club and play

whist with friends until it was time to go home for

dinner.

He was one of the first golf players of the country.

He was very enthusiastic about the game, but I can

not speak about his game from personal experience

because at that time I was not invited to share any

of his games with him

Once I remember meeting him in Chicago. He in

vited me to luncheon at the Chicago Club, of which

he was a member. He ordered a bottle of claret and

I was very much in doubt when I saw the claret arrive

with two glasses whether it was the proper thing for

me to help him drink the bottle of claret or not. How

ever, I decided to try one glass and I noticed that this

indulgence did not seem to make a bad impression!

Mr. Simmons was always opposed to intemperance.

As far as possible he tried to avoid employing drink

ing salesmen. I remember in employing a salesman

when he would write a letter, he would state positively

that if the salesman drank, if he was known as even

a moderate drinker, he would not care to employ him.

This is a rather striking thing because in those early

days hard drinking was a very common thing, not only

among salesmen but also among heads of houses. Some

of our salesmen would occasionally fall from grace and

join the “Disappearing Club.” Mr. Simmons would

invariably take a great deal of time and trouble to
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attempt to persuade these men to stop drinking, and I

can remember in a number of notable cases that he was

successful.

In another case in Texas we had a very brilliant

salesman who became entangled with a woman. Sales

fell off and this salesman was invited to St. Louis.

He made a clean breast of the whole affair to Mr.

Simmons and as a result he was transferred to North

Dakota. He sent us his orders under a nom de plume.

The lady lost her producer and the affair blew over

but afterward, I regret to say, this salesman again

fell from grace, lost his job and went to the gutter.

Mr. Simmons carried on a voluminous correspon

dence. He was a remarkably fluent and convincing

letter writer. He wrote a beautiful hand and be

fore the days of stenographers laboriously wrote

long letters to customers and salesmen by hand.

Sometimes, if the case justified it, his letters were

very long. He never spared paper or words, when

it was necessary, to convey his ideas. He did not

seem to have much use for the short, formal busi

ness letter. He used letter-writing as a means of

personal contact with his correspondents. His letters

were always brimful of individuality and human na

ture. When stenographers came in he dictated very

rapidly. Every month he wrote a comment by hand

on the statement of each salesman and also a long

monthly general letter about the business. He kept

track of every territory and knew intimately what was

being done. He personally O.K.’d each salesman’s ex

pense account. On every salesman's visit to the ‘house

he had a long talk with him about his work, his cus

tomers, what he needed in goods, prices, etc. He con

stantly wrote merchants fixing up difficulties, recover

ing lost accounts and helping the salesmen get new

accounts. He seemed never to become tired and never to

lose his enthusiasm. As I said above, I never remem

ber his touching the wrong note with a customer. He

was always optimistic, sympathetic and encouraging.
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He said over and over again that “encouragement” is

the only way to develop salesmen.

I think the clearness of his answers to letters was

due to the fact that he read a correspondent’s letter

very carefully, always noting the date. I often won

dered at his patience in studying long, poorly written

letters. He seldom showed any irritation but once

a very long letter from a salesman came to me from

his office, endorsed—“A constipation of ideas and a

diarrhea of words.”

He signed his letters without re-reading them and

then they were turned over to me to read carefully the

last hour before closing. Reading Mr. Simmons’ daily

correspondence was one of the bright spots in my life.

If I did not like a letter that he had written, I would

hold it over until the next day, tell him what I ob

jected to and very frequently he would change his let

ters. At first he had me read his letters in order to

post me fully in regard to all of his correspondence

with customers and salesmen. These letters were a

very panorama of business life at that time. They

were on every conceivable subject—trying to persuade

salesmen to mend the error of their ways, trying to

collect money from delinquent customers, trying to get

other dealers to give us more of their accounts. Then

of course all kinds of wild and weird propositions were

made to Mr. Simmons to put money into various

schemes. Many of these letters that another man

would have thrown in the waste basket Mr. Simmons

answered at some length. He consumed a tremendous

amount of energy in this correspondence, but he was

very fond of letter-writing and I think he enjoyed this

part of his work to the fullest extent. He was very

fond of using homely expressions in his correspond

ence. One of his favorites was—“Molasses catches

more flies than vinegar.” That was frequently com

ing up, especially in writing to salesmen about their

customers.

On one occasion he wrote a salesman—“It’s easy to
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get married, but it's h- to keep house.” I held this

letter over until the next day. “What’s the matter

with the letter?” said Mr. Simmons when I handed it

back to him. “Oh, nothing,” I answered, “except that

this salesman got a divorce from his wife last month !”

Another one of his mottos was—“Promptness is the

essence of all good business”—and he himself was al

ways prompt. You could invariably count on a prompt

answer to your letter and also a satisfactory one.

Another motto was—“Promises are thin ice and

dangerous.”

Mr. E. C. Simmons originated the house motto—

“The recollection of quality remains long after the

price is forgotten.” At a hardware convention I once

heard him tell how he happened to think of this motto.

He spent his summer vacation in Oconomowoc, Wis.

It seems on a certain occasion he went into a barber

shop in Oconomowoc and he was especially pleased

... with the good shave he received. He remarked to the

barber—“You have an excellent razor. Let me see it.”

The barber handed Mr. Simmons the razor, and after

inspecting it Mr. Simmons inquired—“What did you

pay for this razor 2’” The barber answered—“I do not

remember the price, but I will never forget the qual

ity.” Leaving the shop, these words rang in Mr. Sim

mons’ ears. Out of them he evolved the house slogan

—“The recollection of quality remains long after

the price is forgotten.” This slogan was first put into

a little booklet gotten out by me, called “That Devil:

Doubt.” In this booklet it is placed in the form of a

question—“Is not quality remembered long after the

price is forgotten ?”—but Mr. Simmons afterward im

proved the slogan by making it a statement instead of

an inquiry. -

The name of the booklet is rather a curious one and

came about in an odd way. This booklet was written

during a very hard year. I think it was in 1898.

The first title I intended to use was “The Reflections

of a Retail Merchant in Hard Times.” The book had
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just been finished and the manuscript was lying on my

desk when Sam Disston, the great saw manufacturer

of Philadelphia, dropped into our office. I showed him

the book and he was very much interested in its con

tents. “But,” he remarked, “I do not like the title

of your book. Why remind the merchants that times

Samuel Disston,

Messrs. Henry Diss

ton & Sons, Inc.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

are hard? I suggest you change the title.” I put

the problem up to Shallcross McCallum, a printer

of St. Louis, and he suggested the title, “That Devil:

Doubt”—because the booklet was simply a series of

questions and Mr. McCallum thought that the title

would attract attention. It did and the booklet, I am

glad to say, made quite a hit with our customers and

salesmen.
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As I review in my mind those early days I am

impressed with the uncertainty of financial condi

tions. Houses in St. Louis and in our territory

were always failing. Times were always very good

or very bad. There did not seem to be any happy

medium. In the South everything depended on the

cotton crop. A short crop meant dull business and a

great many failures. Families in St. Louis were

prominent a few years, then the business failed and

the families disappeared. I could name more than

fifty prominent, well-to-do families in St. Louis in

the eighties that seem to have entirely disappeared.

Partnerships were the rule, and banks loaned money

on “names” and indorsements without collateral. St.

Louis did business mainly with the South. Goods

were sold on long time, often a year’s credit, and when

cotton went wrong it meant another year's extension.

Some of the Southern States were financial grave

yards. Merchants came to market in the spring and

fall and bought enough goods in one order to last them

six months. Under such a system profits were neces

sarily very large. Business was very irregular, cer

tain seasons very busy and other months with almost

nothing to do.

The Simmons Hardware Company was one of the

first—if not the first—business house in the United

States to incorporate. It was considered an unusual

step at the time and was looked upon with consider

able suspicion. Almost all the leading men in the

house were former salesmen—men who knew the trade

—and it is an interesting and curious fact that for

the first twenty-five years of the house's progress

all the leading men came to the top from the inside

of the organization—none was brought in from the

outside.

It is also interesting that even officers of the new

corporation took long selling trips, traveling to remote

parts of the country and being away from their

families six months or a year at a time. Suppose we
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she asked where I was from ; and, when I told her

from St. Louis, she asked me if I knew a certain hard

ware man in that city by the name of Norvell. I

asked her why she asked the question, and she said

that her husband had been a great friend of Mr.

Norvell. This lady turned out to be Mrs. Bartlett,

and afterward I had the pleasure of meeting her a

number of times in Paris.



CHAPTER VIII

A SALES MANAGER'S TROUBLES

about this time—I think it was before I returned

to the house as a sales manager—was the aboli

tion of the charge for boxing and drayage. This

charge was of course an ancient tradition. Every

well-trained claim man always had his boxing and

drayage letter on tap when a customer would deduct

this charge. It was a constant cause of trouble. One

reason for this trouble was because the hardware

jobbers of the country would insist upon making a

very handsome profit out of boxing and drayage. The

retail dealers objected to the item. Finally it reached

the point where some dealers put down their feet hard

and said they would not buy goods if boxing and

drayage was charged. This led to some salesmen

making personal credits for boxing and drayage out

of their expense accounts. No doubt this was often

done without the knowledge or consent of their house.

However, as I heard the story, Hibbard, Spencer,

Bartlett & Company hired a salesman who had been

traveling for another house. This salesman told them

that he could not do his territory justice unless he

had the same privilege he had had with the other

house of crediting all boxing and drayage charges.

They seemed to think that this was bad faith on the

part of this house. For that reason, as they had heard

other reports of the same character and had received

more or less proof that underhand work was being

done, on a certain date they mailed a circular letter

to the entire trade of the country announcing that in

future they would not charge boxing and drayage.

O; of the most interesting things that happened

208
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This letter from this prominent Chicago house

took us entirely by surprise. We had to get

quick action. We therefore wired to every one of

our salesmen in the United States, instructing

them to drop everything else and to sit down

and write to every customer on their list that

we would not charge boxing and drayage in the

future. This was the quickest way to cover the terri

tory, and it is to the credit of our salesmen that they

acted so promptly that the great majority of the hard

ware trade in our territory were under the impression

that boxing and drayage was eliminated because of

a joint understanding between the two houses! As

this is now all ancient history, it may not do any harm

at this late date to clear up the point and to admit

that the Simmons Hardware Company did not make

this allowance until it was forced to do so by the

action of its good friends and competitors in Chicago!

As I have said above, I was having a hard time ad

justing myself to my environment. While I was

supposed to be in charge of the salesmen, some of the

officers of the company and some of the buyers would

write letters to the salesmen about goods or prices

without passing these letters through me. Therefore

it happened quite frequently that when I would call

down a salesman for some price, he would reply by

referring to the date of a certain letter in which he

had been given authority to make the price.

These cases were so irritating that one day in a

very angry mood I went to Mr. Simmons' office and

told him I was tired of having my work interfered

with. I told him I wished him to straighten out all

these other officers and buyers who would insist on

dabbling in my work. I wished my authority clearly

outlined. Mr. Simmons listened to me with great

patience. I was very angry. My ears burned and I

am sure my face was as red as a beet. When I finished,

Mr. Simmons pushed a pad of paper across the little

table to me and remarked, “Write down on that pad
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just what your duties are.” I proceeded forthwith to

do it. When I finished, he remarked, “Now, Norvell,

these are your duties. I will see that you are pro

tected in them, but if you do anything else outside

of these specified duties I will discharge you.” He

looked very fierce. I was of course quite surprised.

Then his face lighted up with a smile and his gray

eyes twinkled, and he added, “My dear boy, how young

you are What a lot you have to learn! Don't you

realize that every time a man builds a wall around

his house he does two things? He not only walls the

other fellow out but he walls himself in. Now, if you

have the strength of character and the ability, in time

you will assert yourself in your position so your

authority will never be questioned. Other people in

the end will come to you and ask your advice and

your suggestions. You will be sought after, but, of

course, if you are a weakling—if you cannot rise

above the mass of men by the very nature of your

own character and ability—I will have to prop you up

with artificial authority, such as a list of your par

ticular duties, and I will have to warn other people

to be careful not to interfere with you.”

I will never forget this interview. Many times in

the years that have followed have I thought of this

talk with Mr. Simmons. I found it true in my own

case, and how many times have I attempted to impress

the same principle of life upon others! To my mind

there was an amount of wisdom in it that every young

man in business should recognize. I think my re

lating this interview is probably the most important

thing in this history. Everywhere and all the time

weak men are asking to have their duties outlined.

Everywhere and all the time strong men are making

a place for themselves without any boundaries or

limitations. This little story of mine should be cut

in stone or cast in bronze or engraved on steel because

every young man in his career sooner or later has the

feeling that he needs protection from others, and he
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should realize that what he needs is not protection

but to develop his own strength. Since that interview

I have never asked protection from anybody in the

business struggle. I have never expected it and I

have fought my battles alone, sometimes winning,

Sometimes losing, but whether winning or losing al

ways learning my lesson.

. . I never again attempted to build up walls. I have

always tried to throw them down. In the selling field

at least there should be no limits. Do you remember

the derivation of the word “terminus”? When the

Romans increased their empire, they placed stone

posts at their limits and on these posts they carved the

word “terminus.” After a while when the Goths

came down upon Rome, they dug up these posts and

moved them inward. In our selling we should have

no terminus. There should be no walls. The world

and all there is in it belongs to the salesman.

Mr. Simmons, as I have before stated, was a great

believer in the closest possible personal contact with

salesmen and with customers. He believed this so

much that after I had been in the house a few months

he suggested that I arrange from time to time to

take trips with some of our salesmen. This, he said,

would not only lead to my becoming more closely

acquainted with our customers in various territories

and learning the pecularities of these routes, but it

would also lead to my knowing our salesmen better.

I found this to be true. I not only found these trips

a pleasant change from my desk work but they were

also very valuable. Traveling in this way—first with

one salesman and then another—I visited almost every

part of the United States and gained a very excellent

idea of the hardware business as it is done in every

part of the country. The acquaintances I made and

the things I learned were of immense value to me in

after years. Let me pause here to advise all sales

managers to devote at least 25 per cent. of their time

every year to visiting the trade with their salesmen.
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On one of these trips I went to Atlanta, Ga. You

will remember in the early part of this story I told

of my having been scheduled for that territory but the

route was given to Captain Simms as he was familiar

with it. Now, I had the pleasure as a sales manager

of visiting Atlanta, Macon, Augusta and all of the

Captain’s best towns. I remember the Captain in sell

ing would frequently refer to “these notorious ‘Keen

Kutter’ goods.” After I had listened to this ex

pressive word for several days, I remarked, “Captain,

do you know what “notorious’ means?” “Certainly,”

he answered, “celebrated; the best of their kind.”

“Well,” I said, “suppose we go into a book store and

look up ‘notorious’ in a Webster dictionary.” We

did and there we found this definition: “Notorious:

well known in an unfavorable sense.” The Captain

was very much surprised and nonplussed. “Why,”

he said, “that has been my favorite word in describing

‘Keen Kutter’ goods for the last ten years!”



CHAPTER IX

A HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLAR SECRET

N those early days as a sales manager, the great

| sport was selling new stocks. The country around

St. Louis was developing rapidly and many new

stocks were to be sold. To get a merchant to place his

entire order with you from axes to zinc was big game

worth going after. Some of these new stock stories

are worth telling.

Taylor D. Kelley was in charge of the railroad busi

ness of the Simmons Hardware Company. Taylor

was a real salesman and did some fine work in his de

partment. My desk was just at the front door. One

night at six o'clock Taylor stopped at my desk to light

a cigar and remarked he was off to Chicago that night.

I immediately dug down into my papers and took out

a letter. “Here's an inquiry,” I said, “written on the

letterhead of a Chicago hotel, from some one who

wants prices on shovels, frying pans, handles and

other such mining goods. Suppose you look up this

man and see if there is anything in the inquiry.” Tay

lor put the letter in his pocket. We did not hear from

him for a week. Then he returned—not from Chicago

but from Colorado. It seems that when he arrived in

Chicago he first attended to the business that took him

there and then he looked up the gentleman who had

written the inquiry from the hotel. He found this man

was the buyer for a large Western corporation which

had organized to sell goods in the Klondike. Taylor

met him late in the day and this buyer said he was

ready to place his orders but could not do so because

he was leaving that night for the West, and had made

an engagement for dinner and for the evening. Tay

213
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w

lor inquired about the size of the items that might be

needed and found the order, if he could get it, was a

very large one. The buyer promised to send him the

list to St. Louis for prices. They separated.

Taylor thought the matter over at dinner and de

cided that sending the list was a very uncertain pro

ceeding. When the buyer arrived at his train late that

night he found Taylor in the train with a ticket bought

to Denver. They traveled together and all the suc

ceeding day Taylor wrote up the order for the Klon

dike. It was a beautiful order and for several years

afterward, as long as the boom lasted, this Klondike

account was a nice juicy one. This was a clear case

of having initiative. Some salesmen (?) would have

mildly accepted the “turndown.”

While I am writing about Chicago I must tell an

other new stock story because at that time there was

keen competition between Chicago and St. Louis and

we did love to take new stock orders away from each

other. Mr. Simmons handed me a letter from our

salesman, Frank West, in Montana, stating that a

dealer had gone out of his territory to Chicago to buy

a new stock. The dealer had slipped away from Mon

tana with the salesman of a Chicago house. Mr. West

did not know when the merchant would arrive or where

he intended to stop. Mr. Simmons remarked that if

I “wanted to,” I could go to Chicago and try my hand.

I arrived in Chicago bright and early and before

breakfast went to The Chicago Hotel Reporter, a paper

that gave hotel arrivals. Going back over the files of

the paper, I found that this dealer, his wife and a new

baby had arrived in the Windy City a week previous

and were at the old Tremont House. I went there at

once and got a room. Then I sent up my card. The

merchant appeared on the scene. He had not had his

breakfast—neither had I–so we had our ham and

eggs together. I said nothing about business and I

soon discovered that he was more interested in a “good

time” than he was in buying goods. He had called on
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all the hardware jobbers in Chicago but had bought

nothing. That was a lurid week. Finally the mer

chant got into a quarrel with the bartender at the Tre

mont House because the barkeeper turned over the

dice with his little finger! There was a free-for-all

fight and the barkeeper threatened to have the mer

chant arrested. I persuaded him that the only safety

was in flight to St. Louis! We therefore took the

midnight train for St. Louis—also the wife and baby!

I sent Mr. Simmons the following telegram: “Meet me

at the Hotel Southern tomorrow morning 7.30 with

nurse for baby.” This telegram caused a sensation

in the office of the Simmons Hardware Company but

when the party arrived the nurse was there and the

gentleman from Montana bought all of his goods in

St. Louis.

One afternoon Mr. Simmons handed me a letter

from a dealer in central Illinois stating that he was in

the market for a complete new stock of hardware. This

happened about four o’clock in the afternoon. The

next morning when Mr. Simmons arrived, I was sit

ting at my desk quietly working as usual. He stopped

as he came in the front door and remarked, “I thought

you were going to Smithville after that new stock.”

I smiled and replied, “Of course. I went last night and

sold the stock. Here it is—one hundred pages of it.”

Mr. Simmons was naturally interested and wanted

to know how I could do that and be back on the job

the first thing in the morning. “Oh, that was easy,”

I replied. “I left on the 5 o'clock train, arrived in

Smithville at 7.30 and was driven immediately to the

house of the buyer in a deep, sea-going hack. He in

formed me he was going to Chicago the next morning

on the 4 o'clock train to buy implements and suggested

that I return the following week. ‘But what are you

going to do all the time between now and 4 o’clock 2'

I answered. “Why can’t I sell you the new stock now?

Then you can go to Chicago at 4 o’clock, I can return

to St. Louis on the morning train and both of us will
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save a lot of time.’” So I told Mr. Simmons this

merchant sat down with me in his home at the dining

room table. I turned over the pages of my big hard

ware catalog. As time went on and the merchant

became more and more weary, instead of buying

goods by items he bought them by assortments—some

think like this: “I guess I’ll need some enameled ware.

Send me $300 worth. Then of course we must have

some showcases and cutlery. Fix me up with a nice

line of show cases and about $500 worth of cutlery,

etc.” Of course I had to write up the order in detail

after I arrived home.

Now here is the main point of this story: Nine

hundred and ninety-nine men out of one thousand

under similar conditions when they arrived home after

traveling and working all night would have gone home

and put in the day sleeping, but I went right back to

the office and went to work. I knew I could sleep that

night. Years afterward when I became vice-presi

dent, Mr. Simmons told me that the way I sold that

new stock made a favorable impression upon him.

I was different, and while I did not intend it, it was

excellent personal advertising !

Unless I had enjoyed perfect health and had been in

first-class physical condition, I could not have stood

such a strain. Men in business must conserve their

strength when they can so that they can spend it reck

lessly when it is necessary.

Curious, isn’t it, that I should be writing these new

stock stories of long ago by hand in pencil in a cold

hotel room in Berlin, Germany, at almost midnight?

I do not believe there is a guest in this hotel that

speaks English. I am waiting to see some German

chemical manufacturers tomorrow. There is no better

way to keep off the blues than to write until one is

dead tired and then go to bed.

On one trip from Colorado I landed two very large

new stock orders. A mining man in Colorado struck

it rich, made a million and wanted to put his son in
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the hardware business. He had a friend who owned

an interest in a hardware store that bought almost all

their goods from us. He actually gave this friend a

half interest in the business, his son owning the other

half. Now this hardware man insisted upon going all

the way to St. Louis to “see the goods.” We had to

agree to pay his expenses. It was absolutely unneces

sary as we had a very complete line of samples in Den

ver, but he wanted to go and have a good time in a big

city at our expense. So I took him, gave him the good

time and sold the stock. We paid all expenses and

afterward he asked me not to mention this fact to the

mining man or his som. I, of course, realized that he

had charged up his expenses to the new firm. He

showed his gratitude for his start by robbing them

The stock of goods was shipped to a city outside

of my territory, and so for a long time I lost track

of them. One day, meeting the mining man, I asked

how they were getting on. He looked at me very

curiously and said, “Why do you ask? Don’t

you think they are all right?” “No,” I said, impul

sively. “Smith is a crook and will get you yet.” He

was very indignant and became quite angry with me.

A few months later he came to me and asked me to

go immediately to the place where they were doing

business and check them up. He told me they

were always calling for more money and he was

very much worried about them. They were behind

in our account as well as all of their other accounts.

I found things in a terrible mess. The father had given

me power of attorney and to save him I was forced

to put them in the hands of a receiver. After a fight

I got rid of Smith, but he had systematically robbed

the business from the beginning. It was a disgusting

case. Smith died a pauper but the man who took his

place in the business is now well off—money in the

bank and a lovely home. I have had fairly good luck

with reformed murderers, gamblers, skirt chasers

and drinkers, but I never had any luck with thieves.
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Every time I have attempted to help one, I have been

robbed again.

Now the sad truth must be told. I lost probably the

largest new stock order for hardware that was ever

placed with a jobbing hardware house. The story is

a long one but the facts are, briefly, that a buyer came

to St. Louis from Mississippi with a letter from a

very rich man who was, I think, in the wholesale

grocery business in a good-sized Mississippi town. The

Howstom Dudley,

The Gray & Dudley Company,

Nashville, Tenn.

letter said that this man was to be the buyer for a

new hardware house and he wished us to give him the

freedom of our business for a few weeks—to train

him on our lines—and that later he himself would

come to St. Louis and assist at the placing of the

order. It was in the summer time. This buyer sat

at our front door day after day batting flies. We

tried our best, but he showed little interest in our

various lines. He was just out for a good time.

We organized his entertainments, having our men

take him out in relays, but week after week passed.

When the financier from Mississippi arrived our en

tertainers were all tired out and had lost interest.
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It seems, however, that this buyer had his wife with

him and the fatal mistake we made was in not enter

taining the wife.

At last the financier arrived. He was a nice, clean

cut man but he did not know anything about the hard

ware business. He told us he depended entirely upon

his buyer. During the day we made the mistake of

talking straight business to these gentlemen, showing

them our lines and trying to sell them on quality of

goods and price. They were very lukewarm and be

came cooler and cooler. When 6 o'clock came, all of

us went to our respective homes. We had been worn

out entertaining the buyer from Mississippi.

Finally one day this buyer came in and announced

to us that they had decided to buy their new stock in

Nashville, Tenn. “After giving the matter very care

ful consideration,” they had decided that they could do

better in prices in Nashville than they could in St.

Louis. Forthwith the buyer and the financier and

their wives left the city and went to Nashville. Then

it developed that Houston Dudley of the Gray & Dud

ley Company had come to St. Louis and for some ten

days stopped at the same hotel with the gentlemen and

ladies from Mississippi. While we went home every

might at 6 o'clock, that was just when Mr. Dudley

started to work. There wasn’t anything in St. Louis

in the way of food or entertainment that was too good

for this party.

This stock of hardware actually amounted to almost

$100,000 and filling it nearly put the Gray & Dudley

Company out of the hardware business. I have always

thought that Mr. Dudley showed great salesmanship

in taking the order away from St. Louis. He had one

great advantage over us and that was that unfortu

nately we had homes and occasionally visited them,

while he stopped at the same hotel with the financier

and the buyer. Mr. Dudley enjoyed exactly the same

advantage that I had when I went to Chicago and sold

the man from Montana. I had nothing else on my
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mind, night or day, but to get the business while we

St. Louis people were trying to enjoy a little hom

life! -

We also discovered later that the buyer from Miss

issippi was very much offended because no one had

given his wife any social attention.

The moral of this story seems to be that there is

always a chance and a good one, for the late worm

when he arrives on the scene at the time the early

worm is all frazzled out; also that the ladies should

never be forgotten. For further detailed information,

see Mr. Houston Dudley !

Another stock I missed was over in Indiana. It is

always most important to know all the facts about

your “prospects.” If you get your facts wrong and

get started on the wrong scent, you are lost. We had

a perfect “dub” of a salesman on this territory. When

I first arrived (I was wired for), I took our salesman

aside and asked all about the dealer. I was told he was

a pillar in the church—a solid citizen and very re

ligious. Now all this was perfectly true but I wasn't

told that at the same time he was one of the best poker

players in Indiana, was fond of horses and could see

the point of a good story ! Not having full informa

tion, I missed the order.

I must not forget to immortalize a talk E. C. Sim

mons and I had on the selling of new stocks after I

had retired from the hardware business. It is too

good a story to be lost when I, too, join Mr. Simmons

in that “undiscover'd country from whose bourn no

traveller returns.”

In passing, let me say that I often begged E. C.

Simmons to dictate his memoirs. What a wealth of

experience he had ' What changes he saw in the one

span of his life! It is a great pity he did not do it.

He waited too long. After a while ill health overtook

him. I trust that these hastily sketched reminiscences

of mine will give the hardware trade a clearer idea

and a greater appreciation of him.
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This part of the story is written on the S. S. Duc

D'Aumale, crossing the Mediterranean Sea from

Marseilles to Algiers. It is very rough and the

ship is small. Almost all the passengers have been

violently seasick. One of my friends calls the ship

the Duck de Amell! The entire steerage deck is

crowded with dirty Moors in their picturesque cos

tumes and curious fezzes and head dresses. They

Snuggle together under their tattered blankets and

look for all the world like a lot of monkeys on a raw

day in the Zoo. If this article is rather spotty, re

member it is written under anything but comfortable

circumstances.

We were always very much interested in the sale of

new stocks, not only because of the immediate profit

involved, but because it meant the establishment of a

complete line of our “special brands” and with care

and good service the forming of a connection that

meant a regular and steady business with the buyer

of the new stock.

There was frequently very keen competition for

these stocks, not only in St. Louis, but from neighbor

ing cities. We often—in fact, usually—paid the cus

tomers’ expenses to St. Louis. Sometimes the sale

was consummated by giving away showcases and other

store fixtures.

When the salesman located a “prospect” for a new

stock he would try to “land” it at once, but if this

was not possible he would invite the dealer to come to

St. Louis with him. If this did not bring results, then

our salesman would write me, giving me all the facts,

and I would ask E. C. Simmons to write a letter to

the purchaser. These letters were always very well

written and were good “pullers.” When the merchant

arrived I would take him in to Mr. Simmons for one

of his good talks and usually we landed the complete

order without much further trouble.

As we sold several new stocks every week, I had a

good opportunity to study the mental slant of most
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new merchants going into business. From these studies

I deduced certain formulae in the selling of new stocks.

I also soon learned the things to do and say and the

things to avoid.

After leaving the Simmons Hardware Company and

becoming a competitor in the same city, naturally we

had some “battles royal” over new stock sales. We

were fairly successful in getting our share and the

contest for new stocks always intensely interested me

because I was in direct competition with E. C. Sim

mons himself and I liked to show him that I had not

been a poor scholar in his hands.

After I retired from the hardware business, one day

I met Mr. Simmons at the Noonday Club in St. Louis.

He took a seat at my table and said—“Norvell, you are

now out of the hardware business and I have one favor

I wish to ask of you.” His keen gray eyes looked

quizzically into mine. “What I want to know is the

talk you gave to merchants about to buy a new stock.

Time after time you took stocks right out of my

hands. I have heard parts of your talk, but I want

you to give it to me direct.” I grinned and answered

that my new stock talk was worth $50,000 in cash—

that it had taken years of study and experience to

learn it. “You owe me a lot more than $50,000”—he

shot back, and when I told him my formula on new

stocks he was good enough to remark it was not only

worth $50,000, but several times that amount simply

because it was based on truth and the actual facts.

How well I remember his saying that, after all, most

great things were very simple in their final statement,

but what a world of experience—of success and fail

ure—it took before men worked out these simple

formulae that tell the whole story. Then, too, he re

marked that many men wanted something complicated

when the right road before them was as clear as the

path to school if they would just use a little common

sense and follow it. .

Now, what follows is briefly the new stock story I
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told to Mr. Simmons. After all these years’ active

business experience, I am convinced that the prin

ciples I laid down then are just as true today and that

the merchant who will grasp them and be guided by

them will be more prosperous.

First of all I asked myself, “What is the state of

mind of the man who goes to a wholesale house to buy

his first stock of goods?” He may be a clerk starting

in for himself; he may be a farmer’s boy who has de

cided to try his hand at business; he may be a sales

man who has decided to settle down at home in a

business for himself. After selling hundreds of new

stock orders and studying the buyers, I decided that

almost every man who bought his first new stock was

afraid! What did he fear? Being overcharged—

paying too much for his goods. This I believed was

the general feeling of most new stock buyers. I

tested this belief and found it was true in most cases.

Our new merchant was afraid of prices. When I

had firmly grasped this idea I went on thinking—“Is

he justified in his fears?” Then I thought of all the

new men I had known to go into business. I thought

of what had happened to them and why it had hap

pened.

From these thoughts I concluded that few men ever

failed because they paid too much for goods, but

many failed because they bought the wrong quantities

or the wrong sizes or kinds of goods. Thinking along

these lines, I evolved the idea that in buying the

assortment purchased was far more important than

the price.

Next, to prove this conclusion, I looked around and

considered the value of stocks of hardware, and I was

confronted with the fact that while the closest buyer

could not average as much as 5 per cent. saving in the

buying of his entire stock, by reason of careless buying

in assortment, some hardware stocks were worth

25 per cent. less than others. It therefore appeared

clear to me that in all lines, big and little, wholesale or
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retail, the fundamental thing for a buyer to have in

his mind first, last and all the time was not so much

the price as the salability of the goods he bought..

The next stage in my thinking was what chance a

retailer or even a wholesaler had to buy very cheap.

Roughly speaking, I found the average retailer in the

country bought 25 per cent of his goods in jobbers’

brands—no chance for a cut here. Twenty-five per cent

more were manufacturers’ brands where resale prices

were controlled—no cut here. Then fully 25 per cent

of the line consisted of goods on which no competitive

comparison could be made, so there was no cut here.

Therefore it seemed to me that on about 75 per cent of

the goods sold in a new stock prices were all controlled

and on only about 25 per cent was there any real com

petition and any chance for the retailer or wholesaler

to make any money by inside prices.

If any retailer or wholesaler of hardware today will

frankly study his buying, he will be surprised to see

how small a part of his line is really competitive.

Take builders’ hardware, for instance. Once the

manufacturers decided to standardize the line, and I

am told it took twelve experts over a year to compare

samples and prices of one line with another so as to

figure out some standard of price. If this is true,

how is it possible for one wholesale or retail buyer to

actually figure out and know that one line of builders’

hardware is cheaper than another?

So, having thought out these things, I plainly told

the situation to the new stock buyer who was so fear

ful of being overcharged. I told him frankly that

PRICE was not his danger—that his real danger was

getting a poor, carelessly selected ASSORTMENT. I

illustrated this by asking him what assortment of

screws he would select. I have seen new stocks sold—

“ten gross each”—and when the goods were received

60 per cent of the screws were dead stock or slow

sellers. It is the same with bolts and other innumer

able lines.
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Every salesman—even the greenest—is guided by

the prices in his catalog, but when it comes to assort

ment it takes an eacperienced hardware man to know

the ratio or proportion in which goods sell. Today in

this country fully one-third of all the capital in busi

ness is tied up in dead stock and in slow sellers in the

small sizes and the large sizes in the various lines.

Suppose, for instance, that a merchant in a small

town allows a salesman to send him a half-dozen

shears each, 6, 6%, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 12 in. What has he

done? He is sadly overstocked on the ends of the

line—has tied up his capital—has prevented quick

turnover and has bought odd sizes he does not need

at all.

So, in talking to the new stock prospect, I would out

line these facts. I would advise him not to think so

much about price, but to find some salesman to sell

him his stock who knew the needs of his town—one

who knew the kind of hardware that sold and was

honest enough to give him the benefit of his knowledge.

Then I would add—“If you trust us to pick out your

assortment, I will agree that if you find any slow

sellers in the stock we send you, they may be returned

for full credit within one year from the date of the

new stock invoice.” I made this offer hundreds of

times and I do not remember a single lot of goods be

ing returned.

This was the simple new stock talk that sold dozens

of new stocks for us. This was the talk that Mr.

Simmons said was worth a fortune.

Not long ago I happened to go over a wholesale

stock that was sold for cash. It was full of dead goods

and overstocks. When we looked into the reasons we

found one of the main reasons was that on many

items the manufacturers gave 5 per cent. or 10 per

cent. in gross lots. Now this house would sell, say,

one-half gross of an item in a year and in order to get

the extra 5 per cent. the buyer would buy enough

goods to last two years. He more than lost in interest,
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insurance, rent and handling the extra 5 per cent. he

gained. Some buyers never see this point.

The hardware business is made up of such an in

finity of items that it is peculiarly susceptible to care

less buying, especially in SIZES.

I have often wondered why some enterprising hard

ware house did not get out a catalog with the best

sellers in a line, so marked that almost any tyro in

the business would be comparatively safe in buying.

Such markings in the catalog would concentrate sell

ing on these sizes and very much help to carry out the

present idea of simplification.

The last part of this chapter is written in an hotel

in Algiers. As I write now, past midnight, dancing is

in full blast in this “Oasis” hotel, as it is carnival

time and all the town is celebrating.

Tomorrow morning early I take a dash into the

Sahara Desert,
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thought we did, I said, and asked what more we could

do. He answered, “Why don’t you print ‘selling talks’

on a Small slip of paper and pack one in every box of

your goods? Then the retail clerk can study why your

goods are better than others. Besides,” he said, “it will

do no harm if the consumer reads how good the mer

chandise is and why.” This was a splendid suggestion.

When I returned home we went to a great deal of

labor and soon had “Selling Talks” in every one of

our packages of our own goods. This idea helped

the sale of our own brands very much.

I have forgotten the name of this man, and if

this happens to reach his eye, I hope he will write me

as I would like to give him credit for his idea.

In my day, the customer and the jobber's salesman

would turn the leaves of a catalog page by page and

that is the way hardware was sold. When we wished

to emphasize certain goods, if we put them in our

catalog with excellent cuts or in colors, we found

sales would immediately increase. I do not know

how many thousand hardware catalogs are in daily

and hourly use in the United States by merchants,

salesmen and consumers, but I do know that as a

jobber I could never comprehend the indifference of

some manufacturers to the manner in which their

lines were displayed in these selling catalogs. If I

were a hardware manufacturer, one of the first things

I would see to in the selling end of my business would

be how my goods were displayed in my jobbers’ cat

alogs!

To show how a good idea will travel, I remember

once being invited to go over the great department

store of Selfridge & Company, Ltd., in London. The

manager showed me their goods with selling tags at

tached. He said they got the idea from me, and, as I

have explained, I got the idea from a retail merchant

in Iowa

Samuel Disston had a rather irascible disposition,

although he was a most lovable man. I could never
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understand why saw screws were packed one-half

gross in a box when that quantity would last the

average retail merchant a lifetime. I will never for

get how Mr. Disston “blew up” when I asked him to

pack saw screws one dozen in a package. He was

figuring from the cost to the manufacturer while I

was figuring on the waste labor on the part of jobbers

and retailers handling broken packages.

I have written previously about the elimination of

the boxing and drayage charge. The principle of the

charge was wrong; it was abused and its elimination

was a step forward in the line of progress. Such

things pass away in time because they are wrong,

just as certain things in business now are sure to

pass because fundamentally they are not sound. They

are not right and in time they, like the boxing and

drayage charge, will go into the discard.



CHAPTER XI

THE ROMANCE OF BUSINESS

IFE is terrifically interesting ! Most men and

women—old and young—love romance! All of

us love adventure. There is a whole world of

romance and adventure in business, if we only look

for it. How dull life must be to those who cannot

see the thrilling human stories all around them in

their everyday lives!

By this time I have traveled over almost the entire

United States. I had sold goods with our salesmen

in every part of the country. One of my last journeys

in quest of selling adventure had been with the new

Wilson stove into the effete East. I took a full sized

stove and had a special sample trunk made to carry it.

This trunk was made with hinges so all the sides

opened and fell flat, leaving the stove standing alone.

I landed first in New York City—my first visit to

the great metropolis. I stopped at the Hotel Imperial

and spent my first day jay-walking around the town.

I was a jay-walker all right but no one sold me any

gold bricks.

The second day I hunted up stove buyers but no one

was interested in the “Wilson.” They told me New

York burned coal and for me to go to towns “upstate,”

where they burned wood, corn cobs, etc. Therefore,

after several days’ hard work, I gave up New York.

I was “skunked.” However, while in the village I went

around and took an outside look at some of the great

hardware houses I had competed with in my Western

travels. I was surprised at their small quarters and

the general dark and dingy look of their offices and

231
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shipping rooms. I remarked at their poor shipping

facilities as compared with the West. So these were

the concerns I had feared Never again!

One afternoon I took a ship to Boston—my first

view of the Atlantic. It was a wonderful, large boat.

We had a beautiful trip up Long Island Sound.' I

sat on deck in the dark smoking. There was another

cigar light near me. Finally a voice asked—“What’s

your line?” “Stoves”—I answered. “What's yours?”

“Liquors” was the reply. My unknown friend was a

barkeeper. He was going to see his daughter at school

in Massachusetts. He said his trip would cost him

$100–$50 for his expenses and $50 his helper would

steal while he was gone !

I arrived in Boston in the gray dawn and put up

at Young's Hotel. What good, thick, juicy steaks!

Boston was a funny town with narrow, cow-path,

crooked streets. I got lost but called on stove people.

I went upstairs to the office of the Magee Furnace

Company, asked for the manager and was shown a

seat on a long bench. Several salesmen were on the

bench with me. I sat and smoked a large cigar.

The office force looked at me and laughed. I wondered

what was the matter. Finally my turn came and I

went into the inside office. The manager sized me

up, especially the large Vesuvius I was working. I

told my little story. At the end the manager remarked

—“You are the first salesman who ever came into

this office Smoking.” I answered—“Out West we all

smoke, everywhere. Won't you have a cigar?” It was

a big fine one. He rose, closed the door to the out

side office and took the cigar. He also had traveled

out West. We knew a number of hardware men in

common. I have forgotten his name but he was a good

sport. He told me to bring around my “hot tomale”

can that afternoon and he would show it to his sales

men on the first floor. I went downstairs, met the

salesmen, took them around to Young’s and “blew”

them to a great lunch.
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That afternoon I gave them a selling talk, showed

my sample, rigged up a chimney and they were sur

prised at how the “tomale can” would work. The

manager insisted on the exclusive Boston territory.

(How I did hate to give it up!) He bought 100 as a

starter and afterward became a very good customer,

selling a large quantity. I hope he is still living and

prosperous. I want him to know he saved my life

with that order. I had been out two weeks and had

not had a “scratch” up to that time.

More romance | I took a little tub of a boat to

Portland, Me. The trip was very rough and I was

seasick. A salesman must take the bitter with the

sweet. Finally I got on land again. I struck a “smart

Aleck” in Portland. He came to see my sample, looked

it all over, took in all my sales talk, asked me to stay

over the next day and bring the stove down to their

factory. Like an ass I did it. He had his stove fore

man look it all over and he took minute measurements.

Then he told me he would think it over and write me

to St. Louis. This concern never wrote me. They

brought out a very poor imitation made in their own

factory. I hope the curse of a poor sales manager

has spoiled his digestion all these years. Two days

lost and no one else called on in Portland on account

of his dishonest promises.

I cut across from Portland to Troy. There I called

on the Fuller & Warren Company and met a gentle

man with pure white hair. He was very pleasant. I

told my story, told of my sample and showed my

catalog. He said he had heard of this stove and would

take the agency for northern New York. He did not

even look at my sample. He gave me an order for 500

flat and for years sold a great many of these stoves,

ordering them in carload lots.

Such are the ups and downs of selling. No one

knows what a day will bring forth. The moral, boys,

is to keep moving, tell your story, SHOW SAMPLES

and never lose your temper.
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Would you like to hear the story of the Wilson

stove?

The Simmons Hardware Company had a buyer,

George W. Wilson, who had traveled in Texas. George

Wilson was one of God's noblemen. Everybody loved

George Wilson. He died in the harness and was

mourned by all who knew him.

One day our salesman, A. G. Johnson, who visited

Mexico, Mo., told George Wilson that a customer there

was making and selling a remarkable sheet iron stove

and had built up a large local trade. It happened

this customer's name was also “Wilson.” Our Mr.

Wilson took up the matter and as a result Mr. Wilson

of Mexico, Mo., sold out his business, moved to St.

Louis and started a factory to make these stoves, the

Simmons Hardware Company being the exclusive

agents. The Simmons Hardware Company built up

an enormous business on these stoves. The owner

Wilson made a fortune and today has a large modern

factory near St. Louis. How about romance in busi

ness! Think of the trifling things upon which suc

cess depends—the chance word of a salesman—the

receptive attitude of mind of a buyer—the energy

and nerve to push a new thing that “looked good.”

Among the many good salesmen of the Simmons

Hardware Company was Frank Baldwin of Indian

apolis. In a hard-fought territory he sold a large

volume of goods. Frank enjoyed the battle. He was

a great fighter. His correspondence was always in

teresting and amusing. Frank and I became warm

friends, notwithstanding the fact that I had to hold

him down pretty hard on prices, as he never liked to

“pass” business.

Once I remember he sent a large order at prices

just about our cost. He wrote that a certain com

petitor was after his account and he decided to get

some of his “good, rich, red blood.” I remember

writing Frank that he got the “good, rich, red blood”
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all right but it was ours and NOT HIS COMPETI

TOR'S 1

Frank wrote me he was tired of the “gypsy life”

selling goods in Indiana and wanted a house job. On

his visits to St. Louis we talked over many plans

and the outcome was a very romantic and adventurous

Charles B. Chancellor,

The Baldwin Tool Works,

Parkersburg, W. Va.

trip selling goods in Cuba, which I must save for an

article all by itself.

Frank became one of the leading shovel manufac

turers of the country. He owned the Baldwin Tool

Works and had for his sales manager Charles B.

Chancellor, one of the best salesmen and good, all

round fellows I ever knew. Frank made his for

tune and owns a wonderful hunting and fishing “lodge”

in Canada.

Here is another romance of business. I could tell

dozens of them. One day Mr. Simmons called me into

his office and, laying a sales statement before me,

said—“There’s something wrong with this Springfield,

Ill., territory. Sales are falling off and it needs look
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ing into.” The route was covered by George E. Scott,

a St. Louis boy who had been sent there out of stock.

I was instructed to meet Scott in Springfield and

give the territory the “once over.” I arrived at mid

night and George met me at the station. Naturally

he was “offish.” Salesmen usually are under the cir

cumstances. My first job was to win his confidence. I

studied him more than I did the trade. He was com

pletely discouraged and homesick. I will never for

get that hotel where he made his headquarters. It

was one of those dark, dreary places where odors from

the lavatory seem to permanently permeate the entire

hotel ! Poor boy! I was sorry for him. The Chicago

World’s Fair was in progress, so after a week on his

territory I took George to the Fair to see the sights.

We had very good time and the ice was broken.

Upon returning to St. Louis, Mr. Simmons wanted

to know the trouble. “Just a square peg in a round

hole,” I replied. I asked Mr. Simmons to let me have

George as an assistant. I told him he was naturally

one of the brightest young fellows in the house. Mr.

Simmons consented. George helped me. Then he be

came assistant to Wallace D. Simmons and on the

death of George Wilson, he took his desk as buyer

of housefurnishings, screen doors, woodenware, etc.

George E. Scott was a clear-headed, shrewd buyer

but he had the knack of making friends with all the

factory salesmen and also the salesmen of the house.

How little many people in this world realize the

value as well as the pleasure of friendships!

He was offered a large salary to go with a Chicago

railway appliance manufacturing concern as a sales

man. He accepted the position and brilliantly made

good. Today he is the vice-president of the company

and reported to be a millionaire.

Years after our first visit to Chicago together, when

he was a discouraged salesman, I went there as his

guest. I was met at the station by his car and
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chauffeur in livery and driven to his handsome apart

ment facing the lake.

Think of this true story, my dear discouraged sales

man. It is pleasant for me to think in this case, and

in others, that perhaps I myself had something to do

with putting others on the road to fortune!

During the war George Scott gave up his business,

moved to Washington and devoted all his time to the

Red Cross. He was the next man to Henry Davison.

My next article will tell how Frank Baldwin and

I went to Cuba and helped General Wood straighten

out affairs there by selling the hardware trade “the

best special brand line in the world.” It makes me

laugh to think of that adventure, even after all these

years.



CHAPTER XII

THE HARDWARE ANNEXATION OF CUBA

HE U. S. S. Maine was blown up in Havana

Harbor. The Spanish-American War followed.

Then came Santiago and San Juan Hill. General

Wood was Governor-General of Cuba. Trade follows

the flag, so I'rank Baldwin and I thought we had better

go down to Havana, and in a hardware sense at least

annex Cubal

We had sent several salesmen to Cuba but they had

either started drinking, gone into the real estate busi

ness or done almost everything else but sell hardware.

One fine day I said to Mr. Simmons: “Let Frank Bald

win and me go to Cuba and if we don’t sell goods we

will pay the cost of the trip ourselves.” He was will

ing, so the great adventure was planned.

First I had Mr. Simmons write to President McKin

ley for a letter of introduction to General Wood. This

came along in due time, and with several trunks of

samples Frank and I started down the east coast of

Florida. We stopped at St. Augustine and Palm Beach

and finally reached Miami, from where we set sail

for Havana on the S. S. Prince George. All the way

down the east coast Frank and I matched for “extras”

and all the way I lost. I surely had a run of bad luck.

In passing, let me say a friend had written me from

Havana to bring along a line of revolvers, as there

was quite a demand for them. In the innocence of

my heart I took his letter seriously, and the bottom of

my personal trunk was lined with revolvers in their

pasteboard boxes. When we landed, fortunately for

me, the customs officials did not go that deep into my

trunk. When my friend called at the Hotel Inglaterra

and I showed him the stack of revolvers I had brought

238
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in he held up his hands in horror. He was only joking,

as revolvers or any kind of firearms were strictly pro

hibited and there was a fine and jail sentence for any

one who attempted to bring them in. I had had a

narrow escape. However, since they were there my

friend took them and sold the lot at a very handsome

profit. To have been arrested for smuggling in arms

would have been a poor start as a salesman in Cuba.

Frank M. Baldwin,

The Baldwin Tool Works,

Parkersburg, W. Va.

We had a grand Spanish dinner, with champagne,

that first night. Prices were very high. As usual,

Frank and I matched. I won. My luck had turned.

The rest of our stay in Cuba, Frank provided all the

extras for our party, and I have a very distinct recol

lection of what he said to the hotel there when they

charged him $5 for a bottle of champagne !

The next day we called on General Wood at his

palace. He looked very handsome, dressed in his white
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uniform with his sunburned skin. We presented our

letter from President McKinley, and General Wood

wanted to know just what he could do for us. We told

him that we were modest, that we appreciated the

delicacy of his official position, that all we wanted

were letters to the hardware merchants of Cuba sug

gesting that if they knew what was good for them

they would get busy and give us a nice line of hard

ware orders. General Wood laughed, and referred us

to the Secretary of Agriculture. He, however, passed

a hint to this gentleman. The Secretary of Agriculture

was a Cuban who had been educated in Cincinnati.

He spoke English fluently, and when we informed him

of our mission he said he would send us personal

letters of introduction to all the best hardware mer

chants of Cuba.

The next afternoon a soldier came with a knapsack

full of letters. They were written in Spanish on

United States official letterheads. Frank remarked as

he tried to read one that they were full of “amigos,”

and he hoped they would turn the trick.

While we both were waiting we hired an interpreter

in the hotel and drove in one of the little Victoria

carriages around the narrow, cobblestone streets of

the town. Seeing a large hardware store, we walked

in and looked around, but did not give our names, as

we had no letters. Our horse was harnessed with a

poor quality of wrapping twine. He slipped and fell.

The shafts were broken in several places. The twine

gave way everywhere and our horse, being a philoso

pher, simply lay down in the gutter and refused to

get up. While our interpreter and the driver called

upon all the saints in the calendar, Frank and I stepped

out of our carriage and walked back to the hotel.

When we had our letters of introduction, we held a

council of war. We called in our interpreter and told

him our problems. He read over our letters and said

they were very “nice.” We showed him our big hard

ware catalog and told him about our trunks of samples.
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He told us the Spanish trade were very peculiar and

touchy and must be approached in a most formal and

dignified manner. As I was a vice-president of the

great Simmons house, I must act the part. I must be

very dignified and Frank Baldwin must do all the

work. He said no Spaniard would respect an officer

of a great house who showed the slightest sign of

doing any perspiring on his own account. I told Frank

to make a careful note of this information, and if he

saw me show any signs of energy to immediately

check me.

Then, said our interpreter, we must first hire him

for the trip at $5 per day and all expenses (including

wine). He would hire a fine carriage with two

horses and a good harness. We were to put on our

cutaway coats and silk hats, carry sticks and sit in

the back seat while he would sit on the box with the

driver. Then we would be properly prepared to make

our first call on the trade with our letters of introduc

tion. We authorized him to go ahead with these prep

arations while in the meantime, in a sample room he

had obtained, the dignified vice-president might have

been (but wasn’t) seen working in his undershirt un

packing samples. -

This sample room had once been in a monastery and

over our heads as we worked were the arms of some

prince of the church with the flat hat and keys of his

office.

After the samples were properly laid out, we started

on our round of visits. With our large carriage and

fine horses we made quite a show. I nudged Frank on

the luxurious cushions of the back seat and told him

to forget he had ever traveled in a caboose in Indiana.

When our imposing equipage drew up in front of

a hardware house, our interpreter would climb down

from the box and go in with our letter of introduction.

Frank and I sat tight, with our gloved hands holding

our sticks, in the back of the carriage. Through the

front window we could see our letter presented to the
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proprietor of the house. When he read and then

looked out at us, we could see him calling to his top

men, and all of them hurriedly putting on their coats.

When they were ready, headed by the proprietor, they

came out on the sidewalk and, bowing very low, asked

us to enter their business house. Frank and I also

bowed from the waist, and we were formally shown

all over the house. Our interpreter told them that

I, as an officer of the company, was only making

calls, but that Mr. Baldwin, the salesman, had a line of

samples he craved the honor of showing them. They

promised to come around and take a look when we

sent for them. Then there was a lot of bowing and

hat waving. We entered our chariot and were driven

to the next shop. All day long we drove around Havana

making our first calls. Frank asked the interpreter

what they all talked about so much in Spanish. “Oh,”

he answered, “they just say that their hardware store

and all they own belong to us.” “Fine,” said Frank.

“I have had about twenty hardware stores given to

me today, but how I would like to see just one little

Small order!”

Now a curious thing happened. At one store, when

we called in style, we received a rather frigid recep

tion. None of us could understand it. Our interpreter

was broken-hearted. Afterward we were invited to

the home of one of the most prominent merchants in

Havana to a dinner. We told him of this experience.

The merchant who had received us so coldly was

present, and then it came out that this was the store

where we had gone without our letter on our first

day in Havana. This merchant could not understand

our “motive” in calling first and looking over his

place without making ourselves known, then later

calling with our letters. We explained as best we could

that our first visit was “unofficial” and was before we

had our letters. He forgave us, putting it down to

ignorance, and later became a very good cus

tomer. This little story illustrates how, in selling
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foreign trade, one must be very careful not to offend,

even innocently, by not knowing the conventions of

the country !

Even in letter writing you must be most careful

with foreigners. Certain forms in writing are con

sidered as good manners, and when these conventions

are ignored the foreigner simply puts you down as

being an ill-bred, bad-mannered, uneducated person—

as you are—from the foreign point of view.

I know an American salesman who called on a

foreign house very highly recommended. He made

a most favorable impression—so much so that, con

trary to the common custom, this salesman was in

vited to this merchant’s house to dinner and met his

family. This salesman left town and never in any

way acknowledged this merchant’s hospitality. He

never left cards at the house before leaving nor did

he write a “bread and butter” letter afterward. He

sold no goods on his next visit, and it was a long

time before he discovered why he had lost a very

valuable account.

Our interpreter was invaluable to us in Havana. He

told us just what to do and what to avoid. We held

regular rehearsals in our rooms at the hotel.

This interpreter, Juan Larcarda, came of a very good

Cuban family which was impoverished by the war. He

stood very well with all the merchants on whom we

called. Upon my return to St. Louis, Mr. Simmons

asked how we could hold the trade that Frank and I had

started in Cuba. I suggested we call this interpreter

to St. Louis, teach him the hardware business and

send him back as our representative. This was done,

and I am proud to say the gentleman made good. He

still, after twenty-five years, represents the Simmons

Hardware Company in Cuba, and now I hear he has

trained up his son to take his place when he retires full

of years and honors. Another case of a chance meet

ing—and a change in one man's entire life.
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However, I must finish this article with the “bull

ring story.” When Frank and I got right down to

tacks, our interpreter would take the carriage and

bring the buyers to our sample room. Then he would

stay and interpret for us. When one of the first buyers

came, he looked over our full line and casually asked a

price here and there. He did not seem much interested.

We happened to have an eactra heavy, copper bull ring.

This sample caught his eye. He asked the price and

we explained it was higher because of its greater

weight. Then he asked the price of our regular 2%-in.

copper bull rings. As this was his first real sign of

interest, I looked at the actual cost and quoted him

a price of 10 cents per dozen less than cost. I thought

I would try him out and see if he meant business.

Our interpreter said he said he would take 500 dozen.

Frank, who saw the cost and heard me, almost fell

out of his chair. He then bought other goods, and

when our interpreter returned after driving him home

he remarked that the merchant had said our best

price was on bull rings.

After that, queer to relate, every prospect who came

to the sample room asked, first of all, a price on bull

rings. We stuck to the price and we sold 5,000 dozen.

It developed that copper bull rings are one of the most

staple items in Cuba. All hauling is done by bullocks

and every bullock must have his ring.

Afterward I jumped on our buyer in St. Louis for

not buying his bull rings cheap enough, and, backed

with my large orders, we secured a price that let us out.

Years later, when I met Mr. Atkins of Sargent &

Company, on hearing my name he asked if I had a

brother who went to Cuba and demoralized the prices

on bull rings there. I had to admit I was the guilty

party—but, after all, it was a good advertisement!



CHAPTER XIII

HANDLING MAIL-ORDER CUSTOMERS

came an “advisory committee,” and a new list

of officers of the Simmons Hardware Company

was elected. Wallace D. Simmons became president,

E. H. Simmons and George W. Simmons officers and

I was elected one of the vice-presidents. Naturally I

was very proud and happy at becoming an officer in

this great institution.

In my work as sales manager I, of course, came

very closely in contact with our mail-order business

(orders by mail direct from customers). Mail orders

were priced and handled very carelessly, not only by

our house but by all jobbers of that time. There were

constant claims on prices. Customers sent mail

orders only in extreme cases. Salesmen did not receive

credit for mail orders, and so asked customers to mail

them to their headquarters. They had envelopes and

order blanks printed, addressed to them.

It struck me the entire system was wrong. I be

lieved “a house divided against itself cannot stand,”

therefore, salesmen should have credit for all mail

orders from their customers. I had a hard time con

vincing our board, but finally succeeded. We gave

salesmen credit on mail orders. We systematized the

pricing of mail orders.

In doing this I installed a card system. I got the

idea from a library where one day I first saw the

method of keeping track of books with a card system.

I asked the librarian to allow me to study this system.

The possibilities of the card system in business imme

diately dawned on me.

M BOUT 1898 E. C. Simmons and I. W. Morton be

245
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The first set of cards was written up from the

ledgers. I remember that the clerks, when they were

first instructed to register orders on these cards,

objected to the system as a new-fangled idea. After

ward, when they became accustomed to handling the

cards, they could register very much more rapidly

than they did with the old system because they did

not have to write out the name and address for every

order.

These cards were the memory of the business, and

as soon as the system was working well it made an

immediate improvement in our service. No instruc

tions, regardless of how small, were ever forgotten.

The great advantage of the system was in the fact that

the handling of our accounts was not a matter that

rested in the memory of a few men, but was a perma

nent record. Men could come and go but the accounts

were handled exactly according to these written

records.

I go into detail about this card system because it

was one of the best things I ever worked out to control

the handling of thousands of accounts. These cards

became the key to the business.

This system was simply an expansion on a large

scale of the books I had kept on my individual custom

ers in Colorado. -

There was a card for every customer. On these

cards were written complete, detailed instructions in

regard to handling a customer’s account—for instance:

Terms. . . . . . . .

Packing instructions. . . . . . . .

Shipping instructions. . . . . . . .

Whether to back order or not. . . . . . . .

Whether to substitute or not. . . . . . . .

Whether to ship goods on hand immediately or hold

order and fill complete. . . . . . . .

Any remarks about prices. . . . . . . .

To catch goods waiting on back orders. . . . . . . .

One order to be packed with another. . . . . . . .
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“K.K.” (Kronic Kicker) . . . . . . . .

Don’t sell—refer to sales manager... . . . . . . .

Agency arrangements, such as on Wilson stoves,

were entered on these cards. When salesmen visited

the house they went over these cards with an employee

Wallace D. Sim

mons, President, The

Simmons Hardware

- Co., St. Louis, Mo.

and gave any new instructions needed about the han

dling of each of their accounts.

I introduced the system of numbering orders by

dates. For instance, the 100th order received on April

(4) first (1) would be numbered “41 100” with an
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automatic numbering stamp so every order number

told the date the order was received. Orders were first

numbered and then registered on the back of these

cards. All instructions on cards—shipping, pricing,

etc.—were transferred to the order as it was regis

tered. Rubber stamps were used for many of the

notes. There were two columns on the back of each

card—one for mail orders, the other for salesmen’s

orders.

These cards were arranged and filed by States, towns

and customers. As the orders were opened they were

so arranged and passed to the “register” clerks. With

this system there was no limit to the number of

“register” clerks who could work at the same time.

In the case of a customer whose credit was beyond

question, we stamped a large star on the card. This

star was stamped on the order and the orders were

passed through without the inspection of the credit

man. This saved him a great deal of work. In addition,

everybody handling the orders in the house understood

that a star customer was one whose credit was beyond

question.

The credit department used these cards by enter

ing a number on the card which referred to the cus

tomer's credit record. Then commercial reports, etc.,

were filed in a folder in the credit files numerically.

In other words, if you wished to look up a customer’s

credit record quickly, you simply turned to his card.

obtained his credit number and turned to the credit

files for the reports when necessary.

These cards led to our changing our filing system from .

A. B. C. to one by States, towns and customers. There

fore our files were in line with our cards. If a question

came up about some town, one could get all the orders

and correspondence from that town in a moment.

Of course by making these cards larger, the actual

purchases from month to month of a customer could

be entered on the card, so with such a card you have

an absolute record of the account. Some merchants
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will say: “But we keep all such records on the ledger

account.” The trouble with that system is that it

clutters up your books with pencil memorandums on

the accounts; and besides that, if too many people wish

to look up records on the ledgers, the bookkeepers do

not have enough time to work on them.

It naturally followed that our ledgers were

changed to States, towns and customers and at last

our sales managers, mail order men and clerks were

arranged geographically. Of course a man handling

the business from one section of the country day after

day became more familiar with the prices necessary

and the peculiarities of the trade in that section.

In organizing a territory, the sales department took

a list of the towns assigned to a salesman and from

the ledgers they wrote up cards of all the accounts

they had in these towns. Then from the commercial

agencies they wrote up cards of all the merchants in

this territory in our line of business who had not been

buying.

The sales department put their letter-writing

machinery to work. Letter Number One was a care

fully prepared letter advising trade in this territory

that our salesman would call in January and that the

house would let them know exactly when to expect him,

soliciting a share of their favors, etc.

This letter was very carefully prepared, and while

it was a form letter, it was so well done that it avoided

the appearance of a form. Every letter of this kind

was signed by the sales manager by hand and if the

sales manager happened to know the customer per

sonally, he made a little personal notation at the bot

tom of the letter in his own handwriting. When these

letters were sent out the date was entered on the card

with a figure “1” in a circle, indicating that the first

sales shot had been fired.

If the salesman came along and opened a new

account, he filled out a form giving full information as

to pricing and handling. From this form the neces
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sary instructions were entered on the card and an

acknowledgment letter sent. This we would call Letter

Number Two. This letter expressed to the merchant

the pleasure of the house in having him open an ac

count. It expressed the hope that he would be satis

fied with our goods and our service and that he would

continue to buy from us, both through our salesmen

and by mail. This letter also stated the fact that the

salesmen received full credit for any mail orders that

came direct to the house from their trade between

their visits.

As these letters were all forms they took very little

work and only accuracy was required in seeing that

they were sent out properly.

If there were other letters that followed, calling

attention to various lines of goods or special items,

each of these letters in turn was numbered and

the sales manager could tell by the card at a glance

exactly what letters had been sent a merchant. By

looking at the register on the back of the card the sales

manager could also see at a glance whether there had

been any responses in the way of orders.

Let us take the case of a new customer. We all

know that first impressions are usually lasting ones.

A new customer should receive special attention.

Therefore when this order struck the card and it was

found to be a new account, the proper tags were placed

on the order, instructing the stock and shipping de

partments to be exceedingly careful to send only nice,

clean boxes, to pack the goods with extra care, to

fill the order complete and to see that it was shipped

with extra dispatch. In other words, the sales de

partment must use all the departments in the house to

make a good impression on the new customer. The

original order when finished, with the invoice, would

then come to the desk of the sales manager so that

he could carefully look over the order and see how it

had been handled.
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Suppose the order had been filled without a single

omission! The sales manager had an opportunity to

call the attention of the customer to the fact that

notwithstanding the size of his order, we had taken

George W. Simmons,

Vice-President, The

Simmons Hardware

Co., St. Lowis, Mo.

pleasure in filling it without a single “short.” Prob

ably this fact would not have been noticed by the

customer unless it was invited to his attention. If

there happened to be unavoidable “shorts,” the sales

manager had an opportunity to explain why these goods

were not sent. The great attention given to such de
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tails naturally made an impression upon the mind of

the customer, and inevitably helped the salesman as

well as the house.

Then no sales manager can possibly do business

without what I used to call a “tickler.” By that I

meant a contrivance by which my stenographer or

secretary brought up papers at a future date. In

the case of new accounts, a memorandum was immedi

ately made in the “tickler” to look up that merchant

and see if he bought any goods in the next thirty days.

If not, he was to receive a treat in the form of Letter

Number Three, inclosing a stamped, self-addressed

envelope and politely asking him if the goods of his

first order were received promptly and if they were

to his entire satisfaction. A follow-up system of this

kind often surprises the retail merchant. He cannot

understand how the sales managers of large houses

have such wonderful “memories” |

I made it a custom for years to dictate to my stenog

rapher a memorandum of the date of the call of a cus

tomer or a prospect and then very brief notes of our

conversation. I would place this memoranda in the

“tickler” and have it come up in thirty or sixty days.

Then I would write a letter to this merchant, referring

to his visit, recalling the subject of our conversation

and asking him certain questions. Such letters led

to correspondence—to personal contact and maturally

to sales.

Copies of all these letters were sent to the salesmen

and naturally a salesman was impressed when he

found a constant running fire of correspondence be

tween the head office and his customers. He of course

thought if the “old man” could keep so busy, he would

have to get busy himself! These letters when skillfully

written made a very favorable impression upon the

minds of the merchants.

I remember the case of a salesman who resigned his

position with us and went with another house. After

ward he wrote me a letter, asking to be taken back.
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The reason he gave was that the house he was with

never wrote him any letters and never wrote anything

to his customers. … “Why,” he said to me later, “I

could send them a beautiful order and they never

wrote me a line about it nor did they write a line to

the merchant, thanking him for the business!”

If a salesman is ever trained under a sales managing

system, such as I now outline, he will certainly not

be satisfied with any other method. I know this

from experience. -

Now in regard to the organizing of territory, let

me state that I am fully aware that some of my

readers will say they can not afford to employ the

clerical force to carry out such ideas as I have out

lined. As a matter of fact, if the sales manager is a

good teacher, it is not necessary to have a large or

expensive force. The details can be carried out by a

few bright girls. I have found carefully selected

women very much better at doing this kind of work

than men or boys but of course the sales manager must

explain clearly just what is wanted. He must see that

the records kept are respected and are therefore kept

accurately.

I remember once I went through a large establish

ment and the president spoke very proudly of his sys

tem of figuring profits. Just to have a little fun, I

remarked to him that I did not think his profits were

figured accurately. He was very indignant. He said:

“How do you know whether they are or not in the few

moments you have devoted to walking through the

house?” “Well,” I answered, “I will bet you a Dunlap

hat that you could go over any salesman's file of profits

and you would find that it is full of errors.” He be-,

came interested and we made a test. The profit figur

ing turned out to be a joke. Then he turned to me

indignantly and asked what made me think that their

profits were not figured correctly. I answered: “Just

because I took a good, hard look at the man who is

doing the work and I made up my mind from his
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untidy, slip-shod appearance and the way he was

jollying the girl sitting next to him that no accuracy

could come forth from that source.”

W. D. Biggers was my mail order assistant at this

time. He was very efficient and an exceedingly level

headed, hard worker. He is now the president of the

great screen door business, the Continental Company,

and lives in Detroit.

The success of a large business depends more on

“good service” than any other factor. To build

up service one must have, first, experienced, prac

tical men, and next, a good organization. Every

detail of every job should be systematized. Every clerk

should know his duties. This takes an immense amount

of labor in building the organization, but it all comes

back in “smooth running” afterward. One cannot

count on hit-or-miss methods in handling thousands

of accounts. The building of an efficient organization

means years of patient toil. It is a matter of natural

Selection. It cannot be hurried. When such an or

ganization is once built, it requires constant care to

keep it running right. It is like a finely adjusted

watch. Then what a crime is committed when some

inexperienced management allows such an organization

to fall to pieces !

Our mail-order business increased wonderfully.

Customers found they could get intelligent service

and the right prices. At first our salesmen, especially

the “old guard,” were suspicious of the new mail-order

work. Some old salesmen were openly opposed to our

work. We had several clashes, but by patience and

tact we won them over, and as they saw the improved

service they found out good mail-order service helped

them hold their accounts. So their opposition finally

changed into hearty cooperation.

This mail-order work led to a lot of circularizing,

letter writing and catalog work—both large catalogs

and small departmental ones.

In one of my circular, typewritten, personal letters,
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sent out State by State, I asked the dealer to give us

suggestions about handling mail orders. I inclosed

a stamped, addressed envelope for answer. One dealer

in Arkansas wrote: “I am really very sorry for you

and wish I could help you out of your mail-order

troubles, but, unfortunately, I do not know anything

about the hardware business, either.”

Answers came to us by hundreds, and then these

answers were taken up personally. Many dealers

wrote that they wished to buy from us, but our sales

man did not call. Others wrote that they did not like

W. D. Biggers,

The Continental Company,

Detroit, Mich.

our salesman, but would buy by mail. Others wrote

that our prices were not right, and then they would

ask quotations. The work of answering all this mail

took several men, and it was found that mail-order

development work was a great help to the general pro

gram of increasing sales.

Please remember that this work was being done
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from 1893 to 1901, when direct mail-order work was

almost unknown to the trade.

Again, this was only an expansion of similar work

I did in Colorado with the assistance of one intelligent

WOman.

Also, having learned in Colorado the advantage of

“collective cars,” I started a systematic campaign all

over the country through our salesmen of making up

collective cars of screen doors, refrigerators, wire

cloth, and many other goods. These things largely

increased our sales and naturally entailed an immense

amount of work.

Then we were constantly developing new territories.

This was done by placing salesmen on territories we

had never covered. Our usual plan was to hire a

salesman who had a trade built up in this new terri

tory for us. We obtained these salesmen in various

ways. Sometimes they wrote, asking a position. At

others, our own men recommended them. Often we

sent out our house boys.

Experience taught us to follow certain general rules

in hiring salesmen. Here are a few of them:

(1) Always have the applicant come to see you so

you can look him over. Never hire a salesman by

correspondence only.

(2) Size up the applicant as to whether he is homest

or not. E. C. Simmons was very fond of telling the

following story: He said a salesman applied to him

by letter for a position. He gave his references. When

the answers were received they were not at all favor

able. Finally this salesman called in person. Mr.

Simmons said to him: “I have written to your refer

ences, and to be perfectly frank, they write that you

are a thief, a liar, a gambler and a drunkard.” An ex

pression of pain came over the face of the applicant

for the position and then he inquired, “But don’t you

think in other respects I am all right?”

(3) Study the applicant’s eyesight. I have known

men to be hired who were almost blind. Do you know
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that the mistakes in making prices and in writing up

orders made by many salesmen are caused by the fact

that they cannot see? You can generally notice those

who have very poor eyesight, because they hesitate in

walking.

(4) Study the applicant's hearing. There are deaf

salesmen who conceal their deafness. Usually you can

tell a deaf person, because, strange to say, a deaf per

son speaks in a very low voice.

(5) Test out the applicant's memory. One of the

greatest dangers in employing men as salesmen, either

for the road or in a retail store, is to get a man with

a blank memory. This is very dangerous, because the

lack of memory is not immediately apparent. I re

member one case where I employed a man of unusually

pleasing appearance. I thought to myself: “Well, this

fellow is a winner.” We had him spend a week in

the house posting up on our various lines. Follow

ing my custom, at the end of the week I had him come

to my office and I asked him questions about our

goods. I was astounded to find that this young fellow

after a week with our buyers did not seem to have

gathered any information whatsoever. For instance, I

said: “How do you like our line of enameled ware?”

“Oh,” he answered, “it is a very nice line. It should

sell very well, indeed.” “Well,” said I, casually, “what

is the name of the line?” He stopped and thought,

and finally said he could not exactly remember. I

asked him the names of the different buyers he

had been working with throughout the week. He

remembered only one or two of them. I then asked

him a few general questions, such as the name of

the Secretary of State of the United States. This

very intelligent-looking young fellow actually did not

remember anything. His mind was almost a complete

vacuum. We promptly paid him a month’s salary and

bade him good-bye. It is absolutely impossible to work

with people without memories. In those days we

selected our salesmen very carefully, because we put
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in a great deal of work training the salesmen, and,

of course, if you picked up the wrong kind of raw

material, your work was wasted.

(6) Look carefully into the applicant’s record for

illness.

(7) Never hire a drinking man—not even a moder

ate drinker.

(8) Never hire a man with a large family at a small

salary.

(9) Never hire a Northern man to travel on a

Southern territory.

(10) Hire a German for a German territory, a

Frenchman in Louisiana, etc.

We never had any luck with salesmen who advertise

for jobs. As a general rule you can put it down that

every good man has a job and is not usually hunting

for another. You have to hunt him.

In handling the various salesmen—we then had

about 250—I followed the plan of devoting most of

my attention to new men, new territories and weak

territories. A number of our steady regulars needed

no attention at all. They knew what to do and did it.

All they wanted was the right kind of ammunition.

I remember one case where a new salesman, after

having been out two months and having heard from me

with great frequency, walked in, set down his grip,

looked at me with an indignant expression, and hissed

out in my face: “Haven’t you a d d thing to do

but watch me every day and follow up my work?” The

joke is, I had not devoted very much time to him, but

my system had. My assistants examined his orders

and passed up their comments to me. From these

comments I wrote the letters. I showed this young

man the system. He scratched his head and remarked:

“This is sure no place for a salesman who loves the

pleasures of life.” I intimated to him that we were

not trying to run a pleasure bureau for his particular

benefit !
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Time after time it was proved that cut prices alone

would not get business. In one case a salesman on a

new territory was always complaining of his price

competition. Just as an experiment I gave him the

authority to sell his goods at COST for thirty days to

see if he could “break in” to the trade. He sold only

a few goods. He showed my letter and he quoted cut

prices. The trade either did not believe him or they

just laughed. They missed some bargains.

For several years we had salesmen follow a regular

plan of bringing good customers to St. Louis as our

guests. This plan worked well. It brought the house

and customer in closer personal contact.

I learned that most sales managers talk to the sales

man too much. I drew out the salesman and found

out what he knew and didn’t know. By this plan I

became aware our salesmen had a great many ideas

that were all wrong. It was then I realized the fact

that when people believe a thing that is wrong, it is

just the same as truth to them, and you can only dis

cover what people do think by getting them to talk.

When a salesman did very well on a territory, we

would send him a helper from the house and he would

almost double his sales. Put it down as a maxim that

where there is good business there is more business.

More money can be made following up success than fol

lowing up failure. What I mean is this: If you are

doing business in New York and it is a matter of pride

with you that you wish to work up a fine trade in the

vicinity of Portland, Ore., you may make failure after

failure in that territory. All these failures cost a lot

of money. I have known houses that as a matter of

pride determined to sell goods in a specified territory

whether they could make money in it or not. They

refused to be beaten. When I found that certain terri

tories for some reasons were practically impossible, I

rather let them rest until I could get through assimi

lating the cream out of the territories that came
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easier. As a sales manager it was always my policy to

crowd success to the very limit.

I believe from a practical standpoint of profits for

stockholders that there is a good deal of wisdom in

what I am now writing. However, sometimes busi

nesses are not run for practical reasons, but for the

reason, as Solomon discovered, that “Vanity, vanity,

all is vanity.”

In 1899 I went to Europe for the first time, and sold

goods in France and England. This trip was valuable

to me, because I made up my mind a JOBBER had no

business trying to get foreign trade, and afterward, in

my own business, I never attempted to go after foreign

business. I am sure this saved our house many thou

sands of dollars. An entire chapter could be written

on foreign selling. Every year American houses are

wasting money taking a shot at foreign trade. Unless

you are equipped to do a foreign business right and

unless you are willing to stay with it, you had better

leave foreign business alone.

No doubt you realize that all these things took a

large amount of thought and work. They did. A great

many of us were devoting our entire lives to this busi

ness. We worked night and day and thought and

talked of little else. It was very interesting, but I

sometimes wonder if such concentration on business is

not morally wrong and if those who do it are not made

to pay for their neglect of other things. There is

nothing surer in life than the law of compensation.

Can not one be intemperate and immoral by falling in

love with a business???



CHAPTER XIV

THE BICYCLE CRAZE

MUST not pass over the curious boom that broke

out about 1896 in the bicycle business. Everybody

rode a “bike”—old and young, men and women.

There were bicycle clubs organized. The general topic

of conversation was bicycles and bicycle clothes. Men

wore knickerbockers; women wore short skirts with

laced leggings. It spread like a prairie fire all over

the country. Naturally the sales of wheels were enor

mous, not only wheels but bicycle accessories—tires,

lamps, horns, bells, etc.

No one was prepared to take care of the tremendous

demand and there was a great shortage of goods. We

bought from several factories—the Pope Manufactur

ing Company, Iver Johnson, the Eagle Wheel and

Featherstone of Chicago. Featherstone made our

“special brands” for us and we did a fine business

with him. He had been a manufacturer of baby

carriages but was swamped by the bicycle demand,

and I believe practically went out of the “perambula

tor” business.

I remember being sent to Chicago to see why our

orders were not being filled. I arrived on an early

train and, taking breakfast at the station lunch

counter, immediately hurried out to Featherstone's

factory. It was eight o'clock. The office was not

open. I walked around to the shipping room. I met

the shipping clerk and he told me all about their

large business on wheels. He showed me a shipping

room full of crated bicycles and four cars in place to

be loaded that day. He was a great talker. I looked

over the marks on these wheels but none was for us.

261
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At nine o'clock I called at the office again and soon

Mr. Featherstone came in. I told my mission—we

wanted wheels—our customers were clamoring to have

their orders filled. Featherstone passed me one of

his big $1 cigars and explained how well he had taken

care of us. He showed me records. He was sorry

he had no wheels. Then I burst out. I told of my early

visit to his shipping room. We must have some of

those wheels. Finally after a “battle royal” I wired

the Simmons Hardware Company that two cars of

wheels would go to us that day. Mr. Featherstone

was really doing his best. He had oversold and was

trying to take care of too many customers.

Afterward we made an arrangement with Mr.

Snyder of New York and sold his wheels for years.

Mr. Snyder went to Congress, and a few days ago

when I visited Mr. Houghton, our Ambassador in

Berlin, he asked me if I did not know Mr. Snyder.

The world is very small and is growing smaller all

the time.

Another and an earlier boom was that in roller

skates. The country went wild on roller skates and

“rinks” were organized everywhere. That was before

the days of concrete pavements and good, smooth

streets, so roller skates were used only in “rinks.”

The sales of skates were extraordinary. As usual,

there was a shortage and then dead stock when the

boom blew up! Sermons were preached all over the

country on the immorality among young people as a

result of roller skating.

Now we are having our automobile boom. Will

this, too, blow up? Will the craze pass? Will there

be dead stocks as in roller skates and bicycles?

Our American people are faddists. We follow

fashions in sports and in dress like a herd of sheep.

There is dancing, short skirts, bobbed hair, low shoes,

etc. If a merchant is shrewd enough to anticipate

the fad of the hour, cash in on it and get out in time,

he can make a fortune; otherwise he loses in one
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year all he has accumulated in three and is always

on the ragged edge.

American business is very irregular on account of

all these fads. Merchants should constantly look

ahead and study the changing currents of demand.

If one recognizes the principle underlying these

changes it is not hard, as these fads rise slowly, pop

and go down. - For instance, I should say right now

“The country went wild on roller skates”

that the automobile business has about reached the

point of “saturation” and is due for a decline. Let's

Seel

Look at the boom in graphophones and later the

slump that almost wrecked everyone in the business.

Then see the radio craze which is now booming. What

will happen here? Have.we reached the top?
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All these studies make merchandising interesting,

and on the accuracy of the merchant’s judgment de

pends his success or failure. Every one of these great

fads makes a batch of fortunes and leaves a trail

of failures.



CHAPTER XV

CHANGING CONDITIONS

N thinking of this period with the Simmons Hard

ware Company, through the dim mists of time

many faces appear to me. Some of these men

are still living while others have gone to their long

rest. -

This history would not be complete without refer

ring to Harry Hubbard who was house salesman for

the Simmons Hardware Company for a number of

years. I mean by this that he sat near the front door

and waited on the trade that came to the city to buy

goods. Harry traveled for many years in Nebraska

with headquarters in Lincoln. He made a splendid suc

cess as a salesman. He saved his money and invested

every dollar in stock in the Simmons Hardware Com

pany. He became quite well off on account of the in

crease in the value of this stock. Hubbard was one

of these steady, conscientious, faithful workers, the

value of whose work in a business is often overlooked.

There was nothing theatrical about him. He never

advertised but he had the knack of handling a large

buyer or a small buyer and giving just as much at

tention and pains to one as to the other. When it

was necessary for him to stay downtown and work

late at night selling goods, he never complained nor

did he tell everybody in the place what he was doing.

He never asked credit for anything. I take especial

pleasure in writing about him and expressing my

appreciation of the value of his work simply because

I feel that many people in the house entirely over

looked the hard and conscientious work he did.

Another very pleasant gentleman of those days was

Charlie Smiley. He also waited on visiting merchants

265
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and handled our railway supply business in its be

ginning. Mr. Smiley was a very pleasant, even-tem

pered character. He knew hundreds of dealers and

was always very popular. Many merchants would

call and sit waiting a long time for Charlie Smiley

to wait on them. Mr. Smiley retired from business

many years ago and I understand is still living in St.

Louis. I send him my greetings

It is impossible for me to write about all of our

successful salesmen. It would be just a repetition of

the tale of energy, intelligence and hard work.

I cannot refrain, however, from passing a bouquet

to my old friend, Bert Greenwood. Bert and I went

to school together at the Stoddard School. When I

was a boy I remember first seeing gold fish in an

aquarium at his house. I was intensely interested

in these fish. What little things pop into our memo

ries when we review the past! Then Bert and I were

stock clerks at the same time. We were also sent out

about the same year as helpers to established salesmen.

You will remember that I went to Missouri and I am

under the impression that Bert went as a helper to

some salesman in Arkansas. Later he was given a

regular territory of his own in Montana and became

a very successful salesman.

As I heard the story, a thing happened to Bert

that completely changed his entire life. It was caused

by another salesman's doing the “parrot act”—in

other words—talking too much. It seems that these

two salesmen left St. Louis on the same train for the

West at the same time. This other salesman, as some

very foolish salesmen will insist upon doing, discussed

his arrangement and salary with Bert. He showed

him his settlement with Mr. Simmons for the previous

year. Now it happened that Bert had sold more goods

and made a larger profit than this other salesman

but his settlement had not been quite as generous.

Naturally Bert went up in the air. Mr. Simmons,

on the other hand, always believed that young men
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just getting a start should not draw the same salaries,

even for the same results, as older men with families.

It happened that this other salesman was in this

latter class. Bert, however, never felt exactly the same

afterward. He could not understand why the house

should make a little extra profit on a younger sales

IIla Il.

Therefore after a while he resigned and became

the general manager of the hardware department of

the Anaconda Copper Mining Company in Butte, Mont.

He still occupies this position and has filled it, I hear,

with great success for many years.

Now I have always had the highest regard and the

strongest friendship for Bert Greenwood but this was

one of those cases where I could never get any real

good business out of my friend. I remember when I

was sales manager I steadily worked on Bert to

get the lion’s share of his business. If I offered him

any leaders he would snap them up but Bert, like so

many other salesmen, when he went into business for

himself became a confirmed factory buyer. It simply

broke his heart if he thought that any jobber was

making 10 per cent. profit on any order from him. No

doubt all of us in our experiences have had these warm

friends who never gave us any business.

So, Mr. Greenwood, after all these years, I am get

ting even with you by telling you that you can now

send your hardware orders wherever you please. I

might even make my language more forcible but never

theless, I am glad that we still remain friends and still

correspond with each other from time to time after

all these years. Recently Bert wrote me a letter in

which he stated that when he read my memoirs, he

felt as if he were living his own life all over again.

I am sometimes afraid that this story is only

interesting to some of the old-timers who feel like

Bert. -

The sons of Mr. Simmons were now becoming very

active in running the business. All three of them
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were young men of good habits and they were hard

workers. Wallace D. Simmons was the president of

the company and while naturally he lacked his fath

er's experience, his father's keen judgment of human

nature and his father's ability to pick salesmen and

other employees, still I am glad to bear witness to the

fact that Wallace was always very fair-minded. He

was just as straight as a string. 'I know he always

desired to do the right thing and to treat everybody

fairly and justly. - -

Nevertheless, I would not be telling the truth if I

did not write that the “old guard” in the house, con

sisting of the head men in the various departments

who had been with the concern many years, soon

felt that a great change had taken place in the busi

ness. E. C. Simmons and I. W. Morton were advisory

directors. They came down to work almost every day

and went to their private offices but the subordinate

officials, the heads of departments, were put in the

disagreeable position if they went direct to E. C. Sim

mons or I. W. Morton with any matter, of receiving

a gentle hint that there had been a change in the

management and that such matters should now be

referred to the proper officials, which of course meant

the Simmons boys.

Then, if one referred some business question to

any of the Simmons boys and if the decision did not

seem to be entirely satisfactory and the matter was

taken over their heads to E. C. Simmons or to I. W.

Morton, there naturally was feeling. In other words,

there was an advisory committee all right, consisting

of E. C. Simmons and I. W. Morton, but if you took

anything to the committee, you were very liable to

get into serious difficulties with the active manage

ment. Therefore one had the choice of constantly

being in hot water with somebody or of simply ac

cepting the situation and making up one's mind to

draw one's salary and cause just as little trouble as

possible.
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Now of course some temperaments can follow such

a policy. They can see things according to their

judgment going wrong and still accept the situation

as long as they draw their salaries. I, however—

fortunately or unfortunately as the case may be—was

not built on these lines. I may say I had quite a

surplus supply of “pep” and energy. I also expressed

my convictions in rather an emphatic manner. As

might be expected, I was soon having my share of

trouble.

Of course after all these years I look back upon

those days now with a good deal of amusement but

at the time to me it was a very serious condition. -

Along came still another perfectly natural develop

ment. The boys very humanly decided to build up

their own organization inside of the business. Very

likely they did not feel in the closest possible touch

with the veterans who had worked with their father

and Mr. Morton in building up the business. They

of course, knew the feelings of these veterans toward

Mr. Simmons and Mr. Morton. They no doubt also

knew that these men who had been raised in the busi

ness and who knew every bolt, screw and rope in the

ship, could not be expected to have the highest opin

ion of the knowledge and ability of the boys just

fresh from college.

So very soon after the young Simmons boys were

placed in charge we began to have an influx of college

men from the East. These men consisted of two

classes—those who had real ability and those who

were perfect dubs. Those of ability made friends and

did well but in every single instance without an ex

ception as far as I can remember, just as soon as

they had established a good reputation as business

men, they accepted jobs back in the East. All the

work devoted to their education in the hardware busi

ness was wasted. These young gentlemen seemed to

prefer the environment of the East to the social at

tractions of St. Louis. The other class of college men
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—those I will call “dubs” for short, simply pottered

around in the business and caused all the trouble and

confusion and disorganization possible.

These conditions, as I say, now are very amusing

but at the time they made the “old guard” get together

in little meetings and gnash their teeth with rage.

As a natural result the members of the “old guard”

began to resign.

Henry M. Meier, one of the vice-presidents and a

very conservative, careful man who was of great

value to the business, retired and is still living. He

has a summer home in Harbor Point, Mich., and a

winter home in southern California.

John E. Pilcher, another vice-president, a man of

very strong character and one of the most remark

able salesmen I ever knew, also retired.

It was becoming daily more evident that oil and

water would not mix—that the college boys and the

veterans could not run the business together in har

mony.

There was a street car strike. All of us had to get

down to work as best we could. Our young officials,

being polo players, rode down on horseback. Some of

our college friends, also being polo players, appeared

on the scene in baggy-seated, tight-kneed riding

breeches. This kind of breeches was not familiar to

the “old guard,” so a story was passed around to the

effect that the man who got up earliest in the morning

put on the riding breeches because it seemed that one

day one of the new college men would wear these

breeches while the next day the same pair of breeches

would be worn by one of our young officials. I was

curious to find out if there was any truth in this story,

so I told one of our officials of the gossip that was

going around and asked if there was only one pair

of trousers or whether there were two pair. He ad

mitted to me with a laugh that the story was abso

lutely true. There was only one pair and his college
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friend and himself were alternately using the same

pair of trousers.

Another thing that stuck in the craw of “us veter

ans” was the fact that while we were expected to be

at our desks promptly at 8 o’clock every morning, our

young college friends ambled in anywhere from 9.30

to 10.30.

Then we had the pleasure also of reading all about

them in the society columns. Upon their arrival they

were immediately introduced into the “400,” took out

a special membership in the Country Club and after

that no social function was complete without the

brilliance of their presence. Us “roughnecks” of

course were jealous!

Henry M. Meier, Vice-Presi

dent, The Simmons Hardware

Co., St. Lowis, Mo.

One of these college men who made good was Fred

W. Allen. He became one of the head buyers in the

business. Mr. Allen had a charming personality sea

soned with a great deal of New Hampshire common
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sense. He was universally popular, not only in the

business, but with all the manufacturers with whom

he had dealings. He would have been a splendid ac

quisition for the business but he married one of the

richest girls in St. Louis and returned to New York

to become vice-president of one of the leading banks.

I speak of these things because, with advancing

years and experience, I am convinced that back of

such conditions are fundamental laws that are based

on human nature. My conclusion is that just as far

as possible, it is always wise to develop your talent

in your own business and to get your men from

an environment similar to that in which they must

continue to live. I think this is fundamental.

There, of course, are exceptions where men are

brought into the business from the outside and make

good, but I think it will be found upon investigation

that those businesses are the most successful where

they systematically carry on a policy of training

young men in the business with the idea that these

young men are to take the higher and more important

positions. - ...

Now I may be all wrong but it has seemed to me

to be a curious fact that while you can bring Western

young men East and while these men will succeed,

it is very seldom that an Eastern young man will suc

ceed or stay in the West.

Another strange fact is that while you may take

Southern young men and have them succeed in the

North, it is very seldom that a Northern young man

will succeed in the South. It would be an interesting

study as to why this is true. I have my own theories

on the subject but will not enlarge upon them here. ‘. .

One of these college men who came out to show us

how the hardware business should be handled had

been a “rough rider” under Roosevelt. I think he

went to Cuba with Roosevelt or he was in the neigh

borhood. Anyhow, he was a rough rider. Now the

“old guard” had no rough riders among their number
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but we had some fairly good poker players, so in

order to be hospitable, this rough rider was invited

to one of our Saturday evening poker parties. He

may have been an expert on a mustang, but he was

not very strong with the cards! He departed from

the assemblage that evening short some forty simo

leons. He did not take his losses gracefully. He

seemed inclined to think that some of the “old guard”

would raise when they were not justified in doing so

based upon the actual value of the cards they held

in handl

A few days afterward E. C. Simmons called me into

his office and asked me point-blank if I played poker.

I admitted that I did. He expressed his sincere regret

and said that he thought the game demoralizing.

He inquired if I had invited Mr. X to one of these

poker parties. I also admitted that this had happened.

Then he said to me—“What happened?” I told him

that while Mr. X may have had all kinds of rough

riding war experiences, he had not yet learned the

art of knowing when to lay down three of a kind.

Mr. Simmons’ gray eyes twinkled. “Now, Sank,” he

said, “I recommend that you learn to play whist. It

is a much better game than poker and I also think it

was not just the nice thing for you to invite Mr. X

to play cards with your gang of hardened criminals.”

I promised him that it would never occur again and

it didn’t but just the same, the gang did not think

that Mr. X was a very good sport for running to the

head of the company and telling him about his

card losses.

This gentleman also resigned and wended his way

back Eastward. He married the daughter of the

president of one of the largest corporations in the

country. He was an ambitious and attractive fellow.

After several years a certain manufacturer in Con

necticut sent me a telegram asking what I thought

about Mr. X—reply immediately and confidentially.

I simply wired back—“Put the firm’s books in the safe
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and turn the combination.” Later I was in New York

and I received a telegram from the president of this

factory asking me to come up and pay them a visit.

I went. It seems that Mr. X secured a position with

them. It was a very old business. The management

of the business had been in one family for many years.

My friend the president had held that job for a quarter

of a century. And though he did not control the

stock, no one all these years had ever thought of

ousting him, as the business was a very profitable

one. It developed, however, that Mr. X with his

father-in-law’s money had started in quietly to buy

up the stock of the company. He had decided to make

himself president. At the time his little scheme was

discovered, the president wired me. As a matter of

fact, the president and the entire board of directors

of this old company came very near to being ousted

by this young gentleman who came West to learn how

to play poker.

I have never heard of Mr. X since and possibly

if he reads these lines, he may not be fond of me any

more. The story, however, I think is too good to

keep. Anyhow it was a long time ago and possibly

my young college friend since that time may have

been able to capture some corporation and fix himself

permanently in a satisfactory job.

I am briefly referring to these conditions that ex

isted in our business because they had a very decided

bearing upon what happened to me and also to a

number of the other veterans in the Simmons busi

ness. They also, I think, had a great deal to do with

what happened to the business itself, although it took

a number of years for things to work out to their

inevitable conclusion.

It may not be out of place for me to digress at this

point long enough to say that Tom Dymond from his

beautiful home in Los Angeles, Cal., writes me that

on that momentous occasion in the basement of the

hotel in Milwaukee, described in a previous chapter
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he was dealing stud poker and not faro bank. He says

that he objects to my statement that he was dealing

faro bank as that is gambling while dealing stud poker

ts a lead pipe cinch!

Mr. Dymond, allow me to greet you and say that

you have had your hearing in court;

My story has reached the year 1901. In our

business we were now opening and closing with a

college yell. The “old guard” had gotten up a college

yell of its own. It was something like this:

“Rah, rah, rah,

Easy money, easy money,

Pa, pa, pa.”

However, we were very careful to give this yell

under our breaths!

It fell to my lot as sales manager to answer letters

where one customer would object to our salesman

calling on him, then going across the street and

also selling goods to his competitor. Almost every

day I had to write letters to customers, explaining

the many reasons why it was the correct thing for

our salesmen to sell every dealer in town. I wrote

so many of these letters that after a while I estab

lished a standard letter that fitted almost every

case. I was very proud of this letter. I used it

with variations to suit individual cases. The drift

of the letter was to the effect that the more goods

we sold in a town, the less it cost us for our sales

men to work that town, and, therefore, per se, we

were able to sell goods cheaper than if our salesmen

sold only one dealer. Sometimes this letter settled

the controversy and sometimes it didn’t l

Chicago, I observed, was shipping goods right

through St. Louis into our home territory, simply

because dealers wished to buy a different line of

goods from that of their competitors. It is a curious

fact that the retail dealer does not wish to give all

of his love and affection to the same salesman who
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is also basking in all the love and affection of his

competitor. Strange, isn’t it??

As I wrote those letters it often occurred to me

that there was plenty of room in St. Louis for an

other large, aggressive hardware jobbing house to

take care of these dealers in every town who wished

an exclusive relationship with their jobbing source

of supply. It struck me that when it came to cus

tomers in the same town, jobbing houses were rather

polygamous, while the retail dealer was a monogamist

in his ideas.

Another thought was continually popping into my

mind. My business experience had shown me that

St. Louis, by its central location, is one of the best

jobbing centers in this country.

I was becoming very restless. When I was in this

state of mind, one day E. C. Simmons laid a four

page letter on my desk. It was addressed to one of

our older salesmen. Mr. Simmons paused long

enough to remark that he considered that a very good

letter. Mr. Simmons and myself often discussed

letters. We considered a good letter as a work of

art. When either one of us did anything that we

thought was particularly brilliant, we did not hesi

tate to show it to the other and praise our own

productions !

“Now,” said Mr. Simmons, “this salesman is get

ting too old. He does not get around the territory

as quickly as he did when he was a young man. The

proper thing for him to do is to go into business for

himself and then we will not only sell him a com

plete new stock of hardware, but we will also have

an opportunity to put a younger salesman on his

territory.”

I studied this letter very carefully, indeed. It was

a work of art. It started out by suggesting to this

salesman that both the salesman and Mr. Simmons

were not as young as they formerly were. Yes, un

fortunately, they were both growing old. Now the
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wise thing for an old salesman to do was not to

carry his grip until he was ready to drop, but while

his mind was still clear and he still had his health

he should go into business for himself, train up a

force of young clerks to work for him, give them the

benefit of his experience—in other words, old men

were for counsel and young men were for action.

Hence, would it not be a good idea for this salesman

to think this over seriously? The end of the year

was approaching. If he did decide to go into busi

ness, we would be glad to sell him at the very lowest

prices—in fact, special prices. If he needed liberal

terms, there would be no trouble about that.

Yes, I read this letter very carefully. It was an

excellent letter. It gave this old salesman excellent

advice. That letter made me think. For many days

and nights following that letter I was thinking. I

made up my mind it was high time for me to get

busy and have some bright young men working for

me under my direction.

As a matter of fact, this salesman did resign. He

did buy his new stock of hardware from us, and

he did get some young men to work for him. It also

happened that I too resigned, and I also got some

bright young men to work for me.

In a rather joking vein I am telling some of the

reasons that actually led to my resignation from

the Simmons Hardware Company. To be exact,

this very serious move in my business life was

actuated, not by one reason, but by a number of

reasons. Probably no one reason by itself would

have led to my making the change, but all of these

reasons combined forced me to make up by mind to

take a step that was both attractive and unattractive

to me. I had worked so long for the Simmons or

ganization that I could hardly realize how I would

feel to be out of the organization—not only out of

it, but actually in opposition to it. I was drawing
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at this time a very good salary. For years I had

enjoyed my work tremendously. My dividends from

my stock came in with delightful regularity. I had

a nice home, I was out of debt, I was saving money

every year, and I will frankly admit that when I

thought of looking for some other line of work I was

frightened. Besides all this, I had a very deep feel

ing of loyalty and affection for E. C. Simmons him

self. Of course, as he had withdrawn from the

active management of the business, I was being

brought less and less in contact with him. As I have

outlined in a previous article, it was not healthy to

attempt to consult him too frequently. I began to

miss him dreadfully and at the same time I was in a

daily state of irritation because the new organiza

tion had brought about these conditions. Still I

hoped against hope that there might be some change

for the better. -

Then some curious things began to happen. It

may have been the hand of fate. As a Presbyterian,

I might say it was all pre-destination. If I had been

a Mohammedan, I might have said—“Kismet; it is

the will of Allah!” Anyhow, I was just sitting on the

fence wondering which way to jump, when the follow

ing events occurred:

One day, Frank Carmack, who traveled for us in

west Missouri, dropped in with a tall, thin, cadaver

ous-looking young man. Frank said, “Mr. Norvell, I

wish to make you acquainted with Mr. Harry B.

Gordon.” Mr. Gordon informed me that he traveled

for a hardware jobbing house in Sedalia, Mo.

“Yes, yes,” I answered, “I know them very well. They

are good customers of ours.” Of course, I was just

joshing. I have always had a habit of trying to be

funny with a serious face.

Now the Honorable Harry B. Gordon has since

informed me that he returned to his territory full

of the thought that his firm was buying most of

its hardware from the Simmons Hardware Company,
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and this thought took away all of his joy and pleas

ure in selling its goods. He did not think he was

on the right basis. How could he sell goods to his

customers at the lowest jobbing prices if his concern

bought its goods from another jobbing house?

To make a long story short, Harry wrote a letter

to us, applying for a job as a salesman for our

house. We hired Mr. Gordon. He traveled for a

Harry B. Gordom, Secretary,

The Norvell-Shapleigh Hard

ware Co., St. Louis, Mo.

number of years in western Missouri and was a very

successful salesman. Later he was brought into the

house as a buyer in our builders’ hardware depart

ment.

Harry was always a trader. You know, in our

small Western towns the boys are brought up to trade

from infancy. In their early years they trade marbles
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and tops, dogs and shotguns. As they grow older

they trade horses and land. One of the pastimes in

all of our small towns is trading. A smart boy will

often start with a shoestring and finish with a house

and lot. Harry Gordon had been brought up in this

atmosphere and for him to trade was just as natural

as it is for some people to eat.

Now Harry and I became very good friends. We

often talked about conditions until the early hours

of the morning. One fine day Harry came to me

and said he had gone down to see the Shapleigh

boys, and he believed they were in the proper state

of mind to sell the control in their business. Harry

wanted to know what I thought of the idea. After

ward, Gordon, Taylor D. Kelley, the head of our

railway supply department, and myself discussed

the possibilities of the situation at some length. I

was on the fence. I was both attracted and fright

ened by the idea of buying out a jobbing business.

We had to figure on our resources, and when we put

them down on paper they did not seem to be any

too large. -

One day, Al. Shapleigh of the Shapleigh Hardware

Company telephoned me. We met at the Noonday

Club and talked over the question. Mr. Shapleigh

informed me that they were willing to sell 60 per

cent. of the business if we could raise enough money

to buy it. He said his family would retain the other

40 per cent. He stated, however, that we would have

to pay for our 60 per cent. in actual cash.

I was very much worried. I did not know just

what to do. Then fate again took a hand in the

proceedings.

One of the stenographers in my department came

to me and said: “You have always treated me very

well. Now I happen to know that a little conspiracy

is on against you and I want to tell you what is

happening. When you go out to lunch, one of the

officials of this company comes into the department
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and is investigating and making notes from your

papers.” “Well, what is all the excitement about?”

I replied: “It is about how we keep track of the

agencies on Wilson Stoves. This officer has asked

to see our records and he has inquired of me whether

we ever put a memorandum on our cards for an

agency when we have not received an order from

that town.”

I saw the point immediately, and here is the point:

We had a blank for the salesmen to fill out when

they established a Wilson Stove agency. On this

blank they had to state how many stoves they had

sold. When the agency was approved, then on all.

the other cards of that town memoranda were made

to stop any Wilson Stove orders if orders should

come by mail. Now it sometimes happened that

salesmen could not get a customer to place his

order very far in advance. They, however, knew that

this customer who had been handling Wilson Stoves

would continue to handle them. In such cases these

salesmen would send in a blank to me without any

order and would ask me to arrange our records so

no other dealer could send in a mail order and

have his order filled before our regular Wilson cus

tomer would get around to placing his order with us.

I would O. K. these blanks and the memoranda would

be made on the cards. Of course, this would be done

without an order. Such cases, however, were very

rare. Possibly we did not have one hundred such

cases in the season’s records. Naturally I never

O. K.’d such a slip unless I was satisfied that the

dealer in question had been a regular customer on

Wilson Stoves and that there was no doubt that he

would buy them for the coming season.

Well, this was the situation, and this way the story

told me by the stenographer. I decided to sit still

and wait developments. They soon came. This

young officer of the company one day approached

my desk with a very important manner and stated
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he would like to ask me a very definite question.

That question was whether I ever allowed an agency

on Wilson Stoves without an order. Seeing clearly

that I was being placed on record for future atten

tion, I replied, flippantly, “Oh, yes. I frequently do

that.” The young gentleman wrote out my answer

on a sheet of paper on the flap of my desk, dated it,

entered the hour of the day and took his departure.

I could see that he was very much elated. He had

me in the toils |

That night we had a directors’ meeting at the

St. Louis Club. I could see from the solemnity be

tween some of our younger officials that there was

a kettle a'boiling. I waited. When the directors’

meeting was opened, the young president of the com

pany inquired if any of the other directors knew

that agencies on Wilson Stoves were actually being

given when we had no orders. He inquired of each

director in turn what he thought of such a policy.

When my turn came I was skipped. The other

directors, naturally, not understanding the situation,

stated that they could not understand why agencies

should ever be given when there was no order. Then

the young Sherlock Holmes who had been investi

gating my department in my absence, who had called

on me and asked the direct question, reached down

under his chair, brought out a portfolio of papers,

and proceeded to explode the bombshell.

Of course, I was ready. My friendly stenographer

had given me warning. I had statistics showing the

exact number of stoves sold, the exact number of

agencies made, and an exact list—a very small one—

where towns were being held open without orders,

awaiting the arrival of the stove orders. I asked

our directors the question whether they would have

considered it good business when we had had a

first-class customer for several years on Wilson

Stoves, and he was just slow in sending in his initial

order for this season, to allow some second-hand
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store or department store to get Wilson Stoves on

a mail order. If not, then the only safe plan was

to anticipate such mail orders by blocking the filling

of the orders by making notes on the cards in such

towns. I admitted I had anticipated trouble of this

kind, as we had had it in previous years. I admitted

there were a number of towns where we were waiting

for the orders to come. When explanations were

made, the majority of the directors present agreed

that what I had done was simply a matter of com

mon SenSe.

Then I did not hesitate to express myself as to the

methods employed in this investigation. If I were

to be held up before the board of directors as doing

something so terrible, why wasn’t I advised in ad

vance, so I could have prepared my defense? Why,

when we expressed our views on the subject, was

I skipped ? In my righteous indignation I expressed

myself very forcibly—so forcibly that the meeting

was adjourned.

That was the straw that broke the camel's back.

The next day I telephoned Al. Shapleigh and had

an interview with him that resulted in the formation

of the Norvell-Shapleigh Hardware Company. I never

again attended a directors’ meeting of the Simmons

Hardware Company. -



CHAPTER XVI

THE NORVELL-SHAPLEIGH HARDWARE CO.

E. C. Simmons,

St. Lowis, Mo.

talked about the idea of buying the control

of the A. F. Shapleigh Hardware Company.

Then Mr. Gordon discussed the matter with me and,

as told in the last chapter, I agreed to take part in

the new enterprise.

W. G. Yantis, the special salesman I wrote about

in a previous article, was at this time in charge

of the sporting goods business of the Simmons Hard

ware Company. Mr. Yantis knew nothing whatever

of the hardware business, but was an exceedingly

Hº: B. GORDON and Taylor D. Kelley first

The Simmons Hardware Co.,
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When we started the Norvell-Shapleigh Hardware

Company practically all of us were broke and hard

up. All of us had everything at stake. That I think

is the fundamental reason why we did so well. There

was, however, one disagreeable angle to the situa

tion. When of necessity I was compelled to turn

down all these applications for charity or from

charitable organizations, I was, of course, character

ized as a tightwad. The more I told them that I did

not have any money, the less they believed me. One

of the best methods to get a reputation of being a

millionaire is to constantly remind your friends that

you are broke. Only millionaires can afford to talk

“hard up!” ~ *

I had the unique distinction for several weeks

after the formation of the new company and before

my resignation was accepted by the old house of

being the president of one hardware house in St.

Louis and the vice-president of the other!

The news of the formation of the new company

soon spread throughout the trade. It was almost

universally believed that the Simmons Hardware

Company had bought out the Shapleigh Hardware

Company and had placed us in charge of the busiº.

ness. It was exceedingly difficult in the first year

of the new business to convince, either customers or

manufacturers that the new business was not owned

by the Simmons Hardware Company. This condition

led to a good many embarrassing situations.

One of the hardest interviews I ever had in my

life was when E. C. Simmons returned home, called

me into his office and asked me to tell him why I

had decided to make the change. Mr. Simmons was

very quiet about it. He seemed to be very much

hurt. I frankly opened my heart to him and told

him that with conditions as they then were in the

business I could not see any future for myself.' I

told him about all the troubles I had had and that

under such conditions it was next to impossible for
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me to continue my work with my old-time en

thusiasm. Mr. Simmons listened very patiently to

my story. He made me certain propositions which

I told him I could not accept because I had bound

myself to my new associates.

Then Mr. Simmons asked me to promise him that

I would not seek to take any of the employees of his

house. This placed me in a very embarrassing posi

tion. I thought so much of Mr. Simmons that I did

not wish to take a position that would seem to him

antagonistic, but at the same time, before I went

into the meeting with him I had determined that I

would not under any circumstances make any prom

ises or agreements. I hardly thought it would be

fair to the new company for me to do this, so I told

Mr. Simmons that I always desired to remain the best

of friends with him and all the members of the old

organization, and that I thought the best way to

remain good friends was not to have any agreements.

I told him if we did have agreements and if there

happened to be an appearance that these agreements

had been broken that there would be suspicion of

bad faith, and that this would lead to bad blood and

hard feeling more quickly than anything else we

could do.

Mr. Simmons then asked me if I would write a

farewell general letter to the salesmen, and if in this

letter I would say that I did not wish these salesmen

to apply to me for a position. I yielded on this

point and I did write that letter, but as events turned

out, some of my old friends among the salesmen in

the Simmons Hardware Company did not take my

letter seriously, because I was hardly seated at my

new desk as president of the new corporation before

I was inundated with applications for positions, both

from salesmen and from house people. A large part

of my time the first few months of my new job was

devoted to writing diplomatic letters to these old

friends of mine.
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It has always been my custom to keep a scrap book.

I do not see how anybody can do business without

one. These scrap books become more valuable with

age. My stenographer keeps mine for me, and

whenever I run across anything that is interest

ing or that will be valuable as reference in the

future, I pass it to her to be pasted in the scrap

book. Since I have been writing these articles I have

been reviewing these old scrap books of mine. It is

not altogether a cheerful occupation. It reminds one

of the flight of time. As one reads the names of

old friends and acquaintances in the various articles,

one naturally reviews what has happened to them in

the time since these articles were written. One is

impressed with all the uncertainties and tragedies

in this life. One certainly needs all the humor and

cheerfulness he can command to go through such

a performance as dictating Forty Years of Hardware.

Because I have written so much about myself some

of my friends and correspondents must think I am very

egotistical. No one can write an autobiography with

out having the appearance of being egotistical. In

the nature of the case, this must be. If, however,

these friends of mine could know my real feelings

as I review the history of these years in the hardware

business, they would realize that my feelings are

just the reverse. As I review the years, I see all

the mistakes I have made. I am inclined when this

work is finished to write an anonymous book on the

subject of mistakes—what leads up to them, how

they start, how you make them, how they develop, and

then the consequences. The curious thing about mis

takes is that some of the very worst mistakes are

made with the very best intentions. One of the worst

mistakes I ever made was in a mood of pure philan

thropy. I intended to do a very noble thing. It turned

out to be the very worst possible folly. I certainly do

some day wish to write the story of that particular

mistake.
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However, I do not suppose the casual reader of

these pages is interested in my mental reactions to

my own story. Just let me say that if any man sits

down to write the story of his life and tries to do it

in a frank, candid and truthful manner, I do not see

how he can approach the end of the tale without

being convinced, without any peradventure of doubt,

that he himself belongs in the same class with the

gentleman mentioned in Proverbs who was parted

from his money!!

In my scrap book I find pasted my last general

letter to the Simmons salesmen, also a letter from

Wallace D. Simmons, the president of the Simmons

Hardware Company at that time, which accompanied

my letter. These two epistles are dated April 20,

1901. With a smile and a twinkle of the eye I am

going to give you some extracts from these letters.

It would be too much of an imposition upon your

good nature for me to give you the letters in full.

Mr. Wallace D. Simmons writes:

“I take pleasure in saying that Mr. Norvell and

his associates have advised us of their intention

to leave this company and enter into the new firm

in a most dignified and proper manner. In leaving

us they will in no sense weaken or impair the

strong friendship and esteem that we hold for

them. In their respective positions they have been

eminently satisfactory to this company and have

contributed their full share in its upbuilding, and

now that they have decided to separate from the

parent tree and become competitors instead of co

workers, we feel sure that they will be, not only

honorable and generous competitors, but in every

sense of the word strong friends of this company

as they have always been before,

t “While we shall, of course, actively compete with

each other, yet we shall try to set an example to

the world of most generous friendship in the daily

competition of business life, and whenever for any
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reason we cannot sell a desirable party, we shall

hope that they will be able to sell him.

“When you speak of the new concern, we want

you to do so in terms of respect, good-will and

friendship, which are certainly the sentiments en

tertained for them by this company.”

Here are some extracts from my epistle:

“This step has been taken only after the most

careful consideration. It is with the deepest regret

that I sever my relations with the officers, salesmen

and employees of this company. I have nothing

but good words to say for the Simmons Hardware

Company. . . . I believe in the new business

there is for me a broader field of opportunity than

in my present position.”

“I have always taken a great joy in doing things

THAT COUNT. I always preferred working up a

new territory to simply holding and gradually

increasing the results from one well established.”

“No man that I ever knew can approach E. C.

Simmons in his grasp not only of the broad general

principles of business, but also its minutest de

tails. He has a wonderful power of imparting

enthusiasm and encouragement to others. He has

been a constant inspiration to me for the twenty

years I have been in this business, and I am sure

that the close contact I have had with him will

have great influence upon me for the rest of my

life.”

“I take this opportunity to make to him my

grateful acknowledgments for all he has done for

me. I consider that Fate was very kind when, as

a boy, she placed me under his direction. One of

the things that somewhat softens the sorrow of

parting from this company is that I will carry

with me the good-will and friendship of E. C.

Simmons.”

As I read this letter today, and it is a rather long

one, I am impressed with its rawness. On the other
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hand, what would I not give to be back today at the

time and the age and under the conditions when l

wrote that letter! Alas, time plays no favorites!

This letter of mine in spots is quite sentimental.

At that time the world had not knocked me about

quite as much as it has since. I guess it is rather

hard to preserve one's sentimentality for forty years

in business. Probably we are more or less warped,

not by the hard things we are compelled to endure,

but by the constant repetition of little disappoint

ments and, of course, when I say this, I mean that

the greatest number of little disappointments are our

disappointments with ourselves. We are constantly

discouraged by our own performance. When we

measure up what we have done with our ideals of

what we should do, we realize our own weakness

and shortcomings. This, I think, is really the worst

thing that the passing years do to one. The years

bring us face to face with ourselves—that is the

tragedyl

However, here is the end of my letter to the Sim

mons salesmen. This is the finish of twenty years'

hard work. I do at least take credit for having

worked hard. I worked like a galley-slave for the

Simmons Hardware Company:

“Now I must say good-bye. Again I repeat that

you have my heartfelt best wishes for your pros

perity and happiness. There is a new era opening

for me, and I will say to you frankly that while

I go forward with a stout heart and with good

courage, nevertheless I see clearly before me many

hours of darkness and discouragement, but in a

great country such as this and in great times such

as these is it unreasonable for a body of men who

know their business, who are simple, straightfor

ward and honest in their purpose, to look forward

to attaining at least a fair measure of success?”

Yes, even after twenty-three years of hard knocks,

I must admit to myself that that is a pretty good
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able and interesting, was to write to all of our sales

men to send me a list of their competitors traveling

in their territories with their names and the names

of their houses, and after each of these names to

write “A,” “B,” or “C”. “A” meant the best man,

“B,” the next and “C” the next. Then when all the

answers were received from our salesmen, I had a

book made up, arranged alphabetically. In this book

I had the lists of a very large number of our competi

tors’ salesmen and after the name of each salesman I

had his classification, according to the judgment of

our men. Territories overlapped and sometimes

one salesman of a competitor would be referred

to by four or five of our salesmen as an “A” man.

This was pretty good proof that he was worth

his salt. I kept this book on my desk and when 1

would receive applications from salesmen, I always

referred to it. I could tell at a glance just how

the applicant stood in the estimation of his fellow

salesmen and I wish to state in passing that I found

as a rule that the judgment of these other salesmen

on the capacity of a competitor was almost unerring.

We introduced some new ideas in the handling

of the salesmen that the Shapleigh men considered

red tape. Nevertheless, most of them did their

best under the new management. The following story

will show with what a willing spirit they adopted

the new methods: After our new plans were well

ander way, I took a little vacation, going down to

Nassau in the Bahama Islands. The English call it

“Nassau, New Providence,” or, to be brief, “Nassau,

N. P.” It happened that while there I received

a bunch of our salesmen’s statements for the previous

month and I wrote every one of them, as was my

custom, a penciled note about their results. On each

of these notes I wrote at the top “Nassau, N. P.” For

a full year afterward one of our Western Texas sales

men headed every one of his letters to me “Nassau,

N. P.” When he came to St. Louis, I said—“Bill,
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why do you put “Nassau, N. P.” at the top of every

one of your letters?” “Well, sir,” answered Bill, “I

am just trying to get in line and I thought that was

part of the new system.”

If you have ever worked for a large, well-organized

business and then suddenly taken your place in

a small business, you will—to express it mildly

—find things very different. In the Simmons busi

ness our volume was so great and we had things

so well organized that it was a simple matter to get

all the information one needed with very little diffi

culty. Careful records of all kinds were kept. When

we landed in the very much smaller Shapleigh business,

we found records were very conspicuous by their

absence and if we wanted anything we had to either

dig it up ourselves or, if we called on our bookkeepers

to give us the information, it was so long in coming

that when it arrived it was almost useless.

Now I say this without intending to be critical of

the smaller business. This is true of all small busi

messes. The smaller business as a rule does, not pay

enough profit to justify the keeping of some of these

rather elaborate records. As a result, while it may

seem strange, the larger, well-run businesses are very

much better posted on what they are doing than the

smaller concerns. Information in regard to Sales

and profits by towns, by customers and even by Sales

men that we had with the Simmons Hardware Com

pany, was almost entirely lacking with the smaller

house. This made our sales managing work very

slow. Instead of being sure of things we had to do

a great deal of guessing.

Some amusing things occurred. I remember we had

a large fat Southern gentleman who had a desk near the

front door, where he was expected to wait on visiting

customers. He spent most of his time sitting at his

desk. I knew from experience about how much

work it would take to sell $5,000 worth of shelf

hardware per month. This salesman drew quite a big
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flat salary and every month I would find his state

ment of sales from $5,000 to $7,500. I would look at

the statement and then look at him with wonder.

How could he sell so many goods and still sit in that

chair batting flies? I inquired of our clerks who made

up the salesmen’s sales. They assured me he passed

through the orders. I inquired of our bookkeepers

and they told me there was no doubt that they entered

the amounts of his sales on the ledgers. I said to my

self—“I guess this is all right but it is a miracle. He

is the most remarkable salesman I have ever known.”

Several months passed and every time I looked at this

statement, I wondered. One day I happened to be in

the mail order department and I saw a stack of mail

orders in a neat little pile, all from the State of

Missouri. I inquired from the mail order clerk what

these orders were waiting for. “Oh,” said he, “we

are going to pass them up to Mr. Z. You know, he

gets all the mail orders that come from the entire State

of Missouri.” The mystery to me was explained. I

immediately changed the arrangement. After that the

Missouri mail orders took their regular course through

the house. Mr. Z.'s sales shrunk at once to about $1,500

per month. His salary was entirely too high for this

amount of business and after a few weeks he resigned.

Then the ideas of discipline in the old Shapleigh

business were not quite what we had been used to at

the Simmons Hardware Company. People got down

in the morning just about as it suited them. They

got up and walked out during business hours just

about when they pleased. They took an afternoon off

almost any old time. All this was very delightful and

pleasant but as our new crowd were now working

three and four nights per week, as we had every dollar

in the world invested in the business and as we had

to win out or go broke, all this delightful good nature

and these easy-going methods hardly struck us as

being productive. -

In order to get our officers down promptly in the
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morning, we arranged a little hat pool. Any officer

in this pool who was not down by 8 o’clock went to a

certain stenographer and gave her $1. At the end

of the month we divided the number of dollars by the

number of officers in the pool. Of course, the man who

was down promptly every day was smoking at the

expense of his fellow officers who had more difficulty

in making the grade 1 This was a small plan that

worked for a long time and it worked very well.

We were on the job and naturally some of our heads

of departments and “executives,” seeing us down when

they arrived, managed to change their morning habits.

Slowly the entire organization got to work early.

It is my opinion that one hour in the morning in busi

ness is worth two hours in the afternoon. This can

easily be explained—mail, orders and everything else

must pass through the executives in the morning be

fore it goes to the others in the business. If all this

matter is delayed in getting out through the house,

the entire organization is behind-hand.



CHAPTER XIX

PUTTING DOWN DISSENSION

like personal freedom to do as we please. I like

it as well as any one else, but somehow a busi

ness can not be run on the basis of personal free

dom. When one is a cog in a business organization,

he must give up a part of his personal freedom.

One afternoon there was a great baseball game in

St. Louis. I decided to go. It seems that everyone

of our other officers, most of our heads of depart

ments and the rest of our executives also decided to

go. We were all there. No one told any one else that

he was going. The next morning I was informed

that there was not a soul on hand in the business

to sign checks and that the empty desks made the

office look as if the day were a holiday.

Some of the old-timers were showing decided signs

of mutiny at some of the rules and regulations laid

down by the new management. These mutineers, of

course, had a leader. This leader had passed out

the word that he would not stand for all of the new

fangled ideas that were being put into the business

that interfered so much with personal liberty. Now

it happened that this chief mutineer also went to the

baseball game. The next morning I called a meet

ing of heads of departments, laid the situation be

fore them and in a very quiet way stated that it was

apparent we could not run the business unless there

was some understanding in regard to absences. I

said we did not wish to be dictatorial or arbitrary,

but as our organization was a comparatively small

one, I would ask each head of a department when it

P: freedom is a great thing. All of us

311
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was necessary for him to take an afternoon off sim

ply to send me a memorandum of the time he ex

pected to leave. I did not request him even to ask

permission to be absent. I said if I received these

memorandums I would know who would be absent

and when, and it would be an easy matter for me

to see that too many did not leave at the same time.

At this meeting this plan was agreed to. The

same day I dictated the agreement in a memorandum

form and sent it to each head of a department with

the request that he sign his initials to the memoran

dum. I was not taking any chances. Verbal under

standings are frequently forgotten.

The following week there was another big base

ball game. I received several memorandums from

heads of departments that they would be absent.

This was all right. That afternoon, however, I

noticed the chief mutineer was absent. I had re

ceived no memorandum from him. The following

morning I called him into my office and asked him

where he was the afternoon before. He threw back

his head and stated in a very offish manner—“I went

with one of our salesmen to the baseball game.” “Did

you send me a memorandum that you expected to

leave?” I gently inquired. No-he had not. As a

matter of fact, he had forgotten all about it. “But,”

I said, “here is the printed memorandum I sent you

confirming our agreement in the meeting. Here are

your initials on this memorandum.” “Do you mean

to say,” said he, “that after all the years I have

worked so faithfully for this business, I can not

take an afternoon off without your permission ?”

“No,” I replied quietly, “I have not requested you

even to ask my permission, but I have asked you, in

the interests of the business, to notify me when you

do take an afternoon off.” He was becoming very

angry. He had worked all these years without any

such restrictions on his personal freedom. His blood

went to his head and he finally blurted out—“Well,
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if this is the way this business is going to be run, I

think I had better resign.” “Am I to understand

that you are giving me your resignation?” I inquired

gently. “Yes,” he said, “that is what I mean.” “All

right,” I answered, “it is accepted to take effect im

mediately.” I called in our cashier and asked him to

pay off this gentleman, including that day.

The mutineer stood up, hesitated for a moment

and walked out. I saw him sitting in long consulta

tion with one of our other officers. Finally this offi

cer came in and said, “I understand you have fired

Mr. W.” “Oh, no,” I answered, “I did not fire him.

Mr. W. resigned. He does not like our methods.”

“Well,” said this officer, “he has been one of our

most valuable men. He has been here for many

years and it seems too bad to have him quit in this

manner.” “On the other hand,” I answered, “this

gentleman is the leader of the opposition to the new

management of this business. All the others who do

not wish to get in line are watching him. If he can

get away with his opposition there will be no end

to the trouble we are going to have in reorganizing

this company. In my opinion, it is absolutely essen

tial to the welfare of the business for this man to re

tire, no matter how valuable he is.” “All right,” re

plied this officer, as he shrugged his shoulders, “the

responsibility is with you.” *

Now, this gentleman walked out. Afterward he

wrote me a letter asking for his job again. I would

not take him back. That was the end of the mutiny.

The others decided if we were willing to part with

a man as valuable as Mr. W, that it was better for

them to go slow in opposing our new plans. We

never had any more trouble of this nature. In the

resignation of Mr. W the opposition was broken.

I tell this story at considerable length because I

consider it of very great significance. In every organ

ization there is always a nucleus of an opposition to

the management. This nucleus invariably has a leader.
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This leader, to be of any consequence, is usually a

more or less prominent or valuable man in the busi

ness. The Good Book says that “a house divided

against itself cannot stand.” No house can produce

its best results with two parties in control or trying

to be in control that are pulling against each other.

The best job I ever did for the welfare of our

new business was accepting the resignation of this

IIlaIl.

I was amused during the World War when I read

that Theodore Roosevelt had asked the President of

the United States to give him a commission and send

him over to France and that when this was referred

to General Pershing, he objected to the rival of

Colonel Roosevelt. General Pershing knew his busi

ness. President Wilson knew his business. I am a

great admirer of Theodore Roosevelt, but just one

prominent general was enough for the United States

in France! I have heard President Wilson censured

for not sending Colonel Roosevelt over to France,

but I am absolutely sure that if he had done so, in

the nature of the case, it would have resulted in a

world of trouble to the command of the American

Army.

In this connection I am constrained to say that it

is even true that some men are too good and too great

for the organizations in which they serve. A man

can even be too big for his job. Sometimes when

they are too big they simply cause trouble. Fre

quently little men fill certain jobs very much better

and in a more satisfactory manner than a big one

Call.

I have often been asked to explain how the Nor

vell-Shapleigh Hardware Company accomplished

such unusual results. In answering this question I

have always said that to my mind the main reason

was that our leading men in the business were all so

entirely different—not only in temperament but also
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in training. Men who think or work along the same

lines make very poor partners.

Allow me to analyze our organization. Commenc

ing with the president, the office occupied by my

self, I will say that all of those who have read these

confessions are aware that practically my entire

training had been along the lines of selling. I did

not pretend to be a financier, a credit man, an ac

countant or a buyer. I had had practically no ex

perience in these lines. Therefore when I took the

helm of the new business I went to work with what

ever ability and energy I had to organize our sales.

A. L. Shapleigh, our treasurer, had had a long

training in a bank. He was an official in one of the

St. Louis banks. He had been in charge of the finances,

the credits and the accounting of the old house. He

knew this part of the business thoroughly and was

completely at home in handling these departments. I

wish to say to his credit that we never suffered for

money and sometimes it was necessary for us in selling

big quantities of goods on future datings to borrow

very large sums of money. Mr. Shapleigh always got

the money for us and he handled this part of the busi

ness in an eminently satisfactory manner.

I insisted upon placing W. G. Yantis in complete

charge of all of our buying. I had some difficulty

about this. Some of our other new officers wished

to do buying. They thought they would shine as

buyers. At first I was forced to yield to their de

sires and the buying was divided, but eventually,

after some rather serious mistakes were made, all of

the buying was placed in the hands of Mr. Yantis.

The objection on the part of some of our other

officers to Mr. Yantis' having charge of the buying

was based on the fact that he knew nothing about the

hardware business, his training having all been in the

sporting goods line. My contention was that in time

he would learn the business. I remember at first

Mr. Yantis simply supervised the buying of hard
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ware of some of the other buyers. He had to learn

the hardware business. When a manufacturer’s

salesman would call he would first make his proposi

tion to one of our regular buyers and then before he

left Mr. Yantis would have a final talk with him. In

these final talks Mr. Yantis usually succeeded in

gathering in some extra concession!

I remember one day he came over to my office and

said hurriedly: “Tell me, how are horse shoe nails

put up? A manufacturer’s salesman over here has

given me a rebate of 1 cent and I do not know

whether it is 1 cent on a dozen, a gross or a hun

dred.” I told him quickly that these nails were

packed 25 lb. in a box and no doubt the rebate he

had received was 1 cent per pound, or 25 cents per

box. “All right,” replied Mr. Yantis, as he hurried

back to the salesmanl

One of our other officers right in the beginning in

sisted upon being put in charge of the buying of nails

and barbed wire. At this time the Union Steel Com

pany of Pittsburgh was just getting under way. It

quoted a very low price on nails and wire to this

officer. He placed a very large order with them. The

goods were to come forward immediately. His cost

was put up to our sales department. We found that

we could cut the price about 10 cents per hundred

and still have a very nice profit left. We gave our

salesmen the new price and the orders rolled in.

The orders came but the carload lots of nails and

wire from the Union Steel Company did not come.

They put us off with one excuse and another—their

machinery had broken down; they would start ship

ping the next week. They never did ship anything and

in the meantime our files were full of orders. Our

customers were calling for shipments. -

I called a meeting of our board of directors and

at this meeting I said something must be done imme

diately. We discussed the situation pro and con.

Our new buyer assured us if we would just be patient
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that the nails and wire would come. I did not be

lieve they would ever come. I finally suggested that

I take the train that night for Chicago, call on Mr.

Baackes, the sales manager of the American Steel &

Wire Company, and see if I could not get some nails

and wire from him. Our board finally agreed that

that was the best thing to do.

I had all of our orders got together and I car

ried copies of them to Chicago with me. I had never

had the pleasure of meeting Frank Baackes. I sent

in my card and was finally admitted to his office. He

Frank Baackes,

Vice-President,

The American

Steel & Wire Co.,

Chicago, Ill.

shook hands with me cordially and remarked that

he had been waiting for me to call. He took out a

box of cigars and pressed one of his long thin cigars

upon me. On the Pullman car the night before I
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had rehearsed a very pretty speech to make to Mr.

Baackes. It was a pippin, but I never made that

speech.

Before I could say anything Mr. Baackes re

marked: “Well, you fellows down there have just

been raising h— with the wire and nail market. I

suppose you haven’t any goods and now you have

come up here to ask us to fill the orders?” In my

best Missouri dialect I 'lowed he was exactly kor

rect. “Well,” said Frank, “let’s see your tonnage.”

I opened my little brown package and handed him

our orders. He glanced over them and whistled.

“You certainly have been selling nails and wire,” he

remarked. “Now,” said he, “we shouldn’t do a thing

to help you. It is not a square deal to our other

customers, but I am going to take these orders, fill

them for you and give you just a little profit on the

business. I am doing this simply to show you that

we are a big, broad-gaged, liberal-minded institu

tion. In future, while we do not ask for all of

your business and never ask for all of anybody’s

business, still I want you to remember what we are

doing for you in this deal. We are returning good

for evil. We are letting you out of this hole you

have got into and are giving you a profit on the

business. Now; what I wonder,” he remarked, as he

puffed his cigar, “is whether you will appreciate

what we are doing for you and if you will remember

it in the years to come?”

That was just about the sales talk of Frank

Baackes. I have known Frank for many years. I have

at all times found him there with the goods. He al

ways treated us;xery well, indeed, and as long as I

was in the hardware business I insisted that, every

thing else being equal, the preference in purchases

should go to Frank Baackes.
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WIRE CLOTH, CATALOGS AND ADVERTISING

NOTHER interesting story of those early days is

A. about wire cloth. Mr. Wickwire of Wickwire

Brothers had been a friend and acquaintance of

mine for several years at the Simmons Hardware Com

pany. When he came to St. Louis after the organiza

tion of the new company he called on me and remarked

that he would be glad to have our business on wire

cloth and his other lines. I told him there would be

no doubt about his getting it. Then he went down to

see our good old friend, the Simmons Hardware

Company.

Late that afternoon he telephoned me to meet him

at the Planters Hotel. Mr. Wickwire was very much

worried. He told me he thought of course he would

be able to sell us and also to sell the Simmons Hard

ware Company, but when he went to the Simmons

Hardware Company, they had informed him flat-footed

that he could not take our business—that he would

have to choose between their account and ours. Now

the Simmons account naturally was one of the largest,

if not the largest, on his books. He could not be ex

pected in all reason to give up his best account for an

account that was mostly a matter of hope. Mr. Wick

wire, however, seemed to be really sorry that it was

necessary for him to turn us down.

“Say, Norvell,” said he, “the next best concern in

the wire cloth business to Wickwire Brothers is the

Clinton Wire Cloth Company. They are first-class

people. They make a good product and it just happens

that Mr. Fairbanks, their sales agent, is in Chicago

today. If I were in your place, I would wire Fair

banks to come to St. Louis, and make a deal with him!”

319
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So I wired Mr. Fairbanks and the next morning he

was in our office.

Naturally I was angry at the action of the Simmons

Hardware Company. I determined to get even by push

ing the sale of wire cloth with every ounce of selling

ability and energy I had. I told Mr. Fairbanks this.

I told him he had an opportunity, if he would back us

up and give us the right kind of a deal and the right

kind of support, to build up a very large wire cloth

account. -

I remembered that Mr. McMullin had built up a big

business on poultry netting by selling his netting

freight paid to every railroad station in the United

States. I think the retail dealer had to buy five rolls

in order to get this concession. Mr. McMullin told me

that having the freight paid always appealed to the re

tail dealer. He knew exactly what his goods cost him

delivered in his town. He did not have to pay out any

cash for freight. The thought occurred to me, why

not sell wire cloth on the same basis?

I put this proposition up to Mr. Fairbanks and the

idea was not exactly to his liking. At that time wire

cloth was sold on factory shipments with a freight

allowance that just about paid the freight to St. Louis. '

We would get wire cloth orders together, send them

direct to the factory and they would do all the shipping

for us, making this freight allowance to the customer.

“Now,” I said to Mr. Fairbanks, “instead of just

making a freight allowance, why can’t we figure out

the average cost of the freight to every railroad sta

tion in every State and then make a flat price on wire

cloth for every State in the United States?” He re

turned to Boston and figured it out. He gave us a

price delivered on this basis all over the country. We

started selling wire cloth in this way and the plan

made an immediate hit. Our sales of wire cloth sur

prised us. As the majority of the shipments were

direct from the factory, it saved us all the handling.

Another thing I had noticed was that wire cloth
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would often come with short lengths in a roll. Instead

of being 100 feet straight, there would be several

pieces. This was not at all satisfactory to the retail

merchant as it led to his having odd lengths in stock.

I asked Mr. Fairbanks to send us wire cloth with one

piece only in a roll. He agreed to do this and this was

a very strong selling point.

After two or three years our sales on wire cloth were

so large that we were one of the big factors in this

business in the country. Every salesman I talked to

I impressed with the idea that if he wished to be

popular with me, it was up to him to clean up the wire

cloth trade on his territory. I did this every year with

out fail until I retired from the hardware business.

It is a good plan when any one passes you a lemon just

to add a little sugar and water and make a nice lemon

ade of it!

As I have stated before, I took general charge of the

sales of the company, A. L. Shapleigh had charge of

the finances, accounts and credits and Mr. Yantis

gradually worked into control of the buying. Taylor

D. Kelley at first also bought part of our goods. He also

handled our railway supply business but after a year

or two he resigned his position with us. H. B. Gordon

was in charge of the house management, looked after

the filling of orders and hired and directed house help.

He also in the beginning took charge of our catalog

department. He was a very hard worker and attended

to these duties very efficiently.

R. W. Shapleigh had his desk immediately at our

front door. He was the first to meet visiting custom

ers and he also made and entered our selling prices in

the catalog. Mr. Shapleigh was a very well posted

hardware man. He had a very wide acquaintance in

the trade and being of a very pleasant and genial

nature, he was popular not only with our customers

but also with our salesmen. Later his work developed

along the lines of sales managing and as all of our
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salesmen liked him, his work was effective and satis

factory.

I am writing about this distribution of the duties of

our various officers because it will be noticed that each

one of us devoted his time and attention to a different

branch of work. Consequently there was much less

friction and cross-firing among our head men than in

many other wholesale houses. As I believe I have

stated before, experience teaches that partners get

along better together when their training has been

along opposite lines. Our organization therefore was

particularly fortunate in this respect.

When we started selling, the need of a new catalog

was immediately felt. We did not have any too much

money as it was to handle our growing business.

Nevertheless, we appropriated $50,000 for a new

catalog. The building of this book was done in sec

tions, viz., first, sporting goods, then tools, house

furnishing goods, builders’ hardware, etc. As each

section was finished, we published a departmental

catalog and when all the departments were finished

we finally had our complete catalog covering the entire

line.

In building this catalog, we did not work by the

stock of goods we had on hand. We decided upon the

stock we intended to carry. We studied other catalogs.

We built up our catalog first and then we bought goods

according to the catalog. I never heard of this being

done by any other house but in passing, I wish to

state it is the most satisfactory manner in which to

build up a business.

Every line of business having a great variety of

goods should have a catalog. Great care and attention

should be devoted to the compiling of this book. The

catalog should be the key to the business and it should

be eacact. Nothing should be carried in stock unless

it is in the catalog.

The Simmons Hardware Company was exceedingly

strong in its sporting goods department. We
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immediately decided to build up this department. We

employed a number of special sporting goods salesmen.

We did not even have the lines of goods with which to

equip these salesmen with samples to take orders in

sporting goods for future shipment. It is an amus

ing fact that we bought goods from our competitors

to make up these lines of samples, but when the time

rolled around to fill orders, we had our own goods and

everything worked out smoothly.

One of the mistakes we often made in those early

days was to put on sales based on the promise of manu

facturers that they would ship goods promptly. We

were frequently disappointed. We would sell the goods

and when shipping time came, we would not have them.

Then very frequently as we had to be careful in buy

ing, our salesmen would sell more goods than we had

bought. This also led to “shorts.” Finally we passed

an arbitrary rule that no sale was to be put on through

our salesmen, no prices or selling literature were to be

sent out until we had the goods in stock and enough

goods to back up the sale. This rule was rigidly fol

lowed but often it took a hard fight to hold our people

down to it. There was always an inclination to work

the “Hope Department”—in other words—to be too

optimistic about getting goods.

Speaking of goods short reminds me of an interest

ing thing we did on one occasion. Sometimes we had

lively discussions between the sales force and our buy

ers about goods short. The buyers of course contended

that our sales managers overemphasized the number

of goods short. In those days when goods were short,

We sent a shortage slip attached to the invoice. This

slip was typewritten at the same time the invoice was

made out. Without saying anything to any of the

department heads, I arranged with the billing depart

ment to make out duplicate shortage slips. I had these

duplicates sent to the billing department and I had

a record made by departments of goods short in dollars

and cents. I had the profit on these lost sales figured.
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At the end of the month I called our buyers into a

meeting and asked each one of them to write on a block

of paper the amount of goods that he thought was

short in his department the previous month. These

buyers shrugged their shoulders and made their guess.

When I laid the actual figures down before them and

compared their guesses, they realized how little they

actually knew of the facts. Our losses from goods

that were sold and that were left off the orders because

of shortage were very much heavier than any one

imagined. The trouble with being short of goods is

not only that the time of the salesman and the cus

tomer is wasted, the time of the stock clerk and the

people in the house is wasted, the time of the billing

clerks is wasted, the house loses money on the sale

after it is actually made, but beyond all that is the

dissatisfaction caused the customer in being dis

appointed. This plan of checking up on the losses in

business caused by “shorts” is a very simple one and

I believe if it were tested out in wholesale houses and

even in retail stores that it would lead to some very

interesting and illuminating conclusions.

As soon as we got under way, we hired a great

many new salesmen and opened many new territories

where the house had never sold goods before. At one

of our early sales conventions I asked our salesmen a

series of questions. One of these was, how often

they called on a hardware dealer who had never heard

of our house. A large number of salesmen, especially

the men working in the new territories, stated that

before they could settle down to try to sell the dealer,

they had to first tell him all about the house. This

of course in a measure was wasted effort. We there

fore decided to start a campaign of institutional adver

tising and for this purpose we bought back covers on

almost all the leading trade journals. The main idea

of these advertisements was to tell about our house.

Incidentally we referred to goods. This advertising

was very effective. As time passed we asked our sales
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men the same question about finding dealers who had \
never heard of us. Such cases became more and more

rare until finally there were no such reports. ---

It has always been my personal belief that our back

cover advertising in the trade press had much to do

with this condition. It has always surprised me that

hardware jobbing houses did not do more advertising

in our national and local trade papers. Not only did

R. R. Williams, formerly

Editor The Iron Age,

New York City

N

we advertise in this manner, paying out quite a con

siderable sum of money for the advertising, but we

constantly sent articles about our doings, about new

lines of goods, etc., to the trade papers, with the

request that they be inserted. One publisher told me
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that in a certain year they checked up the number of

times hardware jobbing houses were mentioned in the

trade press and they were surprised to find that that

year our house was mentioned five times to once for

any other house.

The writer pleads guilty to being in charge of our

advertising campaigns and these activities brought

him in more or less close touch with the managers

and editors of the trade papers of the country.

This history of my hardware life would not be com

plete without a grateful and affectionate reference to

R. R. Williams, the hardware editor of The Iron Age.

About this time I was thrown in close contact with

him. He was one of the strongest and at the same time

gentlest characters it was ever my good fortune to meet.

He was a man possessing unusual intellectual gifts and

he had a mind stored with much learning as a result

of many years' wide and careful reading. It was my

privilege on my visits to New York to see him, not

only at his office but to spend evenings with him at his

home in New Jersey. When he came West he visited

me in St. Louis. I owe him a great debt for his in

spiration. He encouraged me to write articles for the

trade press. We were in constant correspondence for

many years and right up to the time of his death. No

one could know R. R. Williams without feeling the

uplift of his high Christian ideals. How often I

remember he would say to me—“What a wonderful

life this is The great thing is to live bigly and broad

ly.” He asked me to write articles for The Iron Age

and afterward for HARDWARE AGE.

Some of the old-timers in the trade will remember

that these articles of mine appeared every week under

the St. Louis heading. I have copies of these articles

in my scrap book and in reviewing them, some are

prophetic. One article I wrote was about the rail

roads. At that time there was a great deal of corrup

tion in railroad management and buying. Every one

who had anything to do with the selling of railroads
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knows this to be a fact. The ethics of railroad man

agement had reached an exceedingly low level. In

this article I predicted that this looseness on the part

of the railroads would in the ends bring down upon

their heads general condemnation. We all know what

has happened in the years since then. We hear rail

road men often preach against how badly they have

been treated by the Government—how they are regu

lated in season and out of season, etc. All this

regulation has come as a result of their own mis

deeds. People who will not run their own affairs

properly, naturally must expect to be regulated

I must tell here an amusing story of how I secured

practically all of the business in the hardware line

of one of our leading railroad systems. One evening

at a dinner I happened to have my seat placed next

to that of the president of this company. During the

dinner he spoke of the difficulties his line had ex

perienced in their buying department. He frankly

admitted that he had found it necessary to discharge

a buyer because he was accepting bribes.

“Now,” he said, “our hardware purchases cover

many small items and I will ask you as a hardware

man to tell me some method we can adopt to be sure

that we will get the lowest price on all the hardware

we buy.” I replied, with a smile and a twinkle of the

eye, that it was the simplest thing in the world. “Tell

me how”—replied this railroad president. “Suppose

you would just call on E. C. Simmons,” I added, “and

ask him to give you a letter over his signature stating

that he would sell you all of your hardware at the

lowest price he made to any railroad in the country

on any item. If you could get such a letter from

Mr. Simmons, I have not the slightest doubt he would

absolutely live up to the arrangement. Therefore

you would buy your hardware at the lowest price they

make to any of their railroad customers. It would

not be necessary for you to send out any list for

bids. With such an arrangement you would enjoy
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the full benefit of all the close buying of all the other

railroads on every item.” The president of this rail

road looked at me and remarked—“Do you really

think that Mr. Simmons would give me such a letter?”

“I think he would”—I answered—“if you would ask

for it, and I am also sure if he did, that he would

live up to his agreement.”

The president went on with the dinner without any

further remarks. Finally when the time for coffee

and cigars came, he turned to me and said—“Suppose

I should ask you for that letter. Would you give it

to me?” “You bet your life I would !”—I answered.

“All right”—said he-“tomorrow I wish you to write

me that letter.” - -

I wrote the letter and for a number of years, up

to the time of his death, we received orders for al

most all their hardware business. We were never

asked for a bid. I simply instructed the manager of

our railway supply department on every item they

bought to give them the lowest price we made any

one. We never had any claims from them and I am

glad to state that when I met the president of the road

some time afterward he told me the arrangement was

working entirely to their satisfaction. He also said

to me that he had tried the same plan in buying a

number of other lines of railway supplies and he

found when he made this arrangement with first

class houses that without exception they all lived up

to it.

Also in my scrap book I find more or less amusing

articles written by me in these years on the subject

of the sale of special brands. After a while I wrote

a letter on the subject of mail order house competi

tion that led to Mr. Williams publishing a full-page

cartoon in The Iron Age with this letter. This writ

ing and this contact with R. R. Williams in connection

with other things led to the formation of the Whole

sale and Retail Joint Catalog House Committee, but I

will not go into details about this committee here as
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I am reserving that for a separate chapter. The rise

and decline of this movement was a most interesting

chapter in hardware history and all of the story has

never been told.

When we bought the stock of goods of the Shap

leigh Hardware Company, the question naturally

arose, how should it be priced? What we did is more

or less interesting. We decided in our agreement to

purchase to divide the entire stock into A, B and C

Thomas E. Oliver, President,

Messrs. Oliver Brothers, Inc.,

Purchasing Agents,

New York City

classes. The A goods were salable items in good con

dition. The B goods were items in good condition

but poor sellers. The C goods were unsalable stock

or goods in bad condition. As the inventory was

taken, “A,” “B” or “C” was entered after each item.
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The new company agreed to pay the Shapleigh Hard

ware Company the market price for all A goods.

B goods were to be taken at a certain discount. All

C goods were to be appraised and priced by mutual

agreement.

Now it was necessary to get some one who knew

prices and who could be trusted to price this very

large inventory. I had heard of the Oliver Brothers

George T. Sprake, The Sprake

Sales Company, Inc.,

Los Angeles, Cal.

purchasing agency in New York, especially of Thomas

E. Oliver, but I had never had the pleasure of meet

ing any of them. I suggested, nevertheless, to my

associates that we write to Thomas E. Oliver and

ask him if he would come to St. Louis to price the

stock. He accepted the task, came to St. Louis, re

mained for some time and priced the entire inventory.
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I am glad to say it was done in a very satisfactory

manner.

This experience led to my acquaintance with Mr.

Oliver. Our acquaintance developed into a very strong

friendship. He also has passed away, but his was one

of the keenest minds with which I have ever come in

contact in the hardware business. He was probably

in a general way the best posted hardware man on

prices in this country. I continued ever afterward

in close touch with him up to the time of his death.

When I moved to New York we saw each other fre

quently and his keen analysis of trade conditions was

always most valuable.

We not only proceeded to organize our sales force

but we were working diligently to organize our buy

ing department as well. One day George T. Sprake

telephoned me and asked for an interview. This led

to his joining hands with us. I had recognized Mr.

Sprake for many years as one of the most expert

tool buyers in the United States. I do not believe that

there is a better posted man in this country on tools

than Mr. Sprake. I was delighted at the opportunity

of having him come with us and he immediately went

to work to build up our line of “Diamond Edge”

tools. Mr. Sprake is now living in California. Some

time ago he dropped in to see me in New York and

he was good enough to say that when I sold him

stock in our company on long time, without any cash

payment, I started him on the road to independence.

On the other hand, I take this occasion to bear wit

ness to the great debt that the Norvell-Shapleigh

Hardware Company owed to Mr. Sprake for his work

in building up a very complete and highly satisfactory

line of tools.



CHAPTER XXI

INTRODUCING “THE GIMLET’’

LL of us in business realize that the retail clerk is

A. point of contact with the great mass of the

consuming buyers in the country. Merchandis

ing experts today are agreed that one of the weakest

points in the chain of distribution is right in this

contact between the retail clerk and the consumer.

We expect a great deal of the retail clerk, but allow

me to ask the question: “What are we doing in a

practical way to help train the retail clerk to meet

his selling problems? What are we doing to train

him on our goods?”

The head of the house buys some special line of

goods for shipment several months later. The head

of the house hears the salesman’s selling talk. He

buys the goods. They arrive. The selling talk is

forgotten and, anyhow, the chances are that the

buyer who listened to the salesman’s talk has little

or nothing to do with the selling of the goods to the

(2070SQL770.67°.

Just stop and look at this gap here. Some

plan must be devised and should be devised by

which the salesman of a line of goods has the ability

to tell the retail clerk how goods should be sold to the

consumer and then he should have the opportunity to

talk to the retail sales force in every store in the

land. The buyers all over this country are absorbing

a great deal of information on selling that is utterly

wasted.

E. C. Simmons wrote a very long monthly letter

to the salesmen. These letters were sometimes so long

that they were regular newspapers, but Mr. Simmons

332
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had the art of making them interesting, so the sales

men were never bored and they always looked for

ward to reading these letters. Mr. Simmons often

said to me that instructing salesmen and writing long

general letters to them was just like throwing mud

at a fence. All of it did not stick but some would.

“And,” said he, “if you keep the process up, the more

mud you throw, the more will stick on the fence.” So

it was his system to write these letters month after

month and almost always to write very long ones.

Mr. Simmons also said that not only were these

letters valuable in telling the salesmen interesting

things about the business, about our lines of goods,

about conditions in the country, as well as giving them

“Small talk” to use with the customers, but he said

they were of great value, too, in keeping him posted

about the business, because when it was necessary

for him to write these letters he himself had to post

up on our various lines. Suppose, for instance, Mr.

Simmons intended to write a letter on sporting goods.

He would go to the sporting goods department and

spend several hours with the manager of that depart

ment, taking a regular salesman's course of training.

I have seen him pick up guns, take them apart and

make notes of all their selling points. Now, as he

would write letters about the various departments—

house furnishing goods, cutlery, builders’ hardware,

etc.—and as he would post himself thoroughly in this

way on each line, naturally it kept Mr. Simmons him

self from becoming a back number in the business.

He enjoyed this sort of thing. He did not think it

was work and he took great pleasure and delight in

writing these letters. Of course each letter, before it

was printed, was turned over to the head of the de

partment to be checked by him.

Then Mr. Simmons would gather up all the good

stories that had a point that would apply to the busi

ness or the conditions of the times and he would use

these stories in his letters. Salesmen, of course, in
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turn would use the stories with their customers.

Mr. Simmons was a great believer in what he called

“Small talk” and he constantly told us things to talk

to the trade about. For myself, as a salesman, I

found these suggestions exceedingly valuable and I

used to pass them out as strictly original to my cus

tomers' I was like Elbert Hubbard, who told me that

Something that he said was original because he had

heard it only once before!

I remember during a certain panic year that Mr.

Simmons wrote us the celebrated story about the

jumping frog. I think this story is a classic. It is

just as good as Mark Twain's story of the frog they

filled with shot just before the jumping match. This

story is so good that I am going to briefly repeat it

here.

It happened that two frogs fell into a jar of milk.

They tried their best to climb up the sides but the

jar was too slippery. One of the frogs cried out, “I

give up. There is no use trying.” He sank in the

milk and was drowned. The other frog, however, had

more courage. He said to himself, “I will not give

wp as long as I have any breath left in my body.” So,

instead of giving up, he kept on kicking and swim

ming. After a while he noticed that his jumping was

churning a pat of butter. This gave him hope. The

pat of butter finally became so large that he was able

to climb up on it and rest. Then with a little more

jumping he made it large enough and solid enough

so he was able to get a good perch, and with a great

leap he jumped out of the milk jar, making his escape.

Of course, the moral of this story was that when

everything goes wrong with us, when business is dull,

when times are bad, the salesman should keep ajump

ing. He should not lie down in despair. In other

words, with a man who does his best, something

always turns up in his favor.

When I took the reins as president of the Norvell

Shapleigh Hardware Company, I also wrote a long
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monthly letter. I tried my best to make it in

teresting. There was one thing I never did and that

was simply to hammer our salesmen, criticize them

and discourage them without offering any suggestions

as to haw they could improve conditions. Another

thing, I never held up any salesman by name to ridi

cule. It was my belief that the best results in busi

mess come only from encouragement. You cannot
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“His jumping was churning a pat of

butter in the jar”

humiliate and discourage a man and expect him to pro

duce good results. It is not in human nature.

I not only wrote a monthly general letter but after

a while I wrote a weekly yellow letter. These yellow

letters took their name from the fact that they were

mimeographed on thin yellow paper. I also liked the
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name because at that time we were hearing a great

deal about “yellow journalism.” These weekly letters

of mine were all written in a very personal, informal

and cheerful vein. In the letters I did tell in a joking

way about some of the mistakes our salesmen made,

just little, every-day mistakes that limited their suc

cess. Most of these stories I gathered from personal

contact with the trade.

For instance, I remember that a certain general

merchant called on us. On having his account looked

up, I found that he was buying only a few goods from

us by mail orders. I asked this merchant why he did

not buy from our salesman. “Well,” he said, “if you

wish to know the truth, I do not care particularly

about your salesman. You know, he had a habit of

coming into my store and, while he was waiting for

me to give him a hardware order—without being in

vited—he would open the candy case and eat most

of my chocolate drops. Now, I just got tired of having

that salesman fill up on chocolate drops, free, gratis,

for nothing, and so I told him to discontinue his

visits.” This was a sample of the stories that I

told in these weekly letters.

Here is a sample of another story. One of our

salesmen was a very bright, energetic fellow, but

somehow he did not achieve a large measure of success

on his territory. When one of his customers called,

I pinned him down to the reason why he did not buy

more goods from our salesman. “Why, Mr. Norvell,”

said he, “if you must know the truth, this salesman

has such a bad breath that I hate to have him come

around. I do not buy from him on account of his

breath.” Now, how many salesmen realize they have

a bad breath? In one of these yellow letters I suggested

to our salesmen that they ask their wives or sweet

hearts to tell them the plain truth about halitosis'

These letters caused a good deal of amusement

among our salesmen and they frequently read them

to their customers. This led our customers to write,
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asking us to put them on the list for our weekly

yellow letters to the salesmen. We mailed them to

customers in a number of cases. The call for the

letters constantly increased and this made me wonder

if there was not some method by which I could get

out a little monthly booklet telling sales stories, talk

ing about our goods and in this manner reach our

customers. At this time, and for some years before,

I had regularly been reading Elbert Hubbard’s Philis

time. Many of his articles were very timely and

pungent. I wondered if we could not get up some kind

of Philistine magazine, just for our own trade. It

occurred to me that the booklet should be small so it

could be carried in the pocket, ready at any time to

be read at odd moments.

About this time I was also reading what Plato had

to say about Socrates and about the Socratic method

of argument. It seemed that Socrates would ask

questions. He would get the other fellow to make

certain admissions. When he had these admissions

lined up he would say, “All right. You agree to

all this. Then as so much is true, as a matter of

fact, isn’t this other thing true also?” Socrates fol

lowed the algebraic formula that things equal to

the same thing are equal to each other. It is a

curious twist in human logic that men are willing to

admit certain things are true, but when you pin them

down to the fact that if these things are true then

other things must also necessarily be true, they are

not willing to admit it!

It occurred to me that if Socrates was one of the

greatest thinkers of ancient times, possibly in our

modern times we might also develop another great

philosopher! Now, I wanted this philosopher to be

of the common people. I did not wish any highbrow,

efficient, big-me-and-little-you stuff. I wanted my

philosopher to be one of the common people and to

write and speak with modesty, as one knowing little.
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I wished him to ask questions, just as Socrates did.

Where could I get my philosopher?

It was my custom after having lunch to finish my

cigar sitting on a box out in our shipping room. I

loved to sit there every day, smoke and chat with the

teamsters and shipping clerks. As I would sit there

and smoke, frequently our head teamster would

come up and chat with me. It happened that this.

teamster was named “Mike Kinney.” He had been

doing the drayage for the Shapleigh business for

many years. His father, another Mike Kinney, had

done the hauling before him.

Mike was quite a character and often we would

discuss philosophical problems together. One day I

had a brilliant idea. I said, “Mike, how would you like

to be made the most celebrated teamster in the

world?” “I have no objections,” said Mike. “Well,”

I said, “if you have no objections, I will just have

your name copyrighted and I will write a little

monthly magazine to the hardware trade over your

name.” “All right,” said Mike, “anything you will

write will go with me.” So I had found my phil

osopher.

The next thing was to get a name for the publica

tion. As the days passed, I thought of many names.

I would write them on a block of paper and look at

them, but somehow they were not right. One day

as I was talking to one of our salesmen I found my

self unconsciously drawing the picture of a gimlet on

the pad of paper on my desk. Under it, without any

mental effort, I wrote the words The Gimlet. Now

when I did this, I was thinking about the salesman

and the subject of our conversation. This work was

absolutely subconscious. When the salesman had

taken his departure, I looked at the pad and I said to

myself, “By gosh, there is the name for my magazine!”

Then I thought out my plans for writing it—always

to write from the bottom toward the top, always to

confess ignorance, always to admit weakness, always
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to address my reader as the wise, far-seeing person'

I had a great deal of fun thinking out these plans.

One day, traveling on the express train from Boston

to New York with T. James Fernley, secretary of

the National Wholesale Hardware Association, I told

him about the magazine I expected to issue. “What

is the price per subscription?” inquired Mr. Fernley.

Again, subconsciously, I replied, “Well, I guess about

twenty-five cents.” The Honorable T. James Fernley

reached into his trousers pocket, took out a quarter

and asked me for a receipt. He was the first sub

scriber to The Gimlet. I took his money before a

single Gimlet had ever been written. I always be

lieved in prompt collections !

My next thought was, “How can I finance The

Gimlet 2 It is going to cost lots of money to publish

10,000 or 15,000 of these Gimlets every month.” So I

took up the question with twelve manufacturers and

without any difficulty these manufacturers agreed to

pay us $100 per page for the advertising privilege. In

other words, before The Gimlet was even written, we

had subscriptions and we also had $14,400 worth of

advertising sold. When I had gotten this far, I put

up the proposition to our board of directors. I told

them I would write The Gimlet but with one under

standing and that was that no one else in the busi

mess was to monkey with it eaccept myself. I said I

was perfectly willing to have every article read by

one of our other directors, and if he thought anything

in the article was dangerous we would cut out that

part without any discussion.

There were two subjects in The Gimlet that I made

it a rule never to touch upon. One of them was

religion and the other was politics.

For six years I wrote The Gimlet. It was written

almost entirely on my own time—at night, on holidays,

Saturday afternoons and, I regret to say, very largely

on Sundays. I think I can say with all due modesty

that The Gimlet made a hit. We asked twenty-four
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cents per annum. This just about paid the postage.

If a customer would not remit for The Gimlet we

advised him we would put him on the charity list;

possibly he needed the money more than we did. We

were philanthropists; if he would not remit, we would

send him. The Gimlet free! Every article was signed

“Original—thot out by Mike Kinney, Teamster and

Editor.” On the front cover we wrote, “The gimlet

is a small instrument with a point.” Then at the

bottom of the page we wrote, “Damages 24 cents per

annum—We need the money—There may be more

numbers—That all depends—This is real second class

stuff that pays first class postage—No post offices

entered.”

The Gimlet led to a large number of letters from

all over the country from all kinds of people being

addressed to Mike Kinney. Mike got up his own

letter head on green paper and every one of these

letters was scrupulously answered. It took a great

deal of time but it was a lot of fun.

It was curious to see subscriptions coming from

foreign countries. On one occasion Mike Kinney was

just ungentlemanly enough to write about Queen Mary

of England. He said some things about Queen Mary

that no gentleman of good taste and refinement would

have said. However, what he did say must have struck

the funny bone of some of the English nobility be

cause shortly afterward a solicitor in London sent

real money and a long list of subscriptions. Most of

these subscribers were connected with the English

nobility. Just why they wished to read The Gimlet

I could never understand, but from year to year their

subscriptions were renewed.

In the early part of 1911 I planned to go to London

and see the coronation of George V and Queen Mary.

This took place on June 22, 1911. I was there and

saw the show. Before leaving I arranged to have all

of my mail sent to me care of Brown, Shipley & Com

pany, bankers, in London.



CHAPTER XXII

EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEES

HE subscription list of The Gimlet had now

Tº a total of 50,000 monthly. The Gimlet

was not only going to the hardware trade of this

country but many hardware men were subscribing to

it, for all of their customers. Other lines of business

were calling for The Gimlet. It was not only being dis

tributed in the United States but in almost every

civilized country. This goes to show how an idea may

develop. The weekly general letter, mimeographed on

thin, yellow tissue paper, had grown into the leading

house organ of the world. The rate of subscription,

24 cents, had not been advanced nor had the rate of

$100 per page been advanced to our original twelve

advertising patrons. They certainly received their

money’s worth in circulation.

Before leaving for Europe, I placed a notice in The

Gimlet that if any man, woman or child, regardless of

previous condition of servitude, should send a postal

card to Mike Kinney, care of Brown, Shipley & Com

pany, in London, Mike would in acknowledgment send

them a Coronation postal card with a picture of King

George V and Queen Mary. The Honorable Mike

Kinney put this notice in The Gimlet and then forgot

it. He landed in France and spent some time in the

early part of 1911 on the Continent.

Finally, in June, he arrived in London, and one day

sauntered into the tourists’ mail department of Brown,

Shipley & Company. I first asked for my own mail

under my own name. After sitting at a desk in the

office and digesting my own mail, I happened to

wonder if there was any mail for the Honorable Mike

341
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Kinney. I therefore went to the mail clerk and asked

if he had any mail for Mike Kinney. When I first

spoke, this mail clerk was rather busy and indifferent.

When, however, he heard the words “Mike Kinney”

he straightened up, looked at me searchingly and in

quired: “Are you Mr. Mike Kinney?” “No,” I re

plied, “I am only his business manager. Have you any

mail for Mike Kinney?” “Myle?” replied the English

clerk, “we have nothing but myle for Mike Kinney.

Every ship is bringing myle for Mike Kinney. Our

whole office force has been at work on Mike Kinney's

myle. A lot of his myle has come without enough

postage, and we have a big charge against him for

stamps. Besides that, our managing director has in

structed us when Mr. Mike Kinney arrives to immedi

ately show him into the manager’s office.”

I found there was a large box full of postal cards

for the Honorable Mike Kinney, teamster and editor.

There were not only regular-sized postals but every

conceivable size of postal. Some of these enlarged

cards had been painted by artists with pictures of Mike

Kinney and George V and Queen Mary. Almost every

postal sent their greetings to the King and Queen.

There were 12,186 pieces of mail in all.

When I met the managing director of Brown, Ship

ley & Company, he was exceedingly angry. He said:

“What kind of hoax is this?” I assured him that the

intentions of Mike Kinney were all perfectly innocent.

“This does not please us at all,” said the manager.

“Mike Kinney has made a laughing-stock of us among

the bankers in London. Everybody wants to know who

Mike Kinney is and what all these postal cards from

all over the United States mean.” I told this banker

the story, but he was not delighted. I told him we

had advertised Messrs. Brown, Shipley & Company

more than they had ever been advertised before in the

United States. He replied that thev did not want any

advertising.

I asked him to present to me a bill for the time of
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his clerks in handling the mail and for the extra

postage. This turned out to be a very large bill, but

I paid it.

Then I went to the great London printers, W. H.

Smith & Company, and told them my predicament.

Through them I bought some 13,000 postal cards in

colors with a picture of the King and Queen. I wrote

greetings from Mike Kinney and from King George V

and Queen Mary to all my correspondents in America.

I had a plate made from this autographed letter and

from this plate “our” greetings were printed on the

postal cards. I hired one of the clerks of W. H. Smith

& Company to address the return postals from my

accumulation. This little joke cost the neat sum of

$600!

But poor Mike Kinney’s troubles were not over.

Just as soon as the postal cards arrived in the United

States they were shown around town. School chil

dren received them and showed them to other school

children. As a result, the flood of postal cards to the

angry Brown, Shipley & Company continued. There

was no way to stop them.

I arranged with a clerk at W. H. Smith & Company

to go over to Brown, Shipley & Company every week,

gather up the postal cards and answer them. Then I

went to France and later visited Switzerland. All that

summer these postal cards kept coming. I wrote The

Gimlet to put in another notice that no more postal

cards could be sent—that the coronation was over—but

it is interesting to state that every month for a year

afterward postal cards would drop in on Brown, Ship

ley & Company from every ship!

However, I have gotten ahead of my story. When

I became president of the Norvell-Shapleigh Hardware

Company I realized I had an opportunity not only to

make money for our stockholders and for myself, but I

also had an opportunity to do some practical things

for the good of the employees of the business. I had

seen so many businesses run exclusively for the benefit
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of the owners, and I had seen so much of the folly

of this policy that I was determined, just as far as I

could, in justice to the stockholders to run a business,

giving a liberal share of the returns to the hard

working house people and salesmen who achieved the

results.

Full of such thoughts, the first thing we did was to

arrange a very generous profit-sharing arrangement

with our salesmen. I have written about this arrange

ment in a previous chapter. We not only did this,

however, but we introduced a bonus system in the

house, and every employee who had done extra good

work was given a very generous bonus check. This

system not only applied to heads of departments but

went almost all the way down through the list. It was

our idea to reward extra hard work, merit and good

ideas with cash, and the cash came immediately—not

at some future date. When an employee was promoted

from one position to a higher one, an advance in salary

immediately took place.

The entire idea on which the business was run was

that we were willing to divide with our employees for

good work and to divide on a liberal basis. As a result

of this policy there soon developed a wonderful spirit

of cooperation among our employees. This esprit de

corps on the part of our employees led to some unusual

things.

Let me illustrate with only one example: We had

a very “live wire” house superintendent by the name

of Benson. I believe he is now with a wholesale house

in Seattle. Late one afternoon I called Mr. Benson into

my office and told him we would like to move our filing

department from one floor to another. I told him we

would like to have this move made with just as little

delay and disturbance to business as possible. Benson

looked at me and said: “All right. We do not think

we will disturb the business at all.” I left the matter

in his hands. The next morning when I arrived Ben

son dropped in my office and said: “I would like to
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show you the new filing department.” I went to the

room where we had planned to place this department

and there were all the filing cases in place. All the

filing employes were working as if nothing had

happened. “How did you do it?” I asked Benson.

“Simplest thing in the world,” he replied. “We worked

all night. I just called for volunteers and all the boys

were glad to help.”

Now, when I write that not one cent was paid for

overtime, as in those days we never had any overtime

in our business, you can appreciate that it took the

right kind of spirit for these employees to volunteer to

work all might just to help out the organization. Of

course, I could cite hundreds of instances such as this.

Naturally, such a spirit could not have been built up

unless we were loyal to our employees as well as ea:

pecting them to be loyal to us.

The only way, in my opinion, to build up such a

spirit is by a system of quick rewards. If a soldier

displays valor on the field of battle, he should receive

his medal at once. The commanding general should

have the authority to award these medals. He should

carry a box full of them around with him. In my

opinion, a medal awarded on the spot would have far

more influence in building up the morale of troops

than when it is awarded several years afterward by

act of Congress, so I also wish to emphasize that in

business, in order to build up enthusiasm on the part

of employees, the reward for eactra efforts must be

immediate. They should not always be compelled to

wait even until the end of the year. Business is like

a battle. It is a live thing. It changes instantaneously

from day to day. In order to keep it out of a rut, in

order to keep everybody up on their toes, there should

be rewards every month, every week and, in fact,

almost every day.

Our directors voted me a very large bonus fund.

This fund was carried in a separate bank. I kept the

check book of the fund in my desk. It was a great
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pleasure for me to draw out this bonus book and write

checks for distinguished services. It was a great

pleasure to see the delight of the employees when they

received these unexpected expressions of the apprecia

tion of the house, and I am very sure in the majority

of cases that they cared more for these checks as an

expression of appreciation than they did for the actual

amount of money involved.

Our new building was on a high point overlooking

the Mississippi River. From the top of our building

there was a beautiful view up and down the Missis

sippi. We had a large, flat roof and it occurred to us

that this would make a splendid playground for the

girls and boys working for us. We therefore had rest

rooms erected on the top of this building. We had a

wire netting put up around the edges of the building

to prevent accidents. At the lunch hour in the summer

months the female employees and the boys working for

the house would spend their spare time on our roof. It

was, of course, much more pleasant for them than

being on the streets. The employees formed lunch

clubs, and coffee was prepared in the roof rest room.

It was also a regular thing every day for the caterer

to deliver a large freezer of ice cream and to have it

carried up to the roof for daily consumption.

These activities were carried out by our employees

for themselves. They appointed their own committees,

bought their own supplies and arranged their own

scale of prices. If there was a deficit at the end of the

month, they must have taken care of it themselves,

because we never heard from them.

We employed a large number of young women. Many

of these girls came from some of the best families in

St. Louis. We went to a great deal of extra trouble

to make our business’ not only an attractive place for

these girls to work but a safe place. We never for

- one moment stood for any familiarity between any of

the men in the business and these girls. Just as soon

as we saw signs of any such familiarity the matter
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was immediately taken up in a most emphatic manner

with the employees concerned. As a result, we never

had any trouble or scandal because of mixing the sexes.

The handling of a large force of women is a rather

delicate matter. We finally employed as a matron a

Mrs. Wakeman. She was a woman of high character

and unusual tact. I never knew a woman who had the

ability to handle girls better than Mrs. Wakeman. She

had the strength to make them obey, while at the same

time she had the human sympathy to command their

respect and their affection. She was our matron for

many years and she not only helped us very much in

a business way in looking after the girls, but she did

a great deal of actual good with these girls. She

learned their troubles. She was their “mother con

fessor.” She not only gave them sound advice but in

many instances she was more practical. She visited

their homes. She looked after the environment in

which they lived, and when necessary she saw that

they received proper medical attention.

Mrs. Wakeman’s work led to our employing a woman

physician—I am sorry I have forgotten her name—

who visited the girls’ rest room at least once every

week. She had regular office hours there, and the girls

could consult her free of charge. One thing always

seems to lead to another. As a result of this physi

cian’s visits, we finally put in, under her direction, a

very complete collection of medicines and remedies.

This physician taught a number of our girls “first

aid” and things to be done in certain emergencies.

These girls became very adept in their duties, and in

Several cases where we had serious accidents, being

immediately at hand, they were of great service before

physicians and trained nurses could be summoned.

While for some reason I have always had a repug

nance to the expression “welfare work,” and while we

never posed in any form as doing welfare work among

our employees, I suppose what we were doing was

actually along this line. However, we were doing these
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things not as a matter of philanthropy but simply

because we considered it good business!

It was not long before the young boys in the business

understood that if they got “fresh” with any of the

girls the matter would be brought to Mrs. Wakeman's

attention, and if it came to her attention it was not

long before the head of their department, when the

facts were proved, would slip these young men on the

greased chute that slanted outward. Just a few dis

missals among our young, gay Lotharios, and they

gathered the idea that it was healthier to do their

“mashing” somewhere outside of the business.

I was in close touch with everything bearing on

our house management and I am convinced that if

some of our business executives could realize how

much time is lost in a business and how much demorali

zation results from a loose and careless management

of the sexes, they would devote more attention to this

part of managing. When the sex spirit breaks loose

and runs wild and unchecked in any business, all kinds

of serióus results follow. The curious fact is that

sometimes the head of the business has not the faintest

conception of what is going on around him. It is my

judgment that one of the best cures for such a situa

tion is to have a matron such as Mrs. Wakeman and

also to deal with offenders with an iron hand.

It is especially important, too, that the executives

and head men in the business should set a proper

example by always avoiding any familiarity with

female employees. Nothing truer has ever been

written than “familiarity breeds contempt” and

in every business I have ever seen where the head

men became familiar with their stenographers and

other female employees, demoralization to the business

always ensued. These head men might explain that

they were only “friendly” but the trouble is that other

subordinate employees, seeing them “friendly,” would

go to extremes and so the entire morale of the office

would be undermined. -
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Let me illustrate with a little human'story some of

the things that happened: A very healthy-looking

young woman came to work for us as a copyist. When

she went to work her cheeks had the bloom of health.

After a few months, however, I noticed that this

healthy young girl had lost most of her bloom and was

doing her work in a very tired and listless manner. I

called her case to the attention of Mrs. Wakeman.

I remarked—“There is something wrong here. You

had better investigate.”

A few weeks later Mrs. Wakeman told me that she

had made a point of cultivating this girl’s acquaintance

and learned her story. This was the story: The

family were in poor circumstances. She lived with

her mother. Her mother was a semi-invalid. After

business hours and early in the morning before coming

to the office, she had to help do housework. This made

it necessary for her to rise very early. She was

engaged to be married. Her suitor called every night

and sat up with her until twelve o’clock. No wonder

the poor girl, between her sweetheart and her duties

at home, as well as her loss of sleep, was gradually

fading away. Mrs. Wakeman called on the family.

In a tactful manner, she took up the case with the

mother and as a result the young man was persuaded

to make his visits on only three nights a week. The

young lady was able to catch up with her sleep on the

other nights. Result: She got over the tired feeling

and the color came back to her cheeks. She also did

her work better. If the situation had continued, it

would have been necessary for us to have asked her

resignation. At it was, with a little tact and diplomacy

on Mrs. Wakeman’s part, everybody was made happy.

In the course of time the young lady married and

possibly neither she nor her mother ever realized

that her case was a subject of a business discussion |

How many more cases are there like this? These

things are taking place around us every day. When

men get up in conventions and discuss management,
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the human equation is very seldom given any serious

attention while, as a matter of fact, the human side of

management is the great problem after all.

There is also a very important human side to the

management of salesmen. Salesmen are very human

and it has always seemed to me that the better the

salesman, the more human he is. It takes this human

touch to make him a great salesman. Very successful

salesmen are usually big-hearted, generous, sym

pathetic fellows, full of the love of life, good will and

friendship for men and women. The successful sales

man as a rule, by his temperament, is a shining mark

for domestic difficulties!

Whether this is true or not, as I review the past,

it seems to me that some of our very best salesmen did

seem to get into a good deal of trouble. When I was

a sales manager I was in very close touch with these

salesmen and in many cases these troubles finally

had to be ironed out. Very frequently this pleasant

job fell to my lot.
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THE HUMAN SIDE OF SALES MANAGING

manage salesmen is to get up an elaborate sys

tem of reports and then check up their salesmen

from these daily reports, asking them why they did

not do this and why they did not do that. That kind

of system is all right as far as it goes but there is more

in sales managing than that. The human side of

sales managing was always the most interesting to

me. In order to get the best results out of salesmen

you have to know all about them—how they live—

their hopes and aspirations—all their troubles—their

wives and children. You simply can not know too

much about them. Then you have to forget yourself

and merge yourself into their lives, seeing things from

their point of view. Let me illustrate what I mean by

telling a little true story about one of our salesmen

and his wife.

One day I was sitting in my office at the front of the

main building of the Norvell-Shapleigh Hardware

Company. In the doorway stood a woman I had never

seen. She wanted a check. She explained that she

was the wife of one of our salesmen who was out on a

long trip, and had been instructed by her husband to

step in on the first of the month and collect his salary.

She showed me her letter of instruction. I shook

hands with her but she withdrew her hand blushingly.

“My, but your hand is hard l’” I exclaimed. The poor

woman did not know whether to be insulted, alarmed

for her safety or merely displeased. *

“It has a right to be!” she said. “I do my own

washing, dress and take care of five children and do all

Sº sales managers have an idea that the way to

351
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my own housework. I have no time to fuss over my

self—no spare minutes to soak my hands in cold

cream. Dishwashing and sewing and peeling potatoes

and washing underclothing do not improve the hands.

Of course they are rough and hard l’”

“Why do you do all this?” I gently questioned. “To

help my husband save money!” was her earnest reply.

“And are you really saving money?” I asked. “I

should say so I’” she retorted. “On the first of every

month I deposit John’s check. Then I draw a check

for $50 to the savings account, $10 to the Home Build

ing and Loan Association and $5 to the Christmas Sav

ings Club. All told, that makes $65 each and every

month that we put away for a rainy day and if I

didn’t wear my hands off doing my own work, we

would never have a cent. As it is, we have nearly

$600 put away and some day we are going to build

our own home. We have it all planned on paper.”

Under my breath I said—“And of such as these is

the salt of the earth!” Then I asked her—“If you

hired a girl to do your housework, a laundress to do

your washing and spent $10 a week on yourself in the

form of beauty parlor treatments, hairdressing, mani

cures and Turkish baths, you could not save a cent,

could you?” “Of course not!” she indignantly replied,

now getting hot under the collar.

“Well, as your husband's employer, Mrs. Jones, that

is exactly what I am going to ask you to do! I want

you to go home, hire a laundress, a maid and whatever

help you need around the place. Then go to a beauty

shop and get yourself into shape where you feel human

and respect yourself. Spend a little money getting

your hands softened up. I have heard that certain

kinds of rubber gloves worn at night tend to bleach

and soften the ”

“Why, you're crazy, Mr. Norvell!” burst out the

woman. “Begging your pardon, sir, of course! I

know you mean well and there is nothing on earth I

would like to do as well as to spend a little money on
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myself, but John and I have our course all planned out.

I am willing to do my share now, that I may live com

fortably later in life. I know red hands do not appeal

to John. He often complains that I do not look ‘ap

petizing,' as he calls it, when he comes home off the

road, but it is better to have red hands and money in

the bank than white, tapering fingers and be broke

all—”

It was now my turn to interrupt. “It is not my idea

to have you go broke, madam; far from it. You are

typical of the average conscientious, hard-working

wife who spends every waking moment drudging,

squeezing and saving in a mistaken idea that she is

helping her husband save money for the future.”

“Now,” I went on, “your husband is bringing in

around $200 a month; perhaps nearer $250. I haven’t

paid particular attention to his commission checks the

last sixty days. Anyway, we will say $250. You save

$65 of this each month. That means that it costs

you $185 to live. If I can show you how to increase

his income, each month by three or four times $65,

would you be willing to get your laundress, your girl

of-all-work and spend a little money on yourself—pro

vided that you are still able to save $65 a month—or

more?” -

“Why, surely,” replied the salesman’s wife, won

deringly.

“Well, it can be done,” I said. “If wives and their

husbands, too, for that matter, would spend as much

time thinking out means for increasing their income

as they now spend in squeezing out the pennies to be

saved, they would be far happier, live better and still

put as much money away for the rainy day as they

now accumulate.”

“There is not a man—whether he be a salesman,

scientist, farmer, doctor, writer, clerk, lawyer or of

any other trade, profession or calling, that can not in

crease his income by doing better work. If he is

working on a civil service or Government job which
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carries a certain specified salary, he can increase his

efficiency to a point where dozens of other opportuni

ties will be showered upon him—at greater salaries—

if his wife will help him do it.”

“Now you go home, and prepare yourself for John’s

homecoming, Mrs. Jones. When he comes home he will

be tired, disgruntled, discouraged and worn out from

contact with men. You should be there, dressed pleas

ingly but not expensively, to greet him—to cheer him

up. Let some one else prepare the dinner. You coax

him out of his despondent mood—and I know he will

be despondent—for no man can travel two months

away from home meeting all kinds of human beings

without feeling the hopelessness of it all. The next

day both of you come down to my office and we will

talk over a plan I have in mind.”

The woman agreed—what could she do? I was her

husband's chief. I had the privilege of crossing my

fingers and her husband would be on the street.

When John returned, he and his wife came to my

office. I said—“Well, Mrs. Jones, you told me that you

do all the washing and ironing.” “Yes,” she replied,

“I tell John never to come home on Monday and Tues

day because those are my hard-working days.” “Now,”

I said, “Mrs. Jones, I suppose you wash in the base

ment of your house and all day Monday you work in a

steamy room with a wash boiler on the laundry stove.

No doubt you lay a plank on the floor and stand on

the plank to keep your feet out of the soapy water.”

“Yes,” she answered, with a surprised expression,

“that is just what I do. How do you know about it?”

“Oh,” I replied, “I know what washing day means.

So, all day Monday you scrub up and down in the hot,

soapy water on the wash board. You wring out the

clothes, then twist, them up into balls and leave them

out until Tuesday?” “Yes,” she said, “that is just

what I do.” “Then,” I said, “on Tuesday, after the

clothes have been hung out on the line and dried, you
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put in a long day ironing?” “Yes,” she said, “I do

that.”

“Well, about how many hours,” I inquired, “do you

work these two days washing and ironing?” She con

sidered a moment and then replied, “About ten hours

each day.” “And,” I asked, “how much do you save

every day by doing this work?” Again she considered

and replied, “A wash woman would cost me about

$1.50 a day,” (This was years ago!) “so I save $3 by

doing the work myself.” “Well, that's fine,” I replied.

“You are very industrious and you deserve credit for

working so hard to save this money for John.”

I then turned to a collection of tools I always kept

in my office and I laid down before her on the desk a

beautiful shiny hand saw. “Mrs. Jones,” I said to

her, “don’t you think this is a handsome saw 7”

“Yes,” she replied, “it looks very nice.” “Now I want

to tell you,” I continued, “our profit on these hand

saws is just $3 per dozen and on every dozen of these

saws that John sells, he makes $1.50 for himself.

Probably it might take John about fifteen minutes to

sell a dozen of these saws. In other words, my dear

Mrs. Jones, it takes you ten hours to earn $1.50 wash

ing and ironing while it takes John only fifteen min

utes, with a little showing of samples and a little talk,

to earn the same $1.50.” She looked at the saw, she

looked at John and she looked at me. She inquired,

“Is this true, John?” He had to admit it was. Then

she said, “Well, it hardly seems fair for me to work so

hard to earn $1.50 when John can do it so easily.”

“No,” I answered, “it is not fair.” I also called her

attention to other items on which John could make a

good profit by showing a few samples and doing a little

talking.

I told them my plan which was as follows: The wife

was to take each day a record of the calls he made,

list what he sold, card-index the sales by commodities

and make numerous records which her husband was

too busy to make. Thus on the next trip, he would
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have in his pocket a complete history of the previous

trip and could govern his sales talks accordingly.

The plan worked even better than I anticipated. So

interested did this little woman become in her hus

band's work that she found numerous ways to help

him sell—invented a way to enter the peculiarities of

each of his customers on a card—when he went into

the store, he could greet the buyer with, “Hello,

Charles, hear your daughter won first prize at Smith

for oratory ! Good stuff!” putting his prospect into

a friendly frame of mind and opening the avenues to

bigger sales. She sent him encouraging letters almost

every day and totaled his sales by saws, nails,

hatchets, planes. In fact, she worked up a little busi

ness system all of her own. -

This couple had never before had it brought to them

in a practical manner what they could accomplish by

concentrating their efforts in a certain direction.

His wife, through my planning, ceased to think of

saving, squeezing and pinching but turned her

thoughts to increasing her husband's efficiency. She

sent him out each trip with his head high and courage

in his heart. He feared no man; nor was he in danger

from any woman. His wife was now as attractive as

the year before he married her. Her hands were

soft, appealing—no practised flirt could steer him off

the straight and narrow.

This happy couple saved more money in one year,

after the plan got to working, than they would have

saved in five years by plodding along in their dis

gruntled, penny-squeezing way. They were happier

and the wife had lost none of her attractive femi

ninity. She had even more time to spend with her

children and the hours she spent with them were not

harassed and worried. She was calm, at peace with

the world and in complete possession of her soul.

In every large business some one should constantly

look out for unusual talent. One of the saddest things

in life is to think that real genius is frequently wasted
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because it is never recognized. It was always a great

joy to me to look for talent and then give the talented

employee an opportunity to go up in the business.

This road, however, is full of disappointments. Never

theless, long, grinding years of work have taught me

that we must not expect gratitude or even apprecia

tion. We must play the game simply for the love of

the game. If we have any practical religion in our

natures, we must express our religion in trying to help

others, although we may know many will never feel or

think of expressing appreciation. Many, many times

I have gone to a great deal of trouble to secure posi

tions for men. These men may feel grateful but not in

a single instance have I ever had one express his grati

tude. I am stating this fact not to complain but to

suggest how simple it is when anyone does you a favor

just to say “Thank you,” or to write a brief note ex

pressing your appreciation.

There was one young man in our office who had an

unusually keen mind. He was a very close observer.

He had a wonderful memory. If I wanted to know

just what was going on in the office, all I had to do

was to have a chat with this young man. Nothing

escaped his observation. Unfortunately, however, he

had been compelled by poverty to go to work at a very

early age. He came of a poor, ignorant family. His

English was something terrible. He indulged in such

expressions as “I seen, I done, I would have went, etc.”

I was so much interested in him on account of his

natural intelligence that I spoke to my wife one night

about taking him out of the business, paying his fam

ily his regular salary and sending him to school. She

agreed with me that it would be a good thing to do.

So one morning I called him into my office and told

him my plans. He smiled brightly and replied—“Well,

I sure am thankful to you, Mr. Norvell, for thinkin’ of

me in this way, but I’m goin’ to git married meat week,

See 2’’

Yes, I saw. I did not feel like taking on the wife
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also into the arrangement, so we dropped the idea. I

suppose this young fellow is still a valuable employee

in an inferior position and I suppose he continues to

murder the Queen's English. However, I have always

regretted that I did not have an opportunity to help

him secure a good education because I am sure with

his energy and ability that he could have risen very

high in the business world.

I know many people are in favor of early marriages.

It has been my observation, however, in many cases

that young men of unusual intelligence have sacrificed

their entire future by taking on the burdens of a

family early in life before they had an opportunity to

get a good start.

If I were called upon to make an address to young

business men, if I were given only fifteen minutes for

this address and if I were told that I could talk only

upon one idea and that idea alone, what do you think

I would talk about? I know very well. I would de

vote my entire sermon to one text—GET YOUR

FACTS STRAIGHT. More trouble, sorrow and fail

ure has been caused by people not getting their facts

straight than anything else I know of in business.

When you start out with the wrong facts, you are

naturally sure to come to the wrong conclusion. I

could tell story after story of disaster that has come to

business men and business houses because right in the

beginning they did not take the time and trouble or

go to the expense of carefully investigating the facts.

Some manufacturers start manufacturing goods with

out knowing the facts in regard to their market.

Others start manufacturing without knowing the

facts in regard to the cost of the goods. Salesmen

make a wrong impression upon dealers because they

have not taken the time and trouble to look up the

facts about these dealers.



CHAPTER XXIV

THE EXCEPTION TO THE RULE

If I were to put up a sign in my office, this sign

would read: “BEWARE OF THE EXCEPTION. ”

What do I mean by this? I mean that the exception in

every business is always dangerous. Suppose one of

your employees desires to go to work very early in

the morning and then go out for breakfast along about

eight o'clock. Now he may be all right, but if I had

such an employee I would investigate very carefully

why he could not get down at the regular time and eat

breakfast before coming down.

Suppose you have another employee who always

wants to work after supper. Now this employee might

be all right, but if I had an employee who made a

habit of working every night, no matter if he did tell

me that he enjoyed working in the quiet of the office

after everybody else had gone home, I would investi

gate the reasons as to why it was necessary for this

man to work such peculiar hours.

I have investigated a number of cases of these ex

ceptions, and nine times out of ten I have found some

thing wrong. In one cutlery department a certain

employee came down early and then went out for break

fast. I had him checked up and I found he was regu

larly carrying out cutlery. In other cases where

employees constantly worked at night I found they

were also stealing. I could give a list as long as my

arm of the trouble that has been caused in business

by the management of the business allowing excep

tions.

Once upon a time goods in the hardware line were

sold all over the West on 60 days’ time, 2 per cent. for

cash in ten days. Then a bright salesman, because it

359
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took a good while to deliver these goods out on the

Pacific Coast, persuaded the head of his house to

allow him just in a few cases to give a dating of 30

days, in other words, 2 per cent. in 30 days instead of

ten days. What happened? After a while these cus- .

tomers who received 90 days remitted, deducting 3 per

cent. for cash in ten days. The house allowed it. The

goods did not arrive any more promptly, but they were

getting 1 per cent. extra in their cash discount. Then

what happened? These few selected, exceptional deal

ers had to tell the salesmen for other houses that they

were getting this concession. The salesmen had to

ask that this concession be extended to other dealers.

It was.

The competitors of this house found this con

cession was being given and in a very short time

the general terms for this entire Pacific Coast

from the jobbers in the central Western States

were changed to the 90-day basis with 3 per cent.

for cash. Naturally the salesman who asked for the

concession from his house in the end was no better

off than he was in the first place because all of his

competitors were giving the same terms. The only

difference was that all of the houses selling on the

Pacific Coast were losing 1 per cent. on their sales,

and, please note, this extra 1 per cent. came out of the

net profits.

The entire charge for boxing and drayage was

changed because a certain jobber first allowed a cer

tain salesman to rebate his customers this item. This

rebate was to be used only for certain special accounts,

but of course it soon became common property.

In business it might as well be put down as an axiom

that nothing can be kept secret. Murder will out. If

you give concessions to a customer, nine times out of

ten he will tell some other salesman about these con

CeSS1OnS.

I know a number of years ago there was a very

tight arrangement among certain manufacturers in a
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certain line of goods. One of these manufacturers, how

ever, agreed to give a concession on the line to the

buyer of a very iarge house, this concession to be paid

by check at the end of the year. The goods were billed

at the regular price. Everything entered on the books

of both the manufacturer and the jobber was regular.

The annual check was to be charged up to advertising

or some other account. This arrangement was Sup

posed to be a very air-tight one, but what happened?

The buyer for this jobber went with another jobbing

house, and soon the cat was out of the bag. The other

manufacturers learned of the concession, and the nice

little tight arrangement that existed for a number of

years went to pieces!

One of the employees in the cutlery department was

acting in a peculiar manner. Naturally we were very

careful about the personnel in our cutlery department

because, on account of such expensive goods and such

small packages, the stock would be a temptation to

any dishonest employee. This employee happened to

be a married man. We had him shadowed by a detec

tive and the report we received was very illuminating.

There was, however, no indication whatever of dis

honesty.

One day this employee dropped into my office and

informed me he thought of leaving the city. He

stated he believed his opportunities would be better

in some other place. I had the report about him in

my desk. I said—“Well, Charlie, are you planning to

elope with a girl who works in a printing house?” He

jumped as if I had shot at him with a revolver. “What

do you know about her?”—he inquired. “Oh, very

little, except that you are having dinner with her at

a certain restaurant and spending the evening with

her about three nights a week.” Then he told me, that

it was true. He and his wife were unhappy. He did

intend to elope with this girl. He had it all fixed up.

I took out my typewritten detective's report and

said—“Charlie, just read this.” He read the report
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with growing interest. Finally, when he reached one

part, he laid his head down on my desk, burst into

tears and shook all over with sobs. The report was a

very simple one. His sweetheart used to meet him

for dinner when she had another sweetheart she met

after she shook him. He knew our report was correct

because it told about every meeting for the past month.

Poor Charlie had been vamped. It was a shame to

break up his romance. He decided not to elope. He

remained in our cutlery department and, I hope, made

up his mind that he had better stand by his wife.

In this story I have several times referred to our

“sales managers-in-the-saddle.” These were super

salesmen who had no territory of their own but who

traveled with our regular salesmen, showing them how

to open new accounts, how to handle old accounts and

how to sell special lines of goods.

One of the best salesmen of the Norvell-Shapleigh

Hardware Co. was and is A. F. Bond, who traveled

in southeast Missouri. Mr. Bond's volume of sales

was very large. This was surprising, because he vis

ited some very small towns and sold a great many gen

eral stores. I often wondered at the volume of Mr.

Bond's business. Not only were his sales large and

his orders very numerous but Mr. Bond attended to

all the details of his business in the most prompt and

satisfactory manner. Frequently when I desired to

break in some young salesman I would send him as a

helper to Mr. Bond. When one of these young sales

men returned from a trip with Mr. Bond I asked

him how it was that Mr. Bond did so well. “There

is nothing surprising about it”—replied this young

man. “In the first place, he works night and day.

He never quits. It would kill an ox to work along with

him. I have been with him a month and I feel almost

like going to a sanitarium. Not only does he work

hard but he is one of the fastest writers I ever knew.

He can take down an order almost like shorthand.

Besides that, he never wastes a minute. For instance,
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when he sits down to eat a meal, instead of sizing up

the dining room girls or jollying them along, he takes

out his expense book and posts it up to date. Then

when he is traveling on a train from one town to an

other, instead of playing cards with the other sales

men or just smoking, he gets out his catolog case,

takes it in his lap and proceeds to answer all of his

correspondence. No”—said this future salesman—

“there is nothing surprising about A. F. Bond's suc

cess. If every other salesman would work as hard

as he does they could increase their sales 50 per cent.,

because most of the salesmen I have been with actually

waste from 25 per cent. to 50 per cent. of their time.

Besides that,” he added, “Bond is just as straight

as a string. He never deceives or fools the customer.

He always tells the exact truth. He enjoys the entire

confidence of his trade and when he comes into their

stores he has them trained to give him their attention

immediately. They never allow him to wait around

for them.”

“How does he do this?”—I inquired. “It must

sometimes be very difficult to get a retail merchant to

stop other work and devote his time to buying goods.”

“Oh, I don't know”—said the young man. “Somehow,

Bond has a way about him that prevents merchants

from asking him to wait. It simply wouldn't seem right

to have Mr. Bond waiting around. You know he is

recognized as the King Pin hardware salesman in his

territory. He is known to sell more goods than any

other salesman. His time is real valuable and all the

retail dealers know it, so I just guess none of them

would take the responsibility of having Bond wait on

them.”

I had to smile at this report. This young man sized

up the situation exactly right. There are certain im

ponderables in life. One of them is why we do certain

things to certain people and do not dare to do them

to others. I have seen big, husky, loud-mouthed fel

lows knocked into a corner in a gambling saloon. No
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body took them seriously. If they got too loud they

were just knocked out and laid away. Then I have

seen other very quiet, gray-eyed men come into a gam

bling house and everybody treat them with the

greatest respect.

Once I inquired why one of these quiet men received

so much consideration. “Why, don’t you know who

he is?” I was asked in sprprise. “He is Bill Smith,

the Sheriff of Pocatello County. Everybody is courte

ous to him. They had better bel” So I looked at Bill

Smith. While he was very quiet and while he was not

very large, somehow he had something in his manner

that commanded respect. It is just this something

that great salesmen like Bond have that we cannot

chart or describe. It is one of the imponderables.
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REMINISCENCES OF SELLING

E developed all kinds of sales schemes to

WW interest the salesmen. We believed in com

petition. We believed in playing business like

a game. We organized horse races, automobile races

and balloon races. The speed of the salesmen in these

races was regulated by the volume of their sales.

Every week we would send out large sheets with

pictures showing the progress of the race. Each sales

man had a number and he was shown on his horse

or in his car or in his balloon in his proper place in

the race. It was a lot of fun for all of us and it

helped sales mightily.

Then, realizing that personal recognition is worth

a great deal more to the average man even than dollars,

we organized orders of nobility among our salesmen.

We had a King of Diamonds. The most successful sales

man for a certain year was made King of Diamonds.

At the end of the year we gave a banquet to all of

our salesmen and at this banquet we crowned this

salesman with a real crown, dressed him in real ermine

robes and had him take his place on the throne at

the head of the table.

We not only paid the successful salesmen honor in

this way but there were substantial rewards in the

way of money and real diamonds—in the way of

large solitaire diamond rings—diamond watch charms

and medals incrusted with diamonds.

Afterward, when we filled up on Kings, we arranged

a line of Emperors and also, I think, there has since

been a line of Czars.

I also made it a rule to settle with our salesmen

365
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every year on the twenty-fifth day of January. It was

a point of honor with me to settle on that date. It

sometimes took a lot of hustling and hurrying of

other people to get the figures up in order to settle at

that time, but in the ten years I settled with our

salesmen, I never missed that date once. All of our

salesmen knew that their checks for their bonuses

would come right on time and I have always felt that

the best way to teach employees to be prompt is to be

prompt yourself.

Our salesmen’s banquets at the end of the year

were always an interesting feature. As our force of

salesmen grew, these banquets became more en

gaging. The plan we followed was to have very short

speeches on the part of the officers of our company.

Then the meetings were turned over to the salesmen.

We let our salesmen do the talking and some of the

addresses made at these banquets I shall never forget.

The ten top salesmen every year were known as

“The Upper Ten.” We issued solid gold, diamond

shaped buttons to these salesmen with the words

“Upper Ten” in gold letters.

On one occasion, in order to remind our salesmen

of a certain sales idea, I presented every one of them

(some 250) with a solid gold ring.

On another occasion I gave each salesman a hand

some sealskin pocketbook and this pocketbook was

inscribed in gold letters with the quotation from the

beloved Robert Louis Stevenson:

“Little do ye know your own blessedness; for to

travel hopefully is a better thing than to arrive, and

the true success is to labour.”

Twenty years after presenting these pocketbooks,

one of our former salesmen called on me here in New

York and, reaching into his pocket, took out this

pocketbook and told me he had carried it all these

years. I myself had completely forgotten the incident.

I wish I could write about each and every one of

these salesmen by name. I think I remember every
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one clearly today. I am afraid, however, if I went

down the list and made remarks about each one that

I would receive a call-down from my publishers.

Nevertheless, I feel inclined to take the risk.

Then when our business got under full swing, when

we had our sales organization working like a well

oiled machine, we pulled off some pretty big deals.

I once dropped in to see Henry R. Towne of

The Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company, in their

New York office and sample room. He was busy when

I called and while waiting, I was given a seat near

a table on which there were a number of padlocks.

Unconsciously, I picked up these padlocks and ex

amined them. One padlock especially attracted my

attention. It was made of cast iron with the name

of “Yale & Towne” cast in the side. It was a large,

heavy lock. The shackle was of brass and there were

two steel keys. Sitting near me was one of the Yale

& Towne salesmen. I got up, went over to his desk,

carrying this lock, and asked him the price. “Our

regular price”—said he-“to jobbers is $2.00 per

dozen.” I went back to my chair and as I waited,

I played with this padlock. It did seem to me a very

cheap lock at $2.00 per dozen. It looked big and

strong. It had weight and in addition to that, it

had the celebrated name, “Yale & Towne” all over

it.

“I wonder why they sell it as cheap as $2.00 per

dozen”—I thought to myself. “I wonder, if I were

running the business of The Yale & Towne Manu

facturing Company, whether I would put the name

of the concern on such a cheap lock.” Mr. Towne’s

visitor ahead of me detained him so I had quite a

little time to play with that lock and think about it.

As I waited, it occurred to me that it would be a

good idea, if a house wished to make a drive on a

certain padlock, to just have the salesmen fasten this
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lock in the ring of the handle of their catalog cases.

If every salesman would do this, then of course every

customer upon whom this salesman called would be

sure to see the padlock.

“I guess that would be a pretty good idea to sell

padlocks”—I said to myself. “We have 250 salesmen.

If each salesman calls on five customers per day, that

padlock would be shown to 1,250 retail merchants per

day. Figuring twenty-four working days per month,

that padlock in one month could be shown to 30,000

retail merchants. How easy!”—I thought. Just about

this time Mr. Towne came out of his office and apolo

gized for keeping me waiting.

I have forgotten what I went in to see him about

but I do remember that I carried this padlock into

his office" with me. As we talked, I put it on the

flap of his desk. When we had finished our conver

sation, I said to Mr. Towne—“You know, I like this

padlock. What would you sell me 1,000 dozen for?”

Mr. Towne sent for their cost book and made me a

price considerably less than $2.00 per dozen. I then

suggested to Mr. Towne my plan of sending a sample

to each of our salesmen and asking the salesmen to

attach it to their catalog cases. “Why”—said Mr.

Towne—“that padlock is carried by almost every hard

ware jobber in the United States. There is nothing

special or exclusive about it.” “I do not think that

would make any difference”—I said. “I believe if I

should turn my bunch of pirates loose on this pad

lock with the request that they give it the “once over,”

that they would sell several thousand dozen. Now,

Mr. Towne”—I said—“sharpen your pencil and make

me a price on this padlock for an order to be given

you at once for 5,000 dozen.” Mr. Towne got up,

went out and consulted some one in the outside

office. He returned and made me a very low price.

I immediately placed the order with him for the entire

quantity. I told him if he did not have that quantity

of padlocks in stock to immediately have the factory
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make them up. I requested that they send us at

once 500 padlocks for samples and that they send a

good, round shipment by express.

When I arrived in St. Louis and told our buying

department what I had done, they shook their heads.

They could not see anything whatever special in this

padlock.

I sent a sample to each salesman and I wrote each

salesman a special letter telling him exactly how to

sell the lock. Attached to each sample was a linen

tag and on this tag were the printed selling instruc

tions. We offered the padlock at $2.00 per dozen in

any quantity or 16 2/3 cents each. Then on the linen

tag I invited any dealer to go through his stock and

match up any other padlock of any brand that for

appearance, weight and general selling quality would

compare with this padlock. I also referred to the

value of the name, “Yale & Towne” on a padlock that

every dealer should not hesitate to retail at 50 cents.

I asked each salesman to attach this padlock to the

ring of his catalog case and make it a point to carry

the keys in his pocket, unlock the lock, show it to

each customer and read what we had to say on the

linen tag. That was all. -

The orders for these padlocks started rolling in.

We cleaned up our stock in no time. We were soon

telegraphing The Yale & Towne Manufacturing Com

pany for more supplies. The first 5,000 dozen were

Soon gone. I do not remember how many of these

locks we sold before the end of the year.

I, however, do remember that the next time I met

Henry R. Towne, he told me that his entire selling

organization were surprised at what we did with this

one padlock. Now the curious point about this story

is that this was an absolutely staple padlock, carried

by all jobbers, and not one of our salesmen ever wrote

us anything about any other jobber selling this lock.

You would have thought we had the entire territory

all to ourselves.
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This little experience taught me a lesson. It made

me realize that in selling, everything depends upon

the power of concentration. Any force of good sales

men can sell anything, regardless of competition, if

they will just get behind it. How much all of us do

over-rate our competition How much time almost

every salesman does waste thinking about competition!

As a matter of fact in the realms of real salesman

ship, such a thing as competition actually does not

exist—not even in selling staple goods. Of course I

know this statement will meet with a howl of dis

approval but time after time in my business career

I have proved that intelligent selling, backed by an

energetic force of salesmen, can accomplish almost

the miraculous.

Naturally it must be admitted that this padlock

was excellent value for the money and while I am not

a manufacturer of hardware and know nothing about

manufacturing costs, I have always suspected that

this padlock for some reason was put out by the

manufacturer at too low a cost. Probably they for

got to add the overhead to it. Such things some

times happen, even in the best regulated manufac

turing families!

One Sunday afternoon I was sitting in my front

yard when the child of one of the neighbors came

up to me pulling a broken red iron wagon. The poor

little fellow was in tears and asked me if I could

not fix his wagon. This led to my studying the wagon

very carefully. It was miserably made and put to

gether. It was a cheap, trashy job from start to

finish. In this particular case, the wood in the bottom

of the wagon was of very poor quality and the bolts

holding the front wheels had pulled right through

the wood. The wagon could not be fixed without the

services of a blacksmith, so I was compelled to tell

my little friend that I could not help him in his

serious trouble.

The next day in my rounds through the house, I
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reached the department where we carried red iron

wagons in stock. I examined this stock. It con- .

sisted of exactly the same poor quality wagons owned

by my little boy friend. “It is a shame to sell such

trash”—I said to myself as I walked down the stairs.

Going to the buying department, I asked our buyer

why it was that iron wagons were so poorly made.

“It is on account of the competition”—he answered.

“A number of different concerns are manufacturing

iron wagons and the prices are cut all to pieces. As

a result of the low prices, the manufacturers have

sacrificed the quality.” “All right”—I replied—“the

next time the manufacturer of iron wagons calls on

us, tell him I want to see him.”

In a few weeks this manufacturer was brought to

my office. Then I took up with him the question of

making a first-class iron wagon, heavy material, heavy

wheels, washers under bolts, sustaining plates where

the strain came. “Of course”—he replied—“we can

make such a wagon for you but the price would be

so high that you will have difficulty in selling it.”

“Well”—I said to him—“how much would such a No.

1 wagon cost more than the trash you are now making

for us?” “Well, I guess”—he replied—“it will cost

you about $6.00 per dozen more.” “Why, that’s only

50 cents per wagon”—I said. “Surely a good wagon

would be worth 50 cents more to any user than the

poor quality we are now selling.” “Yes”—the manu

facturer answered—“I myself would be willing to

pay more than this difference for a good wagon.”

“So would I”—I replied. “Now, will you make up

for us samples of a line of extra strong, extra well

made wagons?” This manufacturer did.

We placed a large order with him for the wagon,

paying him the price he asked. We added an extra

profit for ourselves on top of his extra price and we

told our salesmen to sell samples, to our customers,

even small lots, and to tell them to add an eactra

profit for themselves to the advance—then to allow
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the buyer to decide whether he did not really want

a good wagon, even if it was necessary for him to

pay more for it.

We named this wagon “The Red Strong.” We

pushed it and advertised it. Against the judgment

of those people who believed in competition, we built

up a very large and profitable business on these goods.

I am telling this story in detail because it has been

my experience that a great many salesmen, jobbers,

jobbers’ salesmen and retail merchants never give the

consumer a chance to buy what he wants. They are

all doing the buying for the consumer. They decide

in advance what the consumer wants and what he

does not want. If some of these gentlemen would

just give the consumer an opportunity to see goods

of real quality, they would be surprised at how little

the price counted.

Later, we went over our lines and where competi

tion had forced the goods to very cheap quality, we

brought out higher grade goods—for instance—step

ladders and many other standard items.

This reminds me of another real selling story. One

day I gave my own little son 25 cents. He disap

peared and after a while returned with a one-bladed

pocket knife. It was the worst looking pot metal

knife you ever saw. The handle was made of two

flat pieces of checkered wood. The blade had no edge

and would not cut anything. My son had invested

every cent he had in the world in that pocket knife.

I did not say anything to him, but it was pitiful to

see him attempt to cut a piece of white pine with

the miserable piece of merchandise. I did ask him

where he bought the knife and one evening after

dinner I walked down to the neighborhood hardware

store. I exchanged greetings with the proprietor,

and told him I would like to see his line of boys'

pocket knives. His cheap, one-bladed boys' knives

were awful trash.

The next morning I went to our own cutlery de
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partment and looked over our line. We were carry

ing the same kind of trash. There was not a good

knife in the lot—not a knife that had an edge or that

would hold an edge. It struck me that if all the hard

ware trade in the country were selling knives of this

description to the small boys of the country, we were

just about due for a small boy revolution against the

graft being practiced on them.

“It was pitiful to see him attempt to cut a piece of white

pine”

So I told Leonard Matthews, Jr., the head of our

cutlery department, that the next time Mr. Alvord

of The Empire Knife Company called, I would like

to see him. Mr. Alvord called. I told him the story
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of my son's purchase of the pocket knife. I asked

him at what price he could make me a large quantity

of one-bladed, cocobolo small pocket knives. I wanted

something good. “In fact”—I added—“I want the

blade of the knife to be honed so it will cut paper

like a razor.” “But”—said Mr. Alvord—“Mr. Norvell,

all this costs money. Honing is all done by hand.”

“All right”—I said—“send me a sample of a first-class

boys' knife and give me a price on a lot of 5,000

dozen. I am going into the business of putting a

good knife into the hands of the boys of the United

States.”

In due time the sample came. I recall the price

was 90 cents per dozen. I suppose prices have gone

up since then l I remember the number we placed

on this knife was 18O1, and we had stamped on the

blade “Norvell’s Boss” and I also remember we made

a price on the knife of $1.00 per dozen.

When we were supplied with a stock of these knives,

I took up the matter with our salesmen. I wrote

them a letter telling them how the knife should be

sold. The blade was carefully honed. You could cut

a sheet of paper with this knife, just as you could

with any of the highest quality pocket knives. I ad

vised the salesmen to ask the retail merchant to sell

this knife to the boys in their towns at 10 cents each.

In other words, we were willing to do our part by

selling these knives practically at cost and we ad

vised the retail merchant to do the same thing as an

advertisement. It was my idea that selling the best

boys' knife in the world at the lowest possible price

would stimulate business, not only in our own cutlery

department, but in the cutlery department of every

one of our customers. We sold these knives in enor

mous quantities. Customers bought them in gross

lots.

However, whenever you have anything good there

is of course always trouble. One day Mr. Alvord

dropped in to see me and stated that the workmen
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in his factory objected to working on these boys'

knives. It seems that according to the scale of pay,

the workmen received less for these “stickers” as

they called them, than they did on other knives. Our

sales were running so heavily on these boys' knives

that they were having great difficulty in keeping their

workmen contented. I do not know how the matter

turned out. I have forgotten.

Yet, here in the case of this knife was another

illustration of how a very large business could be

built up simply by improving the quality of the goods

—by giving the best value in the world on a certain

item for the money. There is still a very large

opening in all lines of merchandise in this same field.

I always carried a supply of these knives in my desk.

Many times in starting out to talk to a customer

about a new stock order, I first told the story of this

boys' knife. When I traveled, I always carried a

pocket full of these knives to give away. The natural

conclusion of almost any dealer was that if we would

devote that much care and attention to the cheapest

knife in our entire line, we would devote eactra atten

tion to the higher grade goods.

Out in Colorado we were represented by the Wise

Brothers, two splendid salesmen. Jim and Bob Wise

had a host of friends. They had the peculiar knack

of making people love them, whether they wanted to

or not. This is a gift that can not be analyzed. Both

Bob and Jim have passed on into the Great Beyond

but wherever they are, I am sure they are loved just

as they were loved here on earth.

One year in Denver, 1906, I asked the privilege

of The Colorado Retail Hardware Association of:giving

the entire hardware trade of Denver a banquet at

the Brown Palace Hotel. My invitation was accepted.

I went out to Colorado and planned this banquet with

a great deal of care. We invited every retail hard

ware dealer in the state, every hardware jobber and

not only that, but all the salesmen and representatives
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of all of our Eastern competitors who sold goods in

Colorado.

Six hundred hardware men attended this ban

quet. Ex-Governor Alva Adams of Colorado, who

was an ex-hardware man and once conducted six hard

ware stores in the state, was our toastmaster. Governor

Adams presided gracefully and with his usual tact.

We had speeches, not only by retail dealers but by

some of our competitors, such as Mr. Tritch of The

Tritch Hardware Company. The invitations were

printed on the back of sandpaper. At every plate

was a small hammer and attached to the hammer was

a card requesting the guest if he did not approve of

anything not to hesitate to “knock.” The hammers

were kept busy through the entire banquet! Mr.

Brown, a hardware merchant of Trinidad, made one

of the most effective speeches of the evening. He

advised all of the hardware men to attend strictly to

their own business and not to wander out into side

lines. He was very serious and impressive. All of us

had just about made up our minds to quit outside

speculations of all kinds when Mr. Brown announced

that all the money he himself made in playing poker

he was losing in the hardware business and that he

would have been a rich man if he had stuck strictly

to poker and left hardware entirely alonel J. M.

Killin of Pueblo was also a speaker and his oratory

moved many of us to tears! Various prizes were also

given away on this occasion. I remember one of them

was a 25-pound sack of shot. A lady, I believe the

wife of one of the hardware merchants, won this

prize but after the banquet was over I found that she

had neglected to carry it home. Possibly that ban

quet is still remembered in Colorado.

Recently in visiting the state I saw a number of

my old friends and customers—J. B. McCarthy, whose

hair, when I sold him Wollensacks Transom Lifters

by the case, was as black as the raven but is now pure

white. Still his dark eyes are just as keen as ever
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and he enjoys a good story as much as he did in the

early years when I used to go over on the West Side

to sell him K441A. Butts, 3% x 3%, 100 pair at a

time!

Here is another little selling experience we had: In

January, 1910, The Remington Arms Company de

cided to discontinue manufacturing Double Barrel

Hammerless Breech-Loading Shotguns and Single

Barrel Semi-Hammerless Breech-Loading Shotguns.

They proposed to devote all their time and attention

to Autoloading and Pump Systems Guns. They sub

mitted lists of these guns to jobbers all over the United

States and asked for bids.

By this time we had worked up a very large sport

ing goods business, so after talking over the matter

with our directors, Mr. Yantis and myself took a

train to New York and called on The Remington

Arms Company at 313 Broadway. We met Mar

cellus Haatley, the President of the Remington Arms

Company, and William J. Bruff, the Secretary. We

talked over buying this entire lot of guns, amounting

to $500,000. I remember distinctly that Mr. Hartley

thought we were biting off more than we could chew.

However, we closed the deal with them and bought

their entire stock. Before leaving New York we

arranged with a number of hardware and sporting

goods journals to carry an advertisement on the back

covers of their publications. This advertisement was

a reproduction of a letter from The Remington Arms

Company dated Feb. 3, 1910. Below is a copy of the

body of this letter:

“Following our telephone of this date, we con

firm our sale to you of our entire stock, on hand

and in process of manufacture, at market value

of over $500,000.00, of Double Barrel Hammer

less Breech-Loading Shotguns and Single Barrel

Semi-Hammerless Breech-Loading Shotguns; we

having discontinued the manufacture of above

guns. These guns are all of latest patterns and
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in first-class condition, a considerable portion

being still unfinished. We sell them to you

under our full guarantee as to material and

workmanship. We also guarantee to continue

to supply component parts for repairs.

“In closing out the above lines to your company,

we desire to emphasize the fact that it is our

intention hereafter to devote our entire manu

facturing facilities in the line of Shotguns to

our well known Autoloading and Pump Systems

as well as our line of Remington Rifles and

Double Derringers, and such added lines of Fire

Arms as we may introduce.

“Realizing that if this large quantity of Shot

guns should get into the wrong channels it might

cause a general demoralization of the Shotgun

industry, we decided to sell all of them to one

strong jobbing house and we congratulate you

on being the successful bidder. We are much

pleased to have received your assurance that it is

your intention to distribute these guns through

the retail trade of the country and to decline

selling to catalog houses or price cutters.”

Now it is an interesting fact that we established

one price for the sale of these guns. We sold out

practically the entire stock in one year. We of course

were in a position to give the trade a very low price

and the sale of these guns stimulated our sales in

the sporting goods line.

Later, when the sale was over, I met Mr. Marcellus

Hartley in New York and he frankly told me that

when we left New York after making this purchase

he was sorry for us. Mr. Hartley did not know the

character of our force of salesmen as I did. By this

time in 1910 we had built up one of the greatest sales

forces in the world. We had 250 men covering al

most every part of the United States and every one

of these men, as I used to say, was a good conductor

of the electric current. I meant that when I would
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push the electric button, the bell of every one of our

men would ring. We never called on this force of

salesmen to do anything where they failed us. We

of course were very careful not to ask them to do

impossible things but as the years have passed, I

have always looked back with the greatest admiration

and pleasure upon the cooperation received from our

selling organization. It was a delight and a real

pleasure to handle sales with such a force of men who

responded so intelligently and energetically to every

sales suggestion.



CHAPTER XXVI

THE WHOLESALE AND RETAIL JOINT

CATALOG HOUSE COMMITTEE

ware trade is that of the Wholesale and Retail

Joint Catalog House Committee. This Commit

tee was formed way back in 1904—twenty years ago.

It is interesting, after all of these years, to turn back

to the articles in the trade press of those years. It is

not only interesting but it is sad to read the reports

of the Committee and the discussion of these reports

in the minutes of The National Hardware Association

covering their conventions held at Atlantic City, N. J.,

November 16-18, 1904, at Washington, D. C., Novem

ber 8–10, 1905, at Atlantic City, N. J., October 17–19,

1906, and, finally, at Atlantic City, N. J., October 23–

25, 1907.

The reading of these reports brings back to the

mind of the writer all the discussions and decisions

just as if it were yesterday. It is sad, however, to

note how many well beloved hardware men, both on

the wholesale and the retail committees, and those who

took part in discussions on the floor of the convention,

have passed on to their last rest.

Now listen to this story as I will try to tell it, simply

and directly. I have read hundreds of pages of con

vention reports. It would tire the present generation

if I attempted to reproduce these reports. At the risk

of boring you, I will give a few pertinent extracts. I

will tell the story just in outline.

However, if any of the old-timers in The National

Hardware Association can spare the time, it would be

worth while for them to turn to the reports of the con

O”. of the most interesting stories in the hard

380
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vention of 1904, 1905, 1906 and 1907, and read;alk that

was said, and predicted on the subject of the menace of

mail order house competition. Not only have I read

the reports of these conventions, in full, but I have

turned back to the pages of The Iron Age and other

- - - - ----- *

**
-

-

º: "º

T. James Fernley,

Secretary-Treasurer,

The National Hard

ware Association of

the United States,

Philadelphia, Pa.

trade papers for these years. I have been interested

in all the brilliant editorials that were written on this

subject. * ... . . . .

One day, just like every other day, I was sitting at
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my desk at The Norvell-Shapleigh Hardware Co., in

St. Louis, when an axe manufacturer dropped in to

See me. In those days there were only two great axe

manufacturers. It therefore does not matter which

one it was. He was the manufacturer, however, who

once upon a time brought out a new axe to be sold at

$3.50 per dozen. He came to me, showed me a sample

of this axe and asked if we would not buy it. It was

an excellent axe. At that time we were selling our

standard quality axes at $6 per dozen. I said to this

manufacturer—“Certainly we will buy this axe. We

will give you a large order for them and we will name

the axe ‘The Idiot Child.' Yes, that will be our special

brand.” “Why “The Idiot Child?’” he remarked. “Just

because,” I replied, “when we have no trouble getting

$6 per dozen for a single bit axe, all of us would be

idiots to bring out a new one at $3.50 per dozen.” I

regret to say the name I proposed killed this axe! It

died a borning.

Well, as I was saying, this same manufacturer came

in to see me on this day that appeared to be exactly like

all other days and informed me that instead of selling

all weights of axes at a flat price, as formerly, the

manufacturers now proposed to make different prices

on the same axe for various weights. He also informed

me that the guarantee on axes would be withdrawn.

In future they would be sold without any warrant.

“Fine,” I replied, “you and your one other competitor

must have had a luncheon together. I guess you have

forgotten all about that ‘Idiot Child' axe you once led

into my office by the hand!”

Now that day appeared to be, but was not, like other

days. Something was about to happen. The chances

are if I had known what was about to happen, I would

have gone home and gone to bed or to some other safe

place. Nevertheless, I did not know, just as none of

us ever knows what is right around the corner. We

never know when that different day or that different

hour or that different minute arrives.
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After this axe manufacturer departed, I saw lying

on my desk a large, thick, blue, Chicago mail order

house catalog marked “No. 113.” I opened this catalog

and read the selling dope, viz., buying in such large

quantities, they could sell cheaper than any one else

in the world; why buy goods from the retail dealer

when he was a robber and a grafter?; why not go to

the post office, buy a money order, send it to the mail

order house and get goods at as low a price as the

retail merchant himself? All this selling conversation

was evidently written by experts. The man who wrote

knew how to appeal to the selfish interests of the con

Summer.

I carelessly turned the pages of this catalog to axes.

It was a new catalog, just out. All axes were quoted,

regardless of weight, at the same price. Standard.

manufactured brands were quoted with a full guaran

tee. These prices and this guarantee were good for

six months or until the next catalog came out. The.

prices, by the way, were only a few cents per dozen

higher than our lowest wholesale prices to the retail

hardware trade. I studied the pages while I wondered

how the retail dealer could meet these prices if he

had to pay a sliding scale and if he bought the axes

from us without any guarantee.

I carried that catalog home with me that night.

After dinner I turned to the hardware section. I care

fully and thoughtfully studied the lines of hardware

displayed and the prices at which these lines were

quoted. The catalog was full of familiar manufactur

ers’ brands. As I studied, I realized more than ever

before what the retail hardware dealer was up against

in meeting this competition. It was evident that the

mail order houses were buying their goods at the same

price as the jobber and selling the best known brands

to the consumer, without the expense of traveling sales

men, at just a little higher than the retail dealer was

paying for the same brands.

The next morning I carried this catalog back to my
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office and on all goods that could be identified, I had

our price clerk fill in our cost and selling price. Then

I went over all the lines of goods in the catalog again.

In those days I was young and my blood was hot. The

more I studied this catalog, the more my blood boiled.

Here were manufacturers selling 90 per cent. of their

products through jobbers and retail merchants and

then allowing these mail order houses, for purchases

of 10 per cent., to demoralize the entire business. It

seemed to me unfair and unjust.

At this time I was a weekly correspondent in St.

Louis of The Iron Age. This was before the birth of

The Hardware Age. Full of righteous indignation, I

wrote a long letter to The Iron Age about what I had

seen in this mail order house catalog. As soon as Mr.

R. R. Williams received this letter, he wired me, asking

if he could use this as a separate communication with

editorial comment and requesting me to send another

letter for our regular St. Louis report.

This letter, published on April 7, 1904, in The Iron

Age, came at the psychological moment. It was like

starting a prairie fire. We received thousands of let

ters from retailers and dozens of letters from jobbers

and manufacturers, commenting upon the situation

and joining us in the indignation we had expressed.

Immediately there came an invitation to appear at

Atlanta and make an address before The Southern

Jobbers’ Association on May 25, 1904. Mr. R. R.

Williams of The Iron Age wrote a number of long,

judicial editorials on the subject. I say “judicial” be

cause anything is judicial when it is so well balanced,

first on one side and then on the other, that you do

not know just where the writer is going to step off.

I think my dear old friend, like most editors, was

playing safe! However, he did publish a cartoon

which is reproduced on page 387. I believe this is

the only cartoon on any trade discussion that was ever

presented in the dignified columns of The Iron Age!

The Norvell-Shapleigh Hardware Co. some time be
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fore this event had resigned from The National Hard

ware Association. One day, shortly after this agita

tion started, Mr. Fernley appeared in St. Louis and

laid before us the advantages of rejoining the national

association. His eloquence prevailed with our Board

of Directors and before he departed he had our appli

cation for membership in his pocket.

The Executive Committee of The National Hard

John Bindley, The

Bindley Hardware

Company, Pitts

burgh, Pa.

ware Association met in Boston in May, 1904. The

writer was invited to attend this meeting. He out

lined his plans to carry on the work of defending the

jobbing and the retail trade of the country from the
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menace of these mail order houses. Having been a

traveling salesman for so many years, I had been

brought in very close touch with the retail hardware

merchant. I respected him for his many sterling

qualities, especially his hard common sense. I had

always believed that the jobber and the retail mer

chant should work in the closest harmony in defense

of their common interests. As a jobber myself, I had

always looked upon our retail customers simply as so

many salesmen for us. Our customers, in my mind,

were actually a part of our organization. They were

our sales outlets. -

Therefore I urged upon the Executive Committee in

Boston that they appoint a Catalog House Committee

representing the jobbers and that they urge The Na

tional Retail Hardware Dealers’ Association to appoint

a similar Committee. I also urged that they ask The

Southern Jobbers’ Association to join us in this move

ment.

As a result, a Committee, representing The National

Hardware Association, was appointed, consisting of:

S. Norvell, St. Louis, Mo., chairman; T. James Fern

ley, Philadelphia, Pa., secretary; R. A. Kirk (de

ceased), St. Paul, Minn.; W. S. Wright, Omaha, Neb.,

and Samuel A. Bigelow (deceased), Boston, Mass. It

regret to note that Mr. Fernley, Mr. Wright and my

self are now the only three living ex-members of this

Committee.

In June, 1904, the above Committee met a Commit

tee from The National Retail Hardware Dealers’ As

sociation and a Committee from The Southern Jobbers’

Association in St. Louis, at the Hotel Jefferson.

The Committee from The National Retail Hardware

Dealers’ Association consisted of: W. P. Bogardus (de

ceased), Mt. Vernon, Ohio, chairman; M. L. Corey (de

ceased), Argos, Ind., secretary; Mr. Ireland (de

ceased), Belding, Mich., president of The Michigan

Association; S. R. Miles, Mason City, Iowa, president

of The Iowa Association; E. M. Bush, Evansville, Ind.,
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president of The Indiana Association. Mr. Miles and

Mr. Bush are the only two living ex-members of this

Committee.

The Committee from The Southern Jobbers’ Asso

ciation consisted of: Colonel R. M. Dudley, Nashville,

Tenn., chairman; C. B. Carter, secretary.

“These three Committees organized THE WHOLE

SALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE JOINT COMMITTEE, com

posed of all the above members, Mr. Norvell of St.

Louis being elected chairman, Mr. T. James Fernley of
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The Hardware Trade and the Catalogue House. Repro

duced from “The Iron Age” of May 19, 1904

Philadelphia, General Secretary and Mr. Corey of

Argos, Ind., secretary for the retail trade. A plat

form was adopted, and it was voted to issue a digest

of catalog prices to the jobbing trade.”
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Following the meeting in St. Louis there was a

great amount of systematic correspondence inaugu

rated from jobbers and retailers with manufacturers

whose goods were sold at cut prices by the Catalog

Houses. There were a number of conferences in St.

Louis with various manufacturers whose goods were

prominently displayed at unprofitable prices in these

mail order catalogs. This work was of great advan

tage in concentrating the attention of the manufac

turers upon this issue. Many of them frankly stated

they did not know how their goods were described and

priced in these catalogs. A number of manufacturers

immediately inaugurated reforms, resulting in ad

vanced prices in catalogs that were issued later.

“Following correspondence from Messrs. Hibbard,

Spencer, Bartlett & Company, Mr. Kirk, Mr. Corey

and Mr. Norvell met representatives of this house at

the Auditorium Hotel in Chicago and the entire ques

tion was fully discussed, Mr. Bartlett (deceased) giv

ing the result of their correspondence with the manu

facturers and supplying the Committee with a list of

manufacturers who had agreed with them not to sell

Catalog Houses, another list of those who agreed to

control the selling prices of mail order houses and a

third list of those manufacturers who were non-com

mittal. Mr. Dudley, Mr. Fernley and Mr. Norvell sup

plied other lists of names and Mr. Corey supplied a

list from the retail trade.”

Before the inauguration of this movement a number

of jobbers themselves were selling goods to mail order

houses. There was so much agitation all over the

country on this subject and so much. PUBLICITY that

these jobbers were soon scurrying to cover and it was

not long before, all over the United States, jobbing

houses blossomed out with the following sentence

printed prominently on their letterheads—“We do not

sell catalog houses.”

On November 10, 11 and 12, 1904, the Committee

met at The Fifth Avenue Hotel in New York and Ses
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sions were held that lasted day and night. Manufac

turers took this occasion to discuss with the Commit

tee all the various phases of this problem.

The problem that came up immediately before the

Committee as a result of these discussions was whether

it was better in the eyes of the wholesale and retail

W. S. Wright,

The Wright &

WilhelmyCom

pany, Omaha,

Neb.

trade of the country for manufacturers not to sell

these mail order houses or whether it would be better

for them simply to continue selling them but to make

an effort to control the selling prices of the mail order
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houses. After a great deal of discussion on this point,

it was decided by resolution at the 1904 meeting of

The National Hardware Association that the only

practical plan was for the manufacturers to discon

tinue selling goods to these mail order houses. It was

not believed that an attempt to control the prices would

work out in a satisfactory manner.

We have made numerous quotations above from the

report of the Committee of 1904. The following quo

tation is significant:

“The success of this movement will demonstrate the

value of associated efforts, not only among jobbers in

the same line of business, but also in a new and pecu

‘liar way of jobbers and retailers for the first time in

history associated together as a Joint Committee.”

At this meeting in 1904, a list was read of more than

sia: hundred of the leading hardware manufacturers in

the country who went on record that they did not or

would not in the future sell catalog houses. This list

is printed in full in the reports of The National Hard

ware Association. It would be an interesting thing to

check up this list today and see how many goods of

these manufacturers appear in the pages of the great

mail order houses. It would also certainly be interest

ing today, after twenty years, to check up, not only

the names of the manufacturers appearing in these

pages but also to compare the prices at which the

goods are being offered to the consumer. The writer,

who is now retired from the hardware business, and

who is not connected in any form with any hardware

interest or any hardware association, wonders if the

great jobbing association of the country and The Na

tional Retail Hardware Association are paying any

attention in these days to this mail order house com

petition. I, of course, know that in a general way the

business of these mail order houses has grown enor

mously. I am wondering how they have grown in their

hardware departments!

As the work of the Committee progressed, backed
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ent. At this meeting the office of Vice-Chairman was

created and Mr. E. M. Bush of Evansville, Ind., Vice

President of The National Retail Hardware Associa

tion, was elected. It was decided at this St. Louis

S. R. Miles, The

National Retail

Hardware Asso

ciation, Indianap

olis, Ind.

meeting, for educational purposes, at the following

meeting of The National Hardware Association in

Washington, D. C., on November 8, 9 and 10, 1905,

to photograph hardware pages of mail order catalogs

and throw these photographs upon the screen before
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the convention. Alongside of the photographs of the

catalog pages were prices in parallel columns, indicat

ing what the goods so quoted cost the jobbers and the

prices at which they were sold by the jobbers to the

retail merchants. At the convention in Washington,

this program was carried out and the entire conven

tion sat in a darkened room while the pages from these

mail order catalogs were thrown on the screen by a

stereopticon. It was only necessary to call attention

in this manner to the facts. The catalog pages with

the comparison of prices told the story. Many manu

facturers who never before realized what the mail or

der houses were doing with their goods saw the light

(in the darkness!) at this convention. An educational

movement was started by The Wholesale and Retail

Joint Catalog House Committee through salesmen and

retail merchants as to the best methods of meeting

catalog house competition. The trade press all over

the country helped in the movement by their editorials

and discussions. The pages of the trade papers were

crowded with letters from manufacturers, jobbers and

retail merchants, all expressing their views pro and

con on the agitation.

At the end of three years of this intensive work, a

comparison of the hardware pages of these mail order

catalogs with their offerings in 1904 depicted a won

derful change. -- -

Then we began to hear rumors to the effect that our

Committee would run up against the Sherman Law.

It was stated that the Government would bring suit

against The National Hardware Association (but no

suit of any kind was ever brought). I must say with

a smile and a twinkle of the eye that a number of

hardware jobbers were also of the opinion that some

of the jobbers on The Wholesale and Retail Joint Cata

log House Committee were getting too much valuable

advertising for themselves and for their houses!

The undertow was at work. It became more and

more difficult to get action.
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In the report of the convention of The National

Hardware Association for the year 1907, I find the

following:

“Mr. Norvell:—Mr. Chairman, I have not been able

to prepare a written report of the Catalog House Com

mittee. Now, I find, through some misunderstanding

on my part, there is another committee known as the

Mail Order House Committee. I have tried to figure

out what the Catalog House Committee has done in the

S. A. Bigelow, The Bigelow

& Dowse Co., Boston, Mass.

past year. The truth compels me to say that I do not

know what the committee has done. If I turn in my

report it will be a blank sheet of paper. Mr. Fernley

will know, too, that I have not been in the inner coun

cils of the committee this year. I want to say, if per

tinent to the subject, that I differed with Mr. Fernley

—a friendly difference—a year ago in regard to pub

lishing a list of manufacturers who sold catalog
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houses. Mr. Fernley went to Philadelphia and con

sulted a lawyer and he told him the best thing to do

was to leave that list alone. I differed with Mr. Fern

ley because I consulted an eminent lawyer in St. Louis

and he said in his opinion we had a perfect right, not

withstanding the anti-trust law, to give out to our

members any truthful information in regard to our

business. If you give information that is not truth

ful you will get into trouble. Immediately after that

the association of North Dakota published a list and

sent it to their membership referring to catalog

houses in Chicago. Montgomery Ward & Co. brought

suit against them as an association. In that suit it

was decided that they had a right to give information

to every member, even when they advised those mem

bers not to buy from jobbing houses who were selling

catalog houses. If I am wrong in that respect I would

like to hear from the gentlemen who may be better

posted. Now I believe that this catalog house work

and other work of this association cannot be continued

in a satisfactory manner unless we are permitted to

gather and give out information. I think we have a

perfect right to give truthful information upon all

subjects that pertain to our business. If this informa

tion is going to be held up and we are simply going to

have general reports—glittering generalities—and not

have the details of each case as we go along I don't

see how the work can be continued. I give that as my

report.

President Wright:—Gentlemen, you have heard the

report of the chairman of the Catalog House Commit

tee, what is your pleasure?

Mr. Fernley:—Mr. President, before action is taken

on the report I would like to make a general statement.

After the resignation of Mr. Norvell from the Whole

sale and Retail Hardware Joint Committee Chairman

ship, Mr. Bush was elected as his successor. Mr.

Bush at that time was the president of the National

Retail Hardware Association. Every effort was made
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to have Mr. Norvell remain, but he had announced, I

think,' a year and a half in advance, his desire to re

sign. He renewed it again and it was reluctantly ac

cepted, but he did not resign from the chairmanship of

the catalog house committee of The National Hard

ware Association, but from the joint committee. A

very comprehensive report was drawn up by Mr.

Norvell after the last convention of the work of the

catalog house committee, and coupled with that report

was a draft of the proposed pamphlet to be issued in

large numbers. We were thinking of issuing twenty

thousand copies with a key attached. This pamphlet

should contain the name of every jobber and every

manufacturer of hardware in the United States so far

as possible to get them and before it was issued we

were to have correspondence with them and obtain

their opinion upon this question; so we would put the

name of a jobber down and we would put “1” in front

of his name. That would mean, “don’t sell catalog

houses in any way, shape or form’; ‘2’ opposite an

other name, “sell them under restricted prices,’ ‘3’

“evasive replies received, etc.”

The Joint Committee the day after our last conven

tion concluded to issue such a pamphlet, subject to the

approval of counsel. Mr. Norvell and I were delegated

to consult Mr. John G. Johnson of Philadelphia, who

was counsel for the drug association in their suit

where they acted contrary to his advice, and where

they had a verdict against them of $60,000, afterwards

cut down to thirty, which was compromised the other

day, the drug association paying $15,000. There are

almost forty other suits pending against the drug as

sociation in various States. Mr. Johnson has had

more business of this character than any other man

in America. Mr. Norvell was not able to accompany

me to the interview, but I took with me the draft of

the pamphlet and the report of the catalog house com

mittee and submitted them to Mr. Johnson. When I

told him that I had sat through the Loder trial for
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the information I could obtain and had heard the

argument of counsel and had Judge Holland's charge

to the jury taken down and printed he asked me in

his brusque way, ‘What I meant coming to see him

then.’ He said that any intelligent man who did that,

should have known how unsafe it was to attempt to

restrain trade. He gave the following written opinion

on the subject:

Land Title Bldg., Chestnut, Sansom

and Broad Streets,

Philadelphia, October 26, 1906.

T. James Fernley, Esq.,

No. 505 Commerce Street,

Philadelphia.

Dear Sir:-I have considered the subject about

which you consulted me, with reference to the issu

ance of the proposed report, which I read in its ma

terial parts. Under Judge Holland's decision, the only

thing which we can say with certainty at the present

time, is that a manufacturer has a right to fix his own

prices; to choose his own agents and vendees; to in

sist upon prices being maintained by them; and to re

fuse to sell in case of disobedience of his wishes. He

has a right to employ someone who will advise him as

to whether or not his agents and vendees are violating

the terms of their contract and understanding with

him.

I suppose that it is within the power of a number of

manufacturers each making his own regulations and

fixing his own prices, to appoint a common agent who

will advise each of the infractions of rules and regu

lations. I am rather inclined to think that it will not

be successfully contended that this agent may not send

to any manufacturer a list of infractions of the rules

of one or more. The danger commences, under Judge

Holland's decision, if there is any understanding or

appearance of understanding by which a lot of manu

facturers, when thus notified of an infraction of the
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rules of anyone, will refuse to sell goods. Even though

there may have been no infraction of the rules of some

of them there will be danger.

There will also be danger if there is no positive un

derstanding if the arrangement is such that it may be

left to a jury, to infer that words which do not neces

sarily amount to an understanding, were meant to ac

complish such understanding. Judge Holland partly

intimated to adverse opinion to a notification by a

common agent to a lot of manufacturers, of an infrac

tion of the rules of one or more. I am hopeful that

the Circuit Court of Appeals will not go as far as

Judge Holland did. I am of the opinion that there

can be a common agent, who may notify a lot of manu

facturers, when the vendees or agents of any of them

offend the rules, and that each manufacturer may, be

cause of such notification, although his own rules have

been violated, therefore sell to such violator.

All concert of action, direct or indirect, clearly ex

pressed or disguised, by which as a result, parties are

cut off from their supplies, is dangerous. At the pres

ent time no lawyer can advise with safety as to the

extent to which there may be concert and as to the

matters which may be covered by such concert. In

the present exasperated state of public feeling, any

thing left to a jury will be found adversely to the

manufacturer. In the present state there is danger

the Judges will inflict the punishment of imprison

ment as well as of fine.

In the course of a year, I think there will be deci

'sions by Appellate Tribunals, which will enable manu

facturers and dealers to know better than they can

know at present, how far they may go and where they

must stop. I advise most decidedly against publica

tion at the present time, of matter such as has been

shown me. The true policy to be pursued is to do

nothing at the present time to attract attention. In

dulge in no publication. Take the ill results, so far

as they may ensue from a failure to publish.
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Publications in trade journals, even though not pub

lished by Associations, are dangerous. The method of

procedure, by the Government and by private parties,

is by indictment or action of conspiracy. The general

conspiracy is partially proved, and thereafter every

thing done by everybody is put in evidence. I would

not undertake to edit the report which has been shown

me, and to say certain parts can safely be published

and certain parts cannot. I must repeat, my advice

at the present time is to publish nothing but the dryest

possible report of unquestionably innocent matter.

I am, very truly yours,

(SIGNED) JOHN G. JOHNSON.

Mr. Norvell:—I am not a lawyer. When Mr. Fern

ley gave us that decision we bowed to the decision.

We decided to be perfectly safe from drowning by

keeping out of the water, but that absolutely crippled

the work of the committee. It was a body blow and

so far I don’t think it has quite recovered.”

Please note that the above are quotations from the

1907 report of the Catalog House Committee in the

minutes of The National Hardware Association. This

sweeping decision of Mr. Johnson of Philadelphia

practically put The Wholesale and Retail Joint Catalog

House Committee out of business. The work came to

an end and, as far as I know, there has never been any

united action in defense of their common interests be

tween jobbers and retail merchants since.

In our Committee itself, composed of members of

two wholesale associations and a large number of

members from The National Retail Hardware Dealers’

Association, there was never anything but the greatest

harmony. As chairman of this joint committee cover

ing a period of several years, I can say truthfully that

I always had the loyal and energetic support of each

and every member, both wholesalers and retailers.

When we held meetings, every member was present.

When work was assigned to the various members, each
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one did his part energetically and intelligently. After

the lapse of all these years, I have only the most pleas

ant recollections of my work with this Committee.

It may not be out of place here to write a few

words about the members of this Committee.

Mr. R. A. Kirk, President of Messrs. Farwell, Oz

mun, Kirk & Company, St. Paul, Minn., was a gentle

man of the old school of the very highest character.

He was a veteran in the hardware business. Notwith

standing his advanced years at this time, he attended

every meeting and was active and enthusiastic in the

work of the Committee. Mr. Kirk was conservative

and at all times his advice was of great value to the

Committee.

Mr. W. S. Wright of The Wright & Wilhelmy Com

pany, Omaha, Neb., is a hardware man who has

worked his way up from the ranks. He is also a

veteran and while very practical in all of his views,

has a very keen sense of humor. In our meetings his

pertinent remarks often caused much amusement. Mr.

Wright has a very pleasing personality and he gained

the affection of every member of our Committee.

Mr. Samuel A. Bigelow of The Bigelow & Dowse

Company, Boston, Mass., was a man of very high

ideals. He was the head of a large wholesale hardware

house and was a man coming of an old family. His

breeding stood out in his manners. At all times he

was the great gentleman. At the same time he was

very human and I can vouch for the fact that he was

a delightful host.

I wish to tell a little anecdote about Mr. Bigelow

that should be considered by the younger generation.

Mr. Bigelow, being a widower, lived at the West

minster Hotel in Boston. On one occasion I wired

him from New York that I would arrive in Boston on

the midnight train. At this time Mr. Bigelow was

past seventy. Imagine my surprise when I arrived at

midnight to find Mr. Bigelow waiting for me at the

station. He had arranged accommodations for me at
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his hotel and even at that late hour, before we retired,

we sat up, smoked, and had a good long chat.

I am also constrained to tell another rather amusing

story in connection with Mr. Bigelow. Some friends

of ours living in Boston had a death in their family.

I wired Mr. Bigelow, asking him to send some flowers.

Afterward when I visited this family in Boston, the

bereaved widow thanked me for the flowers and she

told me that Mr. Bigelow called at the house out in

the suburbs of Boston, delivering these flowers in

person. She also added—“And just think—he is one

of the ‘Bigelows of Boston’l”

Mr. W. P. Bogardus of Mount Vernon, Ohio, was a

grand old man of The National Retail Hardware Deal

ers’ Association. He had been one of the members of

the personal bodyguard of President Lincoln. Mr.

Bogardus had a very wide breadth of view. He had

no narrow prejudices. He was very tolerant and

could always see the other fellow’s side of a contro

versy. It was a benediction to know him. Every

member of the Committee loved Mr. Bogardus.

Mr. M. L. Corey of Argos, Ind., the well known sec

retary of The National Retail Hardware Dealers’ As

sociation, was an indefatigable worker. The success

of the retail association with him was a religion. Mr.

Corey had a wide acquaintance with retail hardware

merchants all over the United States and his services

were invaluable to the Committee.

Mr. Ireland of Belding, Mich., was, at the time he

was elected to the Committee, president of The Michi

gan Association. He was a practical hardware man.

He knew the retail hardware business from axes to

zinc. He was very companionable and made a warm

personal friend of every member of the Committee.

Mr. S. R. Miles of Mason City, Iowa, is still living

and is connected in an official capacity at the present

time with The National Retail Hardware Association.

He is also a practical retail hardware man of very
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wide experience. Mr. Miles is a good speaker and he

helped our Committee by making many addresses on

the catalog house question.

Mr. E. M. Bush of Evansville, Ind., at that time was

the president of The Indiana Association. He was

then and still is the head of a very large and progres

sive retail hardware house in Evansville, Ind. Mr.

Col. R. M. Dudley,

The Gray & Dwd

ley C 0 m. p a m y,

Nashville, Tenn.

Bush on the Committee represented the large, pro

gressive, modern retail hardware store. He was ex

ceedingly well posted on every phase of the hardware

business—a man of keen insight and with all, a very

agreeable co-worker.
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Colonel R. M. Dudley was at that time the head of

the prominent wholesale hardware house of Gray &

Dudley in Nashville, Tenn. He is now retired. “Col

onel Bob,” as he was affectionately known in the Com

mittee, was always on the job and his long experience

in the hardware business was of great value. He at

tended every meeting and was faithful in carrying

out his part of the work to the smallest detail. -

Now, after all these years, what are my conclusions

and reactions to the work of The Wholesale and Re

tail Joint Catalog House Committee ? I have often

reviewed the work of this Committee and have thought

of our triumphs, of our successes and also of our mis

takes. The Committee came into being on account of

what was an impossible situation in the hardware

trade. The mail order houses were using the best

known brands of hardware just as a football. These

best brands were quoted at absurdly low prices, be

cause they were well known as leaders, to help pull

orders on other unknown and profitable goods. Many

of the prominent manufacturers of the country were

absolutely ignorant of what was being done with their

lines. Just as soon as the prices quoted were brought

to their attention, they immediately corrected the evil.

In other words, the mail order houses were demoraliz

ing prices in the hardware line simply because the

large hardware jobbers in the country and the large

manufacturers were not fully aware of what was being

done. The moment they were advised, in the drastic *

manner adopted by The Wholesale and Retail Joint

Catalog House Committee to advise them, they saw

that it was to their interest to stop such demoraliza

tion at once.

A number of jobbers were allowing these mail order

houses to use them for sorting up orders. These job

bers allowed their stocks to be used in this manner

simply because they did not give the matter any

thought. When they realized they were putting a

weapon in the hands of these mail order houses to cut
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the throats of the jobbers’ customers, they immedi

ately stopped selling them.

In the early days of the mail order houses, it must

be admitted they bought their supplies mostly from

jobbers. Then when their business grew and they

could place larger orders, they went direct to the

manufacturers, using the jobbers only for fill-ins.

The work of The Wholesale and Retail Joint Cata

logue House Committee was mainly of value because

it threw the white light of publicity on the entire

question. It exposed exactly what the mail order

houses were doing on the various lines. It showed

clearly what the retail hardware merchant was up

against. It was also clear that for several years

the retail hardware merchant had been suffering from

this competition, had been complaining of the com

petition and had been trying to work against it, with

out any help whatever from jobbers and manufac

turers.

I believe that the work of this Committee did a

great deal of good in bringing together jobbers and

retail merchants in a common cause. I still think

if the jobbers had been wise that they would have

continued the work of this Committee in some form.

I believe yet that we had legally an absolute right

to post the members of our various associations as

to what was being done in the way of quoting cut

prices by mail order houses. In the light of subse

quent decisions, we did not have the legal right to

combine among ourselves or with manufacturers to

prevent mail order houses from obtaining supplies of

goods.

However, I still insist that when certain ills in the

trade are given sufficient publicity, these ills without

any conspiracy and without any combination to defeat

them will in a large measure cure themselves.

In concluding this long article on this mail order

house question let me say that I am convinced that
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it is to the interest of the jobbers and the retail

merchants of the country to work together in the

closest harmony. Their interests are absolutely

identical. The jobber needs the retail merchant as

his natural outlet and salesman. The retail merchant

needs the jobber so he can buy a great variety of

goods in small quantities as he needs them. One is

actually necessary to the other. I think if joint

committees of jobbers and retail merchants were

formed today to work out the inevitable problems

that arise in the course of every business it would

be valuable to the entire modern system of distribut

ing hardware.



CHAPTER XXVII

THE GREAT HARDWARE COMBINE OF 1902

T was in the summer of 1901 that my associates

and I left the Simmons Hardware Company and

organized the Norvell-Shapleigh Hardware Com

pany. That was the hottest and driest year on record.

As long as I live I shall never forget that drought.

Month after month rolled by without a single drop

of rain in our territory. The corn crop was almost

destroyed. It was a delightful beginning for a group

of ambitious young men anxious to get a start in the

world. -

Along in the early months of 1902 we heard rumors

that a large number of our competitors, headed by the

Simmons Hardware Company of St. Louis and the

Bindley Hardware Company of Pittsburgh, were get

ting together to form an immense hardware consolida

tion of jobbing houses. Several names were suggested

for this mammoth jobbing business. Some of these

names were the International Hardware Company, the

National Hardware & Metal Company, and the Inter

national Hardware & Metal Company. The capital

stock was authoritatively announced at the insignifi

cant sum of $120,000,000. Not only was the trade

press of the country full of editorials and announce

ments on this subject, but the local daily press all over

the country reproduced long articles. We heard of

meetings in New York, in Pittsburgh, in St. Louis

and in other jobbing centers. The various jobbers

interested were burning up the rails of the country

traveling from one place to another. The present

generation must not forget that at this time the order

of the day was to form great combinations. It was

407
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not so long before that the great Steel Corporation had

been launched. Almost everybody wanted to sell out

his business to some amalgamation. It was reported

that many men in various lines sold out businesses

they knew all about and then immediately bought

stock in other lines of business about which they knew

nothing.

It was related that a group of financiers were

thrown out of the Grill Room of the Hotel Waldorf

Astoria in New York by Oscar, the head waiter. When

inquiries were put on foot as to the cause of the ejec

tion it was discovered that the gentlemen involved

were discussing a merger of less than a million

dollars!

I have been laboriously reading through the trade

press files, also my scrap book, of the year 1902. To

reproduce even a small part of all the letters that

were published in the papers and all the interviews

that were “reluctantly” given out would more than

fill a very large volume,

After many conflicting reports, in April, 1902, a

formal announcement was made that the tremendous

new company had been organized and financed. The

list of the wholesale hardware houses taking part was

given out. The name and the capital of the new com

pany were stated. It was even intimated just who the

officers would be. Everything was over but the shout

ing. Some of us little independent jobbers had noth

ing left to do but to crawl into our holes and pull the

holes in after us!

We, however, were delighted to read in some of

these numerous interviews given by the new officials

to-be of the great amalgamation that they did not

want and would not take all the hardware trade in the

country. They proposed a little business would be

left for the independent jobbers. This was a source

of consolation to the independents

Then in their interviews and in articles to the trade

press, some of the leaders of this movement also
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stated that they intended to “act. generously with the

manufacturers of hardware.” They said they wished

to be friendly to hardware manufacturers. Of course,

they would control practically all of the hardware

trade of the country, and naturally they could dictate

just which manufacturers would get the orders.

Nevertheless, they were gentlemen of broad minds and

large experience and they did not wish to disturb the

trade any more than was necessary. They especially

dwelt upon the words that they would “act generously

with manufacturers.” Some of our manufacturing

friends called, chewed their cigars and wondered just

how generous the great combine would be. These

manufacturers were a good deal like the minority

stockholders in a corporation. They hoped that those

who held the majority would be broad-minded!

One of these manufacturers, when he called, re

marked to me that whenever a man asked him to

consider a proposition in a broad-minded manner he

always went to the bank, turned in his cash and took

a cashier’s check for it. Then he mailed the check to

his home address!

The gentlemen of this combine in their interviews

and in their articles dwelt especially upon the vast

economies that could be made in the administration

of the business. They would put an end to the over

lapping of traveling salesmen’s territories. This tre

mendous waste would be stopped. This was cheerful

news to the traveling salesmen of the various houses.

They wondered how much they overlapped. As a

result, we received a whirlwind of applications for

jobs from the salesmen and a good many of the heads

of departments of the great combine. We took our

pick of the very best, because we realized we had

ahead of us the biggest battle of our young lives.

As a fact, we could see ourselves, like young David,

going out before the Philistines to do battle with

Goliath. We wondered whether we could find a nice,

smooth pebble like David's and whether we could
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make an approach shot right up to the pin, the way

David did Anyhow, we knew the time had come

when friendship was over and it was up to us to

fight giants. At least, when we thought of fifty of

the leading hardware houses of the country com

bined in a $120,000,000 organization under one presi

dent and one board of directors, it was certainly no

laughing matter. We could even hear the giant

stamping around and crying out:

“Fee, Fi, Fo, Fom,

I Smell the blood of a Mizzouriun l’”

When we were all just frightened stiff, when

night after night passed without a wink of sleep, and

when we were going to the doctor for nervous in

somnia, rumors drifted back from the effete East that

somebody had thrown a monkey wrench into the ma

chinery of the great amalgamation. All kinds of

jobs were offered to prominent men in the hardware

trade. We heard that Mr. T. James Fernley, secretary

of the National Hardware Association of the United

States, was offered the position of field promoter, with

a fee of $50,000, whether the scheme was a success or

not. He was also offered 2% per cent. of the common

stock, which at that time was fixed at $120,000,000.

This offer, we heard, was made to Mr. Fernley by Mr.

John Bindley. Then we heard, after days and nights

of dreadful uncertainty, that Mr. Fernley refused the

offer because he did not need the money! Another,

and secondary consideration, was that the movement,

if successful, would in all probability break up the

National Hardware Association of the United States

and Mr. Fernley felt that 10,000 birds in hand were

worth 120,000,000 birds on the bush!

Of course, at the time, with my usual modesty, I

suggested to Mr. Fernley that I was sorry that the

formation of the Norvell-Shapleigh Hardware Com

pany had driven our fifty largest competitors in terror

into this $120,000,000 association, but Fernley, who
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was never sympathetic to the writer and always just

a little jealous of him, refused to admit that the

formation of the Norvell-Shapleigh Hardware Com

pany was either directly or indirectly responsible for

the development of this giant amalgamation' It

stands, however, as a matter of record that they did

secure fifty-eight options on leading hardware houses

in the country.

Mr. E. C. Simmons was selected as president of the

company, and we understand Mr. John Bindley of

Pittsburgh was to be first vice-president.

Then, as the story came to me—understand, I do

not vouch for it; I simply repeat it as a rumor, but

this rumor came from several authoritative (always
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liked this word 1) sources—after every. Ining was fixed

up, my good old friends, the Simmons Hardware

Company, made up their minds that they had been

entirely too modest. They therefore went back to the

promoters and asked for $1,000,000 more just for

good-will. It was reported to me that this suggestion,

instead of creating good-will, created something of

exactly the opposite variety In other words, at the

meeting when the idea was suggested you might

almost say that nearly everything waſ; lying around

loose except good-will l

I am also informed that $100,000 of real money of

the realm was actually spent in the effort to float this

scheme. This statement reminded me of the Kentucky

colonel who sat up in bed with a terrible headache

after spending most of the night away from home.

When his wife sympathized with him, he told her

that he was feeling very badly because he was playing

poker the night before and he had lost $500. “And,”

said he, “the worst part of it is that $10 was in real

money!”

Nothing that has happened in my generation in the

hardware trade created the amount of interest as the

attempt to form this hardware jobbing merger. Noth

ing created so much discussion. Everybody—manu

facturers, jobbers and retail hardware merchants—

was interested. All took sides. Some thought the

idea was a grand one, but it is quite evident the

majority of the hardware trade had their misgivings!

Now the curious thing is that after all this excite

ment in the year 1902, everything quieted down, and

no doubt there will be hundreds of hardware men who

read this article who, for the first time, will be re

minded that such a scheme was ever planned and

apparently almost carried out.

We cannot help but wonder, as it is now twenty-two

years after the event, what would have happened to

this giant organization if it had been carried through.

What changes would it have made in the hardware
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trade? Would the independent jobbers—those who

were left out of the tea party—have been forced to

form another organization in order to fight the giant?

What would the manufacturers have done? Would

they have accepted the “generosity” of the giant or

would they have gone direct to the retail trade in

selling goods? What would have happened to our

own little hardware business out in St. Louis? What

would have happened to the writer? Would he ever

have been permitted to live long enough to bore the

trade with “FORTY YEARS OF HARDWARE 2’” If

that amalgamation had gone through it might have

been “FORTY MINUTES OF HARDWARE l’’

I have before me long, dignified editorials on the

subject of this amalgamation. In the afterlight of

twenty-two years these editorials hang heavy with

accumulated wisdom. I was at first tempted to brush

the dust off my scrap book and quote many of these

editorials at length, but I hesitate to do it.

From The Iron Age, April 10, 1902

PARTIES TO CONSOLIDATION

As the result of the negotiations which have been pend

ing for the past year, the houses whose names are given

below are now parties to the consolidation. Negotiations

are still pending with other houses, and it is expected

that there will be further accessions to the number whose

interests are thus united. The houses now identified with

the movement are the following:

Baldwin, Robbins & Co., Boston

Bigelow & Dowse Company, Boston

Brown & Wales, Boston

Fitz, Dana & Co., Boston

Frye, Phipps & Co., Boston

Arthur C. Harvey Company, Boston

Holder & Herrick, Boston

C. S. Mersick & Co., New Haven, Conn.

Waite, Ranlet & Co., Boston

Emery-Waterhouse Company, Portland, Maine

Burhans & Black Company, Syracuse, N. Y.

Albany Hardware & Iron Company, Albany, N. Y.

Weed & Co., Buffalo -

Barker, Rose & Clinton Company, Elmira

Supplee Hardware Company, Philadelphia
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Bindley Hardware Company, Pittsburgh

Wm. Bingham Company, Cleveland

McIntosh-Huntington Company, Cleveland

Lockwood-Taylor Hardware Company, Cleveland

J. M. & L. A. Osborn Company, Cleveland

Standart Bros., Detroit

Freeman. Delamater & Co., Detroit

Morley Bros., Saginaw, Mich.

Van Camp Hardware & Iron Company, Indianapolis

C. W. Hackett Hardware Company, St. Paul

Janney, Semple, Hill & Co., Minneapolis

Marshall-Wells Hardware Company, Duluth

Simmons Hardware Company, St. Louis

Richards & Conover Hardware Company, Kansas City

Geo. Tritch Hardware Company, Denver

A. M. Holter Hardware Company, Helena, Mont.

Dunham, Carrigan & Hayden Company, San Francisco

Pacific Hardware & Steel Company, San Francisco

Harper & Reynolds Company, Los Angeles

Union Hardware & Metal Company, Los Angeles

Seattle Hardware Company, Seattle

Gray & Dudley Hardware Company, Nashville

H. G. Lipscomb & Co., Nashville

A. M. Tenison & Son, Nashville

Keith, Simmons & Co., Nashville

Stauffer, Eshelman & Co., New Orleans

Moore & Handley Hardware Company,

Birmingham, Ala.

May & Thomas Hardware Company, Birmingham, Ala,

Milner & Kettig Company, Birmingham, Ala. -

Mayberry Hardware Company, Birmingham, Ala.

Ring Hardware Company, Atlanta, Ga.

Beck & Gregg Hardware Company, Atlanta, Ga.

Dinkins & Davidson, Atlanta, Ga.

Palmer Hardware Company, Savannah, Ga.

Carlin & Fulton, Baltimore

George Worthington Company, Cleveland”

Here are some of the headings from the daily press

of that day:

St. Louis Republic, Sunday, March 23, 1902:

“Combine Obtains Option on Simmons Hardware

Company. Offer for Simmons Company Reported

To Be in the Neighborhood of $7,000,000.”

St. Louis Republic, Thursday, April 10, 1902:

“St. Louis Center of Hardware Combine. Buying,

Selling and Transportation of Merchandise To Be

From This City. E. C. Simmons for President.

W. D. Simmons, It Is Expected, Will Be Chairman

of Executive Committee. Capital Fixed at

$120,000,000.”
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St. Louis Star, Sunday, March 23, 1902:

“Gigantic Hardware Trust After Two Big St.

Louis Companies. Officers of Simmons Hardware

Company Returned from Business Trip to New

York Saturday.”

St. Louis Republic, May 16, 1902:

“Hitch In Deal For Hardware Combine. With

drawal of the Simmons Company Said To Have

Caused a Collapse. Not Satisfied With Plans.

George Simmons Says His Firm Found That

Individuality Would Be More Preferable Than

Combination.”

St. Lowis Star, May 15, 1902:

“Hardware Trust May Be Failure. E. C. Sim

mons Said to Have Withdrawn. Iron Age Be

lieves Project Has Fallen Through.”

The Globe-Democrat, May 17, 1902:

“Reasons For the Collapse of the Hardware Deal

As Seen Locally. ‘Plans Too Heavy To Be Car

ried. Proposal Involved About 28 Per Cent. Divi

dend on Existing Capital.

“Under the proposed arrangement, the Simmons

Hardware Company was to be paid $225 per share

for all its stock, preferred and common alike. Half

of this, or $112.50, was to be paid in cash, a quarter

of it, or $56.25, was to be in preferred stock, and

the same amount in common stock. The capitaliza

tion of the Simmons company is $4,500,000. The

amount of cold cash that was to be paid them was

$5,068,500. The book value of the Simmons Hard

ware Company, after paying its last dividend, was

$4,100,000. In other words, without considering the

stock payment at all they were to receive $962,500

in cash over and above the book value of their estab

lishment. That condition of affairs was reflected in

the stock market when the prospects of the con

solidation seemed bright. Prior to that the pre
ferred stock of the Simmons company was selling

around $140, and the common vacillated from $165

to $170, and at one time reached $175. But when

it looked as though these consolidation prices would

be paid, the common stuck close to the $168 notch,

and the preferred climbed rapidly to exactly the

same figure. . . -

“That $962,500 in the cash price to the Simmons

company proved the stumbling block. When the
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representatives of those larger firms checked up the

proposed payments, they balked at giving the "Sim

mons house that extra $962,500. It was supposed to

represent good-will and the trademarks on their

Specialties. These firms recognized the fact that the

Simmons company had a splendid organization in

every department and specialties of value, but they

would not admit that these were worth almost a

million dollars, without counting the stock that

went as part of the price. They refused to enter

the combination, the underwriters refused to go

ahead without them, and the whole deal was off.

That is the sum and substance of it.”

The Iron Age, under date of April 10, 1902, in writ

ing about Mr. John Bindley and the amalgamation,

makes the following statements:

“John Bindley, the subject of this sketch, and

the man who has indefatigably applied himself to

the working out of the details incidental to a con

solidation of the jobbers of hardware, received his

impression of the necessity for it through the knowl

edge which came to him as president of the Na

tional Hardware Association, to which position he

was chosen at the fifth annual meeting, November,

1899, serving in that capacity for two years. He

. recognized the necessity for economy in the cost of

doing business, as competition was continually grow

ing fiercer. He believed an amalgamation or com

munity of interest was the only practicable course

to insure an economical distribution of goods. His

position as chief of the National Hardware Associa

tion brought him in close touch, with important com

mercial problems, and under his supervision were

introduced various methods for keeping track of

costs, determining selling prices, etc., the results of

which gave him a comprehensive knowledge of the

physical details of marketing hardware.

“The first definite step looking to a consummation

of his plans was held in Pittsburgh, July 3, 1901,

after a visit to the Pacific Coast, at which meeting

were assembled a few of the prominent, men in

sympathy with the project, and from which begin

ning the present organization is now taking, shape.

“The high place which Mr. Bindley will hold in

the consolidation whose consummation is so largely

due to his efforts is a fitting recognition of his

character, ability and position in the trade.”
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the The obituary of the amalgamation is celebrated in

im. the May 22, 1902, issue of The Iron Age in the follow

º ing editorial words:
her

the “Since the publication of the news of the failure

im of the jobbing consolidation, the topic has been a

hey prominent one in all parts of the country and in all

a classes of the trade. The meager information fur

hat nished a week ago has been abundantly supple

ter mented by subsequent advices, and in the following.

gº pages we present the matter in various lights and,
off. give expressions from many merchants and manu

facturers in regard to the sudden change which
writ: has taken place in the situation.

- “The general feeling throughout the trade un
âtiſſ, doubtedly is one of relief. The consolidation project

was so novel an experiment as a means of correcting
trade ills and distributing manufactured products

and that all the great classes of the trade felt uncertain

to as to its effect on trade conditions in general and on

on: their special interests. The first announcement of
his the plan was regarded by the manufacturers with

w! mingled bewilderment and incredulity, but the ap
Nå- prehension which was entertained by them grad

he ually passed away as their faith in the practica

yer, bility of the scheme diminished. There still re

He mained, however, questionings in their mind as to

of the effect the consolidation would have on the in-,

yw. terests of manufacturers, and the announcement

jm- that things are to continue in the old and familiar,

rse way was received with satisfaction. Among the

His merchants a somewhat similar feeling has prevailed.

•ja- The aggregating of jobbing interests. in a huge

ſm- corporation was regarded by the retail merchants

ere throughout the country with more or less disfavor.

of The news that methods of distribution now in use

of are to be continued and that there is to be no dis

the turbance in the relations which they have had with

jobbing houses was welcomed by the great body of

ion retail trade. On the part of many of the houses

101, who proposed entering the consolidation there, is
ing undoubtedly deep disappointment and regret, but

in some of the houses who were intending to give up

in- their individual identity are more than half pleased
pe. at the turn things have taken. The jobbing houses
in outside the National Hardware & Metal Company

ely are, perhaps, those who as sincerely as any regret

his that the scheme has been abandoned. Many of
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them believed that in the strife for trade they

would have an advantage over the consolidated in

terests and were preparing to make the most of the

opportunities which would thus be afforded them.

“A variety of influences evidently contributed

to the collapse of the consolidation project. The

financial problem connected with the floating of the

Securities, especially in view of the large amount of

cash required by some of the houses, presented grave

difficulties. The indifference of some parties who

had given options and their disposition to place an

excessive valuation upon the good-will of their busi

ness added to the difficulty. The inequality in the

profits made by the different houses introduced a

perplexing element. The failure of efforts to draw

into the merger some of the great outside houses

had unquestioned weight. Divided councils in re

gard to some matters connected with the direction

of the huge enterprise were almost inevitable.

Jealousy of the prominence of certain interests

tended to cool the enthusiasm of some. Apart, how

ever, from these influences, which undoubtedly have

their place among the causes of the collapse, there

is little doubt that a growing feeling of the im

practicability of the scheme as a permanent success,

even if the plan were matured and put into opera

tion, was the underlying cause of the failure. The

distrust entertained by the manufacturers, and the

dislike, with which the great body of the retail

trade looked upon the project were factors which

from the first would militate against the success of

the consolidation. This feeling on the part of manu

facturers and merchants, notwithstanding certain

advantages which might accrue to the consolidation
in view of its bulk and its admirable administration,

would handicap it in a competition probably more

intense and unrelenting than has heretofore charaş
terized the hardware business, in which the strife

for trade has certainly been sufficiently earnest and

aggressive.

“There is little doubt that the publication of Im

mature plans and the announcement of the adher

ence of houses, some of whom were allied to the

project in a most loose and indefinite manner, con

tributed something to the collapse of the effort. The
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they indefiniteness of the relations of the houses whose

id f interests were to be merged is indicated in the fact

|f the that leading houses deemed it desirable and found

m, it feasible to break away from the movement. The

bond by which the constituent elements were united

together had no holding power. A project which

º: could be given up on account of doubt as to its suc

h cess was obviously far from consummated. That

i. - the announcement which implied that it was prac
int J tically completed was a grave mistake is now gener

grave ally admitted. Apart from showing the difficulty of

wh) securing a wise administration for such an unwieldy

ce an organism and illustrating the mistakes which even

bus. the wisest and most judicious are apt to make when

n the confronted by new problems, the premature an

!ed a nouncement of the consolidation directly contributed

draw to its failure. The promoters of the plan, while

0US&S business men of acknowledged ability and balance,

a re. were apparently captivated by theory and to a cer- .

ict,0ſ. tain extent carried away by their enthusiasm. They

table. were able to impart the same spirit in good measure

rests to those who considered the subject in an atmosphere

how surcharged with consolidation fervor. It was en

have tirely different when the matter was brought into

there the light of day and subjected to public criticism.

im: Practical objections, which have more weight than

•cess, theory never so finely elaborated, were enumerated

pera. and emphasized. The advantages and disadvantages

The were thus placed side by side, and men desirous of

the knowing the worth and practicability of the enter

etail prise were able intelligently to draw their own con

ſhich clusions. Those identified with the project were im

ss ºf mediately brought into contact with all the depart

anti- ments of the trade, and were in a position for the

rtain first time to look at the subject of hardware jobbing

ution consolidation as it presents itself to the great body

tion, of the trade. This cannot be better illustrated than

more by reference to the discussion of the subject in the

rac: columns of The Iron Age. In this way the various

trife phases of the matter were brought to light. The

and difficulties which would, from the first, beset the

enterprise were pointed out. The opinions of manu

facturers and merchants, given without bias and

simply reflecting the views of the trade, constituted
im- a mass of information which could not be ignored

. by any who desired to judge intelligently and ac

º curately of the merits of the enterprise. There
com can be little doubt that the considerations which led

The
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the trade at large to look askance at the consolida

tion, when presented in this way to those even who

had become its advocates, tended to shake their con

fidence, and thus prepared the way for their aban

donment of the effort.

“The general judgment in view of all the facts in

the case is that the abandonment of the project was

under all the circumstances the wisest course when

the interests not only of the trade at large are con

sidered, but the interests also of the houses who

were to enter the merger. A careful review of all

the considerations and influences leading to the

abandonment of the enterprise makes it evident

that consolidation was in the last analysis given

up because it did not promise to be successful.”
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CHAPTER XXVIII

GREAT SALES MANAGERS

HERE are many unusual and interesting events

T. my hardware life that for one reason or an

other I have not touched upon. It has been my

desire from the beginning not to write unkind things

—not to write anything that would cause unhappiness.

There are a host of worth-while hardware men with

whom I have come in contact that I have not men

tioned. Many of these men in high and low places

have accomplished unusual things and it would have

been a pleasure to write about them but if I did this,

my articles would draw out to an unconscionable

length.

For instance, as I draw to a close, I think of that

master salesman and sales manager, N. A. Glad

ding, with Messrs. E. C. Atkins & Company. We have

been friends for many years. First we were traveling

salesmen together. Next we became sales managers.

Later we were officials in our respective houses. I

have met “Gus” in all parts of the world. Every

where he was surrounded by many friends and was

always working for the interests of his house. I hap

pened to drop in to New Orleans at Mardi Gras time.

I could not get a room in the crowded hotel. There

was “Gus” with a suite. He ordered up a cot and I

slept in his parlor. He knew everybody in town.

What a wonderful time we had—dinners in the French

restaurants and dancing at the Rex balls |

Then it happened one day I was walking along one

of the narrow streets in Havana, Cuba. Along came

“Gus.” So we called on the hardware trade together

and tried eating the Spanish dinners. We went to

421
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The Danzon and studied the peculiarities of Spanish

dancing. Those were great days—not to mention the

nights!

San Francisco suffered the great earthquake, fol

lowed by the fire. My house sent me out there post

haste. When I arrived, San Francisco was still burn

ing. I stopped at the Hotel Athens in Oakland. This

time, by good luck, I happened to get a double room

with a bath. As I stood in the ruins of the devoted

city, there came “Gus.” I took him over to my hotel

and the first thing he did was to take a bath. One of

his friends invited us to dinner at the Country Club.

This club was a sight. People were sleeping on cots

in every part of the club. They were refugees from

San Francisco, but what courage these people showed 1

How cheerful they were in the face of this terrible

catastrophe' We were entertained at dinner at this

Country Club by the president of the Bohemian Club.

Many of the men we met had been ruined by the

earthquake and fire but I never heard a single com

plaint. They all talked of their future plans. They

said that a new San Francisco would rise from its

ashes, like the Sphinx, greater and stronger than ever

before. San Francisco has so risen and this was due

to the indomitable spirit and courage of these business

men. Such courage and enterprise is a great thing

to see. When one is depressed and doubtful, it gives

him confidence in the future to see how these Western

Americans can take disaster and rise again to greater

heights after the bludgeoning of fate. When I was

with them, I could not help but think of the lines of

the poem:

“I am the captain of my soul—

My head is bloody but unbowed.”

Only this week “Gus” telephoned me here in New

York. He had just returned from Europe. I do not

think he saw very much of Europe. He was too busy

meeting the customers of Atkins saws I asked him
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to have luncheon with me. No–he could not; he had

to entertain an Australian customer and his wife for

luncheon at The Hardware Club. After luncheon I

met him there with his customer. We spent all of a

Saturday afternoon chatting delightfully about busi

ness adventures in all parts of the world.

I believe if I should be called upon to award a laurel

wreath to the greatest sales manager I have ever met,

I would without hesitation place this wreath on the

F. S. Kret

singer, The

Americ a m

Fork & Hoe

Co., Chica

- go, Ill.

2 : "...

brow of Gus Gladding. As all of his friends know,

he is a prince of good fellows. He is a story-teller

beyond compare, but the curious thing with Gus is
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that he has never allowed his good fellowship to ruin

him as a practical, up-to-date go-getter in the way of

sales. I have noticed, too, that Gus Gladding's

friends are almost always his customers. I am sure

the thousands of hardware men who know Mr. Glad

ding will agree with me that there is only one Gus and

that we will never in this world see his like again!

Of course, I fully realize after writing this article

that he may cut me off his list of friends. He never

seeks self-advertisement but all of us remember that

wise saying, “If God will protect me from my friends,

I will take care of my enemies!”

Then there appears before me the smiling face of

Dennis A. Merriman. Dennis and I have also met

everywhere under any and all conditions. I always

address him as “My dear D.A.M." Wherever the

hardware battle has raged the fiercest, there always

was Dennis. Like King Henry of Navarre, his white

plume could be seen in the thickest of the fight.

What a wide acquaintance he must have in the hard

ware trade—always interested, always cheerful, al

ways happy! Dennis certainly is entitled to the love

of his many friends. One reason he is so popular is

because he never forgets a friend. Time after time

when he has been in New York—when he was busy

attending Steel Corporation meetings and helping de

cide whether to declare an extra dividend or not on the

Common Stock, he has been thoughtful enough to ring

me up and just say “hello.” -

My dear Dennis, may you live long and prosper and

continue to help Steel Common go higher and higher 1

(It was 109 today and I haven’t a sharell) -

Out of the past looms the handsome figure of

Colonel William Enders of the Simmons Hardware

Company. I can remember when I was a boy and our

family attended Dr. Rutherford's Presbyterian Church

on Eleventh Street in St. Louis that Billy Enders used

to be there to walk home with some of the belles of

St. Louis. He was one of the handsomest young men
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I ever saw. It is needless to say how popular he was

with the belles of that day. However, he has lived

and is still living at The St. Louis Club as a bachelor.

Colonel Enders for many years traveled in Texas

with headquarters at Dallas. Afterward he was

brought home and made a sales manager for the State

of Texas. There is not a hardware man who has ever .

N. A. Gladding,

Messrs. E. C. Atkins

& Co.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

lived who knew more hardware men in Texas or who

knew more about the trade of Texas than Billy End

ers. In St. Louis our desks were near each other and

whenever a Texan came to St. Louis, he always made a

bee-line for the Colonel's desk.

How the Texas salesmen loved and still love their

sales manager l It was not necessary for him to ever

wield the Big Stick. He ruled some twenty-five sales
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men just by the power of affection. His word to them

was absolute law. When he called for certain results,

these salesmen got the results or left their bodies on

the field of battle!

In the management of the Simmons Hardware

Company, the State of Texas was just left to Enders.

When we had conferences, he spoke for Texas.

Then in business and outside of business, there is

D. A. Merriman, The

American Steel &

Wire Co., Chicago,

Ill.

no more perfect gentleman than this same William

Enders. I never knew him to do or to say a mean, un

charitable or unkind thing of any one. Sometimes

when a situation would become a little tense, he would

straighten everybody out with some smiling remark

and a twinkle of the eye.
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The Colonel is a great sales manager. He has held

the affection of his customers and his salesmen for

more than one generation. If I should analyze the

Colonel after all these many years, I should say that

if any problem comes up, he decides it, not with his

head but with his heart and as his heart is big and

true, his decisions are almost always absolutely right.

This week I received in my mail a little pamphlet

giving the history of the steel goods business—of the

small beginnings and the large development of the

manufacture of forks, rakes and hoes. This pamphlet

was not only exceedingly interesting itself but it

brought back to me many pleasant recollections of its

author, F. S. Kretsinger.

Many years ago, Archer Wall Douglas, then a

buyer with the Simmons Hardware Company, talked

over the steel goods situation with me as sales mana

ger. We decided that what we needed was an extra 5

per cent. on this line of goods. Mr. Kretsinger was in

town. We invited him to have luncheon with us at the

Noonday Club. Mr. Douglas and myself gathered to

gether all the facts and arguments to back up our

claim for an extra 5 per cent. At luncheon, in the

most diplomatic manner, we advanced these claims.

I studied Mr. Kretsinger. He never turned a hair of

his side whiskers! In the most suave and pleasant

manner, he countered on each and every one of our

claims.

We did not get the 5 per cent., but at this meeting

Mr. Kretsinger and myself became friends and this

friendship has lasted to the present day. I have

played golf with him on the sandy links at Jackson

ville, Fla. One day I put on a pair of white shoes and

played golf with him in the “Black Waxy” soil at San

Antonio. I will never forget this soil. Strictly speak

ing, it is not earth at all. It seems to be a mixture of

graphite and oil. Those white shoes of mine were a

sight when we finished that game!

Then when I started on a long trip to many parts
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of the world, after we were beyond the twelve mile

limit, I went to my cabin to read my mail and tele

grams and there was a package with a letter from Mr.

Kretsinger. It was a beautiful silk American flag.

How thoughtfull This was just like him. Realizing

that it would be many and many months before I

would again see my native land, I must confess that

I picked up this flag and kissed it. Afterward, in

Europe, when we motored in strange, out-of-the-way

places, this flag was always on a little staff in front of

our automobile. In many languages, as we passed, we

heard the natives cry out: “Americans !”

Another strong character that stands out in my

mind in the hardware trade, with whom I have had

many interesting business transactions, is W. C.

Kelly of The Kelly Axe Manufacturing Company. I

consider him one of the most far-sighted men in the

hardware business. His ancestors have been closely

connected with the development of the steel business

for generations. Not long ago Mr. Kelly sent me a

book about the Bessemer Process. The story of his

father’s work in developing this process is most inter

esting. Mr. Kelly's knowledge of steel and the manu

facturing of axes and tools is in the blood. He de

serves no special credit for his wonderful achieve

ments in building up his enormous tool business. He

deserves no credit simply because he could not help it.

It was a natural evolution of the steel globules that

course with the red and white corpuscles in his arterial

circulation 1

Then there was big, handsome Charlie Hubbard of

The American Axe and Tool Company. He always

blew into one’s office with a wave of cheerfulness. In

our office in St. Louis on the first floor facing the front

door, there were fifty or more stenographers. I used

to tell Charlie Hubbard that I always knew when he

came in the front door because all of our typewriters

would suddenly become silent!
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Hubbard also deserves to have his bust put in a

prominent place in the Hall of Fame as a great sales

man. There is one thing I can say of Hubbard after

many years’ dealings with him and that is, he was ap

preciative. He always took care of his friends. I re

member on one occasion we were at luncheon at Tony

Faust’s when he brought up the question of our selling

more hatchets. I told him it would be the simplest

thing in the world to increase our sales. “How2°

asked Mr. Hubbard. “Why, it is only necessary,” I

said, “to give our force of pirates and buccaneers a

bonus of 25c. per dozen on hatchets and they would

sweep the country.” I told Mr. Hubbard that I had

made the great discovery that while I was very elo

quent in talking to our salesmen, I always found that

when my eloquence was backed up by something more

substantial in the form of cash, RESULTS WERE BETTER.

He looked at me and, quick as a flash, replied, “I will

go you. For a certain fixed period I will give you 25c.

per dozen for your salesmen on every dozen of our

hatchets sold.” We immediately laid out the cam

paign. We stocked up heavily on hatchets. We turned

our buccaneers loose on the country and the results

were astonishing. I have forgotten the figures. I

know Mr. Hubbard afterward told me that there had

never been a house in the history of the hardware

trade that sold as many hatchets in a given period of

time. We sent some very handsome extra checks to

our salesmen on their hatchet business. These checks

were sent at the end of each month. As I have stated

before in these memoirs, I have found that quick pay

nents are the best method to bring quick action.

Mr. Hubbard is now a financial man here in New

York. Every little while somebody in the subway

grabs me by the shoulders and turns me around. He

is a giant in size and when I feel his “gentle” touch.

I always know I am in the hands of Hubbard

Of the many manufacturers’ representatives who

called on us in those days, for knowledge of his busi
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ness and for close attention to all matters concerning

the sale of his line, there stands out in my mind

Robert N. Peck of The Stanley Rule & Level Company.

Mr. Peck had the broad, liberal judgment of an excel

lent executive, combined with the close knowledge of

the trade and his customers, of an active traveling

Seated on left—George H. Sargent. Seated on right—

Thomas J. Atkins. Standing on left—George Munson.

Standing on right—William J. Ladd

salesman. He was an indefatigable worker. In my

travels in those days to hardware conventions, also

visiting customers and meeting our salesmen in all

parts of the United States, I frequently met Mr. Peck.

Many times we ate together at railway lunch counters
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and traveled on slow local trains. I was indebted to

him for much wisdom he had gathered in his very

broad experience. How well I remember when he

would get tired of talking about hardware and hard

ware men that he would switch his conversation to his

farm How enthusiastic he would become when he

told me about his farming life!

“Bob” Peck has gone over the Great Divide but many

hardware men, when they read these lines, will join

me in appreciative recollections of him.
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OW we come to the last article of Forty Years

W of Hardware. I have attempted in writing

this story to make it interesting, enter

taining and occasionally instructive. The reader

and the writer have had a long journey together. In

my first article I quoted from the beloved Robert Louis

Stevenson: “To travel hopefully is a better thing

than to arrive.” I have done my best to make the

journey at least a cheerful one.

Now that the task is completed, I realize all of my

shortcomings. The job could have been done very

much better but it must be remembered that these

chapters have all been dictated in a very active, busy

life. They have been written at odd moments—on

holidays; after business hours; on steamers and in

foreign lands.

Our hardware business had prospered. It was now

approaching the year 1910. Since 1901, year after

year, we had kept up our pace of increasing our sales

one million dollars each year. We had devoted a

great deal of attention to developing our sales on

specialties—“Diamond Edge” tools, cutlery, sporting

goods, enameled ware and other profitable lines. I

had long been convinced that success in the hardware

business depended almost entirely, not only upon the

volume, but upon the character of the sales. We, of

course, encouraged our salesmen to increase their

volume because large volume helped carry overhead

expenses but early and late we impressed them with

the necessity of selling the right kind of goods. In

the hardware business, as in every other line, cer

432
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tain goods do not pay their board. I mean by this

that the profit on these goods is so small that they

are actually carried by the sale of other lines. It

was always our policy to discourage the sale of these

unprofitable lines. We realized that our competitors

W. C. Kelly, The

Kelly Aace & Tool

Co., Inc., Charleston,

W. Va.

had to do some business. We knew many salesmen,

when not properly trained, pursued the course of

least resistance. We knew to many houses and many

salesmen, an order was simply an order, and it did
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not really make much difference what the order was

for. Realizing this condition, we decided, just as

far as possible, to pass this character of business to

our competitors. If a dealer owed us money and

happened to fail, it was at least some consolation for

us to know that he owed us for a profitable line of

goods.

Then of course on these profitable goods, our Credit

Department could afford to take some chances. We

could afford in some instances even to sell dealers

who were “perfectly good” but who were proverbially

slow pay. It is wonderful the things that can be

done in a business that pays a profit ! Naturally

when there is no profit, the business is of no value

to any one. When there is no profit, nothing can

be done for house people or salesmen and there is no

margin on which to do any development work or to

be generous, or even to take what seem to be fair

business chances.

In those days when we were building up our busi

ness so rapidly, I did not hesitate to write our sales

men that they were in the “insurance” business.

What I meant was that every successful salesman

realized that out of his net profits we were spending

money to develop new territories and put unsuccess

ful salesmen on their feet. Our successful sales

men understood this. In fact, as I look back, I am sur

prised at how frank and straightforward we always

were in taking our heads of departments and our

salesmen into our confidence. We told them our plans.

We published the names of our successful salesmen in

all the trade papers. We never attempted to run our

business upon the “vest pocket” idea. Often other

business men would say to me: “Aren’t you afraid

that other people will take your best salesmen away

when you advertise them in this manner?” My only

answer was that this policy might be dangerous but

in a practical way it happened that our competitors

did not take our best men away from us and prob
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ably the reason was that we were paying our men

just as much for their services as any other house

in the country, if not a little more. One thing I

do know and that is, our salesmen stayed with us

and I am quite sure that this was not entirely be

cause they loved our beautiful blue eyes!

All of the head men in our business were now out

of debt. We had paid up all of our bank loans. The

C. W. Hubbard, Jr., The

American Aace & Tool

Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

trusteeship under which I voted the majority of the

stock had long since been given up. I had been

working very hard indeed. I had had practically no

holidays. At times I had a pain in the back of my

head. Now and then I had a feeling of dizziness.

I decided to sell out my stock to my associates and

to the employees of the company on a long time basis

and retire from business. By this time I had ac

cumulated enough money so I felt in a measure

independent.

On January 1, 1910, I tendered my resignation to
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our directors, to take effect one year later, or on

January 1, 1911.

Just to celebrate my farewell to the hardware busi

ness and to the Norvell-Shapleigh Hardware Com

pany, on January 1, 1911, we declared a full paid

dividend in Common Stock of $1,000,000. This rep

resented our accumulated earnings, beyond our divi

dends, for the ten years that I had been the president

of the company. Naturally this dividend was re

ceived enthusiastically by our stockholders, especially

by those of our employees and salesmen who had

bought stock in the early years of our enterprise,

taking a chance on our success.

It was decided that it would be better to have me

retire gradually so my work could be properly dis

tributed and so it would make no disturbance in the

running of the business. I agreed to remain a director

of the business for a time after my retirement,

and, as a matter of fact, I remained a director

until February, 1913. It was understood that when

the larger part of my stock holdings was disposed of,

the name of the business would be changed. When my

stock was almost all sold, this was done.

Upon receipt of my resignation, the Board of

Directors of the Norvell-Shapleigh Hardware Com

pany, by their President, Mr. R. W. Shapleigh, were

good enough to send me the letter copied below, which

naturally was appreciated:

St. Louis, Feb. 28, 1913.

Mr. S. Norvell,

Saint Louis.

Dear Mr. Norvell:

Referring to your letter of Jan. 20th in which

you tender your resignation as Director of the Nor

vell-Shapleigh Hardware Company to take effect at

our pleasure, I will say that at the Directors' Meet

ing held last night, this letter was read and your

resignation accepted.

The Board of Directors have instructed me to

write you and I am glad to do so.
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You have been associated with the members of

the Board of Directors in the most intimate manner

possible for nearly twelve years. During that time

the contact between you and the other members of

the Board has been of the closest and most per

sonal character—in fact, it is true that the asso

ciations of persons in a business way is often times

more close and intimate than even family relations.

During these twelve years we have all learned to

appreciate and to understand your admirable char

acteristics of mind, and your marked ability as an

organizer and a leader.

During that long period of service together a

feeling of admiration and friendship has been en

gendered.

The Board desires through this medium to advise

you that the above are its sentiments toward you,

that they have appreciated and have been benefited

by your association and wise counsel in Board Meet

1ngS.

We all wish you the very largest amount of suc

cess and happiness in whatever field your work may

lie in the future.

Very sincerely yours,

(Signed) R. W. SHAPLEIGH,

President.

By Order of the Board. -

Before retiring from the hardware business, I had

been elected to the City Council of St. Louis. I was

made Chairman of the Public Improvements Commit

tee and in these four years I gained quite an insight

into city government. I could not bring myself to

be very enthusiastic about politics. For instance, in

the City Council we had twelve members and a presi

dent. I soon discovered that on the majority system

of voting, seven members ruled the twelve. Then I

also discovered that in caucus, four members ruled

the seven. . In a word, the City Council of St. Louis

and, I presume, the city administration of almost

every other city of the country, is actually run by

two or three people who devote their entire time and

attention to the job.

After my term in the Council, some of my misguided

friends insisted upon putting me up as a nominee
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at the primaries for the office of Mayor of St. Louis.

I had the interesting experience of a political cam

paign. It was pleasant to see myself cartooned and

lampooned in the opposition press.

The manager of my campaign was a very agreeable

gentleman of many years’ political experience, by the

name of Harry B. Hawes. Mr. Hawes was known

locally as a political boss. At that period in American

history, it was the open hunting season for bosses.

I remember seeing among others, a cartoon in one

of the papers in which I was represented with an

iron collar around my neck. To this collar was at

tached a chain and the other end of the chain was

held by my boss, Harry B. Hawes.

Now I must say that, notwithstanding all the dis

agreeable things that were said about Mr. Hawes

in this campaign, I found him a most attractive per

Son. It was, of course, given out that I had made

him all kinds of promises of what I would do for

the “gang” if I were elected. It is only fair to say for

Mr. Hawes that throughout the entire campaign he

never asked me for anything.

Mr. Hawes has since been elected to Congress from

St. Louis and, I hear, has made a splendid record.

I would be very glad indeed to see him go to the

Senate.

Oh, I almost forgot to say that my campaign turned

out disastrously. I was defeated by my opponent!

The present Mayor of St. Louis, Mr. Kiel, has now

held that office for three successive terms and I hear

he has made a most excellent Mayor.

In the latter part of the year 1910 it occurred to

me that it would be fun to own a trade jour

mal. There was in St. Louis at that time.a hardware

paper by the name of the Stove and Hardware Re

porter. It had been established by Mr. Giles F. Filly

as a house organ when he was in the stove business.

It was owned by a printer. As the manager of a

trade paper, he was not a shining light.
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I remember that after I wrote the article on the

subject of the catalog houses to The Iron Age

this printer called on me. (It was the first time I

had ever met him.) He inquired why I had not

sent this article to the Stove and Hardware Re

porter. I really had to laugh. “Why”—I answered

—“my dear sir, this, I believe, is the first time I

ever had the pleasure of seeing you, notwithstanding

the fact that we live in the same city. It seems to me

it might have been a good idea to have occasionally

called on the heads of the various hardware houses

in your own home town.”

Just before the hardware convention in the fall

of 1910, he gave me a verbal option on his paper. I

did not think it necessary to ask him to put it in

writing. I told him I would give him an answer

immediately upon my return from this convention.

After talking over the matter with a number of

my hardware friends at the convention (especially the

manufacturers who advertised 1), I returned to St.

Louis and telephoned to the owner of the Stove and

Hardware Reporter. He was very busy that day. I

telephoned the next day. He was still busy. Finally

I told him over the telephone that I wished to buy

the paper at the price at which he had given me an

option. He replied over the telephone that he had

sold the paper to another party.

That afternoon, Mr. H. H. Roberts, formerly adver

tising salesman for The Iron Age, called and

informed me he had bought the paper. He had

offered a higher price. To make a long story short,

before Mr. Roberts left my office, I bought him out,

of course paying him more than myº option. Mr.

Roberts became interested in the paper and we

immediately went to work to organize it. After I

retired from the hardware business on January 1,

1911, I devoted quite a little time to the building up of

The Hardware Reporter, as we named the paper.

Allow me to say here that not only all of my old
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manufacturing friends, but a large number of my

former jobbing competitors, immediately started

advertising in The Hardware Reporter. One

of the first weekly full pages I sold was to Mr.

Bartlett and Mr. Conover of Messrs. Hibbard, Spencer,

Bartlett & Company. These gentlemen were always

my strong supporters in the conduct of this trade

journal. My work as a trade journalist led to my

seeing them at frequent intervals. We were often in

correspondence and I developed a very high opinion

of the business sagacity and the splendid characters

of these two hardware men. Whenever I went to

Chicago and had interviews with them, of one thing

I was certain, viz., I would get a prompt and definite

answer to my proposition—whatever it was. There

was no procrastination or dilly-dallying about Mr.

Bartlett or Mr. Conover. They were clean-cut,

straight-out business men and you soon knew where

you stood—whether on the inside or the outside of

your proposition.

Another advertiser was The Belknap Hardware &

Manufacturing Company of Louisville, Kentucky.

They came with me right in the beginning and con

tinued to advertise as long as I ran the paper. Mr.

Heyburn of this concern is another strong, aggressive

personality in the hardware business. I never knew

him as intimately as I did some of the other leading

hardware men but I was very much impressed with

his ability the few times we had met.

There were a number of other jobbing advertisers,

among them, The Gray & Dudley Company of Nash

ville, Tennessee.

Of course The Shapleigh Hardware Company were

staunch supporters and right in the beginning, they

took 52 back covers a year.

I speak especially of these jobbing advertisers be

cause at the time it was something very unusual for

jobbers to advertise in a national hardware trade

paper.
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After organizing this trade paper, I spent most of

my time in Europe. It is somewhat difficult to manage

a trade paper when you happen to be in Russia or in

the Balkans. Nevertheless, under the able manage

ment of Mr. Roberts, Mr. Pratt, Mr. Aglar Cook and

others, this paper, after a year of losses, as the ad

vertising increased turned the corner and was soon a

profitable investment.

I enjoyed conducting The Hardware Reporter

very much indeed. We employed an artist

and every week we had full page cartoons depicting

passing events in the hardware trade. I could write

an amusing chapter on hardware trade journalism.

We attempted, in conducting The Hardware Re

porter, to edit and run a trade journal very

much upon the principle of our great metropolitan

daily papers. We attempted to put life and pep and

personality into every issue. Sometimes, I regret to

say, we put a little too much personality into our

issues 1

I remember on one occasion a certain committee of

hardware men called on me and objected strenuously

to Some of our cartoons and editorials. They gave

me to understand that if we continued on these lines,

we would be boycotted. It is always a good idea to

have an extra shot in the locker. I got up from my

desk, went over to a safe in my office, turned the

combination, produced some papers and showed them

to this committee. The committee read these papers

with the greatest interest. These papers gave a story

which was exceedingly interesting. This story would

have made the hardware trade all over the country

sit up and take notice. I had all the facts, properly

vouched for. I told the committee I had had this

story in my possession for several months but had

never published it. Now if they wished to have real

trouble, they could go ahead, and possibly the hardware

trade would enjoy reading this story. The committee
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departed and I never heard anything more about

The Hardware Reporter being boycotted

Funny things sometimes happen. There was a cer

tain hardware manufacturer who was very loud in

his public utterances against the mail order houses.

He had gone on record as being very much opposed to

them. This manufacturer happened to be a very good

friend of mine. I knew he was sincere in his opposi

tion to the mail order business. Now it happened one

day that a retail hardware merchant in Iowa sent

me an interesting copy of a letter from this manufac

turer’s office to a farmer in Iowa. It seems that this

farmer had tried to buy this manufacturer's goods

from the local hardware man. He was out of them.

Then this farmer wrote direct to the manufacturer in

the East. One of the highbrow clerks in the office of

this manufacturer wrote a long letter to this farmer,

telling him he could get the goods from Messrs.

Sears, Roebuck & Company in Chicago. This young

man not only did this but he went on at considerable

length to tell all about the quantity of goods this

manufacturer sold to these mail order houses—what

good customers they were and how they distributed

the goods all over the country. I also put this letter

in my safe.

One day my friend, this manufacturer, dropped in

to see me in my little green editorial office. I asked

him about his business with mail order houses. He

stated that he sold them only a very small amount of

goods and that he insisted upon their maintaining a

price (which was true) with which the retail merchant

could easily compete. “Well”—I replied—“I would

like to show you a little correspondence I have in my

Safe.” I showed him the letter from his own office

to this farmer. He was the maddest hardware manu

facturer I have ever seen and I regret to say that

without my consent, when he left, he carried that

letter with him! I was sorry for that embryo sales

manager at home !
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In the years 1911, 1912 and 1913, I spent almost my

entire time in Europe. With my family I made my

headquarters in Paris. In 1911 we visited eighteen

capitals in Europe. Afterward one of my daughters

went to school in Lausanne, Switzerland, while another

daughter continued her art studies at the Beaux

Arts in Paris. With Paris as our headquarters, we

took many delightful trips to various parts of Europe.

In January, 1914, Mr. McKesson, of McKesson &

Robbins, a large manufacturing drug and chemical

concern of New York, wrote me to Paris, asking if I

cared to buy out one of their retiring partners. I

came to the United States in June, 1914, and decided

to go into business with them. The War broke out in

August, 1914. My family were caught in Frankfort,

Germany. They were on their way from the North

Cape trip to Switzerland. After a number of unusual

adventures, they arrived in New York in September,

1914.

The rest of my story since then has been in an en

tirely different business—drugs and chemicals. I

think I could say, without contradiction, that through

out the period of the War and since, it has been just as

exciting, if not more so, as the years I spent in the

hardware business.

And at the end of it all, I am inclined to feel, like

the Prophet of old,

“I returned, and saw under the sun, that the race

is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong,

neither yet bread to the wise, nor yet riches to men

of understanding, nor yet favor to men of skill, but

time and chance happeneth to them all.”—Eccle

siastes, IX-11.

The End
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